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LIFE, BODY, PO\\TEI~ 



'------------

HOW TO LIVE ALONE? 

The Populated Solitude 

I n the early eighties, in a class about cinema, if 1 remember 
correctly, Deleuze was interrupted by a rather fraught student, 
perhaps one of Guattari's patients, or a former La Borde in
mate, amidst such a heterogeneous audience, composed of 
philosophers, architects, painters, drug addicts, vagrants .... He 
asked Deleuze why people were so alone, why there was such a 
lack of communication nowadays, and unraveled his sad story 
about how we are victims of abandonment and helplessness. 
And Deleuze, sensing that his class was being driven off track, 
replied politely, before proposing a small hreak: the problem 
is not that we are alone, but rather that we are not left alone 
enough. Indeed, Deleuze never tired of writing that we suffer 
from an excess of communication that we are "riddled with 
poin tless talk, insane quantities of ~ords and images;' so that it 
is no longer a question of making "people express the:nselv~s, 
but rather to provide small vacuoles of solitude and sJlenc~ m 
which they might eventually find something to sai' ~o conJure 
the gentleness and the right to have nothing to say IS perhaps 
the condition "so that one might form the rare, or even rarer, 
thing that might be worth saying."l 

But what is this solitude that De1euze called for,. one that 
he came to qualify as "absolute solitude" when refernng to .We 
creator, a condition that he finds in Nietzsche, Kafka, MelVl e, 

- . . -- k C I bia University 
i. Gilles Deteuze, NegotIatIOns, trans. Martin JoughiJl' (NewYor: 0 um 
Press, 1995), p. 129. 
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Godard, and so many others? It is the world's most populous 
solitude. "Populated not with dreams, phantasms or plans, but 
with encounters;'2 Because what matters is that at the bottom 
of that solitude we can meet people without even knowing 
them. Movements, ideas, events, entities. As he says: "We are 
deserts, but populated by tribes, flora and fauna. We pass our 
time in ordering these tribes, arranging them in other ways, 
getting rid of some and encouraging others to prosper. And 
all these dans, all these crowds, do not undermine the desert, 
which is our very own ascesis; on the contrary, they inhabit it, 
they pass through it, over it. ... The desert, experimentation on 
oneself is our only identity, our single chance for all the com
binations which inhabit US."3 What fascination they exercised 
over him, these hybrid, solitary, desert types, and also men of 
groups and gangs, like Lawrence of Arabia. Deserts populated 
by becomings, encounters, traversed by movements of deterri
torialization and depersonalization .... Even when they carried 
a name, this name designated first an event before a subject, 
more a collective assemblage than an individual, an intensi
ty before a form. In short, the most singular point; an open
ing for the biggest multiplicity: rhizome. As Deleuze says, to 
leave the "hlack hole of our Ego" where we dwell with our feel
ings and passions, to undo one's face, to become impercepti
ble, and to paint ourselves in the colors of the world (D. H. 
Lawrence) .... 4 The most absolute solitude, in favor of more 
radical depersonalization for a different conjugation with the 
flows of the world .... To become a molecule, becoming-imper
ceptible, to meddle in the course of things, and there prolifer
ate, propagate everywhere .... The becoming-viral of thought, 
whose other name is desire. "The I epitome of wishful solitude 
and the epitome of the socius;' as Guattari wrote in his notes. 
Or as in Godard: being alone in order to be part of a criminal 
conspiracy, or a production studio, and turn into a gang; in any 
case, desertion, betrayal itself (of family, dass, nation, the status 
of author), is to embrace solitude as a means for encounter, in 
a creative line of flight.s 

2. Gilles DeJeuze, Dialogues, trans. H. Tomlinson and B. Habberjam, (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1987), p. 6. 

3.1birl., p. 11. 

4. Ibid., p. 45-6. 

5. Ibid., p. 17. 
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Thus, it is anything but solipsism. Solitude is the means 
~Y wh~ch one deserts the form of the Ego and its infamous 
commItments to a determined totality in favor of a different 
combination with the flows of the socius and of the cosmos in 
such ~ wa~ that the solitary's challenge, contrary to any autistic 
;:cluslon, IS always to find or rediscover the most connections/' 
I.o call for a people to come. To make another community pos
slble. To establish a different interaction between the singular 
and the common. 
.' Take the figure of 13artleby, the scrivener described by Mel
VIII:, who replies to every order of his boss as such: «1 would 
prefer not to." The lawyer oscillates between fraternal comp;]s
',\011 and indignation, between pity ancl repulsion, with this em
; '!oyee planted behind the screen, who barely speaks, ba rely eats, 
pale and thin like an irremovable lost soul. With such passivity, 
l~'1rllehy empties out meaning and neutralizes the cogwheel 
tl ~t previously turned the gears of the world making every
t 1ll1g run. By way of a deterritorialization of language, plac
~s, functions, and habits, he enables everything to break away 
~n ~n.unbridled flight. From the depths of their solitude, these 
;ndlvIduals not only reveal the refusal of a poisoned sociability, 
~ut are t~e calling for a kind of new solidarity; the plea for a 
ommul1lty to come. Not the community based on hierarchy, 

baternalism, or compassion, as his employer would like to offe~, 
~t the community of celibates, the society of brothers, a feder

atI~n of men and goods. A community of anarchist ind ividuals, 
whIch Deleuze often finds in American literature, as opposed 
tOI the inquisitorial utopia of the collective soul. And he asks: 
~1at remains of souls once they no longer cling to an identity, 
. ut also refuse to melt into a universal totality? What remains 
~ precisely their "originality;' that is, a sound that each one pro-
UC~~ When taking to the open road, when leading life without 

se~ ll1g salvation, when embarking upon an incarnate voyage, 
~lthout any particular aim, and then encountering other trav
e ers, ~ecognizing them by their sound. Against the European 
l~.rahty of salvation and charity, there is a morality of life in 
w lch the soul is fulfilled only by taking the road, exposed to 
~very contact, never trying to save other souls, turning away 
rom those who produce an overly authoritarian or groaning 

~~~--------------------------------------(M~ll!es Deleuze. Essays: Critical and Clinical, trans. D. W. Smith and M. A. Greco, 
Iflneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997), p. 52. 
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sound, forming even fleeting a~d un~esolved cho.rds and ac
cords. The community of the cehbates IS that o~ whI~he:e~ man 
and his singularities that cross one another: neIther mdlVldual
ism nor communalism. 

Apparatus of life 

In light of these remarks, allow me to mention a course given 
by Eoland Barthes many years ago on the subject of How to Live 
rnJgethcr, when he confessed that the title resulted from a kind 
of obsession, and his research on the subject, therefore, was the 
fruit of a fantasy that had long been haunting him. Interestingly, 
Barthes only states this fantasy of living together and discards 
collectivist utopias where everything is meticulously regulated 
and shared.? The idea of a common life is immediately cleared 
of several hellish images of coexistence, from the Phalanstere 
to unpalatable company, from the family to the restaurant. 
It seems impossible to wrap up the fantasy of living together 
without its counterbalance, a guarantee of solitude, times of 
isolation, spaces of reclusion, mechanisms for escape and dis
tancing. Barthes' original fantasy appears clearly: a human ag
glomeration where everyone can, at the same time, live at their 
own rhythm. Even if Powers tends to impose a homogenous 
rhyth~ on the life of a collective, as in a monastery, prayer time, 
meal tIme, rest time, each would have the right to their own 
rhyth.m, a ruthmos, a temporal form that is flexible, mobile, and 
tran~l~nt; opposed to the power of a single rhythm, the call for 
~he ldlOrrh~thm_ But, is not ani idiorrhythmic community an 
ll1sane utop~a? From The Magic Mountain to Robinson Crusoe, 
from the lIfe of Spinoza to the latest trend, the question that 
comes back is this: how to create a structure of life that is not 

7. Barthes, Roland. How to Live Together: Novelistic Simulations a/Some Everyday Spac
es, trans. Kate Briggs, (New York: Columbia University Press, 2013). p. 119. 

8. ~~e I? t?e difficulty in translating the difference between Portuguese words Poder 
~n oten~la, or the French PoUvoir and Puissance, or Latin Patestas and Potentia, We 
;ve °hte 

t.o ~ollo.w Michael Hardt's solution by making "the distinction nominally 
t :oug ~~~~tal!zatlOn, rendering Pouvoir !poder] as 'Power' and Puissance !potencia] 
as power ., ee 'Translator's Forward: The Anatomy of Power" in Antonio Negri, The 
s(Ma~age AnOl1'j.laly. The Power of Spinoza's Metaphysics and Politics. trans. Michael Hardt 

mneapo IS: University of Minnesota Press, 1991), p. xii. ' 
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an a~par~~us of li~e?9 How t~ ~ive together and escape tyranni
cal glegall~)llSnes,:. ~ow to leJe~t forms of living together that 
suffocate sll1~ulanty. Maxbe ?Y.lDventing a game made of dis
tances ~nd differences. A SOCIalism of distances," where what is 
sbared IS the asymmetry .... 

But another note creeps in at the end of Barthes' course, 
Wjt~Ollt whic!1 this panorama could not be complete: the ex
penence of d~paysemel1t, of expatriation, of voluntary exile. To 
drop cverythmg, to escape, to leave, even if the nature of this 
movement is internal, spiritual, imperceptible, carried out with 
no ostentation or vanity. As if any collective were unthinkable 
wirhoUi a line of flight. Perhaps community itself, in the strong 
sense of the word - and history is full of examples - can only 
be born out of a desertion, an exodus, however solitary, mysti
cal, or psychotic it may seem. 

I Need to Die a Little 

In a more clinical context, psychoanalyst Nathalie Zaltzman 
evokes the anarchist drive of the "uncompromising," beings 
whose lives are punctuated by dramatic ruptures, and who fight 
fiercely against "imprisoning organizations of life." ] f these lives 
can give off an almost epic image, we must remember that these 
people are caught in a "solitude that can neither be shared nor 
alleviated:' they are devoid of what we habitually surround 
ourselves with in order to protect us from solitude and death. 
What matters above all is "to ascertain the extent to which they 
do not attach themselves to anyone or anything, to what extent 
they remain free to abandon everything, to spoil everyt~ing ... 
to give everything. They are not worried about protec~lDg the 
reasons that bind them to life- what keeps them busy IS mak
ing sure they are free of any ti~s. For they d~ not go into exile 
from themselves, they expatriate themselv~s m every corne~ ~f 
their lives."JD This is attested by the anarchIst ~eogr~pher E(~l~ee 
Reclus, who was repeatedly deported, exiled, lmpnsoned: ~ m 
tired of eating and drinking, sleepin~ in ~ bed, and walkmg 
around with full pockets. I need to dle a ltttle from hunger, to 

--------------. h d occasionally goes down-
9. Ibid. p. 25-6. Spinoza rents a room in a boardrng Ollse an 
slairs to talk with his hosts - a true hermit, says Barthes. 

10. Nathalie Zaltzmann, A pulsiio anarquista, (Sao Paulo: Escuta, 1993). 
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sleep on the gravel. ... " Here is, by tortuo~s paths, an urgency 
to show that one is alive, even at the pnce of constantly be
ing exposed to death. The anarc~ist ?rivc is th.at which fig~ts 
the binding intention of Eros, w~lch IS annexat1~n, oW~erS?lp, 
annulment of alterity - greganousness. The hbertanan Im
petus, with its anti-social charge, has a demon~acal, o.r even 
terroristic, halo. But what is at stake, even here, IS a resIstance 
against the "unifying domain, deceptively idyllic, sweetening 
and leveling of ideological love," an impulse to make the whole 
structure of Power, authority, connection, and their sacred fan
tasies fly through the air. To relieve yourself from the love that 
embraces and paralyzes everything is not Thanatos, but rather a 
vital struggle against death. r think that many of Dostoyevsky's 
characters are of this type; they experiment with their leeway, 
mobility, vitality, even if they need to flirt with the demonic. 
Opposed to Dostoyevsky's Grand Inquisitor, who guarantees 
the herd's pacified happiness by paying for their docility, the 
Underground Man is unwillingness personified, the refusal of 
the promise of narcotic quietude, the frenetic rejection of all 
truth, divine or scientific, in favor of an impatient freedom. 
Clcarlywe lmow that the Grand Inquisitor has now acquired his 
biotechnocapitalistic and planetary version - what remains is 
knowing who the underground men of today are. 

What Is Mine Is My Distance 

Like Thomas Bernhard, the Brazilian writer Juliano Pessanha, 
in his beautiful trilogy, takes it upon himself to denounce the 
pact of universal hypocrisy that ensures daily existence, and re
veals the metaphysical cement that, at every instant, prevents 
us from collapsing.]] However, paradoxically, in these books We 
see all th.e ~ompetel1t characters that guarantee the "business of 
the ad.ml~lstrating life" crumble one by one, parents, educators, 
psychIatnsts, socializers, men of culture - all of which some
times play the part of life's jailors. From the autobiography of 
the charac~er Gombro (no doubt inspired by the writer Witold 
G~m~rowlCz), we have access to the survival strategies that a 
chIld Invents in order to challenge aU those who prostitute the 

11. Juliano Pessanha, Sabedoria do Nunca (1999); Ignorilncill do Sempre (2000); 
Certeza do Agora (2002), (Sao Paulo: Atdie). 
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word and I"?ake it the ~nst~ument ~f a generalized pretense. 
How to aVOId the assassmatIOn that IS proposed to us starting 
at the 1110St tenuer age, how to get around the obliteration of 
onc's own face, how to escape the narrative of oneself which 
has always already been outsourced by those who "care" for us 
?r "love" .us? The author of~ers a poetic answer. Only by return
JIlF 011 ?_lS own t? su.ffocatlOn an~ retaliations ("I spent most 
(~t my !lte sC!'~amll~g 111 tunnels, w~ndows, and alleys"), putting 
Gown m wntmg hiS early perceptIon of death and pain. Only 
then is the factl1allinearity of a life broken, which can then be 
punctnrcd by the series of questions that have characterized it: 
"Is anyone there? Is there some true life on the planet? Why do 
the so-called family life and the so-called scholastic life and the 
so-called social life crush the possible child? Why is it that only 
the frauds survive, those who identify with the dead child?" In 
times of "total mobilization," of "existential alcoholism," there 
is a/oice that introduces a word of hesitation, of waiting, and 
presentiment. It resonates with Bartleby, but also with Saint 
Paul's question which Zitek has taken up. "who is really alive 
nowadays?" From the lowest point of his breaking down, Gom
bro asks for other places to visit, where living-together and jiv
ing alone are articulated in a different manner. 

How many have not tried it, and in the most torturous ways. 
Since Barthes disclosed his personal fantasy of living toget.her, 
llamely, the monastery on Mount Athos, I will also allow myself 
jn take one example, somewhat out of fashion, coming from 
Ihe psychiatric field. Talking about enclosure, everyone .h~s 
his own fantasy. Jean Oury, who directed the La Borcic cl~n~c 
vvith Felix Guattari, practically checked himself into the Ch~lC 
along with his patients in an old, decadent castle. T?e questI.on 
that bothered him for the rest of his life, although 111 a speCIfic 
clinical context, is similar to that of Barthes in the monastic 
setting, and certainly not unlike the fate of the .Gombros a~d 
Bartlebys, who we run into on every corner of thiS postmodem 
asylum of ours. How to sustain a collectivity and at the same 
time preserve the dimension of singularity for each.and every 

. h h wn to one? How to create heterogeneous spaces, Wit t eir o. 1'-
nalities, distinct atmospheres, allowing each to conn;ct 'll~t t

11S 

. 'j bTt that laClI a es or her own way? How to mamtain an aval a I I y. h t 1 
encounters, but does not impose them, an attent~on t ~ ;0; 
lows for contact and preserves alterity? HoW to rna e roo 
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"ithout programming it? How to sustain a "kindness" 
IS for the emergence of a speaking that grows out of 
lve desert? When describing La Bordc, Marie Depusse 
:0 a community made up of smoothness, because it 
::led from being massaged with pain. Example: these 
~ed a bit of dust that protects them from the violence 
r. Even when sweeping, it must be done slowly .... "It's 
. revolve around their beds, collect their crumbs, touch 
deets, their bodies, when the smoothest dialogues oc
nfinite conversation of those who fear the light with 
o take upon themselves the misery of the night.. .. " 12 

:eptic utopia, perhaps because the psychotic is there, 
ly or unfortunately, to remind us that there is some
:'le empirical world that is falsely spinning (Oury). It 
it it all seems to belong to an almost Proustian past. 
Guattari never failed to acknowledge his debt to this 
? of collective life into which he also delved deeply, 
ffort he invested in verifying the "mark of singularity 
lallest gestures and encounters." He confesses that out 
zrience of collective life he could "dream about what 
become in the urban conglomerates, in schools, in 

) if the collective Assemblages were subjected to such 
l! treatment." 
rrently we are far from following such a direction, 
:especially, within ~ networked capitalism, which ex
celebrates connections, and monitors them for dif
Is. In addition, what is seen is that in parallel to the 
:onnectivity a new anguish is intensified - that of 
mection. Not only the anguish of being disconnect
ligital networks, but also from the networks of life, 
i"hich is increasingly mediated by commercial fares, 
ole for a large majority. Still, we should be able to dis
tlis socially produced "negative solitude" from what 
i "positive solitude;' namely, that which consists in 
despotic socialitarianism and challenging the tyran
uctive exchanges and socia! circulation. l3 Sometimes 
~e disengagements, partial subjectivities are outlined; 

:~sse, Dieu git dans les details, (Paris: P,O,L., 1993), 

illUel Katz, 0 corat;ao distante: ensaio sobre a solidiio positiva, (Rio de 
,1996), 
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celibate machines that are resistant to a compulsory social re
enlisting. 

I will allow myself to mention the theater company that. I 
have helped to coordinate for more than sev~n.teen y~ars m 
Sao Paulo, the Ueinzz Theater Company, conslstmg ma,mly of 
mental health service users.14 Some years ago, w.e were. l.nvlted 
to the prestigious International Theater Festival 111 Cuntlba .. To 
our surprise, We stayed in a first class hotel. Sittir:g on the spm
ning sofa in the lobby, one of our actors places hI,S co~fee on ~he 
table, opens a newspaper, lights a cigarette. He IS thm, SChIZO, 
with white hair and d~ep blue eyes. J watch from afar ~nd tell 
myself: that could be Artaud, or some Polish actor readmg the 
reviews in the newspaper about his play. Then I look down .and 
!iee these big twisted yellow toenails sticking out from a patr of 
beach sandals as if to say: "not even close". Perh~ps ~eleu~e and 
Guattari's beautiful saying fits here: territory IS pnn;anly the 
critical distance between two beings of the same speCl.es mark
ing their distances. What is mine is primarily my dIstance, I 
possess nothing if not distances .... The animal and ~onstro~s 
horde, the indomitable toenail, a sign of inhumamty, that IS 
one's distance, one's solitude, but also one's signature. 

The Argentine playwright Eduardo Pavlovsky created a char
acter that humorously shows this claim through another type 
of surrounding: Poroto (which means bean): His .most cons~ant 
concern is to figure out how to escape any sItuatlon that mIght 
arise. Where is he going to sit at a party so that he can escape at 
anv moment? What excuse will he come up with when he.rups 
into someone on the street, such as Kafka, who in his d1anes 
speaks of how to get rid of a fat Jewish lawyer? How will he get 
out of such and such a commitment? And he comes to exclaIm 
a sentence that is a punch in the stomach for many psychoana
lysts: "enough with bonds, just contiguity of velocities." 15 :V0ul~ 
we not have here the outline of something peculiar to thIS um
verse of ours, so far from ,~he ti~e ~h~n no o.ne would s~op 
"defining the relationship? A sUb)ectIvIt>:" that IS mor~ schIZO, 
Hawing, rhizomatic, havmg more to do With surroundmgs .and 

or dl·stances and encounters, than ties? Would It be resonances, . . d 
'bi t d from this perspectlve contemporary attltu es, POSSI e a rea 

- d'-on this topic see the following chapter in the present book: 
14. For further rea tn~ h Theater of Madness." 
"Inhuman Polyphony III t e ',. 

I ky Poroto, (Buenos A!res. Ed. Busqueda de Ayllu, 1996), 15. Eduardo Pay OVS , 
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no longer dissenting against a disciplinary society and its rigid 
logic of belonging and affiliation, but rather against a surveil
lance society, with its flexible mechanisms for monitoring and 
conjugating flows? 

Resistance 

In a small book entitled The Coming Community, Agamben 
evokes a resistance, which is not like any before it such as that 
of a class, a party, a union, a group, or a minority, but is rather 
that of any singularity whatsoever, which precisely is not any 
one specifically, because it is "amiable" in the singularity that 
belongs to it. 16 For example: the anonymous man who stood 
up to a tank in Tiananmen Square, who is no longer defined 
by his belonging to a particular identity, whether of a political 
group or a social movement, or the Arab revolt, or the Brazil
ian protests, that sort of ubiquity and multitudinous resistance, 
without a party flag, not delegating to any leader or institution
alized movement, the leadership or the Power of representing, 
hence the strength of such anonymity. This is what the State 
cannot tolerate, the whatever singularity that refuses it without 
constituting a mirrored replica of the state itself, in the figure 
of a recognizable identitarian formation, like a party, an ide
ology, etc .... Whatever singularity - which does not claim an 
identity, which fails to assert a social bond, which denies all be
longing, but manifests its common being - is the condition, as 
Agamben reiterated several years ago, of all future politics. 

Sometimes we think about the collective preserving the 
margin of escape that would compensate for its own oppres
sion (being able to flee from it); sometimes the collective itself 
is thought of as a compensation for an all too solitary escape. 
The community would have a function of relief, a balm, almost 
as a protection against unbearable solitude, while at the same 
time, solitude as a protection against the unbearable weight of 
the collective. Perhaps what is most difficult is to think about 
escape and the collective together, the collective itself as a line of 
flight, the line of flight as a collective. In other words, between 
living-together and living-alone there is no pacifying dialectic, 

16. Giorgio Agamben, The Coming Community, trans. Michael Hardt 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993). 
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l~ut a complex game, without synthesis: the disJ'unctive collec
tlVe. 17 

Encounter 

~'laYl~e it Clll depends, at heart, on a strange theory of the en
~lJUlJLer, in which the relation precedes its terms. To encounter 
~se t~ affect and be af~ected, infect and be i~fected, envelop ~nd 
. , nveloped. Even m the extreme of solItude, encountenng 
IS T~ot to, extrinsically, collide with someone else but to ex-
perlInpnt "':'·11 th d' t th t d 'fl h' di~l~ --"'.VVll e Isance a sep:ratesus,.an yovert IS 
... lIlce 111 a crazy back-and-forth: I am Apls I am an Egyp-

tIall I· ' 
a . am a red Indian. I am a Negro. I am a Chinaman. I am 
h~dJl:ese. I am a foreigner, a stranger. I am a sea bird. I am a 
::a 'S h~:~. I .aI;n the tree of Tolstoy. I am ~he roots of Tolstoy;' 

Y NIJlUSh fhe heterogeneous contammate and communi
cate b t . h 
terect u ~lt er of th~m also el~velops the other that is encoun-
, ) takmg posseSSIOn of theIr strength, but without destroy
~(ng l~hem. Thus, out of this distance that Deleuze has called 
"po;:: Iteness," Oury "kindness," Barthes "delicacy," Guattari 
Saltness" at th . h' . f h' e same tIme t ere IS a separatIOn, a back-and-

r'~~~ ) a flying over, a contamination, a mutual enveloping, a 
:jC(1!proca1 becoming. It is an overall weird connection, because 
1. 'ISconnect h P . "rh- , s Were owers want connectIons, and connects 
C~)l~~e. tl:ey Wa!1t disconnections .. Like wit~ the schizo. One 
of . also call It sympathy: an actlOn at a distance, the action 
d· 'tle.force upon another. Neither fusion, nor intersubjective 
c:~ ectl~, !10r metaphysics of alterity, but rather an enveloping 
~J\npos:tIon, a ?isjunctive synthesis, a polyphonic game. Hence 
an~~~~ze s q~est!on, ?f a Spinozist nature: "How can a being take 
in her bem? mto Its world, but while preserving or respect
r 19 t e other s own relations and world?"'8 With this, Deleuze 
e aunches i' bi d . d . . gether ' . n. an msepara e an mlxe -up manner, hvmg-to-

ci b'I' and hvmg-alone on a large scale, pointing to another so
g' a 1 lty, and even to a community to come. A subjective ecolo-

P
y .would need to sustain the disparity of worlds, forms of life 
OInt f . , 

s 0 VIew, rhythms, gestures, intonations, sensations, and 
17------------F· -==-;::;------.---:--------:---:----:-:---:-:: ___________ _ 

, ablane Borge D •. d d . d ( . 18 S, omllllOS 0 emasra o. Sao Paulo: Hucltec, 2010) . 
. Gilles Del S . '. 

City L' h euze, prnoza: Practical Ph,losophy, trans. Robert Hurley, (San Francisco: 
Ig t5, 1988), p, 126. 
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:lurage its proliferation rather than seize it in a universal 
:lulation, such that each singularity preserves, not its iden-
but its power of affectation and envelopment in the im
~se game of the world. Without that, every being sinks into 
black hole of its solitude, deprived of its connections and 
jympathy that makes it live. 
;: would be necessary to depart from the precarious lives, 
nymous deserters, people suicided by society, not only to 
llatize the meaning of these solitudes, but also that of the 
lescent gestures that reinvent sympathy, and even a solidar
n the contemporary biopolitical context. Among a Gombro, 
)roto, a Bartleby, a Walser, or an actor in our schizoscenic 
iter company, I see, at times, the outline of what might be 
;d an uncertain community, not unconnected with that 
:h has obsessed the second half of the twentieth century, 
1 Bataille to Agamben, namely: the community of those 
I do not have community, the community of the celibates, 
inoperative community, the impossible community, the 
ing community, the coming community, or even a social-
1)f distances. One thing is certain: facing the terrible COffi

lity that has spread across the planet, made of reciprocal 
iitoring and frivolity, these beings (but will it just be them?) 
led their solitude in order to give rise to their crazy bifurca
) and conquer the place of their sympathies. 
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THE BODY OF THE FORMLESS 

S;iorgio Agamben recalls that literature and thought also per
form experiments, just like science. But while science seeks to 
prove the truth or falsity of a hypothesis, literature and thought 
have a different objective. They are experiments with no truth. 
Here are some examples. Avicenna proposes his experiment of 
lhe flying man, and in his imagination he dismembers a man's 
body, piece by piece, in order to prove that even though broken 
~nd suspended in the air, he can still say "I am:' Rimbaud says: 
J am other." Kleist evokes the perfect body of the marionette as 

a para~igm of the absolute. Heidegger substitutes the psycho
SOmatrc self with an empty and inessential being .... According 
to Agamben, it is necessary to let oneself be carried away by 
:;nch experiments. Through them we risk our convictions less 
than We do our modes of existence. In the domain of our sub
Jective history, Agamben reminds us that such experiments are 
equivalent to what it was like for the primate when its hands 
-:rere freed while standing erect, or for the reptile when fore
lImbs transformed thus allowing it to become a bird. It is always 
~bout the body, even, and principally when what's at stake is the 

ody of writing. 19 

-----~~-----------------------------------------
19. Giorgio Agamben, Bartieby ou ia creation. (Circe: 1995), p. 59. 
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Literary Images 

11 is in this spirit that I would like to start from one or an
other literary image, and some variations around them. The 
first is that of the skinny body of Kat1<a's hunger artist, whose 
art interests nobody, abandoned in a cage near the stables, 
at the back of the circus. Kafka describes the pale man, star
ing into space with half-shut eyes, with extremely pr~truding 
ribs, bony arms, thin waist, emptied body, legs that, 111 order 
to keep himself on his feet, are squeezed against one another 
at the knee, scraping the ground - in short, a bag of bones. 
Amidst the rotting hay, when the circus employees find him 
somewhat by accident and they ask him about his reasons for 
fasting, he raises his excessively heavy little head by his weak 
neck and replies by whispering to them, before dying: "Because 
r couldn't find the food I liked. If I had found it, believe me, 1 
should have made no fuss and stuffed myself like you or any
one else." We find out, in the end, that the cage where he took 
his last breath was subsequently used to hold a noble bodied 
panther, "furnished with all that it needed;' and gave the im
pression that it carried its own freedom in its jaws. 

The second image is the body of Melville's Bartleby, the copy
ist. From the outset, a tireless worker seated behind the folding 
screen, but without showing the slightest enjoyment in making 
copies, when suddenly he begins to answer his boss' orders with 
"1 would prefer not to." The narrator thus describes him: his 
face thin and gaunt, sucked in and calm, his gray eyes still and 
pale, at times dull and glazed. His haggard body, which eats gin
ger nuts, his pale silhouette, sometimes in his shirt sleeves and 
strange and tattered homemade suit, a cavalier and cadaverous 
indifference. In short, debris from a shipwreck in the middle 
of the Atlantic. And the most intolerable in the attorney's eyes: 
passive resistance. Impossible to "frighten his immobility into 
compliance." Even in prison, there is Bartleby, alone on the 
most isolated patio, facing a high wall, or languishing, lying on 
his side, refusing to eat. Upon discovering that this man with 
no past had at one time worked with lost letters, the narrator 
begins to compassionately refer to these lost men .... 
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Body and Gesture 

We shall refuse the humanist interpretations, full of meaning or 
piety for these lost men with their immobikand inert bodies, 
emptied and squalid. We would have every reason, indeed, to 
associate them with an endless chain of defiled bodies, in the 
cruelty and indifference of the genocides that populated the 
iconography of the last century. But I insist, let us initially stay 
with these strange postures, this "standing in front of the wall," 
this "lying" amidst the hay, this fallen little head but speaking in 
one's ear, this being seated behind the folding screen, these ges
tures devoid of traditional supports, as Walter Benjamin says 
in his essay on Kafka, but still preserving a certain leeway that 
the War would come to abort. A gesture is a means without 
an end; it is enough, as in dance. That is why, says Agamben, 
it opens the sphere of ethics, belonging to man. Further still 
when it happens starting from an inert or undone body, at the 
impossible conjunction between the dying and the embryonic, 
as is the case in the literary characters mentioned. 

Let us consider the fragility of these bodies, nearly inhu
mane, in postures that touch upon death, and which nonethe
less embody <l strange obstinacy, an unwavering refusal. In this 
renunciation of the world we sense the sign of resistance. Thus 
it states something essential of the world itself. In these beings 
we are confronted with a deafness that hears, a' blindness that 
sees, a numbness that is an exacerbated sensibility, an apathy 
that is pure pathos, a frailty that is indicative of a superior vi
tality. To describe the life of the writer, Deleuze uses a similar 
image: "(the writer] possesses an irresistible and delicate health 
that stems from what he has seen and heard of things too big 
for him, too strong for him, suffocating things whose passage 
exhausts him, while nonetheless giving him the becomings that 
a dominant and substantial health would render impossible."20 
What the writer refuses, just like the faster or the scrivener, 
is this fat-dominant health, gorging, stuffing oneself full, the 
pregnancy of an all-too categorical world, the panther's jaw. 

Let us understand: the writer's weakness and exhaustion 
are due to the fact that he or she has seen too. much, heard 
too much, and been overwhelmed by what has been seen and 
heard. He has been marred, it is too much for him and so he 

20, Gilles Delcuze, Essays: Critical mId Clinical, p. 3. 
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collapsed, but as for that, he can only be kept permeable if he 
remains in a condition of frailty, of imperfection. This deformi
ty, this incompleteness, might even be a condition ofliterature, 
hence it is where life is found in the most embryonic state, where 
form has not yet "taken" entirely, as Gombrowicz says. There is 
no way, therefore, to preserve this freedom of "beings yet to be 
born" so dear to so many authors, in an excessively muscular 
body, amidst an athletic self-sufficiency, overly excited, plugged 
in, obscene. Perhaps the characters we mentioned need their 
immobility, deflation, pallor, on the limits of the dead body in 
order to make way for different strengths that an "armored" 
body would not allow. 

Is it necessary to produce a dead body so that different forces 
pass through the body? Jose Gil observed the process through 
which, in contemporary dance, the body takes over itself like a 
bundle of forces and disinvests its organs, disentangling itself 
from the "internalized sensory-motor models;' as Cunningham 
says. A body "that can be deserted, emptied, robbed of its soul;' 
to then be able to "be traversed by the most exuberant fluxes of 
life." It is there, says Gil, that this body, which is already a body 
without organs, constitutes around itself an intensive domain, a 
virtual cloud, a type of affective atmosphere, with its own den
sity, texture, and viscosity, as if the body exhaled and liberat
ed unconscious forces that circulate at the surface, projecting 
around itself a type of "white shadow:'21 

Through entirely different existential and aesthetic means, 
we find again among some actors of the Ueinzz Theater Com
pany, "carriers of psychological distress," postures that are 
"lost;' inhumane, misshapen, and solitary, with their impal
pable presence and lead weight, in their own weirdness and 
sparkle, surrounded by their "white shadow;' or immersed in a 
"zone of offensive opacity;' according to the expression coined 
by a recent magazine, in a different context. Is it not this that 
we see surrounding the postures of Bartleby or some of Kafka's 
characters? But why does it seem so difficult to embrace these 
postures bereft of meaning, intention, and ends, surrounded by 
their white shadow, their zone of offensive opacity? 

21. Jose Gil, MetamorplJOses of tile Body, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Pre;: 
1998), p. 28. 
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The Body That Canlt Take Anymore 

Perhaps owing to that which David Lapoujade, in Deleuze's 
wake, and especially Beckett's, defined in the most colloquial 
and lapidary manner possible: it deals with a body qui n'en peut 
plus, a body that cannot take any more. "We are like Beckett's 
characters, for whom it is already difficult to ride a bicycle, then, 
difficult to walk, then, difficult to simply drag oneself, and fur
ther still, to remain seated. Even in increasingly elementary sit
uations, which require less and less effort, the body cannot take 
any more. Everything happens as if it could no longer move, 
no longer respond [ ... J the body is that which cannot take any 
more;' by definition.22 

However, the author asks, what is it that the body can no 
longer t<lke? It cannot take any more of that which coerces, 
from the outside and from the inside. Coercion outside of the 
body from time immemorial was described by Nietzsche in the 
admirable pages of On the Genealogy of Morality, it is the pro
gressive "civilizing" training of the animal-man, by sword and 
fire, which resulted in the man-form that we now know. In Ni
etzsche's wake, Foucault described the shaping of the modern 
body, its taming through disciplinary technology that has op
timized man's strengths since the industrial revolution - and 
from this we also have some echoes in Kafka. Well, more pre
cisely, the body cannot taketb.e training and the discipline. In 
addition, it also cannot take more of the system of martyrdom 
and narcosis that Christianity - in the first place, and subse
quently Medicine - developed to deal with pain: blame and 
the pathologization of suffering, desensitizing and the negation 
of the body. 

Therefore, we should reclaim the body in that which is most 
its own, its pain by way of the encounter with the outside, its 
condition of a body affected by the forces of the world. As Bar
bara Stiegler notes in a remarkable study on Nietzsche, for him 
every living subject is first an affected subject, a body that suf
fers from its affections, its encounters, the alterity that strikes 
it, the throng of stimuli and excitement, and it is up to it to 
select, avoid, choose, or embrace .... 23 In order to continue to be 

22. David Lapoujade, "0 corpo que nao agiienta mais", in Nietzsche e Delcuze, Que pade 
o carpa, org. D. Lins, (Rio de Janeiro: Relume-Dumara, 2002), p. 82. 

23. Barbara Stiegler, Nietzsche et /a bi%gie, (Paris: PUF, 2001), p. 38. 
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affected, more and better, the affected subject needs to be at
tentive to the excitations that affect it and filter them, rejecting 
those that are too threatening. The ability of a living being to 
remain open to affections and alterity, to the stranger, also de
pends on its capacity to avoid the violence that would destroy 
it altogether. 

Following this line of thought, Deleuze also insists that a 
body never ceases to be subjected to encounters, with light, 
oxygen, food, sounds, and cutting words - a body is first an 
encounter with other bodies. But how could the body protect 
itself from serious wounds in order to embrace the more subtle 
ones, or as Nietzsche says in Ecce Homo, to use "self-defense" in 
order to preserve "open hands?" How does the body have the 
force to be at the height of his weakness, instead of remain
ing in the weakness of just cultivating the force? That is how 
Lapoujade defines this paradox: "like being at the height of the 
protoplasm or the embryo, being at the height of one's fatigue 
instead of overcoming it through a voluntary hardening ... ?" 

Thus, the body is synonymous with a certain powerlessness, 
and it is from this powerlessness that it now extracts a superi
or power, freed from form, the act, the agent, even from "pos
ture .... " 

The Post-Organic Body 

But perhaps the contemporary picture makes all of this much 
more complex, keeping in mind new decompositions of the 
material body. In the context of universal digitization, in which 
a new bioinformatics metaphor has besieged our bodies, the 
old human body, so primitive in its organicity, already seems 
obsolete. Given the new techno-scientific array, where virtual 
utopia sees in the materiality of the body an uncomfortable vis
cosity, an obstacle to immaterial liberation, we are all somewhat 
handicapped. From this gnostical-informatics perspective, we 
long for the loss of.carnal support, we yearn for a fluid and 
disembodied immateriality. Hi-tech neo-Cartesianism, incot
poreal aspiration, resuscitated Platonism, the fact is that there 
is a techno-demiurgism that responds to a new sociopolitical, 
post-organic, and post-human utopia, as Paula Sibilia says in 
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a recent stud 24 Th . k' d fh' Y···· ere IS no reason to cry because a certain 
-Ill 0 umanism has indeed been surpassed but that does not 

mean th t· .. . ' . fi - I a ~ nSIllg unrest can be aVOlded. Perhaps the most dIf-
cu t part IS blowing which relation exists between that which 

asol·medc~l1 the post-organic body - that is, the digitized, virtu-
,17e un . l' d . d' ll1atena Ize body, reduced to a combination of finite 
~~d rechombinable elements according to a limitless plasticity-

. w at others have called the conquest of a body without 
~rgans .. '. Indeed both configure an overcoming of the human 
horm and an overcoming of humanism, which had served the 
in

un
: an form as a support, but would these bodies (despite be

th gIn tuch a provocative proximity that Deleuze and Guattari's 
o oug?t never tired of exploring in so many areas) not be the 
trPaPd?~Ite of each other, different by way of a certain critical 

Itlon be't M' F kf' I d' III .t .' . I arxist or ran urtIan, a ways more lChoto-
Ca o~ .. SImIlar to Nietzsche, where what is the most horrifying 
to l;her~~g. wit~ it the most promising. Nietzsche, who referred 

1
)[ . IVlsect!on operated upon ourselves, and to the risks and 

Omlses embedded therein. 
tha~:w does one differentiate Spinoza's perplexity - the fact 
tech c ~o ~~t yet know what the body can do - from the 
In nOS~Ientlfic challenge that precisely continues to experi
di~nt. WI~h what can be done with the body? How does one 
rarclel:tIate the body's necessary decomposition and disfigu
an~ofbo ,that the forces that traverse it invent new connections 
of 0 I, crate new powers,- a tendency .that characterized part 
Ille ~: ~ulture Over the last few decades, in its diverse experi
onen s, rom dances, to drugs, and to literature itself, how does 
that ~~t confuse t~is with the decomposition and dis figuration 
On th lotechnologtca] manipulation conjures and stimulates? 
with e one han~ we have the Powers of life which need a body 
hay ~ut organs l~ order to experiment, on the other hand, we 
to t~ ow~r o:e: lIfe.that needs a post-organic body to annex it 

e capitalIstlc aXIomatic. 
Perhaps th' . . c . Nietzsch '. IS OpposltlOn reLers to two aspects present 111 

of h' ~, 111 the paradoxical form that was taken on at the end 
that IS ex~stence, according to Stiegler's analysis. "The subject 
ed S r~~eI:es power does not walk away unharmed. Wound
sU~h u ~:'l11.g from these wounds, after painfully experiencing 
~nng, the question of the fortune of such wounds is 
24, PaUla S'bT ~-;-------------------

• I I la, 0 homem pos-orgal1ico, (Rio de Janeiro: Relume-Dumani, 2002). 
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increasingly posed to the subject more clearly: should he mend 
them through vigorous therapeutic measures, or leave them to 
chance, at the risk of infection? Here is the force of the aporia 
with which one confronts the living human, the only one who 
is aware of his wounds: all suffering should invoke acting, but 
acting that does not impede suffering; the pathologies of the 
living can for medicine, but medicine that respects pathologies 
as a condition of life."25 Thus, the body's status appears insep
arable from a frailty, a pain, even a certain "passivity," howev
er these conditions become necessary for a vital affirmation of 
a different order, despite the many inflections to the contrary, 
as seen in the case for Nietzsche, for Artaud, for Beckett, for 
Deleuze, and in certain circumstances as well for Kafl<a. 

Kafka's Body 

In Kafka we initially uncover the singular characteristic of him 
often referring to his own body, be it in his diary or in his l~t
ters, and always in a negative manner. "I write this very deCl~
e~ly out of despair over my body and over a future with thIS 
body" (1910); "It is certain that a major obstacle to my progr~S5 
is my physical condition. Nothing can be accomplished with 
such a body. I shall have to get used to its perpetual balking" 
(21/NovI1910); ''At the junction with Bergstein I once mo~e 
thought about the distant future. How would I live through It 
with this body picked up in a lumberyard?" (24/NovI191O). 

Similarly, he speaks of the strengths he lacks to bring his liter
ary work to fruition, or the outside forces which seem welcome, 
whether from listeners at a conference, or from Felice. However, 
in a complete reversal, he also mentions a bit of the strength 
that is left over and that he will save in refusing marriage or anY 
other commitments. "All I possess are certain powers which, 
at a depth almost inaccessible under normal conditions, shape 
themselves into literature, powers to which, however, in ml 
present professional as well as physical state, I dare not comm1t 

myself.. .. " (Letter to F, 16/Jun/1913) "The connection with f. 
will give my existence more strength to resist"; "It is easy to reC
ognize a concentration in me of an my forces on writing. Whell 
it became clear in my organism that writing was the most 
----------------------------------------------~ 
25. Barbara Stiegler, Nietzsche et la biologie, (Paris: PUF, 2001). 
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prohductive direction for my being to take everything rushed 
In t at d' . , 
d" IrectIon and left empty all those abilities which were 
c~~ec~d t?ward the joys of sex, eating, drinking, philosophi
th re ec.tlOn and above all music. This was necessary because 
c e I~otahty of my strengths was so slight that only together 
"fn~ they even .halfway serve the purpose of my writing .... "; 
i ~pable of bemg known by whoever, incapable of support
l~g nowl~dge, at bottom full of infinite astonishment facing a 
~hP~y. SOcIety or facing their children (in the hotel, naturally, 
1 . Cl e ~ not much happiness, it wouldn't come to saying that 
o~~~\t e caus:, in my quality of 'the man with too big a shad
ish' ut effectIvely my shadow is too big, and with new aston
b .men.t I find the strength to resist, the obstinacy of certain 

PelD~s 111 wanting to live 'in spite of everything' in this shadow, 
reclsely i 't ) b 'd h g n 1 •••• ; eSl es that, abandoned not only here, but b eneral, even in Prague, my 'homeland,' and not abandoned t: men, that would not be the worst, while I live I could be able 

il T.uf after them, but abandoned by me in relation to the be
alfs'f )h my streng~h, in relation to the beings." (27 /Peb/22) In 
Li~a ~ ese quot~~lOns one o.bserves what the. critic Luiz Costa 
in' d. as lloted: Saddled wIth a weak, ungamly body, a most 
p,;equate tool to ensure his own future, Kafka tries to find 
an~ers lhat might animate him, dispel uncertainty, confusion, 

apathy."2" 

nOlBv~~ ~midst t.his strange energetic accounting, in which it is 
Or i <no~n Ifwhat comes from the outside merely wounds 
pus~S? l1ou;lshes the weak-body, one sentence stands out: ''A 
for l~ not m fact necessary; simply a withdrawal from the last 
Wilfet t at was applied on me and I will attain a desperation that 
With ~r me apart." (Il/DeC/19l3) This is where the friction 
proof ~ w~rld see~s just as painful as it is necessary, almost a 
resisti~ eXlsten.ce? m~icating an intrinsic relationship between 

P hg and eXIstmg 111 the chest of a weakened body. 
the;r ~ps such a relationship, not only in Kafka, but also in 
in th reb'lOusly mentioned authors, allows for a glimpse with
Of suffi <;>dy of the centrality of a strength to resist in the face 
vul a ermg. In ?ther words, defending itself from the most 
tIe ~f~ W?unds, It opens itself to embracing the array of sub
prim ectlOns. ~nd concurrently, it becomes active out of its 
~ ary suffermg, the elementary sensibility, the pains and 
26~L . - ______________________________ _ 

• U1Z COsta I . L" 
,1ma, lmltes da voz: Kafka, (Rio de Janeiro: Rocco, 1993), ch. 2. 
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wounds and the originating affectation. In other words, 
it becomes active out of this constitutive passivity, with
out denying it, making from it an event, as in The Hunger 
Artist. That this sometimes ends in death is almost a necessity. 
"The best things I have written have their basis in this capacity 
of mine to meet death with contentment. All these very fine and 
very convincing passages always deal with the fact that some
one is dying, that it is hard for him to do, that it seems unjust to 
him, or at least harsh, and the reader is moved by this, or at least 
he should be. But for me, who believes that I shall be able to lie 
contentedly on my deathbed, such scenes are secretly a game; 
indeed, in the death enacted I rejoice in my own death" '" 
(l3/Dec/1914). 

Beyond every possible reflection here on death as part of 
his own literary work, like that which Blanchot demonstrat
ed in an insurmountable manner, perhaps here we have the 
evidence of what Peter Sloterdijk has called a different ecolo
gy of pain and pleasure. When contrasting the silencing of the 
body and suffering proposed by Western metaphysics since its 
beginning, either in its philosophical, religious, or medical 
version, beginning with Nietzsche we see the emergence of Ii 
different economy of pain, that is, a different relationship with 
physis and with pathos, free of an aseptic utopia of a painless 
and immaterial future. Pain is reinserted into the "immanence 
of a life that no longer requires redemption;' in such a way that 
here one may achieve "the endurance of the unendurable."27 

The Dying and the Newborn 

Perhaps a final note might fit before moving on to my mea~ 
ger conclusions. In an enigmatic article, Deleuze recalls what 
Nietzsche, Lawrence, Artaud, and Kafka had in common: an 
aversion to the insatiable thirst for judging. Against the sys~ 
tern of infinite judgment they pitted a system of affects, each 
in his own way, where debt is no longer inscribed abstractly in 
an autonomous book that escapes our gaze, but marks finitt 
bodies in their collisions. No longer the endless delays, unpay
able debt, apparent acquittal, or ubiquitous judge, but rather 

27. Peter Sloterdijk, Thinker all Stage: Nietzsche's Materialism, trans. Jamie Owen Daniel 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1989), p. 102. 
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combat among bodies. To the body of judgment, says Deleuze, 
with its organization, hierarchy, segments, and differentiations, 
Kafka would oppose the "affective, intensive, anarchist body 
that consists solely of poles, zones, thresholds, and gradients." 
With it, the hierarchies are undone and thrown into confu
sion, retaining "nothing but intensities that make up uncertain 
zones, that traverse these zones at full speed and confront the 
powers in them .,. on this anarchist body restored to itself,"28 
even if it is that of a coleopteron. "The way to escape judgment 
is to make yourself a body without organs, to find your body 
without organs." This is how, at least, Gregor escapes his father. 
However, more than that, he tries to "find an escape where his 
father didn't know to find one, in order to flee the director, the 
business, and the bureaucrats."29 Here, insist the authors, in this 
undone and intensive body that flees from the system of judg
ment or taming and that of discipline, as we have shown above, 
there is a strange non-organic, inhuman vitality. . 

Such a body is always in combat: ''All gestures are defenses or 
even attacks, evasions, ripostes, anticipations of a blow one does 
Lot always see coming, or of an enemy one is not always able to 
identify: hence the importance of the body's postures."30 But the 
goal of combat, distinct from war, does not consist of destroy
ing the Other, but rather of escaping from or taking hold of 
the Other's force. Even in the love letters, which are a "combat 
against the fiancee, whose disquieting carnivorous forces they 
seek to repel. But they are also a combat between the fiancee's 
forces and the animal forces he joins with so as to better flee the 
force he fears falling prey to, or the vampiric forces he will use 
to suck the woman's blood before she devours him. All these 
associations of forces constitute so many becomings - a be
coming-animal, a becoming-vampire, perhaps even a becom
ing-woman - that can only be obtained through combat." In 
short, combat as a "powerful, nonorganic vitality that supple
ments force with force, and enriches whatever it takes hold of." 

We could close this enigmatic mention of Deleuze here, 
but we would not have sufficiently reached the strangeness of 
this essay if we do not complete it with the double reference 

28. Gilles Deleuze, Essays: Critical and Clitlical, p. 131. 

29. Gilles Ddeuze and Felix Guattari, Kafka: Toward a MitIOr Literature, trans. Dana 
Polan, (Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press, 1986), p.l3. . 

30. Gilles Deleuze, Essays: Critical and Clinical, p. 132. 
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to that which best embodies such a non organic vitality. In Im
manence: A Life, there is an example - that of Dickens. The 
rogue, Riderhood, is about to die from almost drowning, and 
at this moment he shows a "spark of life inside of him" that 
seems to be capable of ushering the rogue that he is into light; 
a spark with which all those around him sympathize, as much 
as they hate him - here is a life, a pure event, in suspension, 
impersonal, singular, neutral, beyond good and evil, a "sort of 
beatitude:' says Deleuze.31 The other example is at the extreme 
opposite end of existence: newborns, who, "through all their 
sufferings and weaknesses, are infused with an immanent lite 
that is pure power and even bliss." The baby, like the dying, arc 
both traversed by a life. This is how Deleuze defines it in his es
say "To Have Done with Judgment": "this obstinate, stubborn, 
and indomitable will to live that differs from all organic life. 
With a young child, one already has an organic, personal rela
tionship, but not with a baby, who concentrates in its smallness 
the same energy that shatters paving stones (Lawrence's baby 
tortoise). With a baby, one has nothing but an affective, athletic, 
impersonal, and vital relationship. The will to power certainly 
appears in an infinitely more exact manner in a baby than in a 
man of war. For the baby is combat, and the small is an irreduc
ible locus of forces, the most revealing test of forces." Hence the 
·reference to minor-becoming in Katka.32 

A surprising essay that goes from the system of judgment 
to newborns in a dizzying sequence of somersaults, scrutiniz
ing the other side of the body and of the individuated life, as 
if Deleuze were looking for - not only in Kafka, Lawrence~ 
Artaud, and Nietzsche, but also throughout his own work _ 
that vital threshold, from which all distributed lots, by gods OJ: 
men, falsely spin and skid, lose their meaningfulness, no longer 
"take" in the body, allowing for the most unusual redistribu. 
tions of affect. This threshold between life and death, between 
man and animal, between madness and sanity, where beinl 
born and perishing mutually reverberate, question the diV'i~ 
sions bequeathed by our tradition - and between them one 
the most difficult to be thought. 

31. Gilles Deleuze, Pure lrnrnanence: Essays 0/1 a Life, trans. Anne Bayman, (New Yori; 
Zone Books, 2001), p. 29. 

32. Gilles Deleuze, Essays: Critical and Clinical, p. 133. 
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life Without Forml Form of Life 

Hence we return to Agamben. He recalls that the Greeks re
ferred to life with two different words. Zoe referred to life as 
a fact, the fact of life; natural, biological, "bare life:' Bios des
ignated qualified life, a form-of-life, a mode of life of an in
dividual or group. We shall skip all the author's important 
mediations regarding the relationship between bare life and 
sovereign power, in order' to simply say the following: the con
temporary context reduces the forms-of-life to bare life, from 
what is done with the Al-Qaeda prisoners at Guantanamo, or 
with the resistance in Palestine, or with detainees in Brazilian 
prisons, even what is perpetrated in biotechnological experi
ments, passing through the anesthetic excitation en masse to 
which we are subjected to daily, reduced as we are to meek 
cybernetic cattle or cyberzombies, as Gilles CMtelet noted in 
To Live and Think Like Pigs. 33 Facing the biopolitical reduction 
of the forms-of-life to bare life, it opens an array of challeng
es. One of them could be formulated in the following manner: 
how does one extract forms-of-life from bare life when the very 
form is undone, and how does one do it without re-invoking 
ready··made forms, which are the instrument of the reduction 
to bare life? It deals with, in short, rethinking the body of the 
formless, in its diverse dimensions. If the characters that I men
tioned, together with their squalid bodies, their inert gesturing, 
their white, or too large shadow, their offensive opacity, their 
originating passivity, amidst the "neutral" space of literature in 
which they arose, if all that makes some sense, it is because from 
the interior of what could seerrl.1ike bare life to what was reduced 
by the Powers, be they sovereign, disciplinary or biopolitical, in 
these characters a life is expressed, singular, impersonal, neutral, 
chat does not belong to a subject and is situated beyond good 
and evil. "A sort of beatitude;' Deleuze notes, perhaps because 
they lack nothing, because they enjoy themselves, in their full 
power - an absolutely immanent life. 

In any case, we could risk the hypothesis that in these "an
gelic" characters, as Benjamin would say, one can still hear the 
demand for a form-of-life, but a form-of-life without form, 
and precisely, without thirst for form, without thirst for truth, 

33. Gilles Chiltelet, To Live and Think Like Pigs; The Incitement afEnvy and Boredom in 
Market Democracies, trans. Robin Mackay. (Falmouth: Urbanomic, 2014). 
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without thirst for judging or being judged. As we said earlier, 
these are some literary experiments "without truth" that call 
into question our modes of existence, and that are perhaps, i? 
the subjective domain, equivalent to what it was like for prI
mates to have their hands freed upon acquiring an upright pos
ture. 

*** 

Perhaps this is the paradox that is proposed to us in the present 
times: to extrapolate from the field ofliteraure for the benefit of 
a variety of fields, from art to politics, from the clinic to thought, 
in its effort to regain the forces of the body and the body of the 
formless, besides the crystallized forms that are intent on mold
ing it or representing it, beyond the traditional supports tha~ 
seem to give them meaning, contrary to the current logic 0 

domination. In the terms we suggested above, from Agambel1 

to Deleuze, in our current times this would mean the following: 
in the same way biopolitical power focuses itself on life reduc~d 
to bare life, today it is a question of regaining a life, both in ItS 

beatitude and in its inherent capacity for making its forms vary· 
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BARE LIFE, BEASTLY LIFE, A LIFE 

\WOUld like to begin with the most extreme form of life -
~ ~ muselmann - and do so by returning briefly to Giorgio 
, ga~nben's description of those who, in concentration camps, 
receIved this terminal designation. 34 The muselmann was the 
vagrant corpse, a bundle of physical functions in their final 
gasps. oS Curved upon himself, this vile being, without will, had 
an Opaque gaze, an indifferent expression, a pale gray skin that 
Was both thin and as hard as peeled paper, a slow respiration, 
a Vel y low pitched speech, undertaken at great cost .... The 
;lIuselnumn was the detained one who had given up, indifferent 
,,0 everything that surrounded him, too exhausted to under
l-~I~d that which awaited him shortly: death. This non-human 
1 .~ 1ad been emptied to such an extent that it could no longer 

SUner 36 B . . 1 
J . ut why muselmann, if what was at stake were mam y 
ews? Be h . I'e d" I' . cause t e muselmann handed hIS he over to estmy, m 
Ine with the banal, prejudiced and certainly unjust image of 

a ~UPp?sed Islamic fatalism: the Muslim as the one who subTlts wIthout reserve to divine will. In any case, when life is re
th~ced to the co~tour of ~ mere silhouette, as t~e Nazis would 
~~es say m refernng to prisoners as Ftguren (figures, 
34, Giorgio A b ) , 
Daniel gam en, Remnants of Auschwitz: The Witl1ess al1d the Arc live, trans. 

Heller-Roazen, (New York: Zone Books, 2002). 
35, Jean A • . ,r J'-
and Its mc:ry, At the Mind's Limits: Corrtemplatiolls by a Survl~or OJ Ausc l~ltz 
Un' ,RealitIes, trans, Sidney and Stella p, Rosenfeld; (Bloommgton: Indiana 

!Versll y Press, 1980), 
36, Primo L "r ' ) 

eVI,1.J TIllS Is II Man, trans, Stuart Woolf, (New York: Orion Press, 1959 , 
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mannequins), what appears is the perversion of a power whic? 
does not eliminate the body, but maintains it in the intermedI
ary zone between life and death, between the human and the 
inhuman: the survivor. Contemporary bioPower, Agamben 
concludes while twisting Foucault's conception, reduces life to 
a biological afterlife; it produces survivors. From Guantanarno 
to Africa, this is confirmed every day. The incumbency of con
temporary bioPower is no longer to produce death, as in the re
gime of sovereignty, or to make live as in the regime ofbioPow
er; but to produce survivors, and, with them, the afterlife. 37 For 
the moment, let us stick to this odd postulate. BioPower makeS 
survivors, produces the state of a biological afterlife, reduceS 
man to a residual, non-human dimension, incarnated in tWO 
complementary extremes: with the 1l1uselmann in the camp on 
the one hand and the neo-dead of intensive therapy rooms on 
the other. The afterlife is a human life reduced to its biological 
minimum, to its ultimate bareness, to a life without form, to the 
mere fact of life, to what Agamben calls bare life. But those ~ho 
see bare life merely in the extreme figure of the concentrat?ort 
camp muselmann, or the refugees in Rwanda, are misled WIth
out understanding what is most terrifying; that in a certain way 
we are all in this terminal condition. Even Bruno Bettelheim, a 
survivor of Dachau, in describing the camp's chieftain, qualifies 
him as a type of "rnuselmann," "well fed and well dressed:' The 
executioner is equally a living corpse, inhabiting that interrl1~
diary zone between the human and the inhuman, the biologt' 
cal machine deprived of sensibility and nervous excitation. Th~ 
condition of survivor is a generalized effect of contemporar" 
bioPower, not being restricted to totalitarian regimes, and full}, 
including Western democracies, the society of consumption,. of 
mass hedonism, of medicalized existence, that is, of the blO' 
logical approach to life in an all encompassing scale, even in ~ 
context of luxury and biotechnological sophistication. 

---------------------------------------- ~./ 
37. Giorgio Agamben, Remnants of Auschwitz, p. 156. 
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The Self Is the Body 

L~. us take as an example the over-investment in the body 
~I l~h characterizes our contemporaneity. For a few decades, 

1e. ocus on the subject has been shifted from psychic intima
~~ t~ the body itself. Today, the self is the body. Subjectivity 

as D een redu.ced to the body, to its appearance, its image, its 
te~ ~rm~nce, l.tS health, its longevity. The predominance of the f, ~~ d~l11enslon in the constitution of identity allows for talk 
°l·a 1O~ldcntity. We no longer face a body made docile by disci
i~lnl1'Y Institutions, a body striated by the panoptical machine, 
in e )ody ~f the factory, the army, the school. Today in gyms or 
o . ~OSInetlC surgery clinics, everyone voluntarily submits him 
c~ te,~self ~o ~n ascesis following the scientific and aesthetic pre
calIs' b' ThiS 1~ also what Francisco Ortega, following Foucault, 
b d loascesls. On the one hand, we find the adequation of the 
tyo.t y to the norm.s of show business, according to the celebri
b ipe fon;nat. GIven the infinite possibilities to transform the 
f(~ Yh ge~etJcally, chemically, and electronically, the obsession 

th
1' 

P yhslcal perfection, and the compulsion of the self to arouse 
C at er' d . . 

ult' s eSl1'e, even at the cost of one's own well-bemg, 
sel~~tely. ~ubstitu~es t~e promised ero~ic satisfaction wit~ a 
e I. posed mortJficatlOn.39 The fact IS that we voluntanly e: )l,aCe the tyranny of a perfect body in favor of a sensorial 
ev)O}ment Whose immediacy makes the suffering undergone 
en~~ more SUrprising. Bioascesis is a care of the self, but differ
sorn;~~ the a~cients, whose care was directed at the good life, 
Ou 109 whICh Foucault also called an aesthetics of existence. 
gO:d c~e aims. at ~he body itself, its longevity, health, beauty, 
'No IJ ape, sCientific and aesthetk-happiness, or what Deleuze 
it U call fat-dominant health. We shall not hesitate in calling 

, even under th d I' d' . f ercio .' e mo u atmg con ItlOns 0 contemporary co-
el In, a faSCist body -- in face of such an unattainable mod-
su~_~~ge pa~t ot}h: population i~ thrown int? a co~diti~n .of 
the b dman mfeuonty. Moreover, m the domam ofblOsoclahty 
statis~c Yl b~c<?mes an information packet, a genetic re:servoir, a 

, a dlVIdual (I belong to the group of the hypertensive, 

~·d'. -' 1995), and C I1UZZI e Sant Anna, Polit/cas do carpo, (Sao Paulo: Estayao Llberdade, 
39 J • orpos de pClssagem, (Sao Paulo: Estal'ao Liberdade, 2001). 

. urandlr heir CO, . . 
de Janeir . G e osta, vestiglO eaaura: corpo ecansumismo na moral doespetaculo, (Rio 

o. aramond,2004). 
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of HIV-AIDS, etc.), which only heightens the risks of eugenics. 
That any weekly magazine with its health, beauty, sex, and nU
trition slogans are adopted happily as scientific precepts, and 
therefore, as imperatives, only illustrates this context. We are, 
in any case, surrounded by the register of a biologized life ... · 
While identified to the mere body, to the excitable and manip
ulable body, from show business to the moldable body, we are 
reduced to the domain of bare life. We continue in the sphere of 
thl; afterlife, of the mass production of "survivors" in the broad 
sense of the term. 

Survivalism 

Allow me to broaden the notion of survivor. In his analysis of 
September 11, Slavoj Zizek contested the use of the adjecti~ 
coward to describe the terrorists. After all, they weren't afr~lJ 
of death, contrary to the Westerners who not only praise bie 
but want to preserve and prolong it at all costs. We are slaves of 
survival, even in a Hegelian sense: we don't risk our lives. Olll' 
culture aims above all at this: survivalism, no matter the c01 
We are Nietzsche's Last Men, who don't want to perish, a~ 
who prolong their agony "immersed in the stupidity of dal~ 
pleasures" - Homo Sucker. Zizek's question is also Saint Paui 5• 
"Who is really alive today? [ ... ] What if we are 'really alive' onlY 
if we commit ourselves with an excessive intensity which p~a! 
us beyond' [bare] life?' What if, when we focus on mere sur"l~' 
ai, even if it is qualified as 'having a good time', what we ultl~ 
mately lose is life itself? What if the Palestinian suicide bO!11b~! 
on the point of blowing him- or herself (and others) up is, :itt 
an emphatic sense, 'more alive' [ ... J? What if a hysteric is tn111 
alive in his or her permanent excessive questioning of his or h" 
existence, while an obsessional is the very model of choosin~~ 
'life in death' [ ... ] to prevent [some] 'thing' from happening? .$ 

Obviously, at stake here is not any incitement of terrorism, b~p 
a caustic criticism of what Zizek calls the "post-metaphysic~ 
survivalist posture of the Last Men, and the anemic specta~l~ 
of life dragging itself as a shadow of itself, where an asep.~ 
painless existence is prolonged to the fullest in a biopolitl 
context. Even pleasures are controlled and artificial: coffee 
----~-------------------------~~ 
40. Slavoj Zizek. Welcome to the Desert of the Real. (New York: Verso. 2002). pp. 88-89. 
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without caff, . b . . 
with em.e, eer WIthout alcohol, sex WIthout sex, war 
ality 0~1t C~~~altIes, politics without politics - a virtualized re
but' ~! ZI.zek, ~eath ~nd life do not designate objective facts, 
Withs~;l~ectIve eXI~te~tIal positions, and in this sense, he plays 
side of thprovocatIve.Idea that ther~ would b.e more life ~n the 
eujo ose ,,:,ho, WIthout concesslOns, and m an explOSIOn of 
int -Yl11ent, re1l1troduced the dimension of absolute negativity 

o OUr daily Ii . I 9( I . which' ves WIt 1 11 t lan on the SIde of the Last Men, 
dead' mclude all those who drag their shadows of life as living 
des {~ostl11odern zombies. It is against the backdrop of this 
pea~aatlOn~hat .th~ terrorist act inscribes itself, giving the ap
a lllS~ ~ce ~ at vitalIty has migrated to the side of those who, in 
Balldri~~r eath, managed to defy our cadaverous survivalism. 
like d also ~alls attention to the contrast between systems 
incl~~r ~wn, whICh a~e "disenchanted:' "without intensity," and 
of "h' ~ protec.ted eXIstences" and "captive lives," and cultures 
rel11i~~ 1I1t~nslty," even in their sacrificial aspects. Baudrillard 
yevsk ,~<; ~s t lat wh~t:ve detest in ourselves is that which Dosto
exces: of /ea~ IngulSltor promises the domesticated masses: an 
of God eahty, of comfort, of accomplishment, the kingdom 
in the h ~m e~rth. All of which Nietzsche, moreover, would judge, 
a gre J~toncal process of decadence he analyzed incessantly, as 
conte~r!ous abasement ~of humanity. In any case, the present 
Last Ma~~; the ::vest ~o~ .Zitek is fertile for the. evocation of the 
fulfill ' paSSIve mhIhsm, or even for detect1l1g among us the 
InqUi~en.t of the capitalistic and biopolitical belief in the Great 
free us

l t I
, wh:re ?read, servitude and tepid happiness would 

1 AT, rom dIsqUIet and revolt. 
vve can sa th .-

resPect' bY ~t 111 the post-political spectacle, and with the 
ologle ive a ?UC~lOn of social vitality, we are all reduced to bi
Worsh? s~rvlVahs~n at the mercy of biopolitical management, 
hyPl1 I~P1l1g low-1I1tensity forms of life, submitted to a tepid 
per-e~~~~' e,ven when. the sensorial anesthesia is disguised as hy
Like P' I atlOn. As GIlles CMtelet put it in To Live and Think 
lently ~St We face t~e existence of cyberzombies, grazing indo
global ~ Ween serVIces .and commodities. It is beastlt l life as a 
tion to ~aase~ent of eX1sten~e, a depreciation of life, its reduc
nihilis re hfe, to an afterhfe, the final stage of contemporary 

111. 

1;;-----------
I, Beastly" h -;:. -:---:--------------------

tJllg to bea t ere ~s translated from the Portuguese word besta. which besides refer-
s Or anrmal. also implies a certain amount of stupidity. [TNJ. 
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Giorgio Agamben retrieved the Roman notion of Homo 
Sacer to indicate those who were excluded from the sphere of 
human rights, butalso from the divine. Banished from political 
community and exposed to a relation of exception by the soV
ereign power, they were also put to death, which did not COl:

stitute a crimeY If this notion leads us to think that the logIC 
of the concentration camp is now a present political paradigJ1l, 
then the zones in which this state of exception has becoJ1le 
.commonplace, in a larger sense, are found within representa
tive democracies themselves. Insofar as their political space has 
been abducted and emptied, with politics being restricted to 
administrative policies, then this would lead us to the fact that 
we would all be Homo Sacer, reduced to biological survivalis~, 
to bare life, at the mercy of biopolitical management and Its 
strategic contrivances. When life is reduced to beastly life 011 a 
planetary scale, when nihilism becomes itself so visible in o~r 
own laxity, in the consuming hypnosis of Homo Sucker or ~t1 
a fat-dominant health, it is worth asking first, what could sull 
shake off this state oflethargy, and second, whether catastrop~e 
is not installed in our everyday ("the most sinister of guests ) 
rather than in the sudden irruption of the spectacular event of 
a terrorist attack against the Empire's capital. , 

Bloom: this is the name the journal Tiqqun gave, in todays 
nihilism, to formless life of the common manY Inspired b1 
one of Joyce's characters, it would be a human type that ap' 
peared recently on the planet, and which designates the palel 
thin existence of the common, anonymous man, although per~ 
haps a man agitated with the illusion that his existence rna, 
overshadow his boredom, solitude, separation, incompletenesS, 
contingency - his nothingness. Bloom designates this affeC' 
tive tonality which characterizes our age of nihilistic decoJ1l' 
position, the moment in which it rises to the surface, becau5~ 
it is accomplished in a pure state, the metaphysical fact of 0i 
strangeness and inoperativeness, beyond the social problems (1 

misery, precariousness, unemployment, etc. Bloom is the figure 
that represents the death of the subject and its world, where 
everything fluctuates in indifference devoid of qualities, whefi 
no one recognizes themselves in the triviality of a world 0 

------------------------~ 
42. Giorgio Agamben, Homo Saeer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life, trans, DaIli 

Heller-Raazen, (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1998), 

43. Tiqqun, Theorie du Bloom, (Paris: La Fabrique, 2000), and Tiqqun, 2001, 
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infinitely h b Ii ttl h exc angea Ie and replaceable commodities. It matters 
tOl e, ow the contents of life, which we visit in our existential 
SUl!eI::;:, a~terna~e: Bloom is already incapable of joy as well as 
d'ff g,111 an IllIteracy to emotions of which he only collects 

I racted echoes. 

The Body That Can It Take Anymore 

~f~~;, :~~~ept Dav~d Lapoujade's captivating definition of the 
Sav th ,e body IS that which can't take anymore,"44 we could 
is 'a . at, ,m ~ broader sense, what the body can't take anymore 
in e su.r~vahst mortification, be it in the state of exception or 
"sh vel h ay banality. The "muselmann:' the "cyberzombie:' the 
andO;loUS111,~SS body:' "fat-dominan~ he.alth:' the Homo Sucker 
reSOn- t ?m (~owever extreme theIr dIfferences may appear), 
the a em then anesthetic and narcotic effect, configuring, in 
"ar~ontde.xt of a terminal nihilism, the impermeability of an 
( . ore body." 45 

wh~f~fronted with this, it would be necessary to retrieve that 
extel) IS. m~st proper to the body, its pain in the encounter with 

lOnty Its co d·t· f b d fIi b f World d '. n .1 IOn ° a 0 ya ected y the forces 0 the 
stake han, ,Its caI:aClty to be affected by them: its affectability. At 
life "be~~~ I,~ ,the 111tro~uction of another relation with life, with 
form e It has receIVed a form, or as it frees itself from these 
form s, ~): e~en, with a dimension of life below or beyond the 
A liIe :v 11Ch It tends to acquire. This is what Deleuze called a life. 
manels not at all abstract, it is the most elementary, life in its im-

nee and ' . . . 
Or COnt' . pOSItI~lty, stnpped. of all that wants to represent 
is pree al,n It, The entl:e problematic of the body without organs 
undo· ml?ently a vanation around this biopolitical theme, life 
organ~n~hts~lf fr?m, what imprisons it, from the organism, the 
is entir' I e 111SCnptlOn of diverse powers upon the body. A life 
has to :: y c,ontrary to bare, dead, mummified, shelled life. If life 
it to re re~ Itself fro~ social, historical, political moorings, isn't 
No on gam so~eth111g of its denuded, dispossessed animality? 
transla~ saw

f
thls better than Artaud. Kuniichi Uno, the Japanese 

_ or 0 Artaud as well as Deleuze and Guattari, put it like 
4~ __ ----__ -------------------------
o corpo, org bOi.ade, "C? carpo que nao agiienta mais," in Nietzsche e De/euze, Que pode 
4S Jul' ., inS, (RIO de Janeiro: Relume Dumara, 2002), p, 82, 

, lano Pessanh A 
a, Certeza do Agora. (Sao Paulo: Atelie, 2002), 
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this: "But he [Artaud] never lost the intense sense oflife and of 
the body as a genesis, or auto-genesis, as an intense force, im
permeable, a mobility without limits which doesn't let itself.be 
determined even by the terms bios or zoe. Life for Artaud is In
determinable, in all senses, while society is made up of infamY' 
bootlegging, commerce, which do not cease to satiate life and, 
above all else, the body." 46 . 

It would be enough to meditate on Artaud's enigmatiC 
phrase: "I am innately genital, and if we examine closely what 
that means, it means that I have never made the most of mY
self. There are some fools who think of themselves as beingS, 
as innately being. I am he who, in order to be, must whip hiS 
innateness." Uno says that someone innately genital is some
one who tries to be born through himself, who creates a second 
birth, beyond given biological nature. We could say, with A!
taud, that we are innate but that we have not yet been born, 111 

the strong sense of the term. Let us listen to what Beckett heard 
Jung say about one of his patients: the fact is that she has nev
er been born. Transporting this sentence to his work, Becke~ 
creates an "I" who has never been born, and it is precisely thIS 
"I" who writes about the other "I" who has already been bortl. 
This refusal of biological birth does not mean a refusal to live, 
but it is rather a claim to continue to be born without end. The 
innately genital is the story of a body which questions its bO~ 
as something which has been born, with its functions and 
its organs as representatives of orders, institutions, visible or 
invisible technologies, all of which aim at managing the body· 
It is a body which has the courage to challenge that sociopo
litical complex which Artaud called the Judgment of God, and 
which we call bioPower, a power which falls upon our body.··· 
Nor does this refusal of birth in favor of a self-birth mean the 
desire to dominate one's own beginning, but, as Uno says, t~, 
recreate the body which has in it the power to begin. The life? 
this body, he insists, as long as it, on the one hand, discovers ~ 
the body the power of genesis, and on the other, liberates itse 
from the determination which weighs upon it - means war o}l 
biopolitics .... Perhaps this is one of the few points where w~ 
agree with Badiou, as he affirms that for Deleuze the nam.:;r~ 
46. Kllniichi Uno, "Artalld's Slipper according to Hijikata': in Leituras da marte, (~: 
Paulo: Annablume, 2007), orgzanized by Christine Greiner and Claudia ~m?rl .1 
See also Kuniichi Uno, The Genesis af an Ullknown Body, (Sao PaulolHelsmkl: n 
publications, 2012). 
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being is I'D 't If b' . 
1 else , ut not hfe understood as a gIft or treasure 

~r a~ an afterlife, but instead as a neuter which rejects all cat~ 
t~~l~b~' As h~ puts it: "All life is bare. All life is becoming bare, 
are hea ndol11ng of.g~~ments, of codes and organs; not tha~ w.e 
in -d ded for ~ l11hIhst black hole, on the contrary, all thIS IS 
tio OJ. cr to sustam the point where actualization and virtualiza
rig~t1tercl~ange, in order to become creators."47 But is Badiou 

C"I l11bdeslgnating this life as bare? The life to which he refers 
"ll1ot U the G . e, as n? had already noted, zoe, the name given by 

anin ~\e~ks to deSIgnate the fact of life, as a mere biological or 
state 1~f act, or. as, a .life reduced to biological bareness by the 
cnffi exC~PtlOr: S Juridical order, or even, as the technosci
cap \ c

1 
ma~IpulatlOn of nihilist movement brought about by 

enc~ ~ . A life, as Deleuze conceives it, is life as virtuality, differ
on th mVentlOn of forms, impersonal power, beatitude. Bare life, 
redu e dcont:ary, as Agamben has already made evident, is life 
pow c~ to Its st~te of mere actuality, indifference, deformity, 
life ~ e~sness, .bIOlogical banality. And not to mention beastly 
its ~ih~lf?t~op.lC exacerbation and dissemination of bare life at 
tim. st IUDIt. If these lives are so opposed, and at the same 
life ~tS?lrer!ap.t:ing, it is because in the biopolitical context it is 
as F()~lt~a ~'lllC? IS. a~ stake, life itself as a battlefield. In any case, 
trated . 1].t said, It IS at the point where Power is most concen
i~ a . 1111 hfe and will from then on be that which resistance 
cha;~~~~red to, but only 011 the condition that the signals are 
life t~e ... : l~ other words, at times it is in the extreme of bare 

at a life IS found 
If, from N' t h . d . 

their ex . Ie zsc . e an Arta:ud to the present-day youth, wIth 
has b penmentatIons and research, a diagnosis of beastly life 
tabili:en generate~, precisely where the body retrieves its affec
beast! y ~nd even Its po';"'er to begin, is it not bec~use in th~m 
in th Y fe has become mtolerable? Maybe there IS somethmg 
thjs I~f)extortio~ ofljfe that should be brought to its end so that 
eXha~ e

t 
may anse all together differently ... , Something must be 

ent g s ed, as Delellze sensed in The Exhausted, so that a differ-
arne may be conceivable .... 

~ . Alalll Badiou "0 . 
1998), p. 32. ' e la VIe comllle nOIll de I'ntre," in Rue Descartes, n. 20, (Paris: PUF, 
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II 



NIHILISM, DISASTER, 
COMMUNITY 



CROSSING NIHILISM 

~ihilism in Nietzsche is equivocal. On the one hand, it is a 
Y~Ptom of decadence and aversion to existence, on the other, 

an d at the same time, it is an expression of increased force, a 
~O~,ition for a new beginning, perhaps even a promise. This 
: ~ Ivalence in dealing with cultural phenomena is character
~ I,e of the Nietzschean approach, but here it seems to reach a 
p~lJ1: of tension where many wagers put forth i~ his ph!loso
h' Y

b
' onverge, Part of what continues to awaken mterest 10 the 

o;~ ,lUger of transvaluation is due to the contemporary aspect 
g IS thought, in which decline and ascent, collapse and emer
Senee, end and beginning all coexist in an irresolute tension. 
'Onle can ob' t th h' , ., N' h ' . ti }ec . at t IS conjUnctIOn IS not letzse e s 1l1ven-
tion" and, is instead rooted in the German philosophical tradi
in

on 
and its ~·en.ewed promises of a new_b~ginning,characteriz

p g ~oderll!ty Itself and its consciousness of time. 48 That seems 
100S,S1 Ie, In any case, I would like to show that the paradoxical 
th glC dominating Nietzsche's approach to nihilism pulls his 
o~fht as a ,whole in a very unique direction. 

co f le fact IS that the reader of Nietzsche feels baffled when 
ge~ r~nt~d with ?is analyses regarding nih~lism. At tiIl":es. ~)lle 
wh' ~ 1e ImpressIOn that he is about to dIagnose a mhllism 
th,IC he condemns, at other times one can be sure that, on 

e Contrary, Nietzsche himself is a nihilist, and that according 

~J~~~b-----------------------------'-------F-d~'~k 
l.awr a ermas, The Philosophical Discourse oj Modermty, trans, re eflC 

ence, (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1987), 
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to him it is necessary to bring this movement to its end. Such 
duplicity in reading is not due to a mere zigzagging by Nietzsche 
himself, or simply a change in perspective that is so peculiar to 
him, which fits entirely into his philosophical logic; nor should 
it be attributed to any intrinsic incoherence. Ambiguity is con
stitutive of the concept, and only reflects the fact that this the
matization, and Nietzsche's very philosophical trajectory as a 
whole, is conceived as a crossing through nihilism. Thus, I would 
like to insist upon two main aspects: on the one hand, nihil
ism's historical and philosophical necessity that Nietzsche de
tects, and on the other, the way by which he feels himself to be 
a participant of this movement that behooves him to diagnose, 
hasten, combat, and surpass, all at the same time. 

Now, we know that the full consciousness of this second aspect 
appeared to Nietzsche with a certain tardiness in his work. 111 
1887, he writes: "It is only late that one musters the courage for 
what one really knows. That I have hitherto been a thorough
going nihilist, I have admitted to myself only recently."49 Thus mY 
choosing to privilege, in this brief commentary, some writings 
from this time period, above all those from autumn of 1887 to 
the beginning of 1888. Even though these fragments were not 
originally intended for publication, it is known that Nietzsche 
saw in them an initial outline of the planned and aborted worj{, 
The Will to Power. He thus numbered them 1 to 372, and even 
sketched out a table of contents.50 The variety of topics extendt 

from Socrates to Stendhal, from Buddhism to Offenbach, fro~ 
the lascivious melancholy of Moorish dance to Christian castratl, 
The ensemble is irregular, both in style and in content, alternating 
sketches of ideas, commentaries on authors, reading quotationS, 
finished aphorisms, some of which were reused in subsequen~ 
works, such as The Case of Wagner, Twilight of the Idols, af! 
The Anti-Christ. However, the preface that outlines the entire w~t~ 
leaves no doubt as to the gravity of these fragments. "I descnbe 

what is coming [ ... ): the advent of nihilism."51 In fact, that is where 
we find some of Nietzsche's crucial passages regarding the the}11.e, 
in its already mature, yet ever unfinished formulation. Ho~~ 
49, Friedrich Nietzsche, Tile Will to Power, [251, ed. and trans. Walter KaufITI3nP, 
(New York: Vintage, 1968), p, 18. 

50. Whenever one of these fragments are cited, they witt be indicated between parell' 
theses by the number attributed to them by Nietzsche. 

51. Friedrich Nietzsche, Nietzsche's Notebook of 1887· 1888, 11 {119J, trans, Daniel Fidel 
Ferrer, (US Archives online, 2012). 
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in order to acq' tl . f II .. . . 'd wi N' UHe lelr U meanmg, It IS Important to consl er 
Sl 1at flletzsche sees as the function of theory. "Every doctrine is 
~ Iper uous unless everything lies ready for it, all the accumulated 
orees the dyn . AI' fl' . 

th : aImte. reva uatlOn 0 va ues IS achIeved only when 
ere IS t . 

th ld a ens~on of new needs, of new needers who suffer under 
eo valuatIon without becoming aware."52 

The Death of God 

My point f d . 
The An '_ ° .' ep(~rture WIll be a small ph~ase ex~rac.ted from 
Ilot i I ~~ C:hl1St. When the center of graVIty of hfe IS placed, 
one r. 1 e Itself, but in 'the beyond' - in nothingness - then 
.. 1as taken away its center of gravity altogether."53 What is 
exposed h . h I thou h e,re IS t e ogic that bundles a good part of Nietzsche's 
plac g t WIth regard to nihilism. Nihilism begins with a dis
whi eh~ent fr?m life's center of gravity toward a different sphere 
dir c IS not Itself - the rest is consequence. To say it in a more 
of I~~t man~er: nihilism consists of a metaphysical depreciation 
perio~~ ~tar,tl11~. from a pos.itiop where values are considered su
llothin 0 hfe I~self, wherem hfe becomes reduced to a value of 
(ace J.' PrevlOusly, these same values had already appeared 
the OOf

t 
IIlg to the process of devaluation) as they were from 

U set " th'" h of on': -.- no 111g. Here we ave several moments on top 
CIhbr e another. And indeed, with the term nihilism Nietzsche 
reads at~S a very !ong philosophical-historical arc, in which he 
Value e ascenSIOn of moral values, the way in which these 
tic-c: ~al~]e to have their worth in the course of our Socra
mean :nstlan culture, assuring existence with a finality and a 
whic~~~ but at. the same time denigrating it, and tl)e process by 
values ey fel1mto disbelief, letting us see that the truth of such 
think a~ere~f a fic.titious nature from the very beginning. If we 
Was b 'lout It radIcally, Nietzsche means that Western history 
SUch f~~t UP?n nihilist foundations, and that the nihilism of 
Or lut ,ndatlOns could not fail to come to the surface sooner 
tion a

er
, m ~he course of history, thus questioning the construc

s~~ and the very idea of fundament. 
, J Ilcdnch N' 

(CalUbridg . C letzs,che, Writings from the Late Notebooks, 9{77J, trans. Kate Sturge 
S~, Friedr~' a~bndge University Press, 2003), p. 152. 

TWilight o/h h NIetzsche, The Ami-Christ, {43J in The Anti·Christ, Ecce Homo, 
r:al11hridge J .e . Id,ols and Other Writings, trans, Judith Norman, (Cambridge: 

llIVerslty Press, 2005), p. 39, 
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We can already postulate that the term "nihilism;' as de
scribed with such a wide scope, roughly covers the history 
of philosophy and the entirety of Western Culture, in its tWO 
successive and contradictory movements. The first moveme?( 
corresponds to the metaphysical shift that had taken place tll 
Antiquity, beginning with Plato, and prolonged into Christian
ity, and the second, inverse movement corresponds to the losS 
of this metaphysical axis, most of all in Modernity. The further 
he advances in his work, the further Nietzsche addresses the 
second moment of this sequence, leaving the impression th~t 
the term nihilism relates mainly to this period, or at least it. IS 

the most concurrent meaning of his time, in consonance with 
his circulation among the Russians, especially Turgenev and 
Dostoyevsky, whose work Nietzsche deeply admired. . 1 

How does Nietzsche describe this nihilism of ModermtYj 
"Since Copernicus, man seems to have been on a downwar 
path - now he seems to be rolling faster and faster away fr~r!1 
the center - where to? Into nothingness? Into the 'piercJ11g 
sensation of his nothingness,?,'54 However, perhaps the wo~k 
in which such perplexity finds its most finished and dramat;' 
formulation is the well-known fragment dated from 1882, III 
which the lunatic looks for God with a lantern in the full morn' 
ing light, to then announce that God is dead: "What were w.e 
doing when we unchained this earth from its sun? Where is Ii 
moving to now? Where are we moving to? Away from all suns. 
Are we not continually falling? And backwards, sideways, fot~ 
wards, in all directions? Is there still an up and a down? Arell 
we straying as though through an infinite nothing? Isn't ernpfY 
space breathing at US?"55 . . 

As is known, this is Nietzsche's first explicit formulatl(J 
of the death of God. The novelty of this formula is not in ~. -
nouncing that the Christian God has died, but in showing· 
the supra-sensible world in general, which gave man's existt ::; 

a meaning and reason, has fallen into disbelief. Since this -~:,~ 
lief has lost its efficacy, as well as its anchoring function, r~. 
no longer knows what to grab onto, and nothing seems ,. 
drive him or motivate him anymore. We go from an extretfle 

--------------------------------------------~ 
54. Friedrich Nietzsche, 011 the Gellealogy of Morality, [25], trans. Carol Dietp

$) 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), p. 115. 

55. Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gay Science, {l2S], trans. Josefine Nauckhoff, (Cambrid~~ 
Cambridge University Press, 2001), p. 120, 
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:~~e~iencc of belief, in which we orbited around a center, a sun, 
\V Ig

d 
t, a. truth, to the extreme opposite, disbelief, where we 

an er aImlessly in the dark. We no longer have the coordi-
nates of h' h d and . Ig. an low, the sacred and the profane, the center 
ra h the ~enphery in such a way that in this flattened topog
et P \' ~Ithollt beacons or references, we wander adrift. Ni
cs :sc 1~ t not pleased in describing this vertigo, because what is 
l~ S~~tla. IS detecting the reasons for such a loss. For if what is 

1'S ~ (1I1g .IS a goal and a reason, where this feeling of "everything 
In val" d . it's n ten s to grow, and the fear that goes along with it, 

ate ~ot merely due to the fact that "the highest values devalu
Inet ems~lves." More specifically, it is due to the fact that after 
an ~~hyslCal evaluation and its moral permeation collapsed, 
car nl1.d of value now seems impossible. Nihilism, Nietzsche 
theegor~ca,l,ly says, is a "sequela of the moralist interpretation of 
the ~or d .. 5(, A go?d portion of Nietzsche's work is dedicated to 
last ~~lYSIS ?f thIS moralist interpretation of the world which 
as \ e II Or .mIllennia, which filled it with finality and meaning, 
conv~ as Its growing unraveling. Nietzsche states: "The time is 
tho~1I1g When we have to pay for having been Christians for two 
wh'l sand years: the weight that allowed us to live is gone - for a 
the

l 
e We ~on't know which way to turn. We rush headlong into 

who ~pposlle valuations, with the same degree of energy with 
~h We used to be Christians .... "57 

ble u.s, upon announcing the downfall of the supra-sensi
COd~Olld o~ the metaphysical tradition, whereby the figure of 
etzs h~ nothmg more than a historico-religious concretion, Ni
Whi c] e. take~ the trouble to point out its modern substitutes, 
cent

C 
: ,m vam fill a similar function, offering themselves as 

ensu
ets 

of gr~vity and attempting to establish objec#ves and 
whic~e wmeanll.:gs with the authority previously equivaler:t 
be C ~s attnbuted to the supra-human sphere. Whether It 
refl;OtsClousness, Reason, History, the Collective, and at times 
of B~ 1U~ t~e mirage ?~ ~he. Moral Impera~ive, of Progr~ss, 
Point Pfl~ess, or of ClVlhzatlOn, from a stnctly genealoglcal 
these ~ Vlew, as we shall see, there is n? discon~i~uity among 
inten 1 adem figures and the metaphyslcal tradltlon that they 
poseJ t to ~~ntest. Even Science, insists Nietzsche, when op
_ 0 dlVlne truth, presupposes a faith in the truth, and an 
56 ----p. ,-

, nednch N' 
57. \" , letzsche, Posthumous fragment, Spring 1887, p. 7 [43J. 

lJednch N' 
lc\zsche, Nietzsche's Notebook of 1887-1888, p. 11 [148]. 
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overall metaphysical belief that truth is divine. Therefore, evell 
the most unconditional atheism, which prohibits "the lie of be
lieving in God," still preserves its assumption, faith in the trnth, 
which is nothing more than one of the final forms and neces
sary consequences of this story of truth and the exigency ~or 
veracity inherited from its predecessors and the moral necesSItY 
upon which it sits. The most extreme nihilism, and soon we 
will have to situate this modality in relation to what was meO' 
tioned above, concludes Nietzsche, consists of recognizing thlll 

the essence of truth is a consideration of value -- this value, 
whose utility for life was demonstrated by experience, could al
ready no longer be necessary, could even be harmful, could no 
longer have such value .... Perhaps this is the only point u~oJ1 
which we can follow Heidegger without hesitating: in reread~Jig 
the history of metaphysics as a history of values, in converting 
truth, finality, and being itself into value, Nietzsche had alreadY 
single-handedly carried out the most iconoclastic and nihili~tlC 
of gestures, and in doing so, he brings about a transvaluatiOn 
that he had only intended to announce.58 

Values 

Without going into all the details of this long history of truth th~ 
Nietzsche reconstructs by linking Platonism, Christianity, ~!1~ 
modern science, it is sufficient to explain, from a genealog1C 

point of view, what according to him, these historically produced 
values -- the substitution of some for others, and their progre1l~ 
sive devaluation -- respond to ... Nietzsche's method states tl'lii

t 
in respect to a determined value, one will no longer ask abo~ 
intrinsic truth, validity, legitimacy, but rather about its condt 
tions of production. It's not about asking" What is justice?'~ 1 

rather wh.at .do those who defen~ it want? Who needs ~hlS ~ 
that convlctlOn, credence, value, 111 order to conserve hnuse-; 
in order to impose his kind, in order to spread his domini:::? 
For a value is just a symptom of a kind oflife, of a formatiOf-

_----'~e' 

58. Martin Heidegger, Nietzsche. Volume lV.· Nihilism trans. F. A. Capuzzi. (NeW ,,_ 
Harper & Row, 1982), p. 70. "Properly thought, the transvaluation carried out b:--; 
etzsche does not consist in the fact that he posits new values in the place of the hiS-'-' 
values hitherto, but that he conceives of'Being,"purpose: and 'truth' as values and ~ __ , 
as values. Nietzsche's 'transvaluation' is at bottom the rethinking of all determinatl'
of the being on the basis of values." 

~~l~l:nion .. " With this, Nietzsc.he sho",:s the set ~f I?ersp~ctives 
Jt's thE' th.ey \~ere transformed mto behefs, convlCtlOns, Ideals. 
pJ'J e hlstoncal sense that he doesn't tire of demanding from 
()/~Iosophers. Thus, truth, virtue, beauty, progress, everyone 
i ~es~ values should be conceived as a perspective produced 
1~ t t time b~fore it became universal, a point of view that is 
in lle 1 In?re VICt~)fious when it insists on hiding the fact of be
anga ~om! of vIew. A value, by definition, always results from 
Or ,:va ~at~Ol~, that's Why the expression "estimation of value;' 
val appl e.ClatlOn of value" is capable of defetishizing the idea of 
1vhl.1~ I? ~tself and returning it to the operation of evaluation 
ani~ats In the origin of value. After all, man is the evaluating 
C~ tl _ par e~cellence, the being that measures, that fixes pric
p;iv;at Imagmes equivalencies, that establishes hierarchies, that 
a eu I e~es such and such element over another, attributing to it " lenor weight, and deriving from it a specific measurement. 
Q.,p ut an evaluation is not just a point of view on the world, it 
f:~lres~es Psycho-physiological requirements, it is inseparable 
chy l~~l c body which gener~ted it, fro~ the instinctive hierar
"an' l~ present, from the mterpretatlve processes of the or-
b lSm Itself tl t" d f . b l' . don' . ,1a IS, Its mo es 0 appropriatJon, meta 0 mng, 
\tlr(:I1~at;on, and incorporation of an exteriority. An evaluation 
1;1 <r',~ S rom a manner of being that it expresses and claims. 
wh~~,\pe~t to a.value, Nietzsche asks what mode of existence or 
Or n ~iY e ~f hfe does it imply? A heavy, light, low, high, slave, 

~ 1 ~ ~Xlstence? A value always has a genealogy upon which 
,lnc! t~?lilty .and baseness which it invites us to believe in, feel, 

A ~~ (~lth depends, as Deleuze clarifies.59 .. 

es its \~ Ue IS an instrument through which a type oflife impos
expr: ,J ~(~n~erves itself, or attempts to be expanded. Nietzsche 
the /se t~ 111 the following terms: "The viewpoint of 'value' is 
in re lewpOll1t of conditions of preservation and enhancement 
'Nithfa~ to c~mplex structures that have relatively lasting life 
last d~ e~Omlllg."6o Thus we can add, explicating Nietzsche's 
lor e~rec~J?n with regard to this subject: values are conditions 
Pow~ e:c1sIng the will to power, they are placed by the will to 
59(~:_~1~.:lf, and also discarded by it when they no longer serve 

_' 'llle!; Del ---;---::-:-:-:-:----:--~-------~---:--:-:-~:-;;:-__ -
WII! Wants d euzc, !Vletzsche and Philosophy, (London: Continuum, 1983), p. 73: "What a 
\v1Iled: lh: h ependlllg ~>n its quality, is to affirm its difference. [ ... ] Only qualities are ever 
the one th' t ~avy, the light. [ ... J What a will wants is not an object but a I ype, the type of 
GO, Fr' d a speaks, of the one that thinks, that acts, that does not act, that reacts, etc:' 

Ie nchN' 
letzsche, Writings from the Late Notebooks, p. 11 [73], 212. 
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its requirements, be they of conservation or expansion. The 
consequence for any project of transvaluation of values is tM: 
it is only when the will to power is recognized as a source 0 

values that the institution of new values can be originally ~]'h 
ercised. But such reversion -- and this is the paradox to whI~ 
Nietzsche refers so often -- is only possible when the deprecia' 
tion of values is carried to its end, because only such a conclud
ed process is capable of showing the value of prevailing valueS 
up to now (i.e., the value of nothing) and the negativity fro!fl 
which they result. Consequently, .only in the tracks of this .de' 
clining movement can one unravel the exigency for reversIO~' 
In other words, the counter-movement claimed by Nietzsche~5 
only thinkable from the position of nihilism from which it 15 

spawned, and that which he intends to overcome, and bring tc 
fruition. As sketched out in the preface: 

For one should make no mistake about the meaning of the tide 
that this gospel of the future wants to bear. 'The Will to power: 
Attempt at a Transvaluation of All Values' -- in this formulation~ 
countermovement finds expression, regarding both principl~ all~ 
task; a movement that in some future will take the place of tbJl 
perfect nihilism -- but presupposes it, logically and psycholof' 
cally, and certainly can come only after and out of it. 

For why has the advent of nihilism become necessary? Beca~ 
the values we have had hitherto thus draw their final consequenCiii 

because nihilism represents the ultim~te logical conclusion o:?),It 
great values and ideals -- because we must experience nihlhs~ 
before we can find out what value these 'values' really had. We vi 
require, sometime, new values.61 

Disbelief 

Before a reversal can be possible and thinkable, many osd~!Y 
tions and zigzags are foreseeable and even inevitable. Beginn~ 
with the fact that the destruction of a dominant interpret. 
tion seems to impede, for a time at least, any other interprt' 
tation, making space for the realm of everything is vain, [0$ 

Buddhist characteristic, for the aspiring for nothing.62 "}Jere 
~--~--~~~~--~----------~----/ 

61. Friedrich Nietzsche, The Will to Power, Preface, pp. 3-4. I 

62. Friedrich Nietzsche, Writings from the Late Notebooks, (Camhridge, 2003), r· 
[127],83. 

there is S11 1 n" call'd' hOw, lere Ie IS SIlenced; the last crows heard here are 
()ro:' w at for?', 'in vain', 'nada' -- here nothing flourishes or 
~'nd ~ 'ylY ~ore, except, perhaps, for St. Petersburg metapolitics 
pa;al ~.stoy? 'compassion."'63 Nietzsche claimed it's the most 
conf YZll1g kll~d of thought. It is born within those who, when 
v~nl' rho~ted WIth the exhaustion of Christian morality and the 

u S 111g f' I phys' . I .0 Its p ace as a guaranteed value within the mcta-
see~lC~ ~ld~r, are unable to conform to its absence. If disbelief 
POrt s .0 mdlcate a vital exhaustion, Nietzsche also sees an op
this ~~l~~l~)er~, and even an exigency for being at the height of 
Cons IS e lef, In order to sustain it and carry it to its ultimate 
"su}")eq.uences. But it's as if, as Nietzsche sometimes remarks, a 

t cnor s ." givin ,pe~le~ was lacking that would be capable of forever 
imp ~ up bebef 111 the truth -- this exquisite expression of the 
('rea~ ence of the will-- in order to be able to finally undertake 
;ta~clve acts.

64 O~ly a tired species needs belief, truth, and in
liVe JCS, of authonty that legitimate and sanction it in order to 
Only ?st~~d of being itself legislative, establishing, and creative. 
Or in ~.tlled man, when he doesn't find support in these beliefs 
passi ~ al;ces, becomes a nihilist in a way that Nietzsche calls 
the nYc. n other words, the person who becomes paralyzed is 
is, ;ln~et~Vho, upon realizing that the world should not be as it 
helieves .,at the :V0rld as it should be doesn't exist, is one who 
; hey bl.1l doesn t make sense to act, suffer, want, feel. In short, 
Ni~tz ~~eve everything is in vain. This is the nihilist pathos that 
iagpSC .e at\empts to dissect and combat, but also, in follow-

aSSlve l1lhil' 'I k f fi h t Un) it u ),' 1m s ac ? .con~equen~es, gures ?ut w at can 
()f pr 1.1 .sl~e down. For It IS NIetzsche 5 very partIcular stance 
nizin ~~ almlng t~at there is nothing condemnable in- recog
to a g ,I wo:1d Without meaning. This recognition only leads 
the f!:~rai~sls of wanting and a depleted ;-vill precisely from 
life su t 1a1 on the contrary, underneath It a superabundant 
in or/ports and even necessitates this emptying of meaning 
lOok f, C'r to vel:t its interpretative strength: that which doesn't 
bUt(Olor sen~e In things, for it imposes meaning upon them. At 
ti()!1~h~1, .~eh~f a.nd will are in an inversely proportional rela
ed wI p. F~lt~ IS always most desired and most urgently need
tnf' de1e:e. wIllIS lacking; for will, as the affect of command, is 

, - Cis 
_~ __ ~ lye mark of sovereignty and strength. That is, the less 
G, r' ~-~:::-~~ __ ~~ ____ ~ ____ ~~~~--~~--. Tied rich N' 
64. F "d' letzsche, On the Genealogy oJMorality, III, 26 (Cambridge, 1994),p.123. 

IIC nch N' I 
1Ctzsc lC, The WiJi to Power, p. [585J, 318. 
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someone knows how to command, the more urgently does he 
desire someone who commands, who commands severely - a 
god, prince, the social order, doctor, father confessor, dog~a, 
or party conscience."65 In this need for belief and vener.at.IOIl, 
Nietzsche detects a sickening of the will, the source of reltgioIlS 
and fanaticisms. In contradistinction to the believer, Nietzsche 
calls for a spirit that "takes leave of all faith and every wish for 
certainty, practiced as it is in maintaining itself on light ropes 
and possibilities and dancing even beside abysses:' 

Now we can define this transition from veneration to corn;, 
mand as being the passing from "you should" to "I wa.nt. 
Through this metamorphosis of the spirit from camel into hofl, 
what is being dramatized is the act through which the will freeS 
itself not only of its submission, but of its inclination to ven" 
eration, to the abnegation and to the negation of itself. Suc~ a 
transition, moreover, is not given, it is a crossing, and has ItS 

price and its very own vertigo. It's called nihilism.66 The tnlt:' 
sition from "you should" to "I want" cannot, therefore, s~fi 
over this intermediate, problematic state, in which disbelief st\1 
cannot find the will tha~ sustains it, or the g:owing will stl t 
hasn't found a path that IS clear enough for bemg able to waIl 
what behooves it, though it has already gotten rid of its V~?er' 
ations .... This is the ambiguity found in modernity's ni?t11S~ 
in which the decline of morality and the ascent of a WIll thll 
still doesn't know what it came for both coexist.. .. It can evell 
be a period of lucidity, as Nietzsche says, where an antagoni~ 
between the old and the new is identified, and where all tile 01 
ideals are identified as hostile to life, resulting from decade1~e 
and culminating in it, but where life lacks the strength for t ~ 
new. It's the moment of the greatest promise and biggest dat;ll 
ger. Because precisely "now when the greatest strength of 1'1'1 

would be necessary, it is weakest and least conjidenf'67 

------------------------" 
/" 

65. Nietzsche, Tile GayScicnce, p. 205·206 [347]. , 

66. Karl jaspers, Nietzsche, trans. Charles F. Wallraff and Frederick J. Schmitz (Balli' 
more: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1965). 

67. Friedrich Nietzsche, The Wi/1 to Power, p. 17 [20]. 
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Double Meaning 

~Ve ~an now evoke the double meaning of nihilism that the 
1:~l"Jlll1gs from this period allow us to glimpse, or the double 
~ ov~ment embedded in the very notion of nihilism. On the 
o~~e, a~{~, nihilism is a symptom of growing weakness, on the 
in Kr, n~lI1g strength. At times it is an expression of a decrease 
Ih cr~atJve force, where the deception facing an absence of 
th ~anl~g. or ~eneral direction leads to the feeling that every
cr~nf IS 111 Yam, at other times it signals a rise in the force of 
Ple~. It~g, of wanting, to such an extent that conventional inter
to a Ions are no longer necessary in order to provide meaning 
IVa; \rorld1y existence.68 You can't think about nihilism in the 
Out t~~at Nl~tzsche elaborated it without such duplicity, with
auta ~S .cqYIv?cal, ambivalent character, at the intersection of 
life. ~B~lftlc. dIrections, a downward and upward mov~m.ent of 
values.l~ og~cally, modern man represents a contradIctIOn of 
"aln 'b' e SIts between two chairs, he says Yes and No in the 

. e reath."69 

dic~hel1 t!1~ reader of Nietzsche asks, within these contra
so~~~h .wntm~s, whether ulti.mately nihilism for Nietz~che is 
hilllse]/!g ~esll:able or nefa:I~us per se, a~d how he SItuates 
keep tl m lelatlOn to what It IS that he dIagnoses, one must 
~;'~rih. 1~~re~aratory fragment from the preface in mind: "I de
dOn't\W at IS coming: the advent of nihilism [ ... J I praise, I 
,1)dn w~re. ~eproac? the fa.ct that ~t is co~ing.r:..J. k~owing if 
lion th 1 1 ecover, If he WIll dommate thIS cnsIS, It IS a ques
dilbo at depen.ds on his force: it is possible."70 And in the more 
feSsinrated verSIon of the preface, we see Nietzsche himself con
nihili g t~ he. the first perfect nihilist of Europe, having lived 
it __ s~ 1~1 hiS soul to its end - and having already overcome 
hin\ 7~ ,<;lready has it behind him, below him, outside of 
ther~··. I herefore, Nietzsche's position is not extrinsic to the 
Pllln:)da~d th~ ~~rfection seems to refer to the fact of having 
'as a e . l~to Dlhlhsm and having traversed it in all of its states, 
_ _. sPIrit of daring and experiment that has already lost its 

~: ::rit~l;i~h~he, The Will /oPower,p. 312 [580]. 
, 11edrich N' 

Iile Idols n, J C letzsche, The CascofWag~ter, in TheAllti-Cilrist, Ecce Homo, Twilighto[ 
70. F"l' d ,1/ Jther Writings, op. cit., p. 262. 

'e flch N' 
71. Ibid letzsche, Nietzsche's Notebook of 1887-1888, p. 11 [411]. 
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way in every labyrinth of the future," until coming out on the 
other side - and by way of its "augural" nature looks back and 
says what is to come. Nietzsche was at once the patient who 
lived through the sickness until its end, and by way of his as
tute self-observation, the doctor who was able to sustain it and 
intensify it to the point of its exhaustion, enduring it like a "hd-meopathic" cure. So it was that, as a doctor, he could alrea Y 
diagnose it in his contemporaries and even prevent its neces. 
sary and possible unfoldings, though the outcome is always un
determined. 

In less personal terms, as said above, nihilism appears to 
Nietzsche as a historical necessity to the extent that it res~ltS 
from those values whose supremacy finds itself in quesUO(l, 
carrying the internal logic of such values to its end, to the extent 
that these values are turned against themselves, in a dynam
ic of self-suppression. "All great things bring about their 0'4 
destruction through an act of self-overcoming: thus the Ja,:" 0" 

life will have it, the law of the necessity of "self-overcornUlg 
in the nature of life - the lawgiver himself eventually receives 
the call: "patere legem, quam ipse tulisti."[Submit to the JaW yoU 
yourself proposed.J72 For example, "the sense of truthfulneSS, 
highly developed by Christianity, is disgusted at the falsene:~ 
and mendacity of the whole Christian interpretation of w.Of & 
and history."73 The excess of the valuation of truth is PlttC 

against the belief in illusions taken as truths, resulting in a sus' 
picion in relation to everything and whatever is taken-as-trtt/), 
that is, pitted against every value, and therefore against the vert 
possibility of evaluation and valuation .... 

Types of Nihilism 

However, how is this framework of nihilism presented ... 
Nietzsche, with all these oscillations of the concept with ref,,'. 
to its extension and coloring? We should start from a form p: .: 
to nihilism, a certain pessimism of Schopenhauer's inspiraC> 
present among the Greeks as referred to in The Birth of Trag; , " 
and which subsequently Nietzsche would call theoretical aC
practical nihilism, or first nihilism. It deals with an inhere~ 

-------------// 
72. Friedrich Nietzsche, On the Genealogy of Morality, p,]6L 

73. Friedrich Nietzsche, Writill!(s from the Late Notebooks, p, 2, 83 [127J. 
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~~~:ring of life, and wh~n faced ",:it.h it someone fr?m Anci~nt 
of e -~e woul~ run t?e ~lsk o~ aspl:mg to a Buddh~st. neg.at.IOn 
Or I\xlslenc~, If h~ dldn t precisely mterpose an artI~tlC, ~Ivme, 
g . P911 0man shield, apt to seduce all creatures to lIve hfe and 
:~l~r~ them from metaphysical disgust. But nihilism properly 
() a e , as developed by Nietzsche in the last period of his work, 

'Nes 1 11' a I 10 1111g to Schopenhauer - except as a symptomatic ex-
my e of one of the most effectuated types of nihilism. 

Ii, t :V(:~ld be necessary, then, to begin going through nega
i~~tlhl~lsm, the most encompassing, so as to practically refer 
llli 11 history?f metaphysics as a whole, with its theoretical, 
\)u)r~.' and ratIOnal appreciations of value, and its simultane
,/., Isregard for the sensorial world. It's the kingdom of the 
1tt \t lof vengeance and of depreciation, which turns against 
io~: 1V lore than a metaphysical structure, it deals with a psycho-
1!)~lrca structure, in the sense that Nietzsche understands it, as 
itn phology of the will to power: the will to power reduced to 

, POWer of negating. 
"ll~lodernity, however, facing such a process of devaluation of 
" ~ I ('\11 I 
P("'~ 1:' eva ues, proposes successive substitutes (the Moral Im-
;'-'i~t~ve, Progress,Happiness, Culture), without the place from 
lost c. they emanate undergoing any alteration, even if it has 
li';e H~po~'Ver of caution. It is under this sign that modern man 

~Vhl0d s assassin, but wrapre~ in the dead .God:~ shadow.74 

'Nt" at could result from thIS, If not deceptIOn? We see that 
ue-s.c~nllot reach the sphere in which we have placed our val
otl~' llt this ?oes not by any means confer any value on that 
bec~r sphere lTI which we live: on the contrary, we are weary 
l1ihil~se We have lost the main stimulus. 'In vain so far!'75 Passive 
ove/:;;'l comes. from this great weariness whereby it prevailing 
thu efC e sensatIOn that 'everything is the same, nothing is worth 

.L IOrt '''76 I' h mea' . t s t e nausea for this repetitive existence without 
a bla~kg, ~ytnboliz:d by the h~rrifying i~age of the pastor, with 
end f snake hangmg from hIS mouth, m Zarathustra. It s the 
God 

0 ,~or~l optimism, the awareness that in a world without 
all wtthout purpose there is nothing more to expect. It's 

/4, Rr.b--'·- -----.. 
, erto Machad Z d 'J Z h 1997) 7S y' 0, aratustra, tragedia nietzsc/lial1a, (Rio e JaneIro:. a ar, . 

'. I led rich Ni .. • 
76. W· I ct2sch(', 1Irc Will to Power, p. [8], 11. 
. 1t1 sOme '. 
l'ilree EvilS:' ,.vanatlons;,in Thus Spoke Zarathustra: II, "The Soothsayer:\~II, "On the 
I)"tress," I at! 2, and On Old and New Tablets," parts 13 and 16; IV, rhc Cry of 
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also the stage in which the unity of culture is dissolved, accord
ing to the logic of decadence, and the different elements t~at 
constitute it enter into war, intensifying the expedients wh~cb 
are compensatory, tranquilizing, curing, inebriating, hedonIst, 
comforting, as well as their moral, religious, political, and aeS' 
thetic disguises.77 It concerns a "pathological transient state:' _ 

The three figures of nihilism mentioned above could thUS 
be translated in terms of the position of values: superior valu~S, 
substitutive values, the nothingness of values. Negative nihIl
ism, reactive nihilism, passive nihilism - whichever the case 
may be, it is always an incomplete nihilism. The most inter~st· 
ing in this progression is the terminal point, the most aftlic.ttll8 
stage, the most pathological, most paradoxical- it is precIsely 
here where a conversion is possible. 

The paradox of passive nihilism lies in the fact that the sat1le 

symptoms could signify opposite directions. Even the extret1le 

pessimism of the modern world could be the indication of 9 
growth in force, and of a transition to new conditions of et
istence that our conservative moral feeling judges negativel~ 
because it is not able to understand what new conditions \ 
accompanies .... 7R From this point of view, nihilist sentirn~ 
could be the sign of a broadened power of the spirit, Whl 

needs new values, since previous ones are incapable of express' 
ing the current state of force. 

In the conversion from passive to active nihilism, one pef 

ceives that the prevailing goals up until then (convictions, ar' 
ticles of faith) are not up to the task given to them by the r e:: 
ent forces at play, and therefore one is compelled to actl:~ 
destroy them. "Nihilism is not just a contemplation of the .
vain!', and not just the belief that everything deserves to ::_ 
ish: one puts one's hand to it, one makes it perish .... "79 >,: 
Nietzsche distinguishes two types of destruction: "The :~; 
sire for destruction, for change and for becoming can be t", 

. ~ 
77. Decadence is a central and recurrent idea from this period, which recalls a proCe58 

disaggregation proper to life, even tTom a physiological point of view, which puts 
?n the formations of do.mi~.ion, once ,h,aving exhausted its possibilities a~d com tff'{l 
lIs cycle, See Oswaldo GlaCOla Jr., Labmntos da Alma, (Campinas: Ed. u11Icamp.1.9

c1eV Wolfg~ng Mli!~er-Lauter, "Decade~ce artistica enqllanto decadence fisio16gica': in "Ol l~ 
nos Nietzsche n. 6, 1999; and mamly, Paul Bourget, Essais de Psychologie Conteltlpora 
(Paris: Gallimard, 1993). 

78. Friedrich Nietzsche, Writings {I'om the Late Notebooks, p. 1 0[22J, 180. 

79. Ibid., p, II [123], 225. 
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cXpressio f [ ... ] h n.O an overflowing energy pregnant with the future 
privo. ut It can also be the hatred of the ill-constituted, de
be e ) and underprivileged one who destroys and must destroy 
nr~~llte w~at exists, indeed all existence, all being, outrages and 
:lh'y' \? es hlm."8I1The destruction of morality, religion, and meta-
, SICS a d f h Niet ,-i ,n 0 t e forces that propagate them, advocated by 
fCi;lu~~c;e for active. nihilism, cannot come from a hatred of 
pulse ~/?m the 'p~Hson ~f t~e resented, from the reactive im
COns' ,1 negatlVlst asplratlOn, but should be the necessary 
"h equence of an affirmative will 81 Nietzsche is very clear 
" Out th .' .;, . 
lVe il e statute of Its destructIOn. But we who are dlfferent, 
, - nl110ralists [ 1 w. d '1 I h [,'I' on b . .... e 0 not negate eaSl y, we sta <e our on-
reVeal ~ng a~firmative."B2 When praising criticism, Nietzsche 
is, at t t e logIC em bedded therein: "When we criticize [ ... J it 
Withl' edst vhery often, proof that there are living, active forces 

, nllSc edd' k' lH dh b SOIDeth' " '-' . 111g S 1Il. vve negate an ave to negate ecause 
might mg 111 us wants to live and affirm itself, something we 
fraglll not yet know or see!"83 Or as he says in a preparatory 
they, ent for Zarathustra: "Creators are the most hated: indeed, 
alwal~r~ the most radical destroyers:'84 Or: "The creator should 
(rf';jt~~ etdestroyer."85 Or: "I speak of a great synthesis of the 
Prepo 'dO the lover, and of the destroyer." At the limit, it is the 
\vho s~ ,,<;::ran~)e of Yes: "I want to be, someday, just someone 
dine;;IY;. ~es!, We could use this assessment as a criterion for a 

As ~l l_~ ~la~nostic of nihilisms .... 
and af~Ll, I~ IS precisely at this extreme point of destruction 
pressin rmatlOn that complete nihilism can intervene, sup
differe;t the ve~y 'place of values in order to place them in a 
_~ , way. FIl1!shed nihilism, "classic;' perfect, from which 
go -~~.-------, . 

,J'nedrich N'--'--:;~=---:---------------
1\1. Leo _ I Ictzsche, The Gay Science, p. [370J, 234-6. 
<e'!'l n Kossnvitch '>' 
, 1e virul " ',' IglloS e Poderes em Nietzsche, (Sao Paulo: Atica, 2004), p. 127: 
Irt encc 0\ actlv 'h T ' 

10 aCCOllnt, th em I ISm IS in its destructive Power. Not to think it takes values 
that 'it mUst b .c ~Pposit~ is true, to annihilate the forces that propagate it. By saying 
lie" hut bey )eg

d
1l2

1 
J' han!(lIlg tIle moralists: Nietzsche accuses them not only of vile val-

, '( n \ le h 
10 Commit ;u' 'd "se, t e preservation, through these values, of the forces that ought 
,I{, _" leI e. 
~' hledrich Niet " « 

1ne Anti-Christ, Z:c;;che, Morality as Anti-Nature," in Twilight of the Idols, in 
K.l. Frio 1 ' ,Homo, TW1IJgilt oJ the Idols alld Other Writings, op. cit., p, J 75. 

( nell Niet7~ I TJ 
84, Pried .,cle, Ie GaySciellce, p, 174-5 [307J. 

rIch Niet7sch P I 85, hied ' .. e, asc wmous fragment, Summer-Autumn 1882, p. 3 [I J. 
I' S[, nch Nietzscl I' I '- 11, ' le, ost lumous fragment, November, 1882 - February, 1883, 
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Nietzsche seems to make himself the mouthpiece, requires .the 
establishment of values starting from a different matter SItU
ated in life itself, the will to power, and of a different element, 
affirmativeness. 

We can already, before we direct ourselves to some conclusive 
notes, try to synthesize some general features gathered from the 
consulted writings and some interpretations. Nihilism can expr~5: 
itself as philosophy, as religion, as morality, as aesthetics, as a soC1~ 
movement, as political convulsion, as revolutionary violence. 
Nihilism traverses all these phenomena like a diffuse awareness 
that supreme values in Western culture are devalued, and they, 
thereby, reveal its value of nothing, and the nothing appears Ji~e 
the truth of such values. With Nietzsche, it's as if this movement 
ascends to philosophical self-comprehension. 

There is a vacuum of meaning, which is lived as a "psychOf logical" experience, and where devaluation reaches a level 0 

representation. But in an extensive paragraph about nihilis~l1 8;' 
a psychological state, Nietzsche desubstantializes this "nothlng, 
reminding us, in part, of Bergson's arguments to that resp:c~ 
For the nothing appears as a result of an expectation of finchllv 
a finality, a totality, a truth in the flow of the world, and the call,: 
sequent deception due to these categories of reason which doIl \ 
find equivalence in reality. We again find what Nietzsche neve! 
ceases to rework, since his writing On Truth and Lies in a Non' 
moral Sense: the failure of anthropomorphic projection tranS' 
formed into me~aphysical postulate. As ~e says: "all the vall.1~ 
by means of whIch up to now we first trted to make the wof 
estimable to us and with which, once they proved inapplicablg, 
we then devaluated it - all these values are, calculated pst 
chologically, the results of particular perspectives of usefulneSt for the preservation and enhancement of human formations~! 
rule, and only falsely projected into the essence of things. It's ~t~ 
the hyperbolic naivety of man, positing himself as the meanttllJ 
of things and the measure of their value."87 

/. 

86. Oswaldo Giacoia Jr., Os La/Jririnlas da Alma, op. cit.op. cit. I follow closely ~rtJ 
this book in this paragraph. 

87. Friedrich Nietzsche, Writings from tile Laic Notebooks, p. 11,219 [99]. 

Counter-Movement 

It Would 1 who I . )e necessary now, briefly, to situate the way through 
(\1lt~ 1 NIetzsche. understands counterpoising himself to these 
gati rop~morphlC mechanisms of projection and nihilist ne
IranOl~. p~n a first reading, it seems that the philosopher of 
call' s\ alllatlOn directs himself toward are-appropriation, re-
10 ll~~ ~,ege~'s he:oes. ''All the beauty and sublimity we've lent 
Oro '. and Jll1agmed things I want to demand back, as the 
iiol;,e~), and product ~f man: as his most splendid vindica
lhe l' an as poet, as thmker, as God, as love, as power - oh, 
cnlv(~ng~y prodis;ality with which he has given gifts to things, 
hClS'b'o ImpOvensh himself and himself feel miserable! That 

Q. een ' 
Wars}' man s greatest selflessness so far, that he admired and 
it Wa lIhPed and knew how to conceal from himself the fact that 
live ~. l~ who created what he admired."B8 But a more atten
JJot :Cd( mg of some fragments reveals that a twilight of idols is 

nough fOI' 0 "h '1" . h 
l)t'l o. vercommg 111 1 Ism, as m suppressmg t e su-
t '-,enslbl h 
tnt fr e sp ere, and the humanist re-appropriation; differ-
tion (711 Feue~'bach, what becomes necessary is the deconstruc
this /)h~1an J;!mse~f wh~ l;)fojecte? hi.s ne.eds and categories i!l 
llfJl e~o ,re, \\ Ith hIS debIlIty and mclmatlOn to reverence. It IS 
divin. Ug!l, therefore, to put man in place of God or return 
di~m: ~~~nbutes to man, or even a creation of values, without 
liVe c Ii ~ng m~n himself in his slavish, resentful, guilty, reac
in an;~n gUratton. In other words, axiology cannot be rooted 
l)rigin. ~?tOl~gy,. whose relation to theology i.s its unconfes~ed 
hirnself e mhilIst who destroys the world WIthout destroymg 
PhYSics rrolongs ~nthropocentrism, decadence, and the meta
(ide W 7~t he thmks he is opposing. In short, voluntary sui
heme ou consequently be the end of nihilism, its most ex
<IS Vel ~e.sture. The death of God implies the death of man, but 
rnOst ~u~e says, both still await the forces that can give them the 

eVated meaning. 
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Force 

In order for this final trajectory of Nietzsche's thought to ~c
quire its full meaning, it is necessary to situate it in relatiOn 
to an array of criteria that reappear in several writings frortl 
this period, but which are already present throughout a Jarge 
portion of his work. In particular, notions like great style, gr~at 
health, superabundance, elevation, plenitude, and activity, rt~e 
in force, intensification of power, pathos of distance, always III 
comparison with the supposed "improvement" of man, his do' 
mestication, mediocrization, debasement, and gregariousness, 
Nietzsche claims that these criteria allow for the assessment and 
even classification of a value, a culture, a philosophy, a life, Of 

even a modality of detected nihilism. Let's take the well-knoWfl 
Prologue to The Gay Science: "In some, it is their weaknesses 
that philosophize; in others, their riches and strengths. [,' 'Il 
What is at stake in all philosophizing hitherto was not at a 
'truth' but rather something else - let us say health, futUre, 
growth, power, life .... "89 And further on he insists upon ask
ing, in each case, if it is "hunger or superabundance that have 
become creative here?"90 In the fragments from the later p~
riod, Nietzsche returns countless times to outline his criterl-

on: "I assess a man by the quantum of power and abundance 
of ?is will: not. by its enfeeblef!1ent and extinction; I re~ard f 
phIlosophy whICh teaches demal of the will as a teachwg 0, 

~efamation and slan~er"~l; in a. fr~gm~nt 'about hierarc~1i 
one must have a Criterion: I dlstmgmsh the grand slyl:, 

distinguish activity and reactivity; I distinguish the excesS1Vil1 

the squandering from the suffering who are passionate (_ ~e 
idealists) "9: "a rich and self-assured nature [ ... ] doesn't g1:: 
a damn about whether it will achieve bliss - it has nO sU

01 

interest in happiness in any form whatsoever, it is force, dee~ 
desire .... "93 "Viewpoints for my values: whether out of pleflJ" 
tude or hunger [ ... J whether one observes or intervenes [. "j 
?r looks away, ~oves aside 1 ... J ~hether animated, stimulati 
spontaneously out of the bUild-up of force or :rnere1 

'-:-----------------.-/ 
89. Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gay Science, Preface, p. 4-5. 

90. Ibid, p. 235 [370j. 

91. Friedrich Nietzsche, The Will to Power, p. 206 1382J. 

92. IfJid. footnote, p. 471 [881]. 

93. Friedrich Nietzsche, Writings ji'(1r1l tire rate Notebooks, p. lOr 127], 196. 
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reactivel "94 I 
tl'f, . y. n other words: "What is good? - All that heightens 
il;ej eellng of power, the will to power, the power increases, even 
ir(.1Ul11ans. [ ... J / What is happiness? The feeling that power 

1 ,reases th t' . b 
Il]c .,' - a reSIstance IS overcome. / Not contentment, ut 
(v(r\<: ~~wer, not peace at all, but war; not virtue, but efficiency 
goal ~~e 111 the .Renaissance style, virtu, virtue moraline),,95 "the 
pow, ~9~t the mcrease of consciousness but the enhancement of 
crl't e:, Even when he speaks of suffering, it is still the same 

t!'lon'''B h suffe' r' ut t ere are two types of sufferers: first, those who 
an a J lorn a superabundance of life - they want a Dionysian 
wil'; s W~I as a tragic outlook and insight into life - then, those 
stil~ su er from an impoverishment of life and demand quiet, 
art a~~s) c~Jl11 seas ?,r else intoxicatiOl:, paroxysn:, stupor from 
fUlly phIlosophy. 97 In order for thIS observatIOn to become 
dctou~?~~rehensible, it would be necessary to take a lengthy 
reeo . t I Ol~gh the Greeks, to whom Nietzsche increasingly 
list. Y3~:~es hiS debt? and who in effect seem to elucidate this 
are alre~au,se the cr!teria Jist~d above, in one way 0.1' ~no!her, 
the e -ad} present 111 what NIetzsche calls the Hellemc 111stmct: 
ali~ln~~~ss o~ force, the a.gonistic dimen~ion, r~ckless imm?r
But c, e wIll to power, 111 short, the "wIll to hfe;' eternal hfe. 

-c,ntrary t Ch' '. I f I'e 
i rCll1sl' t " h 0 nstIal1 eternIty, the eterna return 0 lie 

C 
a e.s ere, beyond death and change, with all the suffer-

Otnmg fr " . d h ~lernal! om It, a tnumphant yes to hfe connecte to t e 
c1artu<.; ~ c~sure of creation, to the eternal "martyrdom of the 
ftJsaJ ~t:t: ~n ~hort, Dionysus. Tragedy as an antidote, as re
cill ov' , I eS~llnlsm, as counter-instance, and tragic thought as 
;tran:r~oml11g of all pessimism. "Saying yes to life, even in its 
()Wn il~;~hnd ~a~s~1est problems; the will to life rejoicing in its 
30 that austlbIllty [ ... ] over and above all horror and pity, 

th {?u yourself may be the eternal joy in becoming - the 
reco81~' :nclu~es even the eternal joy in negating." Nietzsche 

IlZes havmg touched, at this last extreme of his thought, 

c' -----, 
'1.1bii-- .... 
'l"d r'el~~I~~ 101145],.199_200. The active/reaclive pair shows up often in Nielzsche, 
~). h' I' 11l'lde thIS a capital criteria in his redescription of Nietzsche's Philosophy. 

lOt rtc\) N' 
%, Fried' ' lel%sche, Nietzsche's Notebook of 1887-1888, p.l 11414J, vol. 13. 

,nchNierz"1 W" 
97. hiedri ' . suc, Tltmgs from the Late Notebooks, p. 11174], 213. 
Idol' ch Nietzsche "w A . d ". . 71 '1' h ,r 1 s. H\ Th A' ,e nltpo es in Nietzsche Contra Wagner, III WI tg t OJ t Ie 

p\'o 271, 272~ ntl-Christ, Ecce Homo, Twilight of the Idols and Other Writillgs, op. cit., 
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the point of which he had started with The Birth of Tragedy, his 
"first transvaluation of all values,"98 

In any case, when Nietzsche re-encounters his debt to rll~ 
Gre,eks at the ~ame ~ime his own work seems to reach its mo:_ 
danng extremIty, NIetzsche does not move regressively or me 
ancholically, he just throws another dart at the future, As he 
confessed in the Second Untimely Meditation (and it is my un
derstanding that this is where Nietzsche formulated the eJ{e~' 
plary logic ?fhis un~~rt~king,as a whole): ~vh~t woul? theutla; 
Ity of a havmg a famllIanty wIth Greek antIqUIty be, If not t~ 
of working against his time, hence it would also be a questl~tl 
of dealing with his own time, and, as he expects, "in favor 0 a 
time to come,"99 

The Time to Come 

Some words, therefore, regarding this "time to come," contea:: 
porary nihilism, as Zarathustra points out, presents two pO~SI 
bilities of the future, one that's positive or one that's negatJ"C, 
symbolized respectively by the last man and by the overm;aJ1, 
The last man is he who, when substituting God, remains in r€~ 
activity, in the absence of meaning and value, lacking eagerne§ 
and creation, and (according to Deleuze's commentary) pr~ferS, 
contrary to a will to nothing, an embrace of the lack of wlIl 
that's why he gives himself over to passive extinction, fIowe"~ 
t~~ over-man ~ees in t~is collapse of meaning and value a pOs; 
blllty, an openmg, a stImulus, If Deleuze had reason to concet 8 
the overman as a new way of feeling, thinking, evaluating, as , 
new form oflife, and even another type of subjectivity, contr~ 
to Heidegger, to whom he is the realization of the metaph~JG 
of subjectivity and its continuity in techno-science, in a read1:t 
whose political logic Jean-Pierre Faye painfully elucidated jle 
US,IOO it is because, as we have already said, for Nietzsche t 

. ~ 
98. Friedrich Nietzsche, "What lOwe the Ancients," in The Anti-Christ, Ecce J-fIlfll 
Twilight of the Idols and Other Writings, op, cit., Pl'. 228-229, 

9?, ~r~edrich. Niet7.5chc: F~reword to "On, the Uses and Disadvantages of ~ist~)r~: 
lAc, m Untimely Med,tatIOns, trans. Regmald fohn Hollingdale, (Cambndge. C 
bridge University Press, 1997), pp, 59-60. 

JOO·le~n-Pierre Faye, ~e vrai Nietzsche (:aris: Hermann, 1998),49: Faye raises th~ 
pothesls that, upon bemg accused by Knek, then rector of the Umversity of Fra~ ~ 
and high-ranking official of the SS, of "metaphysical nihilism;' Heidegger would Shlel . 
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dCl1h f G 
, " 0 od necessarily signifies the death of man, thought 
u~~ili d d I 

i
c 

e 1110 e of an ethical challenge, and not un er t le 
lno(" of a "I Th (n empll'lca ,or metaphysical ev~nt. , 
Ie death of man IS a frequent theme 111 contemporary ph1-
I~S~phy, which has evoked no fewer misunderstandings than the 

1Cl11C of the death of God in Nietzsche, This is particularly the 
Cl.se reg d' I f h' ti' ar mg t 1e ambiguity that is made evident by way 0 t IS 
lhc~ne, And because of this ambiguity and its dimension of pa
it ~:,we should occasionally grant ourselves the right to laugh at 
<11" -h ai~Y rate, in both cases, one does not always perceive the mel
W~L 0 lC e~haustion of a promise, or the opening of a possibility 
.,l~se deSIgn is entirely unknown to us, It is probable that the 
~hUi1 emporary condition, including the mistaken deviation 

lOllgh th d 'd' , f hi 1" e postma ern, or even the ambIguous con Itlon 0 

j:t ()P~ HICS, is characterized precisely by the schizophrenic COI1-
IllctlO]] 1 . d' 

to d' )etween these two affective tonalities, correspon mg 
do. ,lSparate movements, though simultaneous, in which we 
boll t already know if we are on the verge of dying or being 

'rn ofl ' h d sir' amentmg or celebrating, Of this, Nietzsche a a very 
bi Ong awareness, and expressed it in the first line of his auto-

ograph)· "1'1 ' ' 
Pfrha .: , ,Ie ,good f~rtune of my existen~e, ,Its Ul1Iqueness 
,( ridd1:' h~s In Its fatalIty: I am, to express It m the form of 
't'lll'.') ahcady dead as my father while as my mother I am 
) j IV\ ' 
frOt h1g a.nd becoming old, This dual descent, as it were, both 
the 11 t e h!ghest and the lowest rung on the ladder of life, at 

san1!, tIll' d Z' ., h' 'f thO eXpl ' :' Ie a ec me and a begmnmg - tIS, 1 any mg, 
tion ~lns that neutrality, that freedom from all partiality in rela
r 'h 0 the total problem of life that perhaps distinguishes me, 

, aVe a s b I' , 
than an ',li t er sense of smell for the signs of ascent and declIne 
excell ) other human being before me; I am the teacher par 

I ence for this - I know both, I am both,"IOI 
rlel~ Would be the case to ask if the lucidity that Nietzsche 
ject{)~nsit:ated regarding the amphibious condition of his, tra
Or e Y s not a characteristic of contemporary thought Itself 
~hilosoPhy as such. Would it be too much to risk 
nU1lseif witb Ni" ,.,. '. 
Inbuled 10 hin ~~z~che In ord~r 10 later sacnfice hIm, accuslI1g hun ?~ Ih?t whIch. was at
,I) P(lPllla ,1" 1 he dear Heldegger, who contributed to the rehabIlitation ofNletzsch,e 
',y'lIIted t r OPlIHon, buries him in philosophical thought by placing him where the NaZIS 
I' () place l-l 'd h' , , 'd "j f t I .!1\(Jfa]" (' e\ egger lmself," Cf, addltlonall" the ael text .e trans orma, e 

'~O'l"~Pt\ 7 M . , l' 1()1 F' ., n, , ons. (BelgIUm: Ed, S'\5 Mana, 2004). 
, n~drich N' . . , 

(ljrhe Idol, Ictzsche, "Why I am So Wise," in The Allti-Christ, Ecce Homo, TWI/Jght 
, and Olh, W ' , 

. <.r rtlmgs, op. cit., p. 222. 
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the hypothesis that philosophy today carries this double ,at' 
tribution, that of detecting what is on the verge of perish1,ng 
and, at the same time, what is on the verge of being born, relll; 

venting in each case the relation between them? There are su!
ficient indications, in Nietzsche at least, to corroborate such a 
hypothesis, On the one hand, and from very early on, Nietzsche 
made a caustic inventory from that which in our culture is de~ 
c1ining, exsanguine, or dying, claiming that such a process,of 
disintegration is realized, according to a conception of justJ~ 
that ~nds in Goethe's maxim his notable expression: "For . 
that IS born deserves to perish." Was it not that which his work 
carried out with uncommon causticity, and that from the be
ginning, when it defended that man "cannot live if he does I1~~ 
have the strength to break and dissolve a part of his past, and 1 

he doesn't from time to time make use of this strength?" 
But whoever sees in Nietzsche only a merciless and barba

rous destroyer does not perceive that such demolition is alwayS 
at the service of a primary affirmativity, from the desire of 
founding time, whose foreshadowing he ceaselessly detects here 
and there, at times in resonance with a supposedly exempl~rr 
antiquity, in any case a founding time whose necessity he 11~' 
creasingly invokes: "Every great growth indeed brings with \1 

a tremendous crumbling and falling into ruin: suffering, 
symptoms of decline, belong to the periods of great advanC
es; every fruitful and powerful movement of mankind has alsO 
produced alongside it a nihilistic movement; it would perhaps 
be the sign of a decisive and most essential growth, of the Will' 
sition into new conditions of existence that the most extre!1l~ 
form of pessimism, real nihilism, wouid be born. This I halle 
understood,"lo2 

The most difficult task in engaging with Nietzsche's work, ~ 
~o think the conjunc~ion b~tween ~hese two movements, trave~ 
Illg along on a MoebIUS stnp, and 111 the process of this travers 
recognizing the cause of its reciprocal co-extensiveness, but,a! 
the ,same tin:e preserving dissymmetry, heterogeneity, and d(5~ 
panty of regImes between the two sides. On the one hand, the~ 
is a type of historical necessity in the advent of nihilism, sirl;ce 

nihilism is not an accident of history, but its internal logie, b~ 
tory as the history of an error, "of the longest error," and of a o~ 
gatlOn of the world that only now comes to an end and reveS 

-----------------~~ 
102, Friedrich Nietzsche, Writings from the l.ate Notebooks, p, 10[22], 180, 
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::~~ ;~~il~us of rev~nge that moved it since the beginning. 9n 
c' t er hand, NIetzsche defends a counter-movement, whICh 
1;;.D:l0t be thought of independently from the nihilism which 
h:' ,~urpasses, because this counter-movement presupposes ni
.p~l~:)lll and t,herefore proceeds it, as Nietzsche states in the pre
CQ l ator), wntings to the preface. Nevertheless, despite his initial 

,mn1Pllts th' d ' . dir' - , IS counter-movement oesn t receIve a necessary 
cer~C~lon al:d,unfolding -- since this counter-movement is un-

11 ' 'I ~In, foJ' It IS without truth, without teleology, without deter-
'nISI 'h ' n, WIt out dialectics, 

('y. ~owcvcr, contrary to what it might seem like -- the world 
l!pd~:l:t~d of, a s~pp?sed o~ a;-vaited .finality, -:- we, don't end 
ll1f'l" ~l?logICal mdifferentIatlOn. PhIlosophIzmg WIth a ham
"tv:. \~ 1~ch ~ietzsche writes about, takes "anything goes" or 

<::1 \ thIng IS . 1 "( d h'" " thaI' t1 ' . eqll1va ent an w at IS more contemporary 
'fh ~)a~?) to be major symptoms of the great nihilist danger, 
fir ~',e~~re, the whole challenge consists of not making a nihilis-

. Wiling o{ nihilism 
be ;~~ho~t,'as in the ~~~~ of the eternal return, nihilism can also 
tho> h WIth a double meaning: as the most despicable form of 
whr~~ t, but also the most divine, It depends, ultimately, on 
;h,,' :nnounces it, or to use Nietzsche's terms, it depends on 
11t'~ea(~l:ll1ul<1led force, on the explosive material, on the new 

SSltte~ ane\ tl ' fi d hI' , , 1e new unsatIs e w 0 c aIm It. 
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DELEUZE, NIHILISM, CAPITALISM 

"Nietzsche presents the aim of his philosophy as the freeing of 
thought from nihilism and its various forms."103 Is this not one 
elf the meanings of Gilles Deleuze's philosophical endeavor? It 
remains to be known what inflections he attributes to nihilism, 
in his interpretation which privileges negativity as a principle, 
ilnd resentment as a greater expression. In fact, in refusing the 
Jialectic and combating reactivity, Deleuze's critical extension 
is revealed, as well as his reliance on the work of Nietzsche: 
tragic thought, which affirms the innocence of becoming, of 
the past and of the future, of will, of chance. "The dice throw 
;,$ tragic. All the rest is nihilism, Christian and dialectic pathos, 
caricature of the tragic, comedy of bad conscience."104 Just an
other game, another way of playing, can reject the "little bacil
lus" of vengeance .... 

We can now return to this scenario and stress some points. 
in maintaining a strict fidelity to Nietzsche, Deleuze under
stands Nihilism as "the enterprise of denying life and depre
ciating existence."'05 Since Socrates, life "crushed by the weight 
of the negative, is unworthy of being desired for itself, experi
enced in itse!f:'W6 Whether submitted to values superior to it, 

------
:03~;i!tes Dt'leuze, Nietzscl1e tlnd Philosophy, trans. Hugh Tomlinson (New York: Columbia 
University Pres" 19R3), p. 35. 

Wi. fhid, p. :\6. 

1(6. Ibid, p. 34. 

lOli. fbid, p. 14. 
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impregnated with reactive values that substitute for them, of 

devoid of values, "it is expressed in values superior to life, b~t 
also in the reactive values which take their place and again III 
the world without values of the last man," 107 life always has t~ 
element of depreciation or of negation, it is trapped by a W f 
to deny, Negation "has dominated our thought, our ways ~ 
feeling and evaluating, up to the present day;' but "it is cor:su-
tutive of man, And with man the whole world sinks and SIck
ens, the whole world is depreciated, everything known slides 
toward its own nothingness." 108 If negation is Deleuze's ultimate 
p~il~sophical target, his most recurrent adversary, it is bec~uU: 
thIS IS the element that most clearly reveals the core of nth 
ism, Nihilism, more than the empire of nothing, is the rea!tJl 
of negation, negation directed against life in its entirety, WIth 
all the groans that go along with it, from anguish to lack, fro: 
the cult of death to the apology of renunciation, from finitu. : 
to castration - this is what is meant by combating, from It~ 
speculative figures to its historical concretions. Deleuze fono~s 
the adventures of nihilism - negative, reactive, passive - l~ 
order to highlight what remains unaltered in them: the type ~ 
life: "it is always the same type of life which benefits from t} 
depreciation of the whole oflife in the first place, the type ofl~~ 
which took advantage of the will to nothingness in order to °1 
tain its victory, the type of life which triumphed in the temP e5 
of God, in the shadow of higher values. Then, secondly, the type 
of life which puts itself in God's place, which turns against the 
principle of its own triumph and no longer recognizesvahl$S 
other than its own. Finally, the exhausted life which prefers ~C) 
not will, to fade away passively, rather than being animated ,f 
a will which goes beyond it. This still is and will always rem~!1 
the same type of life; life depreciated, reduced to its react1~ 
form. Values can change, be renewed or even disappear. "Wh , 
does not change and does not disappear is the nihilistic perspec 
tive which governs this history from beginning to end and f~o~ 
which all these values (as well as their absence) arise. ThiS ~ 
why Nietzsche can think that nihilism is not an event in histat , 

but the motor of the history of man as universal history!'I09 

------------------------~~/ 
107. Ibid, p. 171. 

108. Ibid, pp. 176-7. 

109. Ibid, pp. 151-2, 
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Del~:\~'s stop for ? secon~ on this notion that is so precious to 
it i '~ZC, the notIOn of hfe. It cannot be taken abstractly, for 
ac~~v;:1seFa~ab~e from the nature ~f the force .that qualifies it, 
is' ; 01 f(~a~tIve, and of the qualIty of the WIll to power that 
i~ In jS ongm, affirmative or negative. Thus, quite summari
;i~~n f depe~ding on this combination of the quality of force 
;s () the WIll to power, we have an active or reactive life that 
~fa~lf.rous or vengeful, aggressive or resentful, creative or full 
for r ~;e~e, evaluative or interpretive, legislative or adaptive, 
j.lv ~e \I for memorial, innocent or guilty, sick or healthy, hap
tl~at ~ssu fering, light or heavy, high or low. We know the care 
hy wh' necessary to handle these pairs, and the complex cost 
nF tl . Jeh .health is conquered, a lightness, an innocence. If all 
~ary ~IS ~td! sounds excessively anthropomorphic, it is neces
:inc] h~/~s~st upon the degree within ani~ality it~elf that man 
1110r )hi SCIence refuse to tak~ n.ote of thiS p~astlC a~d. met~
sho,.~ c [or~e, a force of vanatIOn and of dIfferentIatIOn, 111 
qua' t-::- of dIfference. I 10 Science prioritizes quantity, equalizing 
fere n t ~~I~S, compensation of inequalities, in other words, undif
parln t 1on, adiaphoria. "The attempt to deny differences is a 
f:):ist~ the more general enterprise of denying life, depreciating 
the el~ce and promising it a death ("heat" or otherwise) where 
"~'))' l~nl\l'~rsc sinks into the undiffentiated:' It is because science, 
, ilK, . .' 

forc ' ' na.tlOn, understands phenomena 111 terms of reactive 
'l~~ an(~ ,Interprets them from this standpoint:'11I 

lion' lij it nihilism is equivalent to the predominance of nega
can ;hn 

},he negation of life, and the negation of inequalities, we 
Nietzoe~e ~re add Deleuze's conceptual inflection with regard to 
in i t/cl ~,111 a s~)!newhatabruptformulation: nihilism is defined, 
Plato ~ tlITIate Instance, by the negation ... of difference. From 
telativ ~ Hegel and Heidegger, that is what is always at stake, in 
lQSOPh

e 
Y all of Deleuze's philosophical evaluations of the phi

strangl~~S ,:hom he. reject~: t~e de?asement of dif~erence,. its 
of the fi g, Its emptymg or ItS 111verSIOn. From the pomt of VIew 
Wheth g~res that command thought and Western subjectivity, 
Signifi Cr In re?rard to Being, Good, the Idea, God, the Self, the 
with me~d~~~lPUS, the S~ate, or Cap.ital, ~e are always dealing 
'_,,_.. lItles of debasmg or negat111g dIfference, WIth greater 
1 )0, l' 'ri---- --::=-:-________________ _ 
i'" d't

OI 
,pr· 55-56 "On) . C If fili. . d'ffi d k 

c,' 1 ference an 1:' y a~tlve Loree asserts itse ,it a rms Its I erenee an rna es 
11 J Ii' { 0 lJcct of enJoyment and affirmation." 

, llC, p. 4S 
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or lesser doses of transcendence, vengeance, leveling, emptiness. 
Against the demon of nihilism and its disregard throughout the 
world, Zarathustra manifests his disregard for disregard, his ne
gation of negation. As Deleuze says: "We can see what Nietzsche 
is driving at and what he is opposed to. He is opposed to every 
form of thought which trusts in the power of the negative. He 
is opposed to all thought which moves in the element of 
negative, which makes use of negation as a motor, a power and 
a quality."112 Nietzsche would have substituted the work of 
negative with the joy of difference ("and who tells us that there 
is more thought in work than in joy?"). A transvaluation is only 
possible if the element from which it derives the value of value~ 
comes to be, instead of negation, affirmation. Only as such 
there be appreciation instead of depreciation, activity instead 
of reactivity. "As long as we remain in the element of the nega
tive it is no use changing values or even suppressing them, it is 
no use killing God: the place and the predicate remain [ ... J "m 
Transmutation is the point in which the negative is convert
ed into a "warlike play of difference, affirmation and the 
of destruction."1 J4 Transmutation corresponds to the point 
which incomplete nihilism is converted into complete nihilisnl, 
in which nihilism turns against itself, the will to nothingnesi, 
already disconnected from reactive man and from the reactiw 
forces that he previously promoted, turning around agaillst 
himself, inspiring man with a new taste, that of destroying 
himself actively. Active destruction has nothing to do with the 
passive extinction of the last man, but with the man who want!! 
to perish. It is the will to nothingness in the service of a 
to affirm, the conversion from the negative into the active, 
that "negation has broken everything which still held it back, 
has defeated itself, it has become power of affirming, a PO'W'ltr 
which is already superhuman."115 Change in the quality of 
will to power, conversion of the element of the will to 
"Negation is no longer the form under which hfe conserves 
that is reactive in itself, but is, on the contrary, the act by 
it sacrifices all its reactive forms:' 1 16 

112. Ibid, p. 179. 

113. lbid, p. ) 7l. 

114.1iJid,p.191. 

115. Ibid, p. 175. 

116. Ibid, p. 176. 
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Capitalism and Counternihilism 

In Nietzsche as well as in Deleuze, the struggle against nihil
ism cannot take place unless it begins from within the nihilism 
that it intends to surpass, turning it around against itself, as a 
kind of suicide of the negating will. In other words: the count
er-movement does not mean to halt, to brake, to block the es
'"~aJation of nihilism -- but precisely to intensify it, to exhaust 
it, to bring it to its end, to make it so it is completed and turn 
it around against itself. Counternihilism is, radically thought, 
nihilism brought to its suicidal limit .... Counternihilism cor
responds to nihilism turned active, complete, finished. Not that 
which is dragged by a decadence, but that which is propelled by 
1:1 active destruction, in which the active forces are taken in an 
active-becoming and the will to nothingness is thrown against 
iiSeJr. freeing up other forces. 

So that all of this does not sound abstract, and assuming 
the risks of this deviation, let's think of the leveling that capi
talism promotes out of the generalized deterritorialization that 
is part of it, as exposed in Anti-Oedipus: "perhaps the flows are 
not yet de territorialized enough, not decoded enough, from the 
viewpoint of a theory and a practice of a highly schizophrenic 
cliarac1er. Not to withdraw from the process, but to go further, 
in '(Kcderate the process,' as Nietzsche put it: in this matter, 
the lruth is that we haven't seen anything yet;'117 Capitalism, 
3S equivalent to the decodification of flows as it is, "It axioma
tizes with Olle hand what it decodes with the other."I 18 It seeks 
to bind "the 6chizophrenic charges and energies into a world 
axiomatic that always opposes the revolutionary potential of 
decoded flows with new interior limits. And it is impossible in 
-j 17. '(;illes Dcieuze and Felix Guattari, Al1ti-Oedipus: CapitalislI1 and Schizophrenia, 
traIlS. Rohert Hurley, Mark Seem and Helen R. Lane (New York: Viking Press, 1977), 
pp. 23'1-240. Or, w:~eJl col11mcrr~ing on Foucault about the era in whic? mad~ess ",,:ould 
cease to exist, for' it would receJve the support of aU the other flows, mcludmg SClence 
,md ,H"t -- because the exterior limit designated by madness would be overcome by 
i:1eanS of other flows escaping control on all sides, and carrying us along:' and they add: 
"It should therefor" be said that one can never go far enough in the direction of deterri
lmialization: you Jlaven't seen anything yet -an irreversible process. And when we con
sider wbat there is of a profoundly artificial nature in the perverted rcterritorializations, 
but also ill the psychotic reterritorializations of the hospital, or even the familial neurotic 
retcrritoriaiitalioT1S, we cry out, 'More perversion! More artifice!' - to a poinl where the 
i<cnh becomes so artificial that the movement of deterritorialization creates of necessity 
"nd by itself a new earth." liJid, p. 321. 

) J 1<. lI,id, p. 24ci. 
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such a regime to distinguish, even in two phases, between de
coding and the axiomatization that comes to replace the van
ished codes. The flows are decoded and axiomatized by capital
ism at the same time." 119 In such a way that the challenge, even 
in the so-called harshest conflict of classes, consists of discrim
inating the decoded flows "that enter into a class axiomatic on 
the full body of capital, and on the other hand, the decoded 
flows that free themselves from this axiomatic just as they 
themselves from the despotic signifier, that break through this 
wall, and this wall of a wall, and begin flowing on the full body 
without organs."I20 As Jean-Franyois Lyotard said: "Capitalism 
approaches this schizophrenic limit, through the multiplica
tion of metamorphic principles, through the annulment of 
codes that regulate the flow. As we approach this limit, it places 
us on the other side [ ... J desire effectively destroys the limit 
field, and its action is not to transgress the limit, but to pulver
ize the very field on the libidinal surface. [ ... J Destroying can 
only result from an even more liquid liquidation, from an even 
bigger ciinamen and from a smaller free fall, from more dance 
and from less piety. What we need: that variations of intensi
ty become more unforeseeable, stronger: that in 'social life' 
highs and lows of desiring production can be inscribed without 
objective, without justification, without origin as in the 
times of 'affective' or 'creative' life; ceasing the resentment 
bad conscience (always equal to themselves, always depressed) 
of the identities of functions engendered by the service of 
anoid machines, by technology, and by the bureaucracies 
Kapital."121 In referring to the power of disorganizing 
comes from force, in its piercing energy, Lyotard adds: 
this is virtuality of an alterity that is ready to multiply 
in the breast of the capitalistic 'organism' and from the 
device, that is ready to critique without touching upon it, 
to forget the law of exchange, of lathing it and making 
it an antiquated and crude illusion, a disaffected device. 
will be able to calculate the time that the new device is going 
take in order to destroy with its unknown, transparent organs

t 

119. Ibid. 

120. Ibid, p. 255. 

121. Jean-Fran<;ois Lyotard, "Capitalismo Energumeno," in M. M. Carrilho 
Capitalismo e Esquizofrellia, Dossier Anti-f:tlipo, trans. Jose A. Furtado, (Lisboa: 
& Alvim, 1976), p. 129. 
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the surface of our bodies and that of the social body, liberating 
them from the bustle of interests and from the preoccupation 
()f saving, spending and counting? It's a different figure that is 
raised, the libido removes itself from the capitalist device, desire 
makes itself available in a different way, according to a different 
figure,' formless, ramified in a thousand propositions and at
tempts throughout the world, bastard, disguised with the rags 
of this and that, with the words of Marx, and with the words 
of Jesus and Mohammed, and with the words of Nietzsche and 
Mao, [ ... J and with the practices of the happening and demu
sicalizcd songs and with the practices of the sit-in and the sit
out, and of the 'trip' and light-shows, and with the liberation 
practices of pederasts and lesbians and 'lunatics' and delin
quents, and with the practices of gratuity unilaterally decided. 
\\7hat is capitalism capable of against this disaffection which 
grows in its interior (under the form, among others, of disaf
'coed 'youth'), against this thing that is the new libidinal de
,rice, and of which Anti-Oedipus is the enormous production
-inscription in language?»122 

We know that capitalism is quite capable against this and 
much more than what was believed at the time, but perhaps, 
'1HlCh less - ill any case, nowadays such an evaluation would 
demand (J thorough "update."123 For example, Christian Maraz-
7:) writes: "It was thought that capitalism, destroying aU the 
be/ongers, would have created the conditions for beatitude: 
nomadism of the rootless individual, absolute, resulting from 
'deterritorialization' inherent to the development of the world 
economy. And, instead of this, precisely where globalization 
;:ulminates, capitalist 'deterritorialization; everything returns: 
the family, the national State, religious fundamentalisms. Ev
i;:rything returns, but, as the philosopher teaches, in a perverse, 
reactionary, conservative manner. Precisely when the 'vacuum 
of meaning' is approached from the threshold of an era in which 
people seem to be able to speak among themselves in a manner 
vf free communicative access, here is where the idea of ethnic
ity returns, the myth of the origin and of belonging. Possible 

) 22. Ibid, {Y. 128. Translated by C. Brayton. 

123. II is. for example, what has been attempted according to several inflections by 
\tlitan I'erreyra in Ontologie dll capitalismc chez Gilles Deleuze, (Paris: L'Harmattan, 
20) () j, Guillaume Sibertin-Blanc in Politique et Btat chez Deleuze et Guatlari: Essai sllr Je 
materialisme hi;/orico-Illachinique, (Paris: Puf, 2013), Virtanen Akseli in Critique (lfthe 
Bio!,oiiliral Ecollomy, to soon be released by n-l publications. 
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freedom from 'transparent society' is reverted into its oppo
site."124 And thus nihilism is referred back to capitalism itselt: 
"The vacuum of meaning, understood as absence of a 'sym
bolic order; is certainly the crowning of the historical devel
opment of capitalism, of its vocation to everything, in order 
to decode everything. Nothing before the economy was global
ized resetting old rituals and ceremonies like today, emptying 
nation-States of their efficacy, disaggregating the traditional 
family. Also, ethnicities disappear, 'immersed' as they are in 
immaterial productive processes, in which colors and perfumes 
of actors can be reproduced artificially." 125 

Subjective Subjection and Machinic Servitude 

Maurizio Lazzarato, in his own way, has insisted on a double 
movement formulated by Guattari in the domain of relations 
between capitalistic deterritorialization and the forms of sub
jective subjugation. 126 On the one hand, we have subjection 
through attribution or reiteration of roles, functions, plac
es (sex, profession, nationality, race), semiotic traps through 
which we "recognize" ourselves as subjects, with the equiv
alent illusion of autonomy and self-dominion - that is, 
more well-known processes of subjectification. On the other 
hand, we are entangled within a machinic servitude, in the 
sense that, as "dividuals;' and no longer as individuals, we are 
"treated" machinically (as statistics, as a database, whether 
is through genetic, informational, consumer, or based of 
interest), and also "affected" machinically, in other words, no 
longer "influenced" by ideological or political content, 
nification or meaning, and indeed affected by a-signi 
signs (algorithms, equations, graphics) that are not dire 
to consciousness or to the will, but are imposed as modes 
semiotization in a pre-subjective plane. If in the first case 
subject/object dichotomy is strengthened, in the second it 
already difficult to even sustain the man/machine distinctitlft. 

124. Christian Marazzi, Capital and Affects: the politics of the language economy, 
Angeles: Semiotext(e), 2011). 

125. Ibid. 

126. Mauricio Lazzarato, Signs, Machines, Sui>jecfivities, (Sao Paulo 
publications, 2014). 
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;n any case, subjective subjection and machinic servitude, sub
jcctivation, and desubjectivation complement one another 
and even form a continuous circuit. The force of capitalism, 
however, is more prevalent in this a-signifying machinic di
mension that does not even pass for representation or con
"c.i0,Llsn~ss. - t?at's why Guattari always defended the efficacy 
ot retalwtlOlls 111 the modes of semiotization, in a-signifying 
rGptures, in a-subjective deterritorializations. Thus it's not a 
question of demonizing this machinic configuration, but rath
er it is also a matter of accepting such a context by way of the 
new possibilities that it opens up, including in the area of what 
Cuattari called "machinic animism." Different from the tech
nophobia that is inferred from other theoretical or political 
pnspectives, the machinic conception is immediately installed 
in the hybridism of the realms, in which one wouldn't be able 
(c think human subjectivity isolated from the rhizome in which 
it emerges, in a properly ecosophic conception (environmental, 
social, mental). Critical discourse should not base itself on a 
universalist humanism, lest they miss what contemporary as
semblages constitute. 

Of course in recent decades we have witnessed an even more 
disturbing inflection. In his analysis of financialization, Laz
!.3rato regail1S the nature most proper to capital (M-M', instead 
nf:tv! -C-M'). lndependent of the qualified flows that he conju
gates and subjugates (work, information, sex), financial capi
:a! is an abstract machine entirely indifferent to production, to 
employment or to wealth, since what matters to it, by defini
tion even, is solely and exclusively the accumulation by accu
muiation, in an infinite movement, provided that it reiterates 
social and political asymmetries. If in the Fordist period of the 
Welfare State, the forms of unionization offered a codified and 
compensatory subjectivity to the deterritorialization under
taken by capital (however compatible with its infinitization), 
everything changes when the dominating financialization spe
cifically decodes these instances that previously served it and 
v.lith which it is composed. 

But Lazzarato insists: as much as capitalism yearns to 
function blindly, "automatically," as if it were an autonomous 
technical machine, it is indissociable from a "social machine" 
cornposed of relationships of domination and exploita
tion of all sorts, and by the innumerous subjectivations that 
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incessantly redesign their game. For example, the new sub
jective figure of the indebted man, based on the crisis of 
derivatives, transversaIIy cuts through social struggles and can 
give rise to other modalities of subjectivation and combat, 
example in favor of the annulment of all debts, getting at 
heart of one of the 1110St unspeakable capitalistic axioms -
here we have a "subjective conversion" that would make us exit 
the "morality of debt" in favor of a second innocence, in a Ni
etzschcan inspiration - a transvaluation of values.127 

Prom a more distinct angle, Isabelle Stengers and Philippe 
Pignarre defined capitalism as a sorcery system without sorcer
ers, or with sorcerers who don't consider themselves as 
precisely in a world that disqualifies sorcery, and consequently, 
the need to protect itself against it. 128 Now, if Marx's catego
ries sought to "disenchant" that which seemed to be enchanted. 
namely, merchandise, tracking the genesis of the fetish inherent 
in it, according to Stengers and Pignarre the Marxian bet con
tinues to be valid, though some of its terms have been altered. 
Sorcery technologies in contemporary capitalism have nr<>."+'I,, 

increased, whether through bioinformatic devices of 
souls and bodies, of integral mobilization of vital energy; 
self-accountability, of the regime of "control of engagement~" 
and this list is very extensive. But this doesn't blindly take 
for it ci rculates through millions of "little hands" that 
tee its efficacy, with varying degrees of success, maintainint; 
the "conjugation" of an infinity of connections, laws, regu~~ 
1ions, definitions, ways of thinking. Confronted with this, 
lines of fracture can also be read as counter-sorceries, 
cial unbewitchings that mobilize not "the truth;' or 
in contradistinction to sorcery (whereas in Marx's time it 
seemed plausible, given the status attributed to "conscience",);" 
but something that could be called counter-performativity, 
en the machinic and a-signifying functioning of capitalism. 
Guattari's wake, Franco Berardi had already called attention 
the "neuromagmatic" dimension of the new psychic "~"'~Q'''''' •• 
which no longer has as a support. or as an antidote, consci~, 

127. Mallrizio Lazzarato, "The Making of the Indebted Man: Essay on the Ne~iih;ii, 
Condition", trans. Joasl1ll3 David Jordan, Cambridge: semiotext(e), p. 2012 

128. Isabelle Stengers and Philippe Pignarre, La sorcellerie capitaliste, (Paris: 
Decouverte, 2005-7), p. 59. 
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n1" scientific rationality."129 Thus the singular modalities of de
viation. When invoking the example of ethnopsychiatrist Tobie 
Nathan, Stengers and Pignarre refer to the estrangement that 
Drovoked his method for treating immigrants in Paris, allowing 
the "entities" with which the patients live - gods, ancestors, 
dead people, spirits - to enter the consultation room and "ne
gotiate" with them, helping the patients, occasionally, creating 
:;upports, instead of ignoring all of this "superstition;' based 
on a supposed scientific neutrality that precisely would leave 
them at the mercy of the "beings" that surround them. Thus, 
instead of "undoing" the sorcery in the name of a "scientificity" 
.. '.'h:)se neutr31ity is our modern fiction, it deals with creating 
c(">ilective devices of "protection" which, in articulating voices, 
actioJ)S, intensities, create a "common means" apt to increase 
the collective "empowerment" in an entirely opposite direction 
In trw meaning that this term has acquired in management, the 
l"nd result being businesses. 

In any case, it is important to insist upon the fact that in the 
very movement of capitalistic deterritorialization, conjugated 
to the axiomatics that capitalism multiplies, the "monster" can 
change its nature. Despite the extent to which capitalism and 
1)lopolitics seem to monopolize the totality of space, time, life, 
bod ies, and souls, of virtuality itself, it contains in the same im
pulse of its extensive and intensive expansion, the most unusual 
lilies of flight. In this sense, Beatriz Preciado's work is exem
plar. In denouncing the pharmacopornographic regime (bio
rnolecular and semiotic-technical at the same time), she shows 
how throughout the 20th century the psyche, the libido, the 
conscience, even heterosexuality or homosexuality "were being 
transf(Jrmed into tangible realities, into chemical substances, 
into marketable molecules, into bodies, into human biotypes, 
into mallageable goods of exchange by the pharmaceutical 
multinationals:'I3O The success of science would be the trans
formation of depression into Prozac, masculinity into testos
terone, erections into Viagra, etc. Facing this molecularjzation 
of biopower, and although recognizing the value of the Italians' 
theorizing, she considers that their descriptions stop at waist 
kvd. Hence the question: "But what if they were in reality the 

129. Franco Herardi, NClImlllagma, (Roma: Castelvecchi, 1995). 

i 5\). ~ea{riL Preciado, Texto YOl1qlli, (Madrid: Espasa, 2008), p. 32. Testo Jllnkie: Sex, 
j )rug', and liiop,,{itics in the Pilarmacopornographic Era, (New York: CUNY, 2013). 
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insatiable bodies of the multitude, their dicks and clitorises: 
their anuses, their hormones, their neurosexual synapses, what 
if desire, excitation, sexuality, seduction and pleasure of the mul" 
titude were the motors of value creation in the contemporary 
economy, what if cooperation were a 'masturbatory coopera' 
tion' and not simply a cooperation ofbrains?"131 Or, more rad
ically, the question expands: "We dare the hypothesis: the ~rUe 
raw materials of the current productive process are excitatJ01l, 
erection, ejaculation, pleasure, and the feeling of self-coJJl; 
placency and omnipotent control. The true motor of curr~!1 
capitalism is the pharmacopornographic control of subject~"dl' 
ty, whose products would be serotonin, testosterone, antac: $, 

cortisone, antibiotics, estradiol, alcohol and tobacco, morph!»t, 
insulin, cocaine, sildenofil citrate (Viagra) and all that cO!1lplej 
virtual-material that can help in the production of mental afl f 
psychosomatic states of excitation, relaxation and discharge"O, 
total omnipotence of control. Here, even money becomes a SIS 

nificant psychotropic abstract. The addicted and sexual b~ 
sex and all of its semiotic-technical derivatives are today 
principal resource of post-Fordist capitaJism:'132 , . In 

It would be hard to find a more provocative descnpt1~ 
of biopolitical nihilism and contemporary capitalism. NO~; 
chance, rigorously faithful to the Moebius logic that we hJ,g, 
light at other moments of this book, the author at the same utl'l 
calls attention to the "material" that is thus being vampirized ./ 
orgasmic force: this potentia gaudendi, the power of globa~ .~ 
tation of every living molecule that tends toward expansIon I~ 
a Spinozist manner despite the fact that conceptions of even 
rel,ationship, pra.ctice: becomin}5' can hardly be reduced w

l9
, 

prIvate object, gIven Its expanSIve and common nature. NO et 
if bioPower monopolizes something, it is not life, but rad! 
the te~hno~living bodY>."tec~no-eros:' adds Preciado, What, bY 
stake m thIS confrontatlon IS orgasmic force - which pre~lg<i\ 
cannot be thought of as inert or passive material, except In 
pharmacopornographic reduction, where it is entirely eXP(~ 
priated as "bare life:' 

It is obvious that Preciado's description sinks its teeth 
the flesh of the present, and runs through the latitude of '~ 
biobody coming and going with what she calls ejacula!)! / 

--:-:------------------~--~ 
13LIiJid, p, 34, 

132. IiJid, p. 37. 
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profit Whl' -I fi I d I . f hI' of lb:' ,'- 1 or now, exc u es arge porhons 0 t e popu atlOn 
Ii' . entIre planet, for good or bad. In any case, beyond the 
/ln~ description of a context that our shame has a hard time 
I !~mll1g, Preciado deserves credit for offering her own body as a 
s~ )O~~~?ry in which to voluntarily experiment, the driftings of 
ic nl~1 dlt): and erotism by way of a protocol of voluntary intox
Tria ;~n WIth testosterone gel. She clarifies that her book Testo 
, IliCie ran b d . . I f d h 
111ojec'" . e rea as a ~lOt~rronsm manua 0 gen er .on ~ e 
of .ulal scale, or a pomt 111 a cartography of the extmctlOn 
se:~lj~ders, or s~mply as an exercise of disassembling and reas
iar 1 , Ing a, subjectivity. In any case, there is an effort to go as 
exp,~syosslble in capitalistic deterritorialization and how one 
Or "r'ITIC~t~ with those points in which its axiomatic blocks it, 
ph IV lere It IS reterritorialized on taboo-codes. From within the 

ao :rnl1] acopornobioPower, she is able to discern new modalities 
, ; vVe a 'b \IV _ S POSSl Ie reversions. 
ic ke : ~an n~w return to t~e theme of nihilism i~ a more.g~~er
rect}' fVattlluo could wnte that the consumptIOn of mhIllsm 

." s upo tl ] al e 1 ' n le legemony of the value of exchange, of the gener-
bef(~lUl~,:lent, of the generalized in differentiation, it is because 
].)'1- re l'!l Marx had postulated that in capitalism there are no 
'i01;e: Yalues, but only "value."J33 However, we shouldn't dis
ib e Such an analysis into an epochal history of being, ignoring 
\Vjthx.:~el11~ly ~aterial dimension which Preciado has show~ 
.insi" ch aCUIty. In the same way that Deleuze and Guattan 
(it' i~t t~~1t rro~ucti,?n increasing,ly ~'pproac~es . antiproducti,on 
Prod .,: POwel of self-destruction of capitalIsm - groWlllg 
Shit,,~c~~m of scarcity, of debt, of catastrophe, but also of "bull
of th' t IS process should also not be read as "destinal."134 In all 
Inad ese ~ases, it is the nature of the assemblage that should be 
all a: eVI~ent. And the assemblage is, for these authors, always 
. T~~~' lage of desire, as A ThouSal!d P~at~aus shows .. 

CJibertin_lS :ll1e of the cha,l1eng~s wh~ch, m l~S ~ay, GUil1au,me 
{Jhrer.· , Blanc confronts, m deslgnatmg Capttallsm and Schtzo-
. lZa s meth d "h' . I 1" . l' "t !tlg !'h 0 as lstonca -mac 11ll1C matena Ism, s ress-
~eq~e e relevance of the "unconscious" dimension in this whole 
cisl1l ~~~h J~ the original reading that he proposes, the fas-

___ e lllterwar period would have impelled Deleuze and 
Ln -r-:' -- ~---
(' ,'. "Ianlli Vatl" 1'1 . 
·(<ltu'e t, Imo, Ie End oj Mode1'l1ity: Nihilism and Hermeneutics In Pastmodem 

, latlS loh R S 
134 .. '\i'lll .. ' II. nyder, (Baltimore: Polity Press, 1991). 

, r!l.IO La1:zarato, Idem. 
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Guattari to rethink a "conjuncture marked by a manipulation 
of the unconscious on a mass scale, by which political space 
itself is destroyed." As such, political struggle should also take 
place within this "analytic" space, in this "different scene of 
unconsciolls" where impasses and crises are inscribed that tra
verse their agents. That such symptoms, theorized as "desiring 
machines" and then as "becomings, unintegrable into a polit
ical, strategic, or even ethico-social rationality [ ... J can how
ever return brutally at the level of the relationship to the body 
and to language, to art, and to sexuality, to space and to history, 
forming other features of self-heterogeneity from the subjects 
of political intervention, here is what is called the construction 
of an analytic space sui generis."I35 

Given the uneven elements listed in this short zigzag through 
such different authors, we can now say: in the diabolical flow 
that drags everything, the demon can suffer a transmutation, 
and the process of being able to create "a new earth."136 
a promised and a pre-existing land, but a world created in 
process of its tendency, its coming undone, its deterritoriaj
ization [ ... J where the flows cross the threshold of deterrito
rialization and produce the new land. [ ... ] An active point 
escape where the revolutionary machine, the artistic machine, 
the scientific machine, and the (schizo) analytic machine 
come parts and pieces of one another."137 As the authors 
Anti-Oedipus say, "the negative or destructive task of schiz(l~ 
analysis is in no way separable from its positive tasks;' and . 
the end of the book it is reiterated: "We have seen how the 
ative task of schizoanalysis must be violent, brutal: defamiliall' 
izing, de-oedipalizing, decastrating; undoing theater, 
and fantasy; decoding, deterritorializing - a terrible cure1:tallii!, 
a malevolent activity. But everything happens at the same 
For at the same time the process is liberated - the process 
desiring-production, following its molecular lines of l'."(-"',-, .. P 

[ .•• J Completes the process and does not arrest it, not U'''''''''aBl 
it turn about in the void, nor assigning it a goal. We'll 
go too far with the deterritorialization, the decoding of 
However, it is in the light of Zarathustra that such a condusi. 

135. Guillaume Sibertin-Blanc, Politique et Etat chez Deleuze et GIIllttari: F::~;;~-;;; 
Ie matcrialisme Izistorico-machinique, op. cit. p. 237. 

136. Allli-Oediplls, p. 321. 

137. Ibid, p. 322. 
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acquires an affirmative meaning: "In truth, the earth will one 
day become a place of healing." 138 

As for those who can see in this ending a dithyrambic tone, 
,yithout historical or scientific basis, the authors anticipate 
their objection. "Those who have read us this far will perhaps 
find many reasons for reproaching us: for believing too much 
in the pure potentialities of art and even of science; for denying 
or minimizing the role of classes and class struggle; for militat
ing in favor of an irrationalism of desire; for identifying the rev
()]utionary with the schizo."J39 We are not here taking up the set 
of responses, what matters to us is briefly evoking one of them 
---witll regard to the supposed irrationality of desire and its 
] o}t: of an e\Tentual inflection in the logic of capitalism. Desire, 
Deleuze and Guattari remind us, is the "irrational of every form 
of rationality," because it implies a "rupture with causality;' it 
"breaks with causes and aims" and brings the socius to "reveal 
its other side." Its only cause is a "rupture with causality;' and 
"even though one can and must assign the objective factors, 
such as the weakest links, within causal series that made such a 
rupture possible, only what is of the order of desire and its ir
mpciol1 accounts for the reality this rupture assumes at a given 
moment, in a given place:' 140 A position that is taken up in an 
even more categorical way in the following formulation: "The 
actualization of a revolutionary potentiality is explained less by 
!ilC preconsciolls state of causality in which it is nonetheless 
included, than by the efficacy of a libidinal break at a precise 
moment, a schiz whose sole cause is desire - which is to say 
the rupture with causality that forces a rewriting of history on 
3 level with the real, and produces this strangely polyvocal mo
ment when everything is possible. Of course the schiz has been 
Drepared by a subterranean labor of causes, aims, and interests 
~'orking together; of course this order of causes runs the risk 
of closing and cementing the breach in the name of the new 
socius and its interests. Of course one can always say after the 

08.-Ibid,:;'-81::Jil2, with the pertinent clarification of the Brazilian tramlator of An
Ii-Oedipus, Luiz. Orlal1di, regarding the origin of Nietzsche's phrase. In this perspective, 
dc-ten itorj,,)iza(lon cannot be identified in worshipping an overcoming governed by a 
will 10 will, nor its tecimoscienrific tral1slatiol1 - its ol1tological reach is different, as 
Julian }:crreyra h"s shown recently in L'ontologie dll capitalisme c!wz Gilles Delellze, (Paris: 
L'i-jarmattan, 2(10). 

13Y. Jbid, p. 3n-9. 

: ,10. /llid, p. 377. 
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fact that history has never ceased being governed by the same 
laws of aggregates and large numbers. The fact remains tl~at th: 
schiz came into existence only by means of a desire wltho~· 
aim or cause that charted it and sided with it. While the SChlZ 
is possible without the order of causes, it becomes real only,bY 
means of something of another order: Desire, the desert-desire. 
the revolutionary investment of desire;'\4\ , 

It's true that the landscape of A Thousand Plateaus is dIs; 
tinct: ten ye~rs after the publi.cation of,Anti-Oedipus, the sp~r~: 
of 1968 havmg settled down, m a neo-hberal context, new prO 
lems emerged and theoretical sobriety was imposed. However, 
there it persists, always and forever, the force of the untirnefY' 
be it in the minor-becomings, in the many war machines, in p~ 
events that cannot be reduced to the history from which th: 
deviate, in ~he nomadology w~ich confronts the State-f~rrnh~; 
the body WIthout organs, and m the assemblages of desIre ~ , , 
make them burst upon the scene of the socius. The modahtJe; 
in which the "bacillus of vengeance" engenders its antidote,S ,a~ 
multiplied in the same proportion in which the biopollUc 
forms that it takes on are diversified. 

141. J/!iri, p, 378. 
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THE COMMUNITY OF THOSE 
WHO DO NOT HAVE A COMMUNITY 

;\ lrivi I ' 
PO]'a a h ~fhrmation is insistently evoked by several contem-
])ao' ry~. mkers, among them Toni Negri, Giorgio Agamben, 
livt 1~ ll"n~, Jean-Luc Nancy, or even Maurice Blanchot: we 
''''.'llJlda cns]S of the "common," The forms that previously 
'" '1 lC t 
~\)(;al tie~ gu.arantee men a.common surroundinp' a~d ~ssured 
and ]]'s wah some conslstency, have lost theIr slgl1lficance 
Ih" ,co apsed for good, from the so-called public sphere, to 
, ~ COl1secra ted f .. .., 1 
!deol '. .ways 0 assoclatmg: commUl1ltanan, nat10na , 
tbe ccoglcal, partIsan, syndicalist. We wander amidst specters of 
l1Qln(rnmon: the media, the political theater, consecrated eco
Ieiap: cons.e~~us, but also wander amidst ethical or religious 
lion r:?' a. ClVlhzing invocation grounded in panic, a militariza
Or lno eXlste~1ce to defend "life" that is supposedly "common;' 
HOwe r~ preCIsely, to defend a so-called "common" way-of-life. 
life" is

VC1
, We know very well that this "life" or this "form-of

sensu" not really "common," that when we partake in these con
el{Pir:~s, these ~ars, these panics, these political circuses, these 
UUr n' ways of assembly, or even this language that speaks in 

aIne We '. l' f k'd ' 'fod. '. are :'lCtlms or accomp ICes 0 a 1 nappmg, 
COn,,. ay, If there IS in fact a kidnapping of the common under . v~ntrn . 
lZed fo g, unItary, spectacularized, totalized, transcendental-
Palado n:ns

, We need to recognize that, at the same time and 
;\Ppea ~:cally, SUch figurations of the "common" start to finally 
Deleu~ Or what they are: pure specter. In a different context, 

e recalls that above all, after World War II, cliches started 
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to appear for what they are: mere cliches, cliches of relatiorl, 
cliches of love, cliches of the people, cliches of politics or rev

d 
olution, cliches of that which connects us to the world - ~., 
as such, they are emptied of their meaningfulness when t e: 
are revealed as cliches, that is, ready-made images, pre-~a?rl1 
cated, recognizable schemata, mere tracings of the emplflca ; 
only then can thought free itself from them in order to find tha. 
which is "real" and effective with aesthetic and political canst 
quences that can be subsequently determined. he 

1oday, such a perception of a kidnapping of t.; 
common - as the revelation of the spectral character of thl 

Pe· transcendentalized common - comes about under very s 
cific conditions. That is to say, precisely at the moment whe;~ 
given the new current productive and biopolitical context, ~s: 
common (and not its image) becomes central. In other wo f ,! 
unlike several decades ago, when the common was defin~d,bu, 
also lived as the abstract public space, which joined indlvldllr 
ali ties and was placed over them (whether as public space ~. 
as politics), today the common is the productive space p~r cap 
cellence. The contemporary context has been unveiled,lIl A 
unforeseen manner since it occurs at its own econ0]111C ~;A 
biopolitical core: the prevalence of the "common." So-c. / 
immaterial work, post-Fordist production, cognitive cap~t~: 
ism, all of these are coextensive with the emergence of the ,. 
man: they all require the faculties which are connected to 1 

is most common to us, that is, language, and its correli ,::.,. 
bundle, intelligence, knowledge, cognition, memory, imaf: Y 

tion, and, consequently, common inventiveness. But also : ;.~' 
jective requirements attached to language, such as the capa';c 
to communicate, to interact, to associate, to cooperate, to ShIt 
memory, t~ forge new connections and make networks. pr?~j 
erate. In thiS context of a network, or connectionist capltah _' 
which some call rhizomatic, at least ideally, that which is c~ f 
mon is put to work in common. It couldn't be any different.~ 
ter all, what would a private language be? What meaning wo. ' 
exclusiv~ly ~elf-referential kn.owl~dg~ have? Putting in ~orn1 
that whICh IS common, placmg Il1 CIrculation that whICh ,l~ . '.!B

ready everyone's patrimony, making proliferate that Wh,le 1 ~r 
i,n eve~yone and is e~erywhere: whether it be language, hf~~r 
mventlveness. But thl~ dynamlC, thus d~scri?ed, only partlr' 
corresponds to what m fact happens, smce It goes along w 
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lhe apprOl)r' t' ... ., d ' . tic f t la lon, expropnatlOn, pnvatlzatlon an vamplnza-
n:n 0 the common undertaken by so many corporations, ma
'r. s, states, and institutions with goals that Capitalism cannot 
Lvnceal' " , even 111 Its most rhizomatic versions. 

Expanded Sensorium 

Iflangu h 
lu be II age - t at which since Heraclitus has been considered 
of p ,~e m?st common good - has today become the very core 
('orr fO uctlOn, one must keep in mind that the contemporary 

Iltnon is .' d I I . h f h e)Cpa d \<\1 e~ t lan mere anguage. GIVen t e context 0 t e 
of cO~l' ~d, sensonum of the uninterrupted circulation of flows, 
colle t' ~ctlVe synergy, of affective plurality and of the resulting 

C 1ve s b' " !;Ocial bi U )ectlVlty, today the common pa~ses throu~h the 
irnm" ~S, through the assemblages that are VItal, matenal and 
tme ilienal, biophysical and semiotic. Today, all of these consti
of Co e core ?f economic production but also the production 
it" rl1,l11 rnon hfe. That is, it is the multitude's power of life, in 
th~ 'pIX, ~f C(~llective intelligence, of the circulation of affects, of 
d(,'sir~o~ UctlOn of bonds, of the capacity for invention of new 
C()Ope~a~ld new beliefs, of new associations and new forms of 
fact lh ~t:O~I, as Maurizio Lazzarato says in Tarde's wake. 142 In 
vcr; c:s t~ l~creasin~ly ~he primordial source. of wealth fo~ that 
airn of P ~IJS~l, ,whICh IS the reason why thIS common IS the 
it is als~apJta~lStIC captures and kidnappings, but paradoxically 
in eV('r d.recl~ely this common that extrapolates them, fleeing 

(': Y lfectlOn and out of every pore. 
'-lIVen th' . 

COl11m ' IS SItuation, we might be tempted to redefine the 
would ~n Out of this exact context. Paraphrasing Paolo Virno, it 
than a e a case. of postulating the common more as a premise 
Plic!'tyS a dPromlse, more as a shared reservoir made of multi-an' , 
as a lw.t ;1l1gul~nty, more as an already real virtuality than 
~ reserv ~r utu,re Ideal unity. We could say that the common is 
I1latter O!~ of sm~ularities in continual variation, an inorganic 
the l11~s~ d.ody "":lth?~t organs, an unlimited (apeiron) apt to 

h ' IVerse mdlvlduations. 
h ,IS clea th h 
'Ottom r ,at",! en the common is conceived as a virtual 
,__' as pre-mdlVidual social vitality, as pure non-totalizable 

;(~l~'/,1au;;~;OL~;';;;:;;P' ,-----------------
(,2Ilfl2), . , 0, ZlIssance de L'illventiol1, (Paris: Les Empi'cheurs de penser en 
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heterogeneity, it has nothing to do with the media, political, im
perial figures that try to hypostatize it, represent it, or expropri
ate it. Therefore, today's resistance is undertaking an exodus in 
relation to these instances that transcendentalize the common, 
and above all through the immanent experimentation of the 
compositions and recompositions that comprise it. 

Ethics and Ethology 

Perhaps the work in which Deleuze (together with Guattari) 
best traversed these two directions, that of refusing transcen· 
dentalized instances and that of experimenting this immanent 
common, is Capitalism and Schizophrenia. Against Oedipus 
the State-form, against the plane of transcendent organization, 
the authors simply invoke the plane of consistency, the 
of composition, the plane of immanence. In a plane of comp~ 
sition, one deals with variable connections, relations of speed 
and slowness, anonymous and impalpable matter dissolving 
forms and people, stratum and subjects, liberating movements, 
extracting particles and affects. It's a plane of proliferation, 
population, and contagion. In a plane of composition, what's 
at stake is the consistency with which it gathers heterogeneous, 
disparate elements. As mentioned in the practically unintel· 
ligible conclusion of A Thousand Plateaus, what is inscrib~ 
on a plane of composition are the events, the incorporeill 
transformations, the nomad essences, intense variations, 
comings, smooth spaces - it's always a body without orgal!lli, 
Call it what you like, Body without organs, Mecanosphe~, 
Plane of Consistency, Plane of Immanence, the Spinozist 
eage here is very clear, and entirely embraced. 

In a short text by Deleuze about Spinoza from 1978, 
connection or single Nature is conceived as a common 
of immanence, where aU bodies, all souls, all individuals are 
be found. When explaining this plane, Deleuze insists upon 
paradox: it is already completely given, and yet must be 
structed, in order to live in a Spinozist way. 

Behold the argument. What is a body, or an individual, 
living being, if not a composition of speeds and slownesse3 
a plane of immanence? Now, to each body thus defined cor~ 
sponds a power to affect and be affected, such that we can 
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an individual, be it animal or man, by the affects it is capable 
of. Deleuzc insists on the following: no one knows beforehand 
of what affects he is capable, we still don't know what a body 
or a soul can do, it's a question of experimentation, but also 
of prudence. This is Deleuze's ethological interpretation: Ethics 
-would be a study of compositions, of the composition between 
relations, of the composition between powers. The question is 
knowing if relations can compose themselves in order to form a 
new, more "extended" relation, or if powers can be composed as 
such ir:. order to constitute a more "intense" power. It then deals 
\vith, as Delcuze states, "sociabilities and communities. How do 
:ndividuals enter into composition with one another in order 
to form a higher individual, ad infinitum? How can a being take 
another being into its world, but while preserving or respecting 
the other's own relations and world?"143 

The question, the 1110st ardent of all, could be translated like 
this: In what way do you go from the common to the com
munity, in light of this theory of compositions and the double 
upt ics that it implies? And, to what exter:t does ~h.is comn:unity 
respond to both the common and the smgulantles that mflect 
ir? 

Nostalgias for Community 

Before taking a stab at some of Deleuze's indications regard
ing this subject, I propose. a ~eviation in order to situate the 
question of the commumty III a broader context. Jean-Luc 
Nancy, in The Inoperative Community, recalls that accord
ing to the occi~ental theoretical tradition, wherever soc~ety 
exists, commuJ1lty has been lost. Whoever speaks of soclety 
is speaking of the loss or degradation ?f ~ comm~nitaria!l 
intimacy, in such a way that the commumty IS that which SOCI

ety has destroyed. That's how the solitary figure must have been 
born, the one who on the inside of society wants to be a citizen 
of a free and sovereign community, precisely the community 
that society has ruined. Rousseau, for instance, would be the 
first thinker of community, who had the "consciousness of a 

-143. Gille; Deleuze, Spinoza: Practical Philosophy, trans. Robert Hurley, (San Francisco: 
' .. it)' Lights, 1988), p. 126. 
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(perhaps irreparable) rupture in this community."144 He was 
followed by the Romantics, by Hegel.. .. "Until this day," says 
Nancy, "history has been thought on the basis of a lost com' 
munity - one to be regained or reconstituted."145 The lost, Ir 
broken, community can be exemplified in several ways, SU~l 
as the natural family, the Athenian city, the Roman Repllbhc, 
the first Christian community, corporations, communes, o~ 
brot~erhoods .... Alwafs referring t? a lost age in which, c~a 
mumty was woven of tlght, harmomous bonds and sustalIJ 

r~presentation of it,~ 0,""1: unity, whet~er through inst.itu~iOI1~; 
ntuals, or symbols. Dlstmct from sOCIety ... commumty IS ~ 
only intimate communication between its members, but a sO 
its organic communion with its own essence."146 It is constit~:' 
ed by way of sharing an identity, according to the model of tIe 
family and of love. 

Nancy concludes that we should be suspicious of such ~ ret: 
rospective consciousness of the lost community and its IdeO 
tity, as well as a prospective ideal that such nostalgia prodtl~ 
es, since it has accompanied the West from its outset. At e~e f 
moment in its history, it has given itself over to the nostalgia Of 
a lost, disappeared, archaic community, deploring the l.ossho! 
familiarity, fraternity, and conviviality. What's curious IS ~ s, 
h · h' uall, t e true conscIOusness of the loss of community is C ns 

It 11 the community pined for by Rousseau, Schlegel, Hegel, Ba ~l 0 
in, Marx, Wagner, or Mallarme is understood as communl~W 
at the heart of the mystical body of Christ. The comm~~! ~ 
~ould be th.e modern myt~ of humanity's parta~ing o~ dJVl~ 
h~e. The desIre for commumty could be a belated mventlO~ thOZ. 
tned to r~spo~d. t~ the ha~sh r~ality o! the m<;>dern expene:i1 bl' 
from WhICh dlVlmty was mfil1ltely wlthdrawmg (as shown ' 
Holderlin). The d~ath of God would be a w~y to.r~fer to iae 
death of .commumty, ~nd :would carry that ImplICit prom~ 
of a pOSSIble resurrection, m a common immanence betw 
humanity and God. All Christian, modern, and humanist 
sciousness of the loss of community goes in this direction. 

-_/~ 
144. Jean-Luc Nancy, 171e lnoperative Com,m;rtity, ed. Peter Connor, (MirlnellpG 
University of Minnesota Press, 1991 l, p. 9. 

145. Ibid. 

146. Ibid. 
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Community Has Not Taken place 

To wbicJ N . . 
plac N ~ . ancy Simply responds: Commumty has not taken 
lian e. '. ~Ither for the Ache-Guayaki Indians, nor for the Hege
(,jet Sr;nl of a people, nor for Christianity. "No Gesellschaft (so
disS~1 ,las c~me along to help the State, industry, and capital 
C1ccu .\e a pnor Gemeinschaft (community):' It would be more 
asso~~t(: to say. that "society," understood as the dissociating 
~onle~ht.lon of for~es, needs, and signs, has taken the place of 
11lai;t :l!1? for which we have no name, or concept, and which 
the ~ ~:l1t much more extensive communication than that of 
the l~l.la bond (with the gods, the cosmos, animals, the dead, 
segrn~~~~l~Wn), ~nd at the same time a much more defined 
iectio-. atlon, WIth harsher effects (solitude, helplessness, re-

n etc) "s . . . f Nitv [ , 1 '. oCI~ty was not bUIlt on the rums 0 a commu-
ll!: 1 ,: .. J. co t11mUl11ty, far from being what society has crushed 
inlP~l~\ IS wh~t happens to us - question, waiting, event, 
has hpa IVe - m the wake of society. [ ... J Nothing, therefore, 
loSI, \-~n lost, and for this reason nothing is lost. We alone are 
(i,m) v~ upon whom the 'social bond' (relations, communica-

N:' OUr \)wn invention, now descends heavily."14i 
. dmety tl I h tasm O. ' 1e ost community is nothing more than a p an-

C\ll1l~L I: what .this "community" supposedly has lost, that 
:;tittJtjv~n~~n, Ul1Jty, co-pertinence, such a loss is precisely con
dOlCical a . community. In other words, and in a more para
galion rr~ach, community can only be thought of as a ne
~ecessa~ USIO~: of homogeneity, of identity with itself. The 
tty and ~.C()ndltlOns for community are heterogeneity, plural
desire f, lstance. Hence the categorical condemnation of the 
sllicide or

f 
con;munal fusion, since it always implies death or 

deSire f'· 0 whICh Nazism would be an extreme example. The 
• Or • 

resuhin Unlta!y fusion presupposes unitary purity, and the 
Until ct 7 e~clU~lons can always be carried further and further, 
tirlle, n: m1natmg in collective suicide. Moreover, for a certain 
with th ~ very.term community, which the Nazis sought to steal 
retleJ(iv:l~ pr~l~e of the "community of the people;' unleashed a 
So that th ostlhty on the German left. Several years were needed 
nected ,e lterm could be disconnected from Nazism and recon
\4~-·. ~~ 1 the word communism.148 In any case, this national 

'.{b'd .-.. _._-------------------l1,o ,p. II. 
'. Jean·t 

.lIC Nancy, TI Id 
Ie COllfronted Community, trans. Amanda MacDona , 
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immolation, by means of, or in the name of community, made 
death become reabsorbed by community, with which death be
came full of meaning, values, ends, history. It is the reabsorbed 
negativity (the death of each and everyone reabsorbed in 
life of the Infinite). But the work of death, insists Nancy, can
not establish a community. Quite the contrary: it is solely 
impossibility of creating a work from death that could establish 
one. 

Another vision of community is counterpoised to fusing 
desire, or that which creates a work from death, and it runs 
the opposite direction of all nostalgia, of all communal meta· 
physics. According to Nancy, such a form of community 
yet to emerge. The idea is not to shape a communitarian es
sence, but rather to think the insistent and unusual demand 
community, beyond the totalitarianisms which are insinuated 
everywhere and the techno-economic projects that have 
stituted for communitarian-communist-humanist projects. 
this way, the demand for community would still be unknown to 
us; why should this demand for community, even with its child
ish concerns that are at times confusing, be unknown to 
Because community, contrary to the fusing dream, is made 
interruption, fragmentation, suspense, of singular beings 
their encounters. Therefore, the very idea of a social bond 
is insinuated in the reflection on community is crafty, becaust 
it precisely omits this between. Community as the sharing 
separation given by singularity. 

We now come to a curious idea. If community is the op
posite of society, it is not because it is the space of an intiIll~
cy that society has destroyed, but almost the opposite, becal~ 
it is the space of distance which society, in its inclination 
totalization, never stops evoking. In other words, as Blanche!: 
says in The Unavowable Community, community is not about 
relationship between the Same and the Same, but a relationshit 
in which the Other intervenes, and he is always irreducible, i" 
dissymmetry. He introduces the dissymmetry. On the one 
then, the infinite of alterity incarnated by the Other 
the integrity of the subject, making its centered and 
identity collapse, opening it to an irrevocable exteriority, 
constitutive incompleteness. On the other hand, this dissy_ 
metry impedes everyone from being reabsorbed into a tot&li:tJ 

Postcolonial Studies, Vol. 6, No. I, (2003), pp. 23-36. 
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that would constitute a widened individuality, which custom
arily happens when, for example, monks give up everything in 
order to join a community, but once they give it up they be
come possessors of everything, as in the Kibbutz, or in real or 
utopian forms of communism. On the other hand, there is that 
whicb we would hardly dare call community, because it is not 
a community of equals, and would first be an absence of com
munity in the sense that it is an absence of reciprocity, fusion, 
unity, communion, and possession. This negative community, 
d$ Georges Balaille called it, the community of those who do 
not have a community, assumes the impossibility of coinciding 
with itself. For it is founded, as he would say, on the absolute 
of the separation which needs to affirm itself in order to break 
itself down until it becomes a relation, a paradoxical, senseless 
relation. A senselessness in such a refusal that Melville's char
acter, Bartleby, perhaps dramatizes in the most extreme man
;--.er: the refusal to do work. This is what the community serves 
for ... nothing. And this, perhaps, is where it starts to become 
sovereign. 

Community and Sovereignty 

VVhat is the sovereign, strictly speaking? It is that which exists 
in a sovereign manner, independent of any utility, of any use
fulness, of any necessity, of any finality.J49 The sovereign serves 
lor nothing, and its ends are not driven by a productive logic. 
Literally, the sovereign is one who lives from the extorted sur
plus, and whose existence ?pe~s up witho~t limit, apart from 
his own death. The sovereIgn IS the OppOSIte of the slave, the 
servile, the subjected, whether it be regarding necessity, work, 
Drociuction, accumulation, limits, or death. The sovereign can 
freely make use of time and the world, and the world's resourc
eS. The sovereign's present is not subordinated to the future, 
and the instant shines autonomously. He or she who lives sov
ereignly, if we are to radically consider it, lives and dies in the 
same way as animals, or a god. The sovereign is of the order 

play, not work. Sexuality, for example, is useful, thus servile, 
'.',Thile eroticism is useless, and in this sense, sovereign. This 

;:~9- Georges Bataille, The Accursed Share, Vol. 1Il, trans. Robert Hurley, (New York: 

Lone Bonks, 199 I). 
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implies a gratuitous expenditure. In the same way as laugh.trr, 
parties, tears, outbursts, everything that has a surplus. Bata!l e, 
in his Essay 011 Sovereignty, affirms that this surplus is in so~: 
way miraculous, and even divine. Bataille comes to agree Wl~ 
the Gospel, according to which man does not only need ~re~v' 
he is hungry for miracles. Because the desire for soverelgn

hl; according to Bataille, is in all of us, even in the worker, wE< r 
with his glass of beer participates to some degree, at 1e~st 05 
a moment, in this gratuitous and miraculous element, 111 tlllrl 
useless, and therefore glorious, expenditure. This can happd. with anyone, to the same extent, facing beauty, mournful S\ 
ness, the sacred, or even violence. For Bataille, what is most di I 
ficult to understand is that these sovereignties, which interrtJ~ 
the sequential continuity of time, have no object or objectfV ' 

they come to Nothing, they are Nothing (Rien, not Nean~). 
Well, it is clear that the world we live in, says Batall~e, t. 

that of utility, accumulation, sequential duration, subordJUilof 
ed operation, useful work, in contradistinction to this dose) at 
chance, arbitrariness, useless splendor, grace or disgrace, t1

11S 
no longer outwardly appears in consecrated ritual for]11S, is 
in other times, but rather in diffuse and subjective morr:eflre 
and states, of non-servility, miraculous gratuity, expendlt~l a 
or merely dissipation. What is at stake in this sovereignty tr 
loss of self, behind which a refusal of servitude is voiced. PI~i5 
ing with words, we could say: Involuntary Non-Servitude. r
something of this order that is at stake in the notion of S()Ve,1 

eign~y as it was tho~ght i~ Bataille, a co?ception that Haber~Of 
consIders to be an mhentance from Nietzsche and a precuf 
to Foucault. 1so 

May 168 and the Desire for Community 

Let us now return to the topic of community with. ~ 
non-conventional idea as a backdrop, because it would oP~ tI 
our productivist and communicational tradition, as mucht~q 
sover~ignty as of community. Perhaps w.e could accol11pa(l~i!lj 
beautiful commentary made by Maunce Blanchot regar till 
May '68, shortly after his observations on BataiIle's work 

/' 
-_/ iG~ 

150, Jurgen Habermas, The Philosophical Discourse of Modernity, trans, Frt.ot1 

Lawrence, (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1987), 
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;~le impOSSible community, the absent community, the nega-
tiVe c . 

ommul11ty, the community of those who do not have a 
cODlmunity. 

: tfter a description of the atmosphere of May 1968, which 

f'~:c dUdes, th.e explosive communication, the effervescence, the 
ICe om f h . . 

11 0 speec ,the pleasure of being together, a certall1ll1-
l· ~cen~e, the absence of pro)' ect, Blanchot refers to the refusal 
h~m . 

is . , ,g power to which something could be delegated - 1t 
th a~~ :f It were a declaration of powerlessness. Like a presence 
be~ ,m order to not limit itself, accepts doing nothing, accepts 
lllltl

g there, and is then absent, is dispersed. In describing the 
j)r};,Ol1l mon character of this "people" who refuse to endure, to 
h;j·,~ev,erc, who ignore the structures that could give them sta
;,\ I ~ III this mixture of presence and absence, he writes: "That 
dow, <11 makes them formidable for the holders of power that 
bei~~ \luI acknowledge them: not letting themselves be grasped, 
Ohstfn~s. much ~he dissolution of the social fact as the stubborn 
cir' acy .10 remvent the latter in a sovereignty the law cannot 
as~~~scn?e, as it challenges it. ... "151 It is this powerless power, 
\VavC!~ SOc.lety, association that is always ready to dissociate, "al-

s lnlInln t d' ·1 ' 10<.: h en· lspersal of a presence momentan y occupymg 
ldt\(~~tle sp.ac~ and nevert~eless wi~hout a 'place (utopia), a 
it<; me~slalllsm announcmg nothmg but Its autonomy and 
<;()CiU~t)rkmg r desoeuvrement 1," the sneaky loosening of ~he 
i.,: sh

a 
)ond, but at the same time the inclination to that whIch 

Bf~J~ to he as m,uch i:upos.sible as.inevitable -.c?mmunity. 
111Unit -hot, on thIS pomt, dIfferentIates the traditIOnal co?1-
(ol11 Y , that of land, blood, and race - from the elect1ve 
(j'iss~unIty. He cites Bataille: "If this world were not endlessly 
of cacr]Ossed by the convulsive movements of beings in search 
offer~d1 other r .. :]' ,it wo~ld appear like an o?jec~ of derisi?n 
rllov. to those It gives birth to."152 But what IS th1S convulslve 
Js in ern~nt of beings in search of one another? Would it be love, 
OUt' SlaYing the community oflovers? Or desire, as Negri points 

'v len he S "Th d . . . h ,. d Soul f ' ays: e eSlre for commumty IS t e spmt an 
is <Is ~ constrtuent power - the desire for a community that 
d lrto ,lOroughly real as it is absent, the trajectory and motor of 
- ~ement whose essential determination is the demand of 
15\-" ,- __ . __ _ 
" .. "'aUtlce Bl· _I -: ", 
• ("lion }jill p. un~ lot, 11lC Unavowable Commumty, trans. PJerre Jons (New York: 
: ,'). less, l'lR8), p, 33. 
-'.ib'd, p, 47, 
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being, repeated, pressing on an absence."153 Or is it a movement 
that cannot bear any name, neither love nor desire, but that 
attracts the beings in order to throw them toward each other, 
according to their body or according to their heart and thought, 
by tearing them from ordinary society?154 There is something 
unavowable in this strangeness, unable to be common, it is 
nevertheless what establishes a community; always provisional 
and always already deserted. Something between working 
unworking .... 

" * * 

In this zigzagging journey, we have traversed the communi
ty of the celibate, the community of those who do not have a 
community, the negative community, the unworking commu
nity, the impossible community, the gaming community, 
coming community, the community of whatever singularity-
several names for a figure of community that is non-fusional, 
non-unitary, non-totaiizable, and non-filial. It remains to 
known if this community can be thought, as Negri suggests, 
an ontology of the common. The response is insinuated in 
first part of this chapter: in Deleuze's terms, inspired by Spirlo
za, and above all in his work with Guattari, and in the current 
conditions of an universal machinism, the question is that 
the already given plane of immanence, and at the same 
the one always to be built. On the opposite side of the ""'"ueler 

ping of the common, the expropriation of the common, 
transcendentalization of the common, it becomes a question 
thinking the common as immanent. That is, on the one 
it is already given, for instance the biopolitical common, 
on the other hand it has yet to be built, according to the new 
figures of community that the common thus conceived 
engender. 

Perhaps it has also become clear that this reflection on 
common and community is likewise, indirectly, an effort 
comprehend the logic of the multitude. The challenge is to 
an excessively molar, heroic, or voluntaristic conception of 

153. AntDnio Negri, 1/lSurgencies, trans. Maurizia Boscagli, (Minneapolis: Vn~~~;tf";i 
Minnesota Press, 1999), p. 23. 

154. Maurice Blanchot, The Ullavowable Community, p. 47. 
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!1Hlltitudc. Ivraybe, at some moments, a book that is admirable 
in so many aspects like Empire, fall for this temptation, when 
localizing the resistance of the multitude in names like Beijing, 
Los Angeles, Nablus, Paris, or Seoul. In fact, these names have 
to do with ,struggles that have made and still make noise, in a 
traditional sense, struggles that everyone recognizes as strug
gles, sometimes victories that everyone recognizes as victories, 
and we have every reason to gloat over them. A young philos
opher asked himself many years ago if there were not however, 
(?ven in the multitude, kinds of resistances that were more ob
scure, more hesitating, voiceless, many other types of resistance 
whose snrroundings we still do not know. A Thousand Plateaus, 
C,jf eXClmplc, he recalls, would have contributed not so much 
[0 the remembrance of struggles that we have already recog
nized as struggles, but rather contributes to the possibility of 
'(he emergence of new struggles, new political problems, a chal
lenge that Negri strives to confront in several passages from his 
most recent books. 

This small itinerary can serve to discover community where 
community was not to be seen, and not necessarily to recognize 
community where everyone sees community. It's about detect
ing new emerging desires of community, new forms of associ
<itiilg unJ dissociating that are arising, in the most auspicious 
:llHl desperate contexts. 
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EXHAUSTION, 
MADNESS, OUTSIDE 



EXHAUSTION AND CREATION 

Pathosophy is the name the German neurologist Viktor von 
Vveizsacker gave to his general clinical practice, which he also 
refers to as medical anthropology. ISS To quickly summarize his 
practice - it concerns a science of suffering rather than a sci
cn:.:e of illness. Pathos points less to a painful passivity and more 
LO "that which is experienced:' As with the ancient Greeks, a 
q Jt:stion such as "what happens to you" accents the active di
fllcnsion of that which happens to us. This is about an experi
ence which is carried out by someone inasmuch as it is followed 

him or her. The pathic being, after all, is the being which 
is ahle to feel - be it pain or pleasure. To use philosophical 
terms: it is about a power of being affected, of changing states, 
of traversing a threshold. For what good is all this if it does not 
allow us to speak of illness as an event rather than a deficit, or 
as an inauguration that changes our state? If illness is a form 
of life, both active and passive at the same time, it calls for an 
entire rethinking of the living being as pathic, regardless of any 
objectifying nosography. To live is to suffer, to experiment, with 
all the singular modulations this implies: wanting, having the 
power to, having to, etc. But there is a point in the life of an in
dividual where that pathic dimension is accentuated and raised 
10 an exclusive powerl56

: the moment of crisis. Paradoxically, it 

1-5~. Viktor yon Weizsackcr, Pathosophie, trans. loris de Bisschop, Marc Ledoux and 
,.!thers, 1 Grenoble: Millon, 2011). 

1 :16. jacques Scholle, "LIne pen see du clinique: I.:oeuvre de Viktor von Weizsacker;' 
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is precisely where all possibilities open up, even if to the sick 
person the present appears to be completely blocked. It is crisis 
that reveals to us the forces which have been at play -
:ed!strib.utes .them, b'y answering the qu~s.ti~n: are things going 
In the dIrection of lIfe or of death? CnsIs IS not the result of 
a series; rather it is a beginning that creates its own time 
space, without obeying the coordinates of a world called objec 
jive or ontic. I-lence the opposition between the pathic and the 
antic, which was so important to von Weizs~icker, and which 
wOllld f~rce the knowledge of suffering to move, away 
the medIcal g~ze toward t~e domain of subjectivity, focusing 
on the mutatIOn of expenence and the new possibilities this 
opens up. IS? If crisis inhabits such a privileged place, it is 
cause crisis is the means of "putting one's life into form anew, 
in a different way, and globally," departing from a rupture with 
the continuity or identity of the subject. Illness thus appears 
a work of reconstruction, a new way of relating to life. The 
definition of subjectivhy that von Weizsacker proposed fits 
principle: snbjectivity is conceived as a "relation to what is on 
the ground." Illness is the moment when this ground 
Or to put it differently: at critical moments, when causal 
a re interrupted and the continuity of world and self is 
it is the ground that cracks and erupts - we reach the hr.~~r,_, 
perishing. 

It is impossible to automatically transpose all these 
siderations onto the domain of so-called mental illness, 
this would mean ignoring the heterogeneity between 
physiological and psychological domains - yet we can 
trace the eruption of this ground. Francrois Tosquelles, a 
alan psychiatrist who accurately noted the similarity ,","'ieu""",,,, 

concentration camps and psychiatric hospitals of the ~e(:O,lll!d 
World War era, wrote a book with a title that is hard to 
do in its suggestiveness concerning such subjective uphea~ 
The Lived Experience of the End of the World in Madness. 
living-through of catastrophe appears like an existential 
motion, with its procession of troubling images: 
end of the world, death, and resurrection by way of a 

notes from the lectures given at the Faculte de psychologie et des sciences de l'edll~ 
at the Universite catholique de LOllvain, directed by Ph. Lakeuche and reviews ow ~ 
author; mimeographed. ' 

157. Viklor von Weizsiicker, op. cit. 
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life, etc. But there is a task that always imposes itself, despite the 
destruction that is in progress: creativity. "In paraphrenia or in 
rtelirium of a paranoid structure, the sick person often man
,)ges to edify a new world, he or she becomes like the Prajapa
ti of whom Jung speaks: the egg engendering itself, the egg of 
the world within which he himself hatches himself...."158 Thus 
with every sick person - beyond the process wherein the per
sonality dissolves - there is an effort, a «vital need," a drive to 
arrive at a "new form of life, of unitary wholeness." The genius 
of Freud already opened such a path: "The paranoiac rejects the 
Ilniverse [ ... J through his work of delirium. What we take 
lor a morbid production, the formation of delirium, is real
I:, an attempt at healing, a reconstruction:' Tosquelles never
'heless insists that a lived experience of the end of the world 
is not exclusive to schizophrenia, and that this matrix of 
catastrophe/creation fulfills a broader function even if it most 
dramatically displays itself within the mad person. Like Gold
stein, for whom the catastrophic reaction is not the end of a 
chain, but rather the condition for a new beginning: «That is 
why we should not conceive Erlebnis of the end of the world 
a.~ an image that reflects supposedly real phenomena of a psyche 
that is about to destroy itself. On the contrary: this lived event 
is th<~ pure and simple manifestation of the continuity and even 
'~.lfplus of human efforts." Hence Tosquelles' conclusion, which 
i5 uncommon for a psychiatrist: «Madness is a creation, not 
a passivity."159 At the clinical level, the existential catastrophe 
which finds its most precise expression in the phantasm of the 
end of the world implies the task of saving one's existence, af
firming one's originality, or simply being reborn, creating one's 
life. Guattari offered an expanded account of madness, but it 
was also an account that goes beyond madness, and which is 
:;ituated in another context: "It's in passing through this cha
utic "earthing," this perilous oscillation, that something else 
becomes possible, that ontological bifurcations and the emer
gence of coefficients of processual creativity can occur."160 

~1'5'g. 'i:ran(ois Tosquellrs, Le l'fCU de la fili du mOl/de dmls la folie, (Toulouse: Eel. 
J Je L'Areppi, 1986), p. 75. 

i w. lbid, p. JOR. 
1 (,ll Fflix Gu~tlari, C/laosl1losis, trans. Paul Bains and Jlllian Pefanis, (Indianapolis: Indiana 
l;;lj~<.:rgity Press, 1995), p. 82. 
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Exhaustion 

Exh~ustion may ?e the term that acutely defines, albeit enig
matically, the hesltant and unnecessary passage from catastro
phe to creation. And in this context, it could also bring to mind 
the interchangeability of the "nothing is possible" and the 
erything is possible." It may be necessary here to recall the dif
ference Deleuze points out between tiredness and exhaustion. 
Tiredness is part of the dialectic of work and productivity: one 
rests in order to return to activity. Tiredness comes when we re
alize the possibles that inhabit us, choosing and obeying certain 
objectives more than others, realizing certain projects, follow
ing clear preferences. Exhaustion, on the other hand, is another 
matter entirely. Let us follow Deleuze's lead. The exhausted is 
who, having exhausted his purpose, is himself exhausted, 
that this dissolution of the subject corresponds to the abolition 
of the world. Where tiredness perceives its activity as temporar
ily compromised and is prepared to resume it, exhaustion, 
the other hand, is pure inactivity, pure testimonial. Its 
posture is not the man lying down but of the insomniac. 
up, his head between his hands, the amnesiac witness 
und Tritume, the sublime film for television).161 Using a Becket
tian gestuality, the tongue is the first to disappear - ("Beckett 
could endure words less and less") 162 - the last being languliF, 
for after all language is the realm of the possible. The UH~"''''A 
identifies goals, preferences, choices: this or that, this way 
that way, now or later, exiting or entering. It is necessary to 
out, to exhaust this mechanical spring of sense. The exhaustefi 
may even combine or recombine the variables, mull them over 
to the point of exhaustion, and the disjointed terms may 
sist, but they no longer serve any purpose. Total permutabili.ty, 
even when it obeys an extreme rigor, is inseparable from till 

evacuation of interest - it is "for nothing" and it is the 
of the Ego. 

In Beckett, the attempt is made to exhaust words, to 
their dissolution into atoms, to deplete them entirely. 
wards, it is time to restore them to the voices that enundatt. 
them, to the waves or flows that distribute the "corpusd. 

161. Samuel Heckett, Nacht und Traume (J 982). Television pJay broadcast in--~~' 
See <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWtlatoBK4M>. 

162. Gilles Deleuze, L'epuise, Paris: Minuit (J 992), p. 103. 
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of language." Next come the Others that emit them, evoking 
possible worlds. After that comes the space that incarnates po
tentialities, as in Quad. 163 Only after these spheres have been 
exlJaustively explored, and therefore "accomplished" or "per
formed" (accomplies)161 - that is to say, emptied out at the 
limit of silence and the void, do we arrive at the point at which 
it i:'l discovered that "nothing more, not even history, has been 
possible for a long time now;' that we are all part of a strange, 
dead language. The exhausted is that which has the power to 
"proJuce a void or create holes, to loosen the tourniquet of 
v,Jords, to mop up the tral1spiration of the voices, to extricate 
oneself from memory and reason." Only then can there arise 
"Ihe smal1, illogical image, amnesiac, nearly aphasic, now sus
taining itself in the void, now trembling out in the open."165 And 
:;0, when nothing else remains, there arises the "pure image;' an 
intensity that drives words away and dissolves stories and rec
ollections, storing a fantastic amount of potential energy that 
it unleashes when it dissipates." Deleuze adds: "What counts in 
the image is not its impoverished content but rather the mad 
energy it captures, ready to explode, for which reason images 
never last long. Images are confused with detonation, combus
,ion, the dissipation of their condensed energy. [ ... ] The image 
r ... ] captures all that makes it possible to explode." The works 

Beckett would therefore be viewed as an exploration of 
pure intensities, in which it is necessary to create holes in lan

. guage, given that words lack this "punctuation of dehiscence;' 
this "disconnection" that arises like a "wave from the depths 
that is proper to art." 166 

Images 

is a theme that Deleuze dealt with in Essays Critical 
(;md Clinical. Literature, as it "splits" words, liberates Visions 

Auditions that exist outside language but that can only 
emerge through language. The Sea, in Melville, The Desert, in 

) 63. Samuel Beckett, Quad [Quadrat H2] (l9Bl). Television play broadcast in Germa

Jli. See; <http://www.ubu.com/film/beckett_quad.html>. 

lIi~. Gilles De\cuze, I:epilisc, (Paris: Minuit, 1992), p.103. 

1.65. Ibid, p. 72. 

166. Iilid, p. 105. 
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Lawrence. In Beckett's The Exhausted, Deleuze discovers a Lan
guage J (the language of names), a Language II (the language 
ofvoices) and a Language III (the language of images). The 
ter has nothing to do with things, words, or voices, but with 
immanent limits, hiatuses, holes and tears through which 
pure image conforms to "the indefinite as the celestial state." An 
image, then, dislocated from words, voice, stories, memories, 
and space, breaks up "the combination of words and the .flow 
of voices," and forces words "to become images, movements, 
songs, or poems." Thus, the image defies the language that 
prisons and suffocates us, a language full of calculation, memo
ries, stories, meanings, intentions, habits. Words in themselves, 
given their adherences, are incapable of this "disconnection:' 
unless it is they themselves who are forced aside and turned up
side down, exhibiting their outsides, as in the bloody Beckettian 
struggle against the "old style" that, with the help of Beethoven, 
Schubert, Rembrandt or van Vel de, brings to light the visible 
itself or the audible in itself, which are tangential 10 the invisi
ble and inaudible. In Deleuze, and in his aesthetics as a whole, 
there exists a challenge to achieve this "external determination 
of the undefined as pure intensity." This does not entail, nrl'tu"",",

er, abandoning words, since it deals precisely with the effort 
force them aside, in a dislocated transmutation. 

In another context, while discussing the redundancy 
tween "order words" and the images transmitted by the circui~" 
of information, David Lapoujade reminds us that it is not 
matter of opposing the slogans, whether by silence or screalll
ing or music, but rather of "passing through the other side 
the slogan, the exterior that is its nonlinguistic material 
which never ccases to work through the slogan and by e~tea
sion, the entirety of language. [ ... J This other side constitu_ 
the intensive aspect oflanguage, the aspect through which 
guage is ceaselessly operated on by continual variations, (;111,.10. 

musical in nature, chromatic variations that do not tend 
ward silence, music, or outcry, but which serve as a tensor. 
Hence the challenge of untying the relation of reciprocal 
respondence betv:reen language and the visible, of separati. 
seemg and speakmg, as Blanchot would suggest. ("To see K 
not to speak"). It is not to place oneself outside language, . 

167. David Lapoujade, "Delenze: politica e informa<;iio;' Cadernos de Sllbjetividadf.~-;;p~ 
cit., p. 165. 
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"language has no exterior;' and there is nothing outside of it, 
i1Ut to pass through the outside of language in an operation 
that consists in turning it upside down. Let us insist on this 
poin t: not "inverting" it - which would imply positing a closed 
system that could be made to collapse, but "turning it upside 
dmm" in all its parts. The political background for such a dif
f~rentiation is found in what is called assemblage. Every assem
hlage tends to contain its own outside, and this "irreducible" 
()Utside is constantly reborn, as part of the system: "It has to do, 
above all, with noting that which, from within, bears witness to 
tbi;, outside; it has to do with establishing a diagnostic, a survey 
e)f the forces to which this outside bears witness:'168 

Refusal and Intensily 

We can now amplifY the spectrum of these notes. Exhaustion 
may be understood in the primary sense that Deleuze gave it: 
Jhe exhaustion of the possible, in which the exhausted exhausts 
himself as a reservoir of possibles and has exhausted the pos
sibles of language, as well as the potentialities of space and the 
very possibility of action. This exhausted figure appears passive, 
but we cannot fail to acknowledge the range of Beckett's proj
ed, which resonates with characters dealt with in the literary 
.~tudies of Deleuze, such as Bartleby, or Billy Budd, in Melville; 
Dostoyevsky's The Idiot l69

; the Hunger Artist in Kafka, and so 
011. In all of these cases a certain stubbornness is manifest, to
gether with an inexpressible refusal of the world and its dialec
tic a vital, unavoidable affirmativity, an "obstinate Spinozism" 
whose political implications have yet to be explored, in a key 
much different than that proposed by Theodor Adorno, for ex
ample, in his lovely commentary on Endgame. 170 In this text, 
Adorno undoes the false relationship of Beckett with existen
tialism, a common misunderstanding during the late 1950s. As 
Adorno says, in Beckett, the absurd does not preserve the 
~ndividual, his identity, his freedom, his sense, such that "the 

_ .... __ ._._-----------------
\68 Ibid, p. 166. 

16\1. Philippe Mengue makes use of this figure in Faire {'idiot: la politique de De/euze, 
ff'aris: Germina, 2013). 

17U, Thcador Adorno, "Intento de entender fin de partida", Notas sobre Liter-alura, 
O/'Jra wrnplcta, p. 11. (Aka), Basica de Bolsillo, 2003). Written in 1958. 
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situ" tion loses its ontologico-existential components." Thus, 
the dissociation of the unity of consciousness does not 
"the human condition" in its purportedly universal essenc.e, 
but reveals instead its historical contingency, which the post
war period reduced to the obstinate survival of the biological 
body. "The rlramatis personae seem to be dreaming of their own 
death, in a 'refuge' in which 'it is time for this to end.' The 
of the world is viewed as certain, as though it were self-evident 
[ ... ] In Beckett, the characters behave in a primitive 
corresponding to their circumstances after the catastrophe. 
which has mutilated them in snch a way that they cannot 
spond in any other way: They are flies struggling after being 
by the fly swatter."lil Adorno sees Beckett as a "realist," whose 
universe, reduced to the "sordid and useless," is a copy and 
tonegative of the managed world. 

This is certainly quite different from the reading 
Deleuze provides, taking into consideration the impersonal, 
somniac, phantasmic dimension of Beckettian characters 
texts, without any judgment of value. The "diluted self" is not 
a victim, but passes through our time like an operator that 
articulates it schizophrenically. Note the numerous ,'PT,P,-'"""'''''''' 
to this operation of dissolution in Anti-Oedipus, through 
use of disjunctive synthesis: "The schizophrenic is dead or 
not at the same time, but one or the other in terms of a "'~n."""", 
that he overflies, that he glides over, He is the son or the 
ther, not one or the other, but one in the extremity of the 
like the two extremities of a stick in a space that cannot 
composed. This is the significance of the disjunctions in 
Beckett inscribes his characters and the events that spring 
them. [ ... ] They are 'trans-living-dead, trans-father-son.' r ... 
The contradictions do not cancel one another out. On the 
trary, like a sack of spores, it releases them along with 
other singularities that it improperly contains. [ ... J MoUoy 
Moran do not refer to persons, but to singularities that 
from every direction, agents of evanescent production. 
is the free disjunction: the differential positions subsist 
even acquire a freely determined value, but all are 
by a subject without a face and 'trans-positional."'l72 Or, 

171. Thcodor Adorno, Teoria Estetica. (Sao Paulo: Livraria Martins Fontes, 1988), p. 44, 

) 72. Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, Anti-Oedipus, trans. Robert Hurley, Mark 
Helen R. Lane. (London and New York: Canrinuum,2004). Written in 1972. pp. 85-116, 
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radically, these singularities yearn to penetrate the "cosmic and 
spiritual agitation"like a singular atom. There is no lamenting the 
condition of a subject shattered in this way. There is rather 
;1 [are joy, as if through him a new adventure has opened. In 
The E;hausted, Deleuze refers to the "fantastic dissolution of 
the 1." The influence of Blanchot is explicit: "What Blanchot 
Sd id about Musil applies perfectly to Beckett: the heightened 
degree of exactitude and the most extreme degree of dissolu
,ion; the indefinite exchange of mathematical formulae and 
~he search for the formless or the unformulated. These are the 
meanings of exhaustion, and both together are necessary for 
[he aholition of the real. Many authors are too polished. They 
conl.t~nt themselves with declaring the work complete and with 
it, (he death of the Ego. And yet we remain in the realm of the 
abstract so long as "how things are" is not shown, or how an 
"iJ1Ventory" is made, including its errors, and how the Ego de
composes, including the stink and the agony of it."173 Joyce is 
probably the object of this reticent evaluation, and the contrast 
l,etween Toyce and Beckett may find their equivalent in the pair 
Carroll-Artaud, as it is presented in Logic of Sense ("We would 
not trade all of Carroll for a single page of Antonin Artaud"). 
In (lny event, in invoking the exhausted, we are no longe! deal
ing with the contrast between surface and depth, or WIth the 
ph{r of meaning and the lived body, on am; hand, or ~ith in
fra-significance, on the other, but rather WIth somethmg that 
£1anchot observed with great acuity in the course of Beckett's 
career: Narrative increasingly gives way to struggle, and fig
ures give way to remains, such that "neutral" speech allows the 
impersonal, the incessant, the interminable, the nameless, the 
unnamable, to rise to the surface, an "empty speech that for 
better or worse recovers the porous and agonizing self" of one 
condemned to "exhaust the infinite;'174 In the same Blanchotian 

DeIeuze reassumes the singular status of the night, fol
lowing Beckett: The night does not consist of the interval be
tween' two days, a mere interruption separating two daytimes, 
f<nr this reason, it imposes a state that is other than the waking 
state (of the day) or th~ sleeping state (which covers it). Only 
insomnia is up to thIS task: We see here what Blanchot 

to reclaim, a dream of insomnia, "which is a matter of 

. 73. -Giil~~ J);i~~ze, I:cpuise, (Paris: Ed, Minuit, 1992), p. 62. 

i 74. Maurice Blanchot, Le livre a l'ellir, 01'. cit., p. 313. 
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exhaustion:' Deleuze adds. 175 For it is in insomnia, in dissolu
tion, in the shapeless, by means of the porous subject, where 
surface of words open out upon their outside, shaking off 
senses, that a "determination of the undefined" is attained. 

Political Chords 

It is useful to refer here to the interpretation of Fran~ois 
abichvili, who brought to light the political dimension of 
text. "The Exhausted:' he recalls, was written not long after 
fall of the Berlin Wall. 176 In a certain sense, an entire mode 
thinking the possible in the political domain fell with the Wall, 
The a priori possibilities - the utopias, the ideologies, the prot-
ects for another world - were swept away. It is well . 
how the left deplored this development, how the right 
in it, and to what extent a certain postmodernist strain 
quently clung to a skepticism that it wore as a badge of virtue 
In Deleuze, however, there is not a drop of pity or lamentation 
in the description of the character of the Exhausted. It is as 
the exhaustion of the possible (previously determined) was 
precondition for reaching some other mode of the possible 
not yet determined) - in other words, not the eventual 
zation of a preordained possible but the necessary creation 
a possible against a background of impossibility. The POSSIDlf 

is no longer confined to the realm of the imagination, or 
dream, or some ideality, but becomes coextensive with 
by virtue of its own productivity. The possible expands 
direction of a field - the field of the possibles. How is a 
of possibles opened? Are moments of insurrection and reV\1)~ 
lution not precisely those that allow us to glimpse the 
gleaming of a field of possibles? In this way, the 
between what happens and what is possible is inverted. It is 
longer the possible that gives way to the actual, but the 
which creates a possible - as much as the crisis was not 
result of a process but the event based on which the \'t"r,,,,"'''' 
was unleashed. "The event creates a new existence, prod~~" 
es a new subjectivity (new relationships with the body, 

175. Gilles Deleuze, op. cit. 

J 76. Fran~ois Zourahichvili, "Deleuzc e 0 possive! (sobre 0 involuntarismo na 
ca)", in F.. Alliez (org.), Gilles De/euze: uma vida filosofica. (Sao Paulo: Ed. 34, 
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sexuality, environment, culture, work ... ).177 Such moments, 
whether individual or collective (such as May 1968) correspond 
to a subjective and collective mutation, in the sense that what 
was once routine n6w becomes intolerable, just as the unimag
inable becomes thinkable, desirable, visible. This is when the 
figure of the Seer emerges, a figure that Deleuze continually 
evokes in his work on cinema, and which, as a concept, has 
garnered the praise of Zourabichvili. The Seer perceives some
thing in a given situation that surpasses it, that overflows it, and 
that bas nothing to do with fantasy. The Seer takes reality as its 
object within a dimension that extrapolates its empirical sur
j oundings, in order to capture its virtualities, which are entirely 
real bllt have not yet unfolded. What the Seer sees, as in the case 
uf Beckett and his insomniac, is the pure image, in its brilliance 
and its extinction, its rise and its fall, in its consummation. The 
Seer perceives intensity, potential, virtuality. It is not the future 
t be Seer sees, nor the dream, nor the idea, nor the perfect proj
:0., but rather forces that are on their way to redesigning the 
reaL 

Deleuze's text is traversed by this alternative: to realize a 
possihle previously given or to effect a possible that remains 
lwdefmed, that is, to actualize what is virtual, to affirm a new 
sensibility. He who realizes a possible may just as well not real
ize it. in which case it remains in a state of mere possibility. In 
Deleuze, however, there is the postulation of a necessity. What 
bores or paralyzes us, Zourabichvili recalls, is precisely the 
fae1 that today anything is possible, in the sense that alterna
tives are given, presented to us as though they were a multiple 
choice question, but also in the sense that everything appears 
consigned to the state of possibility. From this point of view, 
"everything is possible" is equivalent to "nothing is possible." 
The author insists: whenever we orbit a mere possibility, we are 
ill the realm of a pseudo-experience that distracts us from ef
tt>cti.vity and necessity.178 For this reason, an attempt is made 

drag the possible into the realm of actualization wherever it 
- 179 The conclusion is clear: We create by exhausting the 

i /7 (;iHe1i Delcuze and felix Guattari, "Mai '68 n'a pas eu lieu;' in Deux regimes de fOilS, 

ur>;. p~vid L~poujade. (Paris: Minuit, 1968). 

, ~[\. 'filere is, for this reason, an abyssal distance from Agamben's thinking on the sub
;ect, with its retlections on "the power of the no" - with political implications yet to 
i)e defined. 
179. fran),uis Zourabichvili, op. cit., p. 354. 
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possible. It is necessary to learn to "breathe without oxygen" 
in order to profit from an "an energy more elementary and an 
air 1~1ore rarefied (Sky-Necessity),,18o - this is Deleuze's per~ 
verSIon. 

Untying the Connections 

We can now return to the question from a broader 
of view. Exhaustion is not mere tiredness, nor a renunci .. 
atioll of the body and mind but rather, more radically, 
is the fruit of a disbelief, an operation of disconnection, 
It consists of unleashing the possibilities that are present
ed to us relative to the alternatives that surround us 
well as the cliches that mediate and dampen our relation. 
with the world in order to make it tolerable. While these dic:hi:s 
make the world tolerable, because they are unreal, they con-' 
verse1y end up making the world intolerable and unworthv 
belief. ' 

Exhaustion undoes that which "binds" us to the world. 
"imprisons" us in it and others, that "captures" us with its 
and images, that "comforts" us with an allusion of entirety 
I, of We, of meaning, of freedom, of the future) in which 
have long ceased to believe, even as we have remained 
to them. There is, no doubt, in this act of separation, a certa.in 
cruelty, which is in no way absent from the works of fiecklett, 
but this cruelty carries within itself a certain pity of 
kind.18l Only through such a negation of adherence, 811Ch 

unfastening, such an emptying, together with the impossibility 
that is established in this way, which Deleuze calls "rarefaction" 
(as much as he called for "vacuoles" of silence in order tL) 
able, at least, to have something to say) does the necessity 
something else arise, something which with excessive pomp, 
call "the creation of the possible." We should not merely aban
don this formula to the publicity experts, however; we ,"""'''''I 
also avoid overloading it with an excessively imperative 

180. Gilles Deleuze, Logicn do Sentida, trad. Luiz Salinas Fortes. (Sao Paulo, I"'cr<;np,··Iha 

1974), p. 329. 

181. It is similar to the warrior-god Indra: "Witness to another justice, capable at 
of an incomprehensible cruelty but at others an unknown mercy (inasmuch as it 
the ties ... )." Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guatlari, "1227: Treatise on Nomadology __ 
War Machine;' AThol/sand Platem,s: Capitalism and Schizophrenia (1987), pp. 
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capricious incumbency, replete with "will." Perhaps we should 
preserve, as Beckett does, the trembling dimension which, 
amidst the most calculated precision, in his visual poetry, point 
',r> that "indefinite state" to which beings are elevated and whose 
,::orrelative, even in the most concrete contexts, is the vague
nes!: of becomings, at the point where they achieve their effect 
of deterritorialization. If Zourabichvili is correct in detecting 
"political chords" in The Exhausted, this is because Deleuze 
hirnself never ceased to extract such chords from the authors 
he: analyzed, from Melville to Kafka, from Lawrence to Ghera
,;irn Luca. In the clinic, in art or in politics, there is a circuit that 
:·um from the extenuation of the possible to the impossible, 
(Iud from there to the creation of the possible, without lineari
f~\;, circularity or determinism. It consists of a complex and re
\;ersible game between "nothing is possible" and "everything is 
possible." 
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INHUMAN POLYPHONY IN 
THE THEATER OF MADNESS 

"lYe a h 
if), B rc ~ e Ueinzz Theater Company, established in Sao Pau-
",', raz~l seventeen years ago. Lunatics, therapists, perform
:)l;~ l11alds, philosophers, "normopaths"- once on stage no 
;llsi leal] tell the difference. It's a sort of Ship of Fools, adrift 
il;ce~~ -: and outside - the artistic cir~uit. We ;ehe~rse every 
I()O Wt. have produced five theater pIeces, we ve gIven over 
db;oP~~formances, we travel a lot throughout Brazil, and also 
this ~ , and all of this is part of our magnificent repertoire. But 
spen~oncretene~s does not guarantee anything. Sometimes we 
Son] (illonths m the stagnation of insipid weekly rehearsals. 
Or Wh(~~es We as~( ourselves if we have ~ctually ever perfor~ed, 
Pear . er We wIll go back to performmg. Some actors dlsap
rIte/sPonsorships dwindle, scripts are forgotten, and the the
thel1cOl1lpany itself seems like some intangible virtuality. And 
heC()' sUddenly, a date for a performance appears, some theater 

11~es a~ailable, a patron or sponsor shows up, and there.is 
Ca;' ~.hml?se ~f a season, with an invitation to perform III 

It 1 Or 111 Fmland. The costume designer spruces up the 
rag 

S()111et" s, actors who had disappeared months ago reappear, 
when ~rnes "even running away from internment .... But even 
l'ates It all happens," it is in straddling that fine line that sepa
~cU'eC~JJ1struction from collapse. We move alongside Blanchot's , lnt .. 
i'rern ) UltlOn that the basis of a work is unworking (desoeu-

em . And We follow Foucault's hypothesis that with the 
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historicnl decline of madness' aura and its subsequent transfor-
mntion into a mental illness, madness reappears as unreason., 
That is, as redress, the absence of work, as "absolute rupture 
the work." I would place the trajectory of our performances 
that moving limit, between madness and unreason, like a 
experiment over the abyss, where chance, ruination, passivity, 
and the ncutral speak: the outside. 

First example: weweregoing to perform "Daedalus" at a maior 
Brazilian theater festival. The cnst was about to go on stage. . 
actor was getting prepared to utter in Greek the comhative 
that begins this piece; one "cannot make heads or tails of it" 
according to the complimentary review of one critic frorn 
Sao Paulo press. I wait, tense; in my hend I run over the 
we are supposed to shout at each other in menacing tones a_no 
frenetic rush. I am scanning the audience when I notice that our 
narrator is standing a few meters away from the microphone _._ 
he appears to be disorientated. I go up to him, and he tells 
that hc has lost his script. I slip my hand into his trousers' 
et, where J find the complete bundle of papers. The actor stares 
at the papers, which I hold up to his face. He seems not to rec
ognize them. He puts on and takes off his glasses. And he mur
murs that this time he will not take part in the play - that 
was the night of his death. We exchange a few words and a 
minutes later I am relieved to see him back at the microphone. 
But his voice, which was normally tremulous and stirring, 
now slurred and washed out. In the middle of a scene in 
he plays Charon, he suddenly walks right across the 
heads for the theater exit. I find him sitting in the street, ... ' .... '~"".j;f'li 
still, murmuring the demand for an ambulance - his time 
come. J kneel down beside him and he tells me: ''I'm going 
the swamp:' The situation lightens up after this and we 
ate: he would accept a cheeseburger from McDonald's U"'u:l!<l;ti! 

of the ambulance. I hear the final applause coming from 
the theater, and the public starts to exit through the small 
that leads to the street, where both he and I are. What they 
as they exit is Hades, king of the underworld (my (-,"~r"r .. "", 

kneeling at the feet of the living-dead Charon. And for this 
receive the respect of each member of the audience who 
by us, because, for them, this intimate scene of collapse see_ 
to be part of the performance. The whole thing by a 
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edge. It is by a razor's edge that we perform, it is by a razor's 
edge that we don't die. Work, unworking, absence of work. 

Let's go back a few years. It is the Company's very first re
hearsal, at the A easel day clinic, where our group began, before 
it became autonomous. In a theatrical exercise on the different 
methods of communication between human beings, all the 
members of the group were asked in turn to state the other lan
guages they spoke, apart from Portuguese. One patient, who 
neVt~r speaks and who only produces a sort of nasal sound, like 
'>omt' discordant mantra, replied immediately, with a clari
h' and assurance quite uncommon for him: German! Every
(;oe is surprised, as no one knew that he spoke German. And 
<"vhal word do you know in German? Ueinzz. And what does 
Ueinzz mean in German? Ueinzz. Everyone laughed - this is 
the language that signifies for itself, that folds within itself, an 
esoteric, mysterious, glossolalic language. Inspired by material 
collected from the laboratories, the directors at the time, Rena
to Cohen and Sergio Penna, brought their proposed script to 
the company: a group of nomads, lost in the desert, goes out 
in search of a shining tower, and on their way they come across 
"bstacles, entities, and storms. When they come across an ora
~je, he must indicate to them, in his sibylline tongue, the most 
adequate course for the pilgrims to take. The actor is promptly 
,hosen to play the part of the oracle: the one who speaks Ger
man. When asked where the tower of Babel is, he must reply: 
Uein7.Z. The patient quickly gets into the role, and everything 
poes well together: the black hair and mustache, the small, sol
id body of a Turkish Buddha, his mannerisms, both aloof and 
schizoid, his gaze, both vague and scrutinizing, of someone 
who is constantly in conversation with the invisible. It is true 
that he is capricious, for when they ask him: Oh Great Oracle 

Delphi, where is the Tower of Babel? he sometimes replies 
a silence, sometimes with a grunt, and at other times he 
Germany or Bauru [in the state of Sao Paulo 1 until they 

him more specifically: Oh Great Oracle, what is the magic 
in German, and then, without fail, comes the Ueinzz that 

everyone has been waiting for. The most inaudible of patients, 
~)De who urinates in his trousers and vomits in the direc

plate, is charged with the crucial responsibility of telling 
the nomadic people the way out of Darkness and Chaos. After 
being uttered, the sound of his answer must proliferate through 
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the loud-speakers scattered about the theater in concentric cir· 
cles, amplifying in dizzying echoes Ueinzz, Ueinzz, Ueinzz! 
inhuman voice we could not hear finds in the scenic and ritual 
space a magical and poetic effectiveness. When the play was 
en this sound as its name, we had difficulty in imagining how it 
should be spelled. The invitation went with "weeinz," the folder 
had "ueinzz:' the poster played with transcribing the word in 
wide vnriety of possibilities, of Babel-like proportions. 
we are the Ueinzz Theater Company. We were born out of 
a-signifying rupture, as Guattari would say. 

Our third play was inspired by Batman and halo Calvino. 
It was called Gotham-SP (Sao Paulo), an invisible or rnytho~ 
logical city, taken from comic strips, movie screens, and 
most persistent deliriums of one of our actors. Every night 
Gotham-SP, from his tower, the mayor yells indiscriminately 
at tycoons, prostitutes, and psychiatrists. He promises work!::, 
and wealth, control and anarchy, bread and cloning. The em. 
peror Kublai Khan, nearly deaf and nearly blind, is the 
of lost voices. A single resident repeats in her cubicle: "It's 
here." A passenger requests the company of a taxi-driver on 
rainy night and recites fragments from Nietzsche or 
The decadent diva searches for that impossible note, Ophelti!l 
comes out of a water barrel seeking her beloved, the angels 
to understand where they have just landed, Joshua, revived, 
mands a new order in the world. Singular speeches that 
in inhuman polyphony, sonorous, visual, scenic, metaphysical 
Dissonant voices and sounds that no emperor or mayor 'uUU'W"

es to orchestrate, much less suppress. Each of those beinO's 
app:ar on stage c.arr~ their i.cy or torrid world on their °fragi?e 
~odle.s .... One thlI;g IS certam: ~rom the bottom of their pallid 
IsolatIOn, these bemgs seek or mvoke another community 
bodies and souls. A community of those who have no comrn:u~ 
nity (BataiIle), a community to come (Blanchot), an 
tive community (Nancy), a community of celibates 
the coming community (Agamben). 

I would now like to propose a theoretical leap, which 
my opinion brings all these episodes together. What is 
stake in this theatrical, paratheatrical, or performative 
vice is the singular, unreasonable subjectivity of the 
and nothing more. That is, what is being staged or acted 
are manners of perceiving, feeling, dressing, 
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oneself, moving, speaking, thinking, asking questions, offer
ing or removing oneself from the gaze of the other as well as 
from the others' enjoyment. It is also a way of representing 
without representing, associating while disassociating, of liv
ing and dying, of simultaneously being on stage and feeling 
at home, in that precarious presence, at once concrete and in
tangible which makes everything extremely serious, and at the 
same time "neither here nor there," as defined by the composer 
Livia Tragtenberg -leaving in the middle of a performance, 
crossing the stage, bag in hand, because your part has now come 
to an end; one moment, letting go of everything, because your 
time has come and soon you are going to die, the next entering 
and getting involved in every scene like a center midfielder in a 
game of football 182

; then conversing with your line-feeder who 
should be hidden, and revealing his presence, then turning into 
a wad .... Or then grunting or croaking, or like Kafka's nomads 
in The Great Wall of China, speaking like magpies, or just saying 
·UelDZZ .... 

I can't stop thinking that it is this life on stage, "life by a 
razor's edge," that constitutes the peculiarities of this experi
c:nce. Some in the audience are under the impression that they 
Themselves are the living-dead and that real life is on the other 
r;ide of the stage. In fact, in a context marked by the control of 

(bioPower), the modes of vital resistance proliferate in the 
most Jll1usual of ways. One of them consists literally of putting 
life on stage, not bare, brutal life, which, as Agamben says, is 
reduced by bioPower to the state of survival, but life in the state 
of variation: "minor" modes of living, which inhabit our major 
modes. and which, on stage or off, gain scenic or performative 
visihility, even when one is on the edge of death or collapse, on 
the edge of stuttering or grunting, of collective hallucination 

limit-experiences. Within the restricted parameters which J 
referred to, here is a device - among others - for a hesitant 

always indecisive, inconclusive, and without promises, ex
pt.rimentation for changing Power over life into power ofl~fe. 

Permit me to put this in a broader, more contemporary, 
biopolitical context: On the one hand, life was assaulted by 
power, that is, Power penetrated all spheres of existence, fully 
mobilized them, and put them to work. Everything from genes 
to the body, affects, psychism, even intelligence, imagination, 

;-8;;:O~~er (~~s;)~i~i()n football). 
i ,_., 
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and creativity, have all been violated, invaded, colonized, if not 
directly expropriated by the Powers. The various mechanisms 
through which they are exercised are anonymous, scattered, 
flexible, and rhizomatic. Power itself has become "postmod
ern," undulating, uncentered, net-like, molecular. Taking 
into consideration, power has a more direct effect over our 
ways of perceiving, feeling, loving, thinking, and even creating. 
If before, we still imagined that we had spaces that were pro
tected from the direct interference of the powers (the body, 
unconscious, subjectivity), and we had the illusion of present
ing in these areas some independence, today our life appears 
entirely subsumed within those mechanisms of modulating 
istence. Thus even sex, language, communication, oneiric life, 
even faith, none of these still preserve any exteriority in relatiofl 
to the mechanisms of control and monitoring. To summarize 
it in a sentence: power is not exercised from outside, nor 
above, but more as if it were from within, steering our social vi 
tality from head to toe. We are no longer struggling with a tran
scendent or even repressive power; rather we are forced to ret> 
oncile with a more inherent, productive power. This biopower 
docs not seek to arrest life, but to take control of it, to 
it, to make the most of it. Therein lies our extreme difficulty 
resisting: we hardly even know where power is, or where we 
what power dictates to us, what we want from it; it is we tJtu
selves who take on the task of administrating our own rr"~"_~' 
Power never got so far or so deep into the kernel of subjectivity 
and of life itself as in this contemporary biopower.· , 

But when it appears that "everything has been 
inated;' as the lyrics of a Brazilian funk song say, at the 
of the line there is a suggestion of a u-turn: that which 
peared to be subdued, controlled, and dominated, that 
"life," which reveals in the process of expropriation its 
domitable power, no matter how erratic it may be. 
which appeared to be entirely subsumed by capital, or 
duced to mere passivity - "life," "intelligence;' "affection, 
"sociability" - now appears like an inexhaustible reservoir 
meaning, a source of forms of existence, an embryo of 
tions that extrapolate the command structures, the 
of the established powers and formatted subjectivity. 

What would be required would be to tread these two 
jar routes, bioPower and biopower, as a Moebius strip. 
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jf today capital and the governmentality that corresponds 
to it enters life on a scale never seen before, and saps its 
creative strength, the opposite is also true: life itself fights 
back, revived. And if the ways of seeing, feeling, thinking, 
perceiving, dwelling, dressing, of situating oneself, no mat
ter how singular these may be, become an object of inter
est and capital investment and molecular monitoring, they 
J150 become a source of value that can, by themselves, be
come a vector for valorization or self-valorization or even 

deviation. For example, when a group of prisoners com
poses and records their own music, what they show and sell 
is not only their music, nor their harsh life stories, but their 
~ryle, their perceptions, their disgust, their caustic sarcasm, 
thei way of dressing, of "living" in prison, of gesticulating, of 
protesting - their life, in short. Their only capital being their 
life, in their extreme state of survival and resistance, that's what 
they capitalize, self-valorize and what produces value. Taken 
from this point of view, if it is clear that capital increasingly 
appropriates subjectivity and forms oflife, subjectivity is itself 
hiopolitical capital, which virtually everyone increasingly has 
the use of, whether they are those so-called marginals, so-called 
! ana tics, prisoners, or indigenous peoples, but also anyone and 
everyone with a singular lifestyle that belongs to them or which 
is given to them to invent - with the political consequences yet 
iO be .determined. 

It's clear that bioPower and the new mechanisms of gov
,;:rnmentality make individual and collective life an object of 
domination, of calculation, of manipulation, of intervention, 
if not of fetishization or aestheticization - and that there is a 
corresponding capitalization in this process. But it is necessary 
to add, at least in the case of so-called "minorities:' that life re-

such control mechanisms, and reinvents its coordinates of 
enunciation and self-enunciation. 

in the case of madness - and perhaps that is the meaning of 
"unreason-subject-af-itself," as evoked once by Foucault- this 
happens in two simultaneous movements. On one hand, mad-

de-subjectifies itself according to unexpected lines of force, 
'mcioing familiar, professional, social, national, and religious 
identities - blurring borders, dismantling limits. On the other, 
it tries singular, plural, collective and inhuman ways of 
subjectivation. In this paradoxical movement, madness escapes 
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the double straight jacket that imprisoned it, cutting through 
the limits which the subjectifying objectification would have 
imposed. If madness, as we know from Foucault, was expelled 
from the social collective, locked away and silenced in the 17th 
century, and then, with the advent of psychiatric medicine in 
the 19th century, it became mental illness, and consequently 
the object of ~or?l, later medical, and finally psychologic~l 
treatment, a SChIZOId flow never ceased to cut through the lim
its which scientific rationality reserved for it. The flow 
through the entire social body, schizophrenizing the surround 
ings and disseminating itself through the most varied domams, 
even through collective, political, and poetic practices, 
ing to the sharp intuition of Deleuze and Guattari. 

Therefore, it would be necessary to insert our experience ill 
that fluctuating lineage which goes from the history of madness 
to the schizoid flow, and which runs into the realm of the 
forming arts.183 This is how it was intuited, since the beuinnjng 
of our trajectory, by Renato Cohen, a well known theo~ist and 
proponent of performance art in Brazil. Commenting on 
experiences with our company, whose activities he occasion
ally defined as a work in progress, Cohen wrote: "The actors 
the Company have a rare ally on their side who destroys 
resentation in its most artificial sense: time. The time of 
uncommon actor is mediated by all his dialogues; it is traversed 
by subtexts which become the actual text itself. In -'''''u<,a .. "", 

the reply does not come immediately, nor is it rational; 
it goes through other mental circuits. There is a delay, a 
slowing down, that puts the whole audience in production. 
actor, in an intuitive manner, moves between Stanislavsldan 
identification and Brechtian distancing. And he becomes 
ed by the applause of the audience; he performs his 
"bullfight" by measuring forces with the audience and with 
own inner shadows." This is not the fictional time of 
sentation, but the time of the actor or performer, who 
and exits his character, thus allowing other dimensions 
acting to be seen: "It is in that narrow passage from rprll''''<,,,,,.,. 

tation to a less deliberate acting, with its space for improviia~ 
tion and spontaneity, that live art treads, along with the 
'happening' and 'performance.' It is also that tenuous 

183. See for example, John Rajchman's formula on extra-disciplinary s}~a~;--~-
de-disciplinizing moments. 
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where life and art approach one another. As one breaks away 
from representation, from fiction, a space opens up for the 
unpredictable, and therefore for living, since life is synonymous 
with the unpredictable and risk,"184 says Cohen, inadvertently 
getting close to Foucault's last formulation, in a text on Can
~'uilhem, where he defined life as an error. In the group's experi
j~entation, several movements confirm this insight. "Actors who 
abandon their positions in order to attend the others' scenes, 
and then resume the dramatic sequence again. Actors who give 
lengthy monologues, and who also abandon them without fin
lshl~lg their sentences. Such strident distribution of errors, of 
jiscoveries, of script reinvention, is built in front of the audi
{'IKe. The performance then becomes a ritual, where everyone 
witnesses the impossible going on, the curved bodies dancing, 
the inaudible voices that gain amplified strength thanks to the 
~lectronics installed for the performance."185 The microphones 
are visible, since the "sound that remains in the sub-conscious 
is the sound of the media - the sound of television, of radio, 
of declronic music, of the computer." Others, even with a mi
crophone, do not impose their voice and are barely even heard, 
',"ihether because they do not possess the vocal technique or 
because they have difficulties in speaking or due to problems 
''lTtth their diction. Speech loses a little of its weight with all the 
different elements that make up the scene, thus giving space 

other speeches (corporal, for example),186 in a disjunction 
between "bodies without voices and voices without a body:'187 
Of course there are resonances here with the works of Bob 
Wilson, as the various elements on stage acquire the same 
weight, with no hierarchy, as they also do with Cunningham, by 

way. Each one with a life of its own: the music, the dance, the 
speaking, the light, without anyone being subordinate to the 
other; but all juxtaposed, even if together they form a fantastic 

with pictorial scenes and emotions that are derived more 

R;;~\O Cohen, Performance como linguagem (Performance as Language). (Sao 
l'ert.pectiv3, 2002), 58. I follow Ana Goldenstein Carvalhaes, all actress in the 

~U"W"'" who studied its process in light of Cohen's perspective, in "Performance and 
accompaniment to the creative process of the Ueinzz Theater Group'; and 

ialer in Persof](.l Performtitica (Sao Paulo: Perspectiva, 2012). 

1 II';. Renato Cohen, release, Gotham SP. 

(1:11.0, Ana (;oldcnstein, op. cit. 

J 37 FIOla Sussekind, "A imaginardo MOlloI6gica::' Revista U5P, )~ly, 1992. Renato 
Cohen Work in Progress na cena conlemporanea, (Sao Paulo: Perspectlva, 1998). 
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from the unconscious, than from intelligence. 18R Paraphrasing 
Jacob Guinsburg, the heterogeneous elements that make up that 
"de-totalized" Gesamtkullstwerk are submitted one by one to 
process of "neutralization," which silences the utilitarian char" 
acter of these same elements and modifies them into new mate
rial- ready to be reintegrated into the whole in a less conven
tional way.!H9 More than creating a formal and organized poetic 
structure, this is about transcribing gestures and words that are 
spoken and thought in contemporaneous contexts, thus 
a type of unconscious reservoir of our culture. The fact 
incoherent text is produced is not in itself a problem, 
there is no narrative development here, as all the activitv 
stage is maintained in a state of permanent "absolute presen't" 
the continuous stimulation of the performer's energy.!91J All 
energy, together with the free manipulation of the scenic 
reinvents the relationship and boderline of the tension np"MAlrl"<''' 

art and life - in contrast with the symbolic time of the 
"Visual landscapes, textualities, performers and luminescence'S 
in a scene of intensities in which several creative procedures 
circulate without the classical hierarchies of text-actor-mlr
rative."!9! By recovering the ambivalence between reason 
unreason, says Cohen, the field of drives - of unconscious 
ruptions, of sinister places, of transverse narratives - is 
mized within atmospheres of abstract intensity, critical "Utd"",."',,,> 

mental landscapes, derivative processes, resonant indices 
abrasions. 

A Plan of Evasion 

In a slightly different key than the theatrical scene, it's worth 
tioning a partnership that influenced the Company's course 
a certain way put it in suspension. It's about a project with r\,,~,;;ru~. 
dra Riera, which is not presented under any definitive status, 
that of an artist, a filmmaker or a writer. Born in Buenos Aires 
settling in Paris, although a nomad, she calls herself 
despite documenting in texts and images "how to deal 

188. Jac6 Guinsburg, as processos criarivns de Bob Wilson (Sao Paulo: Perspecti~'a, 

189. Ibid. 

190. Jac6 Guinsburg, Do cella em cena, (Sao Paulo: Perspectiva, 1986), p. 23. 

191. Renato Cohen, Work ill Progress lIa (ena colltemporanea, p. 24. 
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others and with the stories that pass through us." Since 1995, she 
h;b heen dedicating herself to stockpiling an imaginary archive: 
what she has called Maquettes-sans-qualite (Mockups-with
outquality).!92 

In this unprecedented form of archive, photographs, sub
titles, writings, accounts, and filmed documents are all mixed 
together like a "book in movement," with no regular for
mat. They are like the outline, "the plan of evasion;' and for 
all those that participated in her adventure, it's about a place 
"vvh ere you can narrate, think about the world and ourselves:' 
ivhere one can deal with "unresolved issues." Light or precari
ous, the mockup can be made or unmade, and has no inten
:ion for posterity. It can adapt itself to the present, and it's 
the present that's important. Each one of the mockups-with
out-quality opens up a place in which many voices make them
selves heard, where multiple complicities are interwoven and 
question the status of the work, of author, and of the artist. 
'More than proper names, they are places that are needed in 
order to liberate the word, to share responsibilities, shames, 
hopes, resistances."193 This is how the mockups-without-quali
tie:; became true "refuge-spaces;' where a work in progress un
tolds, always collectively. 

The publication of one of the moments from this project 
hegins with the words of a shepherd from the French region 
of Lozere: "Certainly we will better understand the true nature 

current desolation ('in what type of world we live') if we ex
dusively return to our own senses, instead of to systems of in
terpretation that are all misg~ide~ and which carry with ~hem 
nothing but solace: the false IllUSIon of mastery, at least mtel
lectuaL In any case, for whoever wants to reconstruct his or her 

; 9~" "ietween the accomplices that populate her maquettes, she mentions the pseud
~nvm ',; woman-photographer:': "A photographer then could have also been a nurse or 

, and her looks on this world (or also this cap! waiter on whom it was written 
<11.1t same time he is and is not thaI which is lit 10 him to represent and whose 
"'olCI' wonld probably have been heard if, in the face of the philosopher, he would cease 
;" represent). "Pholographer-nurse-sweeper" mentioned not as socia-professional cal
. 'gories, htl! as an overcoming of such. W11at remains to be done is always in a state of 
: 'oint '11" and puts in check any assumptions. A woman-photographer is several at the oel v . 
";amf time and in this plurality the gestures rest, the acts performed alongSide any other 
, mel> or men, Also there rest the senses opened by the aI/architecture of the mock
WU"without-quality:' Maquetas-sin-cualidad, Autonomous production, (Barcelona: 
,Jp-' .) b bl' h ! b I I' . )'nndacio Antoni Taples, 2005 ,p. 13, to e pu IS e( y n-l PU) !CatIOns. 

t')}, Idem. 
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intelligence in practices, without the filter of representations, 
the obligatory route one must take is to attach oneself as such 
to sensory perception, without limiting oneself to it: this is the 
inevitable individual beginning of all excarceration, awakening 
your atrophied sensibility at the bottom of yourself. At first it':> 
painful, like all detoxification, and simply shows the personal 
suffering upon which everyone's apparent adaptation rests."194 

Indeed, there is no way to mortgage perception to compe
tent discourse. Thus, the place of the author in this anonymous, 
unsigned book, where citations also do not refer to their au· 
thors, where we are deprived of the authority that their 
rity could confer to what they say: '~bandon the author as 
dence to rescue it as a problem." Therefore, this way of 
the mark of names, this operation of cunning is not a 
hide-and-seek, but a way of highlighting that which 
or make seen, erasing themselves, in a certain way, so that 
names don't blur the questions. Furthermore, the risk of tram·· 
forming the unknown into the known through the erasure 
names, pushes this operation toward its inverse. "If one 
see the 'author as someone who runs the risk of transformine 
the already known - or supposedly known - into 
unknown, for whom all the known necessarily entrenches a 
of the unknown'; ... 'if the author is whoever accepts becom
ing the other who everyone carries inside themselves, 
manifestations are precisely impeded by society's efforts,' in 
case, this 'author,' 'throughout his/her work, would discover 
him/herself another, different than what he/she had believed 
be."'195 

And Riera adds, in her unique modesty: "When the 
in which we live impedes us, for a number of reasons, 
carrying out our projects and indefinitely delays our v''-un'""""", 

it is probable that we can only live by opening very small 
stices here and there .. ,," 

It's possible to inscribe part of Riera's work in 
Ranciere's description of some strategies of "artists who 
pose to modify the benchmarks of what is visible and 
of making us see what was not seen, of making us see 
that which was seen all too comfortably, of placing in "'I"\<,h",m 

things which weren't initially in relation, with the objective 

194. Ibid, p. 9. 

195. Ibid, p. 13. 
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producing ruptures within the sensitive fabric of perceptions 
and the dynamic of affects. This is the labor of fiction, Fiction 
is not the creation of an imaginary world opposed to the real 
wlJrld' It is the labor that works with dissensus, that modifies 
the modes of sensorial presentation and the forms of enuncia
tion when modifying the frames, the scales or the rhythms, by 
building new relationships between appearance and reality, the 
singular and the common, the visible and its signification. This 
labor changes the coordinates of the representable; it changes 
\lur perception of sensorial events, our way of referring to them 
;ii: subjects, the way by which our world is populated by events 
and tigures."196 

Of course, as Ranciere says, no reality, outside of fiction, ex
J sts a~ such since all reality is already the configuration of what 
is given to us as reality, space constructed wherein the visible, 
the utterable, and the feasible are connected. In this sense, both 
Jlcrion and political action scratch the surface of this reality, 
"they fracture it and multiply it in a controversial manner."197 
Thus, the challenge would reside in building spatial-temporal 
.ievices, "different communities of words and things, of forms 

significations." And he concludes, regarding the function of 
a ft, if this expression still fits: "The images of art do 110t provide 
weapons for battles. They contribute to designing new configu
ralions of the visible, of the utterable, and of the thinkable, and 
thus, a new landscape of the possible."198 For now we can accept 

formulations, leaving aside, provisionally, all of Ranciere's 
controversy with Deleuze, derived, nonetheless, from an un
confessable proximity. 

Politics of Perception 

In 2005, Alejandra Riera came to Sao Paulo and got to know 
l~einzz Theater Company's work. Shortly after she arrived, 
proposed a collaboration with the theater company involv
a proje~t_ she called Enquete sur ie/notre dehors, along the 

\ 96 Jacques Ranciere, Le spectateur emancipe, (Paris: La fabrique, 2008), p. 72. This 
i5 nol found in the English translation Tile Emancipated Spectator, but rather 

" version was published in Dislensus. Due to the differences in wording, the 
~rans!alOr opted 10 translate from the original French. 

I 'i7. Jt)jd, p. 113. 

jlJS.lbid, p. 113. 
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lines of her previous research. Out of this, a device was activated 
with the actors from the company for very a specific, though 
open, inquiry and recording. It consisted of a group outing ev 
ery day for several days to some place in the city suggested 
the actors, where the group would approach someone of 
choice - a pedestrian, street vendor, a student, a police officer, 
a stranger, a homeless person - and directly fire at them 
questions that came to mind. In an unusual situation where 
interviewee knows nothing about the interviewer - but some 
times perceives a certain strangeness - the rules of a 
istic interview are reversed and everything starts to go 
without anyone managing to detect the reason for the deraiHn~, 
Postmes begin to become undone, the personal, protession~l 
or institutional masks which everyone dearly holds onto 
to the ground, allowing a glimpse of the unusual dimensioll!.> 
of the disturbing "normality" which surrounds us every day, 
the artist used to say. With a displaced camera that questions 
the anchoring point of discourse, a hiatus is created between 
image and speech, and thus a suspension in the automatism 
comprehension. 

tet us take one minuscule example. We were in front of 
tegislative Assembly in Sao Paulo talking with a peanut ven~ 
dar. One of our actors asks him what the magic of this place 
is. The street vendor does not understand, and asks if the 
terviewer wants to know how much he earns. "No, I wanted 
know what is your happiness here?" "I don't understand'~ 
the peanut vendor. The actor, a little agitated by his interlocu
tor's deafness, asks him point blank: "I want to know what 
your desire, what is the meaning of your life." Then ('\1<>"''''+''''' 

stops, there is a suspension in the dialogue, a silence, 
see the man sinking into a dimension that was totally other, 
from any journalistic context. And he replied, quietly, 
certain difficulty: "suffering .... " This is the basis without a 
of the entire conversation, the disaster which already 
the exhaustion which cannot be spoken of; it is the bitter 
lation of a man cornered in front of a monumental 
which represents an unshakeable, but nonetheless empty 
er; everything which only appears by means of a sudden 
ruption, triggered by a sort of vital irritation. An 
provoked by the one who is supposed to be drowned in his 
abyss - the crazy actor. And here everything shifts, and 
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spectator suddenly wonders what side life is on, and if that 
question still has any meaning, since it is nothing but a whole 
context of misery which emerges from this unusual dialogue. 
What causes an eruption is the psycho-social instability upon 
which everything else rests; and also, for fleeting moments, the 
germs of something else. In making the situation schizophrenic, 
j~)r a time there is the impression that everything may become 
derailed: functions, places, obeisance, discourses, representa
rions. Everything may fall, including the device itself. Even if we 
",'ncounter what was there from the very beginning - suffering, 
,esignation,impotence-wewitness disconnections that make 
so-called normality flee, along with its linked automatic reac
Lions; and also the evocation of other possible bonds with the 
world. As Riera says, this is not social reporting or a survey with 
i1Umanist ends, but the recording of an experiment. It has no 
rnakc,·up, no claims to denounce a situation, and no inclination 
low.1rd aesthetics. At the end, we do not really have a proper 
documentary, or a film, but an unusual object, a trace of an 
"I.'ent that when seen may trigger other events - as was the case 
~\,hen some fragments were shown in the La Borde clinic, where 
C':;uattari once lived, in the presence of dozens of patients and 
'),,>ychiatrists, including the founder of the clinic, Jean Omy. 
Tnt he enormous central hall of this decaying castle, one late 
friday afternoon in September 2008, the people were waiting 

the "Brazilian film" made by a theater group, according to 
rumor that was going around. But there will be no "Bra

film," nor any "documentary;' nor any "film;' nor any 
"theatrical piece." Absence of work. How to explain this with
out disappointing such high expectations? The weekly meeting 
t.::nds, the hundred people seated in the auditorium turn toward 

screen already stretched, the windows are closed in order 
iO al10w for the showing of the "Brazilian film," and Alejan
:ira Riera compliments those present and straightaway points 
out that she does not intend to show a film. She explains that 

is only an experiment, that it is very difficult to talk about 
",' and instead of giving a talk on the project, on her in~ 

and its logic, as one would expect, she confesses that 
has experienced great difficulty working lately ... that in 

the she could not manage it any more ... to work or to 
build, .. imagine the effect of this talk on people who long ago 
had abandoned the circuit of "work:' "projects" and "results." 
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She then ~dds that lately all she could manage was to take things 
apart. She does not even stop from taking apart the tools with 
which she once worked, such as the computer .... And she takes 
from her handb~g two plastic bags with fragments of the dis 
assembled keyboard: one of them contains the alphabet 
the other the functions (Delete, Ctrl, Alt, etc.). She then 
es around the transparent plastic bags containing the 
pieces so that they can be circulated among those present. 
spectacul~r expectation of a film gives way to an extraordinary 
complicity with an artist who does not call herself an 
who does not bring her work, who confesses that she is not 
to work, who shows the remains of her computer, pieces 
have been dismantled, evoking a project whose impossibility is 
immediately made known, leaving only the impasse, the 
the paralysis, the exhaustion that is common to us all, whether 
we are lunatics or philosophers, artists or psychiatrists .... Only 
once the link between "art" and "audience" is short-circuited, 
once the glamor, entertainment, culture, work, or object 
could be expected from that "presentation" of images is 
done, and the central protagonist who leaves the stage is "dt:>in~~ 
dividualized": only in this way can something else occur-" 
event as the effect of a suspension. A projection of fragments 
can even take place, or a controversial discussion, at times ac~ 
cllsatory or visceral, that drags into the night, into the 
of the auditorium which no one has taken the trouble to 
up and which ends with the hilarious question from a patimt: 
"Do you all have a project?" As if reconnecting to Alejandrali 
initial speech, in which she confessed about her difficulty 
working, in constructing a project, in doing work, it evoke!) 
Blanchot's intuition on the common ground existing I"\pj'U1 ...... 

art and unworking, or Foucault's idea about the relationsbip 
between madness and the rupture of work. Perhaps ts 
where we can find a performative exhaustion of the t''\rc">'AM: 

or of the work, so that inaudible voices and improbable 
can emerge. 

Regarding the projected images, they are far from what 
would expect. As Deleuze says: "Civilization of the 
fact, it is a civilization of the cliche. [ ... J There is 110 

ing how far a real image may lead: the importance of Del;J9II. 

ing visionary or seer. A change of conscience or of 
not enough. [ ... J Sometimes, it is necessary to make 
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in trod uce voids and white spaces, to rarefy the image. [ ... ] Not 
enough, for victory, to parody the cliche, to make holes in it 
and empty it. [ ... J It is necessary to combine the optical-sound 
image with the enormous forces that are not those of a simply 
intellectual consciousness, nor of the social one, but of a pro
found, vital intuition."199 

It's true that the projection of the fragment with a street 
IJrophet (called by Riera: De la Modernite) evoked an irate ex
['losion from one of the residents at La Borde. "Why are you 
~nowing us this, what right do you have to intensify the mys
t leal delirium of a paranoid person on the street? This is not 
;1 film, it's a provocation, an insultl" An inaugural, necessary 
explanation, which perhaps a more sane public wouldn't dare 
to recriminate in such a harsh, beautiful, exotic, and unbear
able scene. Indeed, there is pain everywhere, and the film is 
not about exotically exploring it, but it is also not about cov
!:'ring it up. It's not about avoiding the insanity there is on the 
:,trects, nor the loose word that rarely finds a place to land. 
','he actors gave themselves the liberty to grab fragments of 
Nhaf runs loosely around them and that no one notices, or 

t stand to see, or is forbidden to notice - and yet makes 
It's about a buzzing that cannot read the threshold of af

fectability, given the sensory and media shield that cushions the 
h<lrshness and the friction. Indeed, in the filmed fragments one 
notices and recognizes "types;' somewhat like caricatures, but 
precisely, when they appear, they end up being divested from 
their parameters and uniforms in an involuntary corrosion. As 
, the case with Kafka's father in Letter to His Father, according 
to Deleuze and Guattari, in the chapter "An Exaggerated Oedi
pus": the father is inflated to such a point, he becomes so fat, he 

disproportionately, and explodes, leaving something else 
be seen, a whole other movement underneath, molecular, 

was previously hidden. That's what happens in the in
quiry: the recognizable identity of the interviewees or the inter
viewers crumbles throughout the conversation. As critic Jean-

Rehm has observed, in an article about Riera's work: 
"Those who seek the movement of expertise or of research 

wiH be disappointed. Or the odious gallery of portraits and 
simple exhaustivity. For it is the logic of roles that one 

199~-Giii~~-Deleuze, C~nema 2: The Time Image, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Robert 
Ga[ela• (London: COlltllluulll, 1989), pp. 20-21. 
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finds reversed here. The interlocutors express themselves in the 
mixed space of conversation, to take the title of one of the film's 
chapters. And if none of them is here freed from their eventuai 
recognition (when this is helped by the uniform, commercial 
counter, or in the reinforced signs of psychological disorder), 
no one is found, however, stuck, mortgaged to an identity 
would behoove one to exemplifY, according to the sinister 
ic of the documentary that lingers within the particular in 
der to better immerse itself in the typology. For no one 
knows who asks the questions, who responds to them, or 
all, what the precise aims are. It's the experience of an 
ciency of this type of transmission that is, primarily, 
ted,""OIi he concludes, Benjaminianly. 

It's because there is, precisely, an effect of suspcnsilm 
the very exhibition of the fragments or of the experience, 
what Rehm called a "defensive logic." Even in the titles of 
era's works, as he lists them: "Maquettes-sans-qualite;' 
solved problem:' "work in progress," "work on strike;' "fragments:' 
"partial views:' "unrealizable film" are some among countless 
descriptions, hence prescriptive, given according to a rule 
one by fault (par defaut). "It would be mistaken, however, 
read here the topos, or even the pathos, let's call it Beckettian 
or Blanchotian, of an essential misery of art. Even if the rn{,t"n,x> 

of the 'scandal' of art, as Bataille said, of its placement in 
or even worse, of its condemnation, remains an inherited 
of the avant-garde, we shouldn't deceive ourselves. Nef(31JQ(ll, 

attenuation, exhibition of the deviation or the retreat are 
ons bristled in a jealous way. This depreciating logic, 
to the power of pretermission, represents more than a 
dictated by the circumstances; the very form of one's 
better yet, the mark of one's precious and unique formal._ 
Exposition, catalog, projection, Alejandra Riera is dedicated 
dressing them up in scare quotes and laying out a very I>lT,"r;''''''a 

obstacle course for any attempt at their apprehension. 
does she organize as such: a mode of resistance to the work 
self. There is no fragility, nor deficit, here, despite objectiOllS 
the contrary. It is a fortress whose edification was calculated 
the fatigue of its siege."21JJ 

200. Jean-Pierre Rehm, "Enquete sur Ie/notre dehors de Alejandra Riera na locum!.-
12;' in Vncarme n. 41, Paris, Autumn, 2007. 

201. Ibid. 
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In this strategy of reserve and retreat, of obstinate opaci
t y, it's not about a mystification of the unspeakable or elitist 
hermeticism. As Rehm continues to say, "this trap does not 
signal any kind of paralysis, it doesn't make a motor out of 
powerlessness, nor the helpless conclusion of the work. It un
derscores, on the contrary, the inordinacy of ambition. For, 
contrary to the retreat, stingily lyrical in vogue, of which we 
know how much politics offers alibis or allegedly objective pro
kctions, here it is an epic regime that is aimed for. Epic, and we 
admit, in part wrecked. Better yet, frenzied. That is: traversed 
hv a lyricism that doesn't merely find its place inside by excess. 
\Vith;lUt a doubt it is because of this reason that her work often 

on the aspect of an epidemic unfolding in space, a prop
agation without borders perpetually pointing toward a utopia 
;l:]n 'outside."'202 

(Dis)occupation 

The collective occupation of one floor of the cultural center 
Se:,': Paulista, in 2009, suggested by Ricardo Muniz Fernandes, 
intensified this coexistence between interruption and event, ex
cesS and the outside, opacity and the endeavor to "make visi-

"The group performed their play inspired by Joyce's Finneg
ems l!\Iake --:-- called Finnegans Ueinzz - interspersed with the 
presence of several guests, among them psychiatrist Jean Oury, 
philosopher David Lapoujade, so.c~ologist and critic Laymert 
Garcia dos Santos, author and cntIC CeIso Favaretto, psycho
ana.lyst and cinematographer Miriam Chnaiderman, as well as 
the projection of several films about the La Borde clinic, inter
views with Guattari, Tosquelles, a short film by Fran~ois Pain of 
?i by Min Tanaka in front of the residents at La Borde, etc. 

the same time, Alejandra Riera proposed a place of studies 
(lieu{xjd'etudes) where actors, building security guards, clean
f'fC were invited to situations of common reflection, with the 
in~ention that each one leaves aside his/her place of origin, and 
~ues6ons competencies, places of enunciation, instruments of 
~erception that are available to be heard and seen. A dismantled 
~L~rnputer on a t~ble, the t7chnique of the b~dy ~ithout organs, 
a surgery in WhICh one remvents the body, msplred by Artaud, 
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an anagram by Maya Deren drawn on the floor .... In this con
text, Godardian scenes. were proposed, for example the reading 
of a very dense theoretIcal paper by the actors or cleaners, while 
they moved machines of perception and recording, 
recognized competencies, and stirring the distribution 
those who speak and those who work, those who represent 
those who are represented, those who go crazy and those 
theorize about the unconscious. This occupation lasted 
days and created a time-space of large density and movement, 
with migrations of meaning and non-meaning in several 
rections, roaming the most heterogeneous registries: 
analytic, philosophical, or aesthetic discourse, theatri('ul 
c~:mversations, fi~n:i~l?, questioni.ng the objective of the OCCUp3" 

tIon, of the possIbIlIties open to It, of the aesthetic and political 
intentions implied in the proposition and others which came 
up throughout the twelve days. "Do you think we were about to 
constitute an independent state?" Asks one of the actors, 
the group took down one of the bleachers that the institution 
considered to be irremovable. 

Evidently, very important questions remained unanswered, 
in the :vake of such an experience. For exar:nple, regarding 
coeffiCIents of freedom conquered at the mIcro level, and their 
disproportion in relation to the mechanisms of domination 
the macropolitical sphere, which specifically operate 
the molecular dimension, by the. c~pture of desire's micropro
cesses. As Lazzarato says, the artIstIc act becomes resistance 
soon as there is transversality between the molecular action 
rupture and the composition in a specific domain and the ex .. 
lernal domains, with every problem of scale, of translation. 
skipping about in affective logic. However urgent it may , 
think this relation, it remains entirely undetermined. As 
tari exclaims in a different context: "Who knows if the 
lution that awaits us will not have its principle enunciatioas 
stated by Lautrcamont, Kafl<a or Joyce?" We would add: 
something enunciated by the common man, the singular 
ever, the anonymous devices, with their power of 
or of invention, however minuscule it may be, under the 
tions of a contemporary contagion. Yet it is necessary to "",uu_. 

these conditions become increasingly dim. The Argentinian 
collective Situaciones speaks of cloning, when referring to 
context where signs circulate encapsulated, sterile, like SIJ;ectf~ts 
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'>eparated from the forces that engender them. It's as if the word 
hao ceased producing embodied meanings, linking their lucie to 
the destiny of the general equivalent, money.203 As Deleuze not
ed it: "Maybe speech and communication have been corrupted. 
T!lcy're thoroughly permeated by money - and not by acci
dent but by their very nature. We've got to hijack speech. Creat
ing has always been something different from communicating. 
The key thing may be to create vacuoles of noncommunication, 
circuit breakers, so we can elude contro1."204 This diagnostic is 
t:ntirdy current, so much so that not only is it the power of 
speech that vanishes into this separate state, but the connection 
o~f the word to the body, of meaning to desire, and the ability of 

organism itself to perform when facing this saturation that 
pi aced it in parentheses. "We've quite lost the world, it's been 
t from us;' Deleuze said, in order to subsequently evoke the 
necessity of returning to believe in the world: "If you believe in 

world you engender new space-times, however small their 
:>urfdce or volume:'20s Believing in the world is believing in the 
pos,.ibilities of the world, it is being in conditions to connect 
~uur strength with the strengths of the world, it is being able to 
believe in that which is seen and heard. Sympathizing with the 
hccoming of the world and the becoming of the others in this 
world, and the becoming other of the others in this world. 

Performative Wedding 

At the invitation of the Theatre du Radeau in 2005, part of 
(Jur troupe traveled to spend a week with the actors from that 
company in La Fonderie, in the middle of France, in a project 

"reciprocal affectation." Director Fran<;ois Tanguy and his 
group met us at a le.vel of emp~thy: bo~y-to-.body, with hardlx 
imaginable shamamc commumcatlOn, 1Il spite of the undelU

Language barrier. He went around with a wooden pole that 
teeth on one end, an object that we would use to scratch 

our backs, which was gifted to him by our common friend 

7-(-n,--- :olectivo Situaciones, Conversaciones en eI impasse: diJemas politicos del presente, 
;Huenus Aires: Tinta Lim6n, 2009). 

204. Gilles De\cuze, Negotiations, trans. Martin Joughin. (New York: Columbia 
Univcf"ily Press, 1995),p.175. 

)05, Ibid, p. ! 76, 
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Laymert Garcia dos Santos, who had received it from a 
chief. For the indigenous people, this instrument serves to scar
ify the interlocutor's back during a conversation, and leaves 
mark of the encounter on the person's body. Tanguy used 
same principle with our actors. 

Throughout the next several days, we ate together 
to Tanguy read aloud from The Man Suicided by Socie~v, 
I sat next to an elderly anthropologist, a personal friend 
publisher of Artaud, Alain Gheerbrant. After Artaud's 
Gheerbrant said that he needed to look for new "unknown 
languages" which led him to the Amazon where be mel 
Yanomami. In this atmosphere of intersecting artists and 
ers coming from such diverse places - including the 
and translator of Carmelo Bene, Jean-Paul Manganaro, as 
as Walter Gomes, an exceptional young singer (and a 
connoisseur of indigenous plumage) - one of our actors, 
Tanguy if we were invited because we were fallen angels. On 
last day, before our presentation, Fran~ois placed an enormous 
pair of wings made of rags on this actor's back, which he 
during the presentation. Right before this, the most unusual 
thing happened. On our second day in France, this same ac
tor proposed marriage to Laurence, one of the actresses 
the French company. Being extremely talented and sensitive, 
once she understood the tenor and the performativity of 
proposal, she embraced it immediately. After the theatrical 
sentation of our final day, in a fairy-like ambiance, a 
took place, she with her flashy bride's dress, he with a 
cape of green velvet, and on his head was placed a gigantic 
mas~, lacy and tran?parent. The guests wore exotic wigs, 
that s how the weddmg of the fallen angel and the seasoned 
tress took place; officiated by Fran<;:ois Tanguy. With a 
reception on that night, something was shifted between 
and fiction, art and life, unreason and the everyday. Afte 
the bride and groom went their separate ways. The next 
bidding farewell, the actress thanked the former groom for 
celebration, and with humor suggested that he was the 
person in the world capable of giving her such an experience. 
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You Don't Need Solidarity, You Need a Cell Phone 

On a trip to Finland, in 2009, at the invitation to the Inter
{.atiollal Baltic Circle Festival, after having experienced such 
a detachment from our typical theatrical format, as described 
3 bove, I feared a return to the logic of the politically correct 
"peciacle, to the representation of a group of outcasts, to the in
"ipid glamor of festivals. Well, at the airport in Sao Paulo, from 
the outset, one of our actresses, in a state of great agitation, 
after having passed through immigration control, with great 
Clililnlotion threw her bag to the floor and started speaking to 
her belongings in English. I understood immediately that I was 
mistaken; we would travel without any glory or serenity, but 
rather in a state of absolute tension and uncertainty, not toward 
1I1Lcrnationai acclaim, but rather toward our own unknown. 
I his young lady managed to get through every barrier of the 
airplane's crew so as to go sit next to the pilot and contemplate 

the sky, and with such happiness, an island next to Africa 
we had just flown over. Throughout the journey and stay, 

wiTh i:ritation and joy, she denounced the micro-fascism that 
surrounds us at every corner, at all ends of the planet, she lent 
llS her gaze, she impregnated our perception, she disseminat-

her sensibility and inflected ours, detecting the intolerable 
has become our everyday banality, from the magazines in 

airports to the details of urban discipline - in an act of poetic 
Querrilla warfare that recalls Godard's character who threatens 
e, blow up his backpack (of books) in a cinema in Jerusalem, 
in Notre rnllsique. 

On the ferry that took us to our lodgings on the island of 
suomenlinna, in Helsinki, in an emergency we had to turn to 

stranger to ask to borrow a cell phone. In response to our 
request, outlandish in his eyes, he submitted us to a police-like 
interrogation about the reasons for our stay on the island where 

had lived for years, so as to eventually refuse the use of his 
phone, rubbing his black leather gloves together with con

tempt. I couldn't contain myself and retorted that some day he 
(vould need solidarity and would remember this moment - to 
~hich he responded: you don't need solidarity, what you folks 
'-leed is a cd! phone. One could not better sum up an era. We 
Found out later that he is the director of a Finnish national mu
~eum, brother of a known artist, in short, a small fascist of the 
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local aristocracy .... Getting off of the ferry he wanted to beat 
me up for my impertinence, but I grabbed onto an actor whose 
size would intimidate even a fascist. 

Perhaps this group is attimes like Kafka's nomads. Despite the 
emperor's efforts to avoid the invasion of the nomads coming 
from the North, there are reports that they are already camped 
in the main square of the capital, out in the open, speaking their 
strange language, eating horse meat, with their bulging 
and their strange laws .... It's not them who are always moving, 
but in their way of being there and having brought the outside 
with them makes it so that something around them moves 
flees .... Now, all of this is not given, neither for Kafka no! us, 
it in our presence, or in our travels, be it in our presentations, 
be it in our articulations ... it is important to weave it 
day, this plane of consistency, stitch by stitch, as the Situacione.s 
group says so well, it is a work of great delicacy, a kind of 
work, which retreats when faced with thundering expectations, 
but which resumes effectiveness when tackling micro-mut .. ·· 
tions, in concrete surroundings which are necessary to sustain 
and 10 incessantly broaden. But such a wager can only sustain 
itself if it finds allies in unconsciouses that protest, to take 
a beautiful formula from the 1960s. It is a movement that 
breathes if it refuses the standard recognition, made of 
inclusion or of glamorous incorporation, but also constandy 
overflows from its basic group framework and looks for its res· 
onances with other collective affects that nourish it or prolong 
it. Thus, it is important to go beyond the aesthetic device, 
atrical in this case, necessary, no doubt, since it opens to a 
from outside that sweeps away cliches of madness or of art 
simply of relations, raising different vectors, still unknown. It 
is important to dig deep down in order to get to this eX(:~l
ance, even if it is submitted to the reigning opacification 
redundancy, even if one still doesn't find the expressiveness 
narrativity that befits the vitality that is one's own. In any catt:' 
this is the only point of departure, within our scale, for a 
of counter-performativity, against the grain of what 
called Capital performativity and its global incidence. 
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The Shipwreck 

[;\ 2011, the Finnish collective 11l011ecular.org invited us along 
'with the French group presque ruines to conjointly make a film 
:md put together a play inspired by Kaflm's book Amerika, or the 
Mall Who Disappeared. The extravagant aspect of this proposi
lion, hailing from the bold mind of Vir tan en Akseli consisted of 
carrying out this endeavor on a transatlantic voyage, during the 
t WCI-week crossing between Lisbon and Santos, as a remote evo
cation of Ship of Fools, but also as in a possible "rediscovery" of 

\A,Then Akseli asked us if we could confirm the reserva
~ioll of the ship [or the 25th of November, he added humorous

does the project seem sufficiently impossible to be desirable? 
some years before he had made a trip between Finland 

and China, through the Trans-Siberian railway, with 40 people 
different collectives, in a daring artistic/political Project 

caJled Capturing the moving mind. This innovative experiment 
the texts published by him were an inspiring precedent.206 

Ir our case, the film's project was inspired by a small paper by 
Guattari entitled Project for a film by Kafka, where he tries 

to imagine what a film made by Kafka would be like.207 Having 
into Lisbon, we embarked on the 25th of November, 2011, 

three collectives from different parts of the globe, on The 
'iplend?ur of t~e. Seas. He~e is, quite summarily, the context of 
this mICro-polItlcal expenment. 

In order to understand it, however, it's necessary to mini
describe what a cruise consists of - something that I had 

entirely before we threw ourselves into this adventure. 
two thousand people confined to the pseudo-luxury 

floating hotel ten stories high, velvet hallways, enormous 
chandeliers hanging everywhere, gilded handrails, panoramic 
elevators, swimming pools in the open air surrounded by gi

television screens, huge saunas, bars, casinos, and restau
everywhere, music and shows, slot machines and dance 
theme parties next to the pool, dinner with the captain, 

The beautiful article ofVirtanen Akseli and /ussi Viihiimiiki Structure of Change, 
""d thi dialogue between Virtanen Akseli and Bra~~a .Ettinger. "!'rl. Memory. 

, in Framework, Issue 4 December 2005, The Fmmsh Art Revlew, 2006. 

~.( '7. This work by Felix Guattari was published by Stephanc Nadaud as Les 65 reves de 
Ie :anz t.:afka, Paris, Nouvelles Editions Ligl~es, ~006 - and its translation.s il:to PTortu-

English were put out by n-l publtcatlOns, Sao Paulo, 201 J, as Maqllllla Kafka! 

",;J/Kamaciz i11c . 
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commemoration when crossing the Equator with glowing 
champagne glasses. The hallucinating overdose of entertain
ment stimuli, gastronomic stuffing, an imperative for pleasure, 
produces an absolute saturation of the physical, mental, and 
psychological space of the passengers. A true semiotic bom
bardment from which no one can escape anywhere, not even 
in the cabin where the loudspeaker announces the next 
competition or the internal television irradiates the news from 
the ship itself. However, there is nothing extraordinary 
the floating entertainment machine - it condenses our 
life, propelled contemporary capitalism. If it wouldn't 
historical victims, I would say that it is a type of concentration 
camp in reverse, postmodern, organized thoroughly 
to the logic of consumption, of the spectacle, of the intermina
ble intensification of pleasure, of the imperative for enjoyment, 
of the "your smile is my smile," that one of our actors translated 
as "your card is my card." Of course, all of this works thanks 
an army of 700 underpaid employees who live in the basement 
and circulate smiling at the disposal of the clientele 24 
a day, and whose living quarters are blocked from n"·"",,,''''''''''' 
visitations. 

Personally, I experienced our time on the ship as an indi
vidual and collective shipwreck. Of course we were 
by everything: the dimensions, the enormity, the abundance, 
the solicitude, and the actors were increasingly shocked at 
ing treated with such solicitude - if someone asked for 
desserts, the waiter brought ten desserts - after all, the 
objective is to satisfy the client, however absurd their r,,,,,.,,,,,,,., 
es seemed to be. This type of inclusion through 
with its grotesque side, however, merely highlighted the COf~
trast at stake. There couldn't be anything more discrepant 
our group, with its unique fragility, on the one hand, and 
ostentatious and glaring luxury present everywhere. Two 
two worlds, in an asymmetric confrontation, in an 
friction, in which we set out as losers and scorched. We had no 
chance of "winning:' we barely knew if we would be able to 
vive." It recalls the beautiful observation by Didi-Hubemlall 
about the fight between the fireflies, that need the dark in 
to appear, and the light of the projectors that entirely 
away the social space, concealing the glow of the fireflies. 
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the triumphant fascist industry of political exposition, as Pa
soHni said.208 

Of course, we also had a project - we weren't mere 
tourist passengers. If the unfavorable context for our 
nroject led those of us invested in the objective to double our ef
forts, what ended up emerging ",;,ithin this task was an irritation 
produced by the anxiety to achieve it, to finish it, to complete 
the .1nticipated goal. As for me, I was overcome not so much 
1;\ a laziness, but by a type of passive, Bartleby-esque refusal, ar. "[ would prefer not to" make a film, make a play, make a 

make something nice, to finish .... An anarchist desire, or 
the desire to dive into a different dynamic, non-produc-

1 'Ve, a desire for un production, where quitting, unwillingness, 
vvithdrawal, the plunge, the surf, heading out to sea, all became 
ntcrlaced in an intensive logic, of interpenetrated sensations, 

more than constructive and displayable articulation. It's 
to describe to what extent the set of tiny gestures, min

i:'>cl.lle movements, and humorous or hilarious deviations ap
peared more effective in their parodic contrast to what from 
the outset some experienced as confinement, with its dose of 
\!iolence and coercion. 

Little by little we noticed that everything that we had 
Planned went wrong, or worked poorly, or barely worked, or 
r, revealed its laughable or absurd dimension, where we 
re-encountered the disturbing, inevitable, and necessary ques

but what the hell are we doing here anyway? What an idea 
put o~lfSelves in such a maze of. coerci~n and strangulation, 
the mldst of two thousand tounsts, which one of our actors 

the "contemplastic world!" And so now, from within 
situation of saturation, how does one leave, if there is no 
surrounded by a sea that is definitely lived as decoration, 

doesn't remotely evoke an exterior, an outside? It's import-
ant to say it: everything on the ship is made for you to turn your 

to the ocean. It's the absolute inside, of pleasure, of con
sumption, impermeable to any exteriority, the hypnosis .of the 

of the giant screen above the outSIde pool that dIsplays 
predsely what is next to it: the ocean. It's incontestable that, at a 

moment, even inside of this protective bubble in which 
WI? had taken refuge, in a room on the fourth floor, in order to 

~ the athletic or flaccid normopathy that surrounded us, 

C;eo;g;s Didi-Huberman, Survivance des ludoles, p. 32. 
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there was something that dissolved in us, among us. EverytIung 
slid: roles, functions, references, objectives, meanings, rea
sons. A kind of viscous collapse, which derailed the "what:' 
"what for;' the "how;' the "where;' the "when;' despite the 
we occupied an enclosed space and followed our own routine: 
rehearsal in the morning, filming in the afternoon, conversa· 
tions at night. Despite this agreed-upon plan, some of us went 
through an involuntary chaotization, a subtle catastrophe, 
its terrors, angst, nausea, claustrophobia, the "nothing is pmi
sible" that would make outbursts, the "it could have been 
111 llch hetter. .. " from this type of collective de-subjectivation, 
this vacuity, where everything seemed to go to pieces, or 
including the planned and programmed projects .... Chaosmo 
sis. 

vVhile the ship worked perfectly, we were shipwrecked. It 
necessary to part from this complex and confusing material, 
from this body without organs that was being proclaimed, 
to follow the lines that arose from it. If the functions ""'''''lb'" 
disturbed, the actors, with their presence, affectivity, body rc
lation, contaminated the surroundings and created a magnetk 
field that surprised and attracted the other collectives, who had 
trouble decoding the nature of this connection to which 
couldn't resist, which held onto different things, much 
or larger than the completion of a project. 

And did it really make sense to oppose such an 
sive surrounding with a theatrical play, even one inspired 
Kafka (what better author than he to expose such claustro
phobia, such an army of workers, such a maze of 
Was it really a question of making a film that rivaled the 
ema-hecoming of this "contemplastic" world? In this context 
of e~tTeme captl~re, an. opti.on waul? b~, in fact, "to compete:' 
PlaCIng oneself In a sltuatlOn of nvahng, of "defeating" 
background bombardment, to try to do "more" than 
be "better." Another option was to constitute, by withdraw
ing and shrinking, a space where flows circulated differentlY, 
It's always about ways for circulating desire, flows, 
overflows, leaks, escapes. Singularities could appear as long 
they were not linked to places, functions, roles, 01' accompHsh~ 
ments, but rather along different lines, were susceptible to 
pear and be "exposed," perhaps even in the photographic sense. 
as long as a different surface were offered, detached from ' 
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organizational framework, thus, supported in small deviations, 
interruptions, even the growl of a peevish actor. 

Of course, countless situations of collective joy alternated 
with moments like these, in a dizzying oscillation of what was 
offered by the ship at high sea. It was necessary to learn to "nav
:gate;' in its most diverse meanings. When Deligny defines his 
attempts with individuals with autism by using the metaphor 
of a raft, he explains to what point it is important that, as in this 
Tlldimentary structure, the logs are connected in such a way 
as to allow them a certain flexibility, so that amidst the torrent 
trley let water pass through them so they don't break upon the 
;mJ·)act with the water. As he says: "When the issues abate, we 

straighten out the lines - we don't tighten the logs ... on 
contrary. We merely maintain from the project that which 

mnects us. You perceive the importance of the knots and the 
Nav they are tied, and the distance that the logs can have be
·\;,~t'n ti1em. It's important that the knot be loose enough so 
1 it doesn't let go."209Perhaps, the question is this - how to 
:,ccompany this flow that was constituted there, amidst the nui
',ances that unsettled the articulation of signs, of signifiers, of 
functIOns, undoing the "functioning," leading to an "un pro duc
: ion," a "slipping:' that actually constitutes a different collective 
,;ofooreity? Simone Mina, our costume and set designer, with 
'ler- sewing machine, clothes hanging on lines, and threads and 
ribbons, came up with a "corner" in our rehearsal refuge - a 
cozy and rich space where one and all could tryout fabrics, 
come up with their own costumes or characters, sew, or just 

down sheltered by hanging clothes, like a protective cabana. 

Atmosphere 

this is a matter of atmosphere. But one of the hardest things 
is to sustain an atmosphere, not heroically holding on to 

framework, but rather a simultaneous state of lightness, pres
"uee, alertness, humor, and openness .... In a different context, 
- C)\ try and Danielle Sivadon discussed what could be called 

"constellation": an opening, a grafting of fantasy, a delimita
, the feet, (coming and going, walking), humor, emerging, 

.- -~'cnland Deligny, Oeuvres, ed. Sandra Alvarez de roledo, (Paris: L'Arachneen, 
), p. l !2l'. 
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the rossi~jlity of inscribing oneself 210 ••• now, for Oury, (or 
DelIgny In his own way) these can be considered as the con
ditions for something to happen precisely because nothing 
needs t? happen - when, on the contrary, it's exactly when 
somcthmg needs to happen that the most impalpable events 
run the risk of being aborted. This is where you see what's im
portant. But what is it exactly that is important? What is seen? 
What is produced? What happens in the cracks? What is in 
state of almost-being? What escapes? What lives in a state 
exha~lsti.on? What is composed together? What is it that, 
of tIllS, hves together, alone, in the between, and questions, in 
skewed manner, the thing that the factory-ship requires? 
community is this, that doesn't need to show any work, 
doesn't necessarily base itself on the work it creates? 

At a certain moment, Erika Inforsato, one of the coordina
tors, wanted to read for the group some passages from her doc
~oral thesis in which she e~plain~d, among other things, 
It meant for her to travel with thIS group. Written long before
hand, but resounding perfectly with the situation, since it 
explicit the risks that accompanied us on the trips, even 
Indeed, there was an omnipresent risk on the ship - with 
Jow raiJing on the decks and the individual cabin terraces 
~ven lower railings. At any i~stant someone could, abruptly 
In anger, go overboard and dIsappear. And one of the unwritten 
"rules" that we bring with us on our trips, obviously, is this: it is 
forhidden to disappear, even if Kafka's book which inspired 
was Amerika: The Man Who Disappeared!!! In one of the 
beautiful p~s.sages from h~r thesis, entitled, Unworking: 
cal Clnd PolitIcal ConstellatIons of the Conll11on,2lI she eXl,m:etL 
in the context of her work, the Blanchotian idea of 
ing, or i!10perativeness, which designated, with great precision, 
somethmg that many were going through at that moment: 
type of resistance to "create a work," precisely amidst the 
production offered by the ship. Nevertheless, a set of 
bilities opened up for a common event: we had to run 
of concluding that nothing happened, nothing, that there was 

210. Jean Our}' and Danielle Sivadon - Consteilations, a conversation prom~t~d re~ 
cor~e~ ~nd transcribed by Olivier Apprill, puhlished in Portuguese in Caderl!(;' 
SUb]ettvldade, Sao Paulo, PUC-SP, 2012. 

211. Erika Alvarez lnforsato, Desobmmenfo: consteiafoes clil1icas e politicas do C()ml'~I( 
VI/work (Desoeuvremetlt): clinical ami political conste!1ations of the common (Sao PaUlo! 
Helsinki: 11-1 publications, soon to be published). 
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no I/;'ork, but that in this absence of work something could hap
ren in the nature of the common. "Community for the art of 
not creating work," says Erika 1nfor5ato. Sustaining the unSllS
:ainable, an encounter with the gravity of life, above all facing 
populations in processes of disaffiliation and vulnerability, the 
:luthor states, requires a readiness, a distance that doesn't break 
the affect, this ascesis, she adds, of never presuming what some
one eJse's life is like, or never investing in obligatory bonds, 
treeing oneself of the telos, resisting spectacular, overly visible, 

prescriptive interventions: resisting not by reinventing the 
wheel, but by making it spin in a different direction, even if it 
i.·UmeO to a point of crushing the encounter. At times it is neces

rv j 0 ieave the situation, the author observes, to stop wanting 
'n save and be saved, give up on the charade so that something 
nay be possible. Sustaining the suspension, adrift instead of in 

Ilppo:,ition, infiltration instead of intervention, leaving the field 
instead of betting on the constructions. 

The ambiguity of the notion of "absence of work;' in-
by Blanchot, is known by every reader of the History of 

j\ fadness. On the one hand, Foucault shows that in the rela
tionship between art and madness, work collapses and is abol
ished. On the other hand, according to Foucault, this work on 
madness is triumphant, to the extent that it forces the world 
to measure itself up to its inordinacy. In this sense, instead of 
(rH:~a~,uring ourselves based on the size and scale of the ship, 
we could evaluate this surrounding based on this "inordinacy" 

was ours. In fact, throughout the voyage we had lost several 
- meanings, hierarchies, projects, certainties, securities. 

these are the best moments, to be able to "think." Not 
an "object," but asking oneself: why make a group, why 

a group like this, what is this Ueinzz. A group that ex
periments something on the order of the unlivable, perhaps of 
the useless. But through which one attempts to breathe life into 
';omethiI1g, especially in unbreathable surroundings. 

\;Vhen debarking onto solid ground, for a long time ev
I looked I saw, with an indescribable sickness, The 
of the Seas. The ship caricature1y explicated some

of the contemporary world, as well as the distance to which 
<If(' thrown, these fragile, precarious, unique existences, 

the means by which they can sew among themselves invis
threads that give support to an existential territory where 
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they insist upon living, not just surviving. After all, what is the 
crossing of an Atlantic Ocean alongside this other chalknge. d 

chaosmotic crossing? 
In a radiophonic conference aired in 1967, Foucault referred 

to the ship, especially those from the 19th century, as a "floating 
space, a place without a place, living on its own, closed off [0 

itself, free in its own way, but fatally at the hands of the sea'~ 
infinity" and that, from port to port, it goes to the colonies tu 
seek out what they hold most precious. One can understand. 
therefore, since the 16th century, the ship has been our largc3i 
"instrument of economic development [ ... J but simultaneously 
the greatest reserve of imagination. The ship is the heterotopia 
par excellence. In civilizations without boats, dreams dry 
espionage takes the place of adventure, and the police take 
place of pirates."212 Certainly, today's ship is the mere prolong,· 
ing of the world and has ceased to be what Foucault described. 
Perhaps it is needed, in light of this, to look back to the image 
of the raft as Deligny described it. 

Years after this conference, Foucault referred to the 
mous men and their insignificant, inglorious lives, Illen 
by a game of chance were illuminated for a brief moment 
the floodlights of power, which they came face to face 
and whose words then appeared to have been traversed hy 
lll1expected intensity. Perhaps we no longer find those n:splen . 
dent, although inessential, lives; those poem-lives, "partide~ 
endowed with more energy the smaller and more difficult 
detect tbey are." Diluted between the multiple mechanisms 
anonymous and arbitrary power, the words do not enjov 
theatrical resplendence and fleeting vibration which Foucault 
savored in the archives - it is banality which takes center 
But from within, signs of singularity appear to confirm the 
sire for something else. As Deleuze used to say, even before 
term biopolitical was coined, we are all in search of a "vitality." 
Singular, collective, anonymous, plural, suspensive, intensive, 
unworking - within an undefined boundary, each time 
vented, between exhaustion and a fleeting vision. 

212. Michel Foucault, Ie WTPS utopiqllc - Les Heterotopies, (Paris: Lignes, 20()9), l-~.-36, 
published in portuguese by n-J publications as 0 corpo ut6piw, As heterotopias. 
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THE UEINZZ THEATER COMPANY 

~ t~i (,,',7 is a scenic territory for whoever feels the world stagger
As in Kafka, byway of a seasickness on land it creates mate
for poetic and political transmutation. On the whole, they 

a fC masters in the art of soothsaying, with notorious knowl
in improvisation and neologisms; specialists in maritime 

c~ncyclopedias, frustrated trapeze artists, dream hunters, inter
ive actresses. There are also inventors of pigeon-slang, mu

sK,il unknowns, brew masters. The theater company lives by a 
edge experimenting by way of aesthetic practices and 

transatlantic collaborations. The community of those without 
"ommunity, for a community to come. 

Voyage mentioned in the preceding chapter was made pos
thanks to the generous collaboration of a vast network of 

company's friends, whose list can be found at: ueinzz.org 

group currently consists of the following people: Adelia 
Faustino, Alexandre Bernardes, Amelia Monteiro de Melo,Ana 
I ;oldenstein Carvalhaes, Ana Carmen del Collado, Artur Ama
,Joc, Eduardo Lettiere, Erika Alvarez 1nforsato, Fabricio de Lima 
Pf'droni, Jose Petronio Fantasia, Leonardo Lui Cavalcanti, Luis 
(; ~ilht'nne Ribeiro Cunha, Luiz Augusto Collazzi Loureiro, Ma-

'{oshiko Nagahashi, Oness Antonio Cervelin, Paula Patricia 
francisquetti, Pedro Fran~a, Peter Pal Pelbart, Simone Mina, 
Vakria FeJippe Manzalli. 
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-:HE DETERRITORIALIZED UNCONSCIOUS * 

,: is\yclJ-known that the expression "Refoundation of the Un
,,:o:lscinus on Deterritorialization" comes from Guattari's work 
h,'~nd jn Schizoal1alytic Cartographies. It has the advantage of 
LO) tdeming, if not his larger theoretical project, at least an in
cO 11 t rovertible guiding thread of Guattari's thought throughout 

j i fe ,-whether through his individual work, his partnership 
with Deleuze, or even in his diverse practices - as much in the 
ckllLal field as in his political militancy or other intersections. 
Therefore I consider this thread not as a Jegacy to be revered, 
bu, ae; <l problematic line to be unfolded, prolonged, and var
ied. It's part of this Guattari-Effect that our encounter brings to 
J ight, as well as by way of the dislocations it implies. I can't help 
HI t mention a supplementary circumstance without which 
b communication-would lose its meaning. More than two 

decades ago, parallel to my academic activities in the Univer
jn Sao Paulo as a professor of Philosophy, I started a clin

ical activity in a Psychiatric Day-Hospital. The first time that I 
foot in that institution, by chance, was in the company 

(yuattari himself, whose institutional supervision I had the 
of translating. So began my daily contact with so-called 

psycho~ic pat~ents, whic~ has si~ce i?flected mr personal a~d 
professlOnalllfe, and whIch has mevltbaly nourished my phll
o;,ophical res~arch. I c~nnot deny t~a.t Guattari'~ theorizations 
rr:garding sC~lz~ph~ema, ~he ma~hmlc unconSClOUS, transver
saliqr in the ll1stltutlOn, hIS expenence at La Borde, the way he 
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smuggled fragments of his practice into the philosophicll ant: 
micropolitical domains has inspired me enormously ()ver 
these years. One of the fruits of this proximity was the con sti
tution of the aforementioned theatrical troupe with so-called 
psychiatric patients. But this experience soon extended bevond 
the walls of the institution and poured into the theatrica'l cir" 
cuit of the city, intriguing critics and irrigating art collecti vcs. A 
few years later, we had already become disconnected [rom {he 
hospital circuit and had begun to show our work throuohoUl 
Brazil, France, and Finland. One of the montages we did wac. 
based on Fil111cgans Wakc. As soon as we decided to sell1p Pill 
llegal1s Wnke, I was compelled to read Joyce frenetically, indud 
ing a few critics of his work. In passing, I could not ignore the 
ambiguous place Joyce occupies in the Deleuze-Gllattari I. 

jectory. There appears a certain reticence as to Joyce's clesil C 
a total work of art, despite the fragmentary nature of his 'wr'l" 
ing. The contrast with Beckett is obvious: in a similar 
situation (foreign, Irish, unearthed) Beckett does the inverse of 
Joyce: a minor literature, made of stuttering, subtraction, with· 
out totalizing pretensions, almost without «work." 

Curiously, as Dosse says, when he died, Guattari had two 
books on his bedside table: Les Chiens D'Eros, by D. H. Law
rence, and Ulysses, by Joyce, in English. In the same biograph". 
Marie Depusse gives us a strange testimony about Gl13ttari'" lit
erary ambitions: "He wasn't a true writer and I think he suffered 
for it. He had the desire to create. I believe he was too obsessed 
with Joyce." Guattari's last book carries in the title the distorted 
~nark .of Joyce,. C~aosmosis. Fate decided to intersect my read 
mg of Guattan WIth that of Joyce, and I doubt that this (oind .. 
dence has helped me understand one or the other. Schizotl,11;,"!" 
l),tic Cartographies and Finnegans Wake - truly an anomalous 
junction. In their genre, style and purpose, it would be 
to imagine two writings more distant from each other. A text 
by Beckett regarding his friend in exile, however, allowed 
to situate myself in the distance that separates both and 
each of these very extravagant and diverging projects resonate, 
Beckett says, addressing himself to the critics of Work in 
ress: "And if you don't understand it, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
is because you are too decadent to receive it. [ ... J You complain 
that this stuff is not written in English. It is not written at alL It 
is not to be read - or rather it is not only to be read. It is to 
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looked at and listened to. His writing is not about something; it 
is that something itself ... When the sense is sleep, the words go 
[c sleep. When the sense is dancing, the words dance. [ ... J The 
language is drunk. The very words are tilted and effervescent. ... 
Mr. Joyce has desophisticated language. And it is worthwhile 
to note that no language is as sophisticated as English. It is ab
stracted to death. Take the word 'doubt': it gives us hardly any 
senSllOUS suggestion of hesitancy, of the necessity for choice, of 
ctatic irresolution. Whereas the German 'Zweifel' does, and, to a 
ie!'ser degree, the Italian 'dubitare.' Mr. Joyce recognizes how in
adequate 'doubt' is to express a state of extreme uncertainty, and 
; eplaces it with 'in twosome twominds.' [ ... J This writing that 
voufind so obscure is a quintessential extraction of language 
J£ld painting and gesture, with all the inevitable clarity of the 

inarticulation. Here is the savage economy of hieroglyph-
0. I-Jere, words are not the polite contortions of 20th century 

I)Tinter's ink They are alive. [oo.J This inner elemental vitality 
I corruption of expression imparts a furious restlessness to 
,be form, which is admirably suited to the purgatorial aspect 

the work. There is an endless verbal germination, matura-
1.WrJ, putrefaction. [ ... J In what sense, then, is Mr. Joyce's work 
inJ rgatorial? In the absolute absence of the Absolute. Hell is the 
~tat~: lifelessness of unrelieved viciousness. Paradise the static 
lifelessness of unrelieved immaculation. Purgatory a flood of 
rnlwement and vitality .... "213 

Joyce, Lacon, Guottari 

there be a relation between Guattari's passion for Joyce 
his reading of Lacan? In the 1975-6 Seminar XXIII, Lacan 
"Why is Joyce unreadable? [ ... J Maybe because he doesn't 

in us any sympathy." 214 But in noticing that he is in fact 
even without an understanding of what is read, Lacan 

suggests that maybe it relates to the readers feeling that what is 
present is "the enjoyment of the one who wrote ie' The essential 
is the relation to language as enjoyment. The pure game with 
language, the pun, even when it fails, proves in any case, Lacan 

. S~;;:ue! Beckett. in Our Bxagminatioll ROllnd His Pactificatiol1 for IJJcominrlti(Hl of 
jl1l'mgrcss. (Paris: Shakespeare & Co., 1929). 

; i jac<]ues Lacan, Seminaire XX]]], i.e Sinthome, (Paris: Seni!. 2()()5), p. J 51. 
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says, that Joyce is exonerated (desabonl1c) of the unconscious. 
In it, language "is the only thing of his text we can hold on to:' 
even jf jt leaves us bewildered. "Where it speaks, it enjoys, ,mel 
it knows nothing."215 But the sinthome which Joyce would carr y, 
according to Lacan, differs from the classical symptom (mc'," 
sage directed at the other). Given the weakening of the paternal 
metaphor, he would be nothing other than a prosthesis which 
offers him a replaced ego upon which he "makes his name." Thl' 
necessary relation with the Name-of-the-Father is noticeable 
The sinthome is equivalent, in fact, with the Oedipal complex. 
Unlike the symptom, which one can be relieved of by way of 
a cure, the sinthome is that which cannot be abandoned in It~ 
prosthetic function of maintaining the conjugation of the three 
spheres of the Real, the Symbolic, and the Imaginary. For eel 
tain artists the sinthome's residue can fuse with their art 
certain mathmaticians the sinthome can even fuse with 
work in mathematics, it can fuse with God for believers, with 
the psychoanalyst itself for certain analysands, and with 
loved one for the lover. In sum, it would be a part of the "struc
ture." 

Now, nothing of this is present, not even from afar, in Gua! 
tari, and from his very first texts he joyfully gets rid of the 
notion of Name-of-the-Father. When he invokes Joyce, it is ir 
an entirely different sense, one which goes against all structur" 
ing or unifying functions. In Psychoanalysis and TmnsJlersalitv, 
for instance, Joyce is summoned as a machinic opening: 
unconsciolls is nothing more than the real to come, the trans'" 
finite field of potentialities hidden by an open chain of 
fiers that await to be opened and articulated by a real agen('y 
of enunciation and effectuation. [ ... J It is the same as . 
that the links in this chain, including the more 'intimatt~: 
(why not as well the intended 'private life') could be 
as decisive nudes of historic causality. Who knows if the revo
lution that awaits us will not have its principles of enunciation 
bent by Lautreamont, Katka or Joyce?" 216 Lacan's theorization 
of sinthome as a function of prosthesis or of the "individual':>" 
psychic destiny and Guattari's poetico-political opening, 

215. Jacques Lacan, Le Semil1aire, Livre XX, Etlcore, (Paris: Seuil, 200S), p. 95 : l.il OU 
parle, (a jouit, et (a sait rim. 

216.l'elix Guattari, Psyc1war1(liysis and Tml1sversality: 1e..xts and Interviews 1955-" 97 J, traIls. 
Ames Hodges, (Cambridge: Semiotext(e) 2015). 
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prefiguration of the collective assemblage of enunciation, 
couldn't be any more different. 

To continue this unwise comparison, it isn't at all certain 
that Guattari experienced the same enjoyment that Joyce did 
m his writing, even if Guattari's word games express at times 
a great freedom, intermediated with fragments of "jargon" 
and hardenings which testify above all else to a true suffering 
in writing. "Writing so that I won't die. Or so that I die oth-
(·(wise .... Deleuze is concerned that I'm not producing any-
more .... I'm home, kind of fucleing around .... It's the first time 
I write Deleuze here instead of Gilles. No more Fanny. Epiph
)m'. A cavity oflack. Gilles writing a big article .... He works a 
"()('. We're really 110t of the same dimension. I'm a sort of in
veterate autodidact, a do-it-yourself guy, a sort of Jules Verne 
- YO)'lIgc to the Center of the Earth. In my own way I don't 
0') .... But you can't tell. It's the work of never-ending rev-

Lots of ambitious plans. Everything in my head, nothing in 
I he pocket. Epiphany .... I will keep giving these texts to Fanny 
wd: at the end of the chain, Gilles. I can tell they don't mean 
dwthing to him. The ideas, sure. But the trace, the continu
(It!'~" discontinuous text flow that guarantees my continuance, 
o(wioLlsly he doesn't see it like that. Or he does, but he's not 
Jl1terested. He always has the oeuvre in mind."217 The reader 
finds himself faced with a true malaise: "Have to be account
able. Yield to arguments. What I feel like is just fucking around. 
Puhlish this diary for example. Say stupid shit. Barf out the 
(ucki ng-around-o-maniacal schizo flow. Barter whatever for 
whoever wants to read it ... write right onto the real. But not 

the professional readers' real, 'Quinzaine polemical' style. 
dose, hostile real. People around. Fuck shit up. The stakes 

than the oeuvre or they don't attain it.. .. Writing to 
is good when it enters into the finality of the common 
. But for me, what matters, really, is not that. The energy 
is in the whatever, the mess."218 His appeal to a right to 

derail finds added to it an almost Katkian formulation: "\ still 
v'e nO control over this other world of systematic academ

lC work secret programming over dozens of years. J lack too 
ucb. Too much lag has accumulated .... I need to stop running 

1-: F6\i>; Guattari, Tire Anti-Oedipus Papers, (New York: Se~iotcx(c), 2006), ed. by 
,. . p.399. 

1. 7'. Id"nl, p. 400, 
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behind the image of Gilles and the polish, the perfection that 
he brought to the most unlikely book. ... Dare to be an asshok 
It's so hard, being strapped onto Gilles! Be stupid ill my OW!! 

way:'219 

Psychosis and Chaosmosis 

Let us skip then directly to the heart of this book whose 
was inspired by Joyce, Chaosmosis' greatest wager is to reconcik 
chaos and complexity on a same plane of immanence. Guattari 
refuses a simple and static idea of chaos: "especially those which 
would try to illustrate it in the form of a mixture, of holes, cav
erns, dust, even of fractal objects."220 He insists mainly on 
following points: 1) chaos "chaotizes;' 2) it is "virtual," 3) it 
ries with it "hypercomplexity." An infinite velocity, bypassing 
discursive logics, and "generates as much disorder as it dOl:,~ 
complex virtual compositions."221 "Chaos thus becomes 
primary matter of virtuality, the inexhaustible reserve of an in 
finite determinability. This implies that in returning to it, it wHI 
always be possible to rediscover in it matter for the complexi
fication of the state of things."222 In a surprising parenthesis 
Chaosmosis, he adds: "It is to Freud's credit that he showed the 
way in the Traumdeutung."223 Guattari's Chaosmosis, however, 
does not coincide with the primary process. Unlike Freud, he 
privileges access to chaosmosis, what he calls a "chaotic urrl

bilical zone;' which passes primarily through psychosis and 
its pathic apprehension rather than neurosis, dreams or 
interpretation. The chaosmic dimension, prior to discursivity, 
which the psychotic incarnates, literally "leaps at your neck," as 
Guattari puts it. What characterizes it is a singular combination 
of homogenesis and heterogenesis, of frozen repetition and 
cessant deterritorialization, where we pass from the "feding 
catastrophe about the end of the world" to the "overwhelm 
ing feeling of imminent redemption of every possibility," as 

219. Idem, p. 404. 

220. Guattari, Scilizoolltllytir. Carlogmpilies, trans. Andrew Goffey, New York: 
Bloomsbllry, p. 103. 

221.1delll, p. 103. 

222. Idem, pp. 103-104. 

223. Felix Guattari, C)znoslllosis, (Indianapolis: 1ndiana University Press, 1995), p. 8(}, 
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have seen before.224 The existential ecstasy alternates between 
vacuity and complexity. This coexistence exceeds tIle figure of 
I ;lC mentally ill, with both poles finally rejoining everywhere, 
~lllder diverse modalities. "We are confronted by it (chaosmo
sis) in group life, in economic relations, machinism (for ex
nmple, informatics) and even in the incorporeal Universes of 
Ztrt or religion."225 It is up to the schizoanalyst to dive into the 
'Jomogenetic immanence and liberating heterogenetic coeffi-
6ents where they can be found, beyond any oral performance, 
;:onception of the family or the idealized figure of the analyst. 

According to this context, we would have to suppose two 
nds of homogenesis converging within the primary hetero

:denesis of the depths. That of the neurotic, with his everyday 
i:dislraction and avoidance" of the chaosmosis, and that of the 
lathic-·pathological, the loss of colors, flavors, tones, where we 

S0 find emerge an "alterification relieved of the mimetic ban'i
er~ of the self."22G Guattari's formula is twofold: on the one hand, 

vJ'ith Nietzsche, we "have to move quickly, we mustn't lin
on something that might bog us down: madness, pain, 

th, drugs, the vertigo of the body without organs, extreme 
passion:'227 On the other hand, we must fight the reactive ap

roach to chaosmosis, which secretes "an imaginary of eternity, 
rticularly through the mass media, which misses its essen

ti::tl dimension of finitude: the facti city of being-there, without 
qualities, without past, without future, in absolute dereliction 

vd still a virtual nucleus of complexity without bounds."m 
!;ver}'where it falls on us to detect the chaosrnotic "congealings," 

ieh Guattari calls "z or Zen points of Chaosl11osis."229 
If psychosis overwhelmingly reveals an essential source of 

being-in-the-world,230 it is followed by a nuanced warning. "It 
not therefore Being in general which irrupts in the chaosmot
experience of psychosis, or in the pathic relationship one can 

enter into with it, but a signed and dated event," with its onto-
logical homogenesis, the sentiment of catastrophe, of the end 

.: i4.Jdetll, p. 81. Cf. the chapter of the present work "Exhaustion and Creation". 
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of the world, its peculiar texture, after which nothing will l)f ,I:; 
before, except for the "alarming oscillation between a prol i lera1 
ing complexity of sense and total vacuity, a hopeless dereliction 
of existential chaosmosis."231 If Guattari compares this ontolo!, 
ical petrifaction, so notable in psychosis, with a freeze-fraHk. 
he adds the following: it reveals its basic (or base) position in 
the polyphony of chaosmotic components. It is not, therefore. 
a degree zero of subjectivation, but an "extreme degree of in
tensification. It is in passing through this chaotic "earthing' 
this perilolls oscillation, that something else becomes POSSibll;:', 
that ontological bifurcations and the emergence of coefficienl", 
of processllal creativity can occur."232 One could object that the 
congealing to which pathology attests is contrary to the proces· 
suality that Guattari defends, and the status of schizophrenia in 
his work carries this paradox from the beginning. But the terms 
in which the question is put clarify the anchoring point 01 

Guattari's approach. The fact that the sick psychotic patient IS 

at times incapable of a heterogenetic reestablishment does 
contradict the richness of the ontological experimentation 
which he, in spite of himself, is confronted. He isn't the 
modern hero or normative model, and the chaosmotic \. .... OllG""'''' 
aren't the privilege of psychopathology; in the psychotic there 
appear, with less mediation, simultaneous strident combina· 
tions of speeds and slownesses, births and wreckings of world:>. 
As he recalls it: "A world is only constituted on the condition 
being inhabited by an umbilical point - deconstructive, 
t~l!zing. and deter~it~rializing - from which. a subjective po
sltlOnahty embodies ltself. [ ... J At the same bme, this V'1r',l(~,f'" 
of decompression is an autopoietic node on which existential 
Territories and Incorporeal Universes of reference constantly 
reaf~rm an~ entangle t~emselves, demanding and develo~)i'ng 
conSIstency. 2.33 ~h~ fact .IS tha~ t?~ collap~e of sense, in general, 
promotes a-slgmfymg dlscurs1vltles, causmg ontological muta
tions. "So chaosmosis does not oscillate mechanically nerWeEIn 
zero and infinity, being and nothingness, order and disorder: 
rebounds and irrupts on states of things, bodies and the auto 
poietic nuclei it uses as a support for deterritorialization.[ .. 
Here we are dealing with an infinity of virtual entities infinitely 

231. Idem, p. 81. 

232. Idelll, p. 82. 

233. Idem, p. RD. 
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rich in possibles, infinitely enrichable through creative process
es ! ... ] Infinite speeds are loaded with finite speeds, with a COl1-

l'C[sion of the virtual into the possible, of the reversible into the 
If reversible, of the deferred into difference:'234 One last formula, 
'1 ",;idzschean one, calls upon the "incorporeal eternal return of 
i n+1nitude."235 

Modulations of Existence 

The entire question rests on how the "becoming consistent" of 
tbese autopoietic foci come into effect, how these "choices of 
fiIll/ude" occur, in which manner the inscription in a "memory 

being" is given, and how to produce such an intensive order
ing, what we could subsequently call proto-subjectivation or 
~.;uhjcctivation tout court. This second fold, of active and creative 
autopoietic ordering which unleashes from the passivity in her-

in the first chaosmotic fold, constitutes Guattari's funda
mental interest.236 "To produce new infinities from a submersion 
Ifl sensible finitude, infinities not only charged with virtuality 
but with potentialities actualizable in given situations, circum
d:,:nting or dissociating oneself from the Universals itemized by 
traditional arts, philosophy and psychoanalysis: intensive and 
processual bccomings, a ~ew ~ove for t~e unl~nown."237 :rhe. c~cnt 
:s simultaneously actuailzatlon and mtenslVe deterntonahza
~. "instantaneous and eternal, although already crystallized 
m spatial coordinates, temporal causalities, and energetic inter-

" But there is an "existentifying" clause, which is reiterat
innumerable times. The proto-subjective or even subjective 

linitization, supported on a prominent component of the in
chaosmotic and deterritorialized velocity doesn't abolish 

infinitization and the deterritorialization that it promotes, 
. little like a throw of the dice wouldn't abolish chance. Guat
a . writing continually traverses these themes, and by means 

instances which put complexity into discourse, wherein he is 
especially interested in manners .of ~uto.-referencing that coin
dde with the very process of subJectlvatlon. 

------. 'h'~m, p. 112·3. 
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I-rence, a self-founding subjectivity, consisting of itself, 
and processing its own coordinates. Referring to the neurol, 
agist Viktor von Weizsacker, Guattari alludes to the idea of ;1 

subjectivity in relation to the depths (Grundverhiiltllisl -
which proposes that the living (vivants), following different 
modulations, have an originary relation with life as depth. As 
Schotte explains: "As paradoxical as it may appear, the livinl! 
phenomena cannot be represented through the natural t~~mn~ 
of space and time. To take the example of causality, the living 
is an undergoing and a self-moving, it presents itself as 
its own cause. The objectivity of the clinician consists, then, in 
substituting the on tic for the pathic. While physics presuppos
es that a conscious I be put face to face with a known object, 
biology ( ... assumes] that the living finds itself in a determI' 
nation whose depth cannot itself become an object. The 
in its 'relation with the depth' (Grundverhaltnis) discloses 
ground: a non-objectifiable 'zoe'. [ ... ] In its critical moments, 
life plunges into 'the depths,' from where it eventually resurges 
The decision [which corresponds to the crisis] is -- . 
attestation and positioning of deepenings through the 
nary moment of a 'relation with the depth,' the obscure 
indefinite life:'238 

As Maldiney says: the depth is the indeterminable, Anaxi
mander's apeiron, from which emerges all finitude as its 
abyss.239 This is perhaps what Guattari, in the countercurrent 
Heidegger's lineage and even of phenomenology, will call 
?sm~sis. T~e consistency and subjective inflection thereby 
mg, In theIr turn, shall depend more on the categories 
von Weizsacker called pathic, more on the modalities 
tentifying" than antic determinations. What interests a 
for example, is not what he is in the eyes of the doctor 
category), but what he is capable of, what he wants, what 
should become, what he does or doesn't desire and so on. 
verbs modulate the pathic subject, and as Schotte - to 
Guattari refers in his Schizoanalytic Cartographies -
in any human or clinical situation, what is at stake is a 
the will, action, power, that pass through sieves provision 

238. Jacques SchOlle, Unc pel/see dll cliniql/c. 1.' oCllvre de Viktor vall Weizsitcker, Unil'er· 
site Catholiquc de Louvain, Faculte de psychologie et des sciences de l'education, 
1985. Notes by Ph. Lckeuche and reviewed by the author. 

239. Henri Maldincy, Penser l'}'omllle et In folie, (Grenoblc: Millon, 199\). 
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halting the flux of becoming, modulating it. In this way, the 
pathic dimension is less of the order of suffering than that of 
t.xverimentation, neither passive nor active, close to Blanchot's 
',lcllter" or Deleuze's 'impersonal: an a-subjectivity. 

At stake is the abandoning of the logic of the all or not11-
"Here, existence is won, lost, intensified, traverses qualita

tive 1hresholds due to its adherence to this or that incorporeal 
L':niverse of endo-reference." In a philosophical amplification, 

affirms: "an open range of existential intensities is substi
t ukd for the brutal caesura Being/Nothingness" since "Being is 
the modulation of consistency, the rhythm of putting together 
:Jnd dismantling [montage et demontage]. lts cohesion, if not its 
coherence, arises neither from an internal principle of eternity 
::-HlY from an extrinsic causalist framing that would hold exis
tents together at the heart of the same world. Rather, it results 
from the conjugation of processualities of intrinsic consisten-

themselves engaging in generalized relations of existential 
t fa ns versality."24o 

Psychoanalysis and Post-Psychoanalysis 

, ethical wager is to multiply the "existential shifters" to 
mnnity, joining creative mutant Universes. The ontological 
pragmatic corresponds to this function of existentialization, 
~1et~cting intensive indices, diagrammatic operators in any 

or domain whatsoever, without any ambition to uni
versalize them, so that what is required ~re not instruments 

iJ,terpretation, but cartographic tools. Even the little "a" of 
with its admirable deterritorializing character, or the 
objects of Melanie Klein, can be considered as "crystals 

singularization;' "points of bifurcation outside the domi
coordinates, on the basis of which mutant universes of 

~eference can spring Up."241 However, it is not fitting to make 
1 of desire out of them within a cartography that is 

mutant. If we approach Guattari in this manner, little by 
the psychoanalytic notions that he invokes, in an entirely 

redesigne~ landscape, wi~l more clearly indicate the ~ir~ction 
his schlzoanalytlC proJect. He defends a post-medratlc age, 

.' 'f)- ;"tl;;;:C;;-;~ttari, Schizoatzalytic Cartographies, op. cit.. p. 107-08. ---- -~-----
24,. , 
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indicating with this not so much the surpassing of media bilt 
rather its miniaturization, its personalization, multiccnkml); 
decentralization, fractalization, proliferation, its propagal 
as well as the diversification of its modalities of enllllCi:\{ion 
the molecularization and dissemination of its apparatlls. 1 

sum, the generalized appropriation of its enunciative pOlen 
tial. This implies and at the same time results in a sociotechni 
cal, semiotic and above all subjective reinvention. In the :;ame 
way, we could say that his schizoanalytic elaboration points to 
a post-psychoanalytic age whose theoretical and cartographic 
operators he intends, without any universalizing ambition, to 
establish. The first pages of Schizoanalytic Cartogrnphies are verv 
clear regarding the status of this theorization. No monotheism 
no scicl1tificity, but a liberty to take or abandon whatever is 
wanted from this open collection that he does not stop com
pleting, remaking, amassing, redesigning, in order to rearrange 
cartographic criteria in face of the urgencies of the present. the 
evoked situations, always singular, whether clinical, institution· 
al or scientific. As we read in his eighth rule for analysis of 
machinic unconscious: "any principle idea must be heJd SU&

pect."242 The theoretical elaboration is even more necessary and 
more audacious to the extent that a schizoanalytic assemblage 
admits its precarious nature. Or, as it was already stated in the 
preparatory texts for Anti-Oedipus: "Theory is, or needs to 
instrumentalist, functionalist. ... Break with the theory-oeuvn;, 
and arrive at: 'to each his own theory.' Collective assemblages 
enunciation produce their own theories by articulating them
selves on planes of consistency .... Theory is artifice. Its 
dation is what, historically, is most deterritorialized, it 
with machinic indices;' this movement being, by 
unending. m It is as if Guattari suspected an end to oeuvres 
and canonical redundancies, academics included, that 
weaken what for him was in play, in this vanishing, 
derailing construction. So then, the ethics that guide the 
are clear: to make "the pragmatic of incorporeal even ts 
recompose the world flourish." 

All efforts move in the direction of rethinking that 
has conventionally been called the Unconscious: this 

242. Felix Guuttari, The Mllchil1ic UI1COnsCiOIlS: Essays ill Sc},izollllalysis, trans. ',aylcr 
Adkins, Cambridge: Semiotext(e), 201 1, p. 198. 
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thinking of it as a fUl1ctiol1 of the assemblages. What Freud may, 
the end, have accomplished, is a mutation of the Assemblage 

0/ Enunciation. In this sense, the very problematization of the 
II nconscious should be refounded in the direction of a partial 
<,uhjcctivity, pre-personal, polyphonic, collective and machin
ic -- under the sign of a logic of non-discursive intensities on 

one hand, and the pathic incorporation-agglomeration of 
1 hese vectors of partial subjectivity within deterritorializations 
on the other, all of which are to be adequately mapped. "Ev
erything leads me to think that [ ... J it would be preferable for 
p~'ychoanalysis to. multil?ly and to differentiate th,e expressive 
components that It puts 111to play, as much as pOSSible. And for 
its own Assemblages of enunciation not to be arranged next to 

couch, such that the dialectic of the gaze is radically fore
closed. Analysis has everything to gain from enlarging its means 

intervention; it can work with speech, but equally with mod
eling clay (like Gisela Pankow), or with video, cinema, theater, 
institutional structures, family interactions, etc. In short, every
thing that allows tl;e a-signitying facets of the ~'e~rains that it 
encounters to be stlmulated, 111 such a way that It IS better able 

set off their catalytic functions of crystallizing new Universes 
reference r ... J and to explore their pragmatic virtualities."244 
We do not think that this task of amplification, initially 

ttributed to transversality, and then to institutional analy
a and finally, schizoanalysis, has suffered decisive inflections 
throughout Guattari's trajectory, ever since its first, still stam-

. formulations, but also in the midst of terminological 
of even conceptu~l changes. In a chapter ~f.his Machil1ic Ul:
"onsfioU5, Guattan shoots at close range: FIrst of all, what IS 
" unconscious really? Is it a magical world hidden in who 

which fold of the brain? An internal mini-cinema spe
'. jized in child pornography or the projection of fixed arche

rU;l 8.1 plans?"245 And he answers: "1 would see the unconscious 
~Y~tead as something that we drag around with ourselves both 
ifl"OUr gestures and daily objects, as well as on TV, that is part 

the zeitgeist, and even, and perhaps especially, in our day-to
da problems: [ ... J Thus, the u?~onscious works i~si,de ind~viI uals in theIr manner of percelVlng the world and hvmg then 

'ii:tli~ Guattari. Schizollllaiytic Cartographies, op. cit., pp. 213-14. 
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body, territory, and sex, as well as inside the couple, the farmly, 
school, neighborhood, factories, stadiums, and universitit:s". 
In other words, not simply an unconscious of the sptYI.ali,sh 
of the unconscious, not simply an unconscious crystalli/J~d 
the past, congealed in an institutionalized discourse, but, 
the contrary, an unconscious turned toward the future whos.: 
screen would be none other than the possible itself, the possibk 
as hypersensitive to language, but also the possible hypersensi
tive to touch, hypersensitive to the socius, hypersensitive to 

"246 cosmos .... 
In relation to these processes, the challenge is "to semioticaHv 

and machinically assist them."247 Hence, no order-words, only 
words of passage. Everything is passage, from one consisten
cy to another, from a complex of possibilities to another, 
one assemblage to another.248 Well, in the end, we should not 
speak of reality. Social, mental objects, the intrapsychic entitie:; 
should be translated in the terms of an assemblage. An assem
blage, contrary to a structure, always depends on the heteroge
neous components that contribute to its specific consistency, 
"An assemblage is inconsistent when it is emptied of its 
of possibles, when the signs-particles desert it to emigrate to
wards other assemblages, when the abstract machinisms 
specify them become sclerotic, degenerate into abstraction, 
become encysted in stratifications and structures, when 
Iy it subsides in a black hole of resonance or falls to the 
of pure and simple disintegration (catastrophe of consistent.-y)" 
On the contrary, it takes on consistency when a deterritoria1i2ed 
machinic metabolism opens it up to new connections, differen
tiates and complexifies ... :'249 

Status of the Infinite 

When Guattari defines the unconscious as being productive 
and not representational, when he places it back within the As
semblages of Enunciation, or when - mostly at the end of 
life - he thinks it in terms of Chaosmosis, it is clear that 

246. Felix Guattari, The Machinic Uncol/sciolls, 01'. cit p. 9-10. 

247, op. cit, p. 186. 
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carries out an increasing radicalization in the relation of the 
unconscious with the Outside, an incessant effort to proliferate, 
lflolecularize and infinitize it which redesigns the unconscious 
entirely. 

1 t is worth recalling the passage in What is Philosophy? on 
chaos and the brain: "We require just a little order to protect 
IlS from chaos. Nothing is more distressing than a thought 
lhat escapes itself, than ideas that fly off, that disappear hard
ly formed, already eroded by forgetfulness or precipitat
t'd into others that we no longer master. These are infinite 
·;ariabilities, the appearing and disappearing of which coin
,:ide. They are infinite speeds that blend into the immobility 

the colorless and silent nothingness they traverse, without 
nature or thought .... We constantly lose our ideas. That is why 
V"ll:: want to hang on to fixed opinions so much. We ask only 
that our ideas are linked together according to a minimum of 
o )J}stant rules. All that the association of ideas has ever meant is 
providing u~ with the,se protective rules - resembla~ce, ~onti
guity, causahty - whlCh enable us to put some order 111tO Ideas, 
preventing our "fantasy" (delirium, madness) from crossing the 
;Jniverse in an instant, producing winged horses and dragons 
breathing fire."25o For Guattari, thinking in light of schizophre-

intensifies the relations between form and its dissolution, 
unlivable velocity and its interruption, heterogenesis and ho
r:nogenesis. The pathic relation with the mentally ill, that is, the 
complex and immediate body-to-body relation with the inten
'lye and infinite movements, put at risk a plurality of temporal
v fragments, disjunctive syntheses, transversal schizo con
nections, coIlapses, paralyses, slips and destructions of sense .... 
'1'ba t a delimited and precise frame such as the one proposed by 
freud should have difficulty coping with such a proliferation 
isn't surprising. 

From there, I can understand perfectly the final observation 
an article published by Monique David-Menard in the jour-

18.1 Rue Descartes on the subject of transference, counterposing 
1 contributions of Deleuze-Guattari to those of Foucault. By 
>xposing accurately the notion of Deleuzian assemblage, she 

C ,rites: "But there is a difficulty in simultaneously postulating ;he positive and precise character of the assemblages and how 

7S(}:-Gil~e a)nd Felix Guattari, What is PhilosopllY? (New York: Columbia 
university Press, 1994 ,p. 201 
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they are 'sucked in' by the infinite. The infinite is not only in
finitesimal in Deleuze, but also the near exhaustion of:1 
a character, when it connects itself to another thing through 
relation of intensity."25! And she asks: "How can we think 
consistency of an event and its affinity to chaos conjointly, 
fined as the circulation within infinite speed and in all dire( 
tions, of the microelements of matter? The chaotic being ex
actly the indetermination of apparitions and vanishings, when 
the particles composing a body circulate at such a speed 
no factual connection can either form or enunciate itself It I.' 

this third meaning of the infinite, an affinity with chaos, 
makes a metaphysics out of the thought of transformations, to 
the extent that every individual, body and expression del1nett 
is considered by the way he or she 'surfs' the chaos. If the term 
'metaphysics' is no longer appropriate for a philosophy that 
conjure transformations without submerging itself into cate
gories, one might, however, as Foucault himself did, speak 
a metaphysics of an 'extra-being': all the transformations in
tertwine within a rhizome on the plane of immanence 
characteristics the philosopher enunciates."252 By valorizing 
the contribution of the questions Deleuze raised to psycho .. 
analysis, which had already been done in spades in her book 
titled Deleuze et la psychanalyse, especially regarding the sta
tus of repetition, negativity, transformations and assemhlages, 
within the clinic and within philosophy, David-Menard points 
out: "Nothing awakens psychoanalysis as much as the 
tions raised by Deleuze. But it's not certain that the cClnr,'n1" 

of imperceptible-becomings, the thought of unqualified 
versus that of the destiny of drive, helps comprehend the 
of transfer. For this we need to look toward Foucault and 
dispositifs. [ ... J To speak of the 'Unconscious' has no 
outside of the discreet elements and connections that 
borrowing contingent details of the space or figure of the ana
lyst, to draw themselves there:'253 I believe that the author's 
fort is entirely pertinent to the psychoanalytic field and within 
the healthy intersection that this field proposed to philosophy 
and in the healthy provocation that the philosophies, Deleuze's 

251. Monique David-Menard, "Agencements deleuziens, dispositifs foucaldiens" 
Descartes, n. 59, College International de Philosophie, (Paris: PuC 2008), pp. 44-5. 
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among them, proposed to psychoanalytic practice and theori
zatjon. And yet, what we have been describing with Guattari 
moves in direct opposition to the author's conclusion, which in 
tw:n ?oe.s not discre~it her ~bservations, on the contrary - it 
011 Jy mdlCates the pomt of VIew that is prominent in the work 
of Guattari: that of overflowing the "discreet and connected el
ements" that draw themselves based on the contingent details 

space and on the "figure of the analyst." If I privilege Guat
lad's te~ts [rom the very beginning within the present context, 
it i· .to lI1dlcate how ~is th~ugh~ (starting fr~m the point-sign 
and Its own potency, mcludmg hIS transversallty and his "trans
c ursivity;' as he would point out during the initial period of his 
,'erlections, or later on by way of his explication of the machine 

its indefinite opening to an infinite exteriority, either from 
:,tat.u~ of the group or institutional phantasm overflowing 
wdlYIdual) extrapolates the classic clinical "dispositif," ioi

developed by Freud. Furthermore, when Guattari intro
uces the theme of chaos, even before the "systematization" 

jointly proposed in What is Philosophy? (even though in order 
to define chaos, chaosmos or chaosmosis, he reintroduces char
aderjstics previously attributed to the body without organs in 
A.nti-Oedipusor A Thousand Plateaus), it must be stated that the 
assemblag:s, i~ their ~ontingency and consistency, inevitably 
itnp]Y the mfil11te, despite how polysemic this term's acceptance 
is. "Polyvalent doctrine of the infinite,"254 as David-Menard 
!':laYS: as an infinite speed, as the verb's infinitive in the event its 
i~personality, or even as the Leibnizian infinitesimal.255 N~ne 
of this means an incompatibility, and even less so the disqualifi
cation of the relevance of this fertile discussion that the author, 
;JInong many others, face with superior courage. We must rec
ognize that there is, in this program that Guattari sustains with 

.;;4. Monique David-Menard, Deleuze ct ia psychanaJyse, (Paris: Puf, 2005), p. 109. 

2)5. idem, p. lIS. And D~vid-Menard:squestion; "The true question to be pllt forward 
IV De1euze, the one I do I/J any case, IS to know! ... ] whether if in order to know the 
contingency of the ass~mblages that sustain themselves, it is necessary to conceive the 
11 (ini te ! ... ] We have dIfficulty in comprehending why, in the field of analysis, would we 
~peak of the infini~e to, characterize that which t.hreatens to undo poorly-constructed 
assemblages of deSlfe.1he symptoms .that make life unbearable have a finite configura
tion, Hud the trans:crenccs that allow, 1II the favorable cases, to engage those analyzed in 
other transformallollS have, them as well, a finite configuration. It's even in fact to this 
lim it of transference that the destru.ctivity of desires can be repeated, extracted from 
!laos, so to speak, and transformed mto a new assemblage whose key docs not predate 
~he cure" (Jdem, p. 126). 
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a peculiar stubbornness, his taste for Jules Verne, his militancy 
and his effort for placing on the same plane (as formulated bv 
Deleuze) philosophical concepts, scientific functions, lived C'(

periences, artistic creations as necessary for "surfi ng" around 
the infinite, or the infinitization, or the slide in the infin itive. 

It's not about an ontology of the infinite, nor of a dialed.K 
between the finite and the infinite. I tend to think, 
that part of this ambition comes from his experience with 
chosis and from a political gamble. To launch a formu!J 
is equivalent in worth to the categoric formulae: on one side, 
a post-psychoanalytic direction of his thought, on the other, a 
post-nihilistic stance.256 In any case, thinking in light of schizo· 
phrenia compels one to install a multiplicity that calls into ques
tion the dichotomies inside and out, the interior and exterior. 
corporeal and incorporeal, individual and social, psychism 
history, internal space and geography, human and inhuman 
anthropological and ethological, the sphere of man and ma
chine (several machines, both technical and social), the 
and its dissolution, the unlivable speed and its interruption. 
That a delimited and precise frame, such as the one propl,:lsed 
since Freud, would have difficulty in containing such blurriness 
and proliferation is not surprising, and the very experience 
La Borde itself, ever since its birth, already constitutes an 
periment toward that amplification, to which Guattari had 
referred to since his first writings in Psychanalysis and Tnms
versality, relating his clinic with the sociohistorical exteriority 
(note the example of the patient similar to Kafka, and the use 
of the tape recorder or of writing). The reiterated reclaiming 
the opening to alterity does not make reference to an alterity 
another subject (such as in the phenomenological conceptions 
on intersubjectivity), but rather to a more complete alterity, 
that of the situation itself - in some instances, the name of 
"transversality" was given to this. However, this described sit
uation is precarious and mutant. Hence the theme of the rec
ognition of finitude, of death, of the without-meaning, in 
midst of a group or institution, the complete refusal of eterni
zation, that an institutional, group, social-phantasmic structure 
could spawn, and what will later be called Assemblage, should 

256. I realize, however, the opposite of thai stance, formulated with such grace by foao 
Perci Schiavon: schizoanalysis is still psychoanalysis, just as quantum physics is still 
ics, in The drive pragmatism, n-l publications, forthcoming. 
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i nc1ude. "Will the day ever come when President Schrebcr's and 
Artaud's definitions of God are studied with the same atten
tiO~1 and s~me rigor as those of Descartes or Malebrache? [ ... J 
PhIlosophIcal research would therefore have to concern itself 
'1ot only with a constant conceptual reordering, but also with 
j cveloping, in the "field," conditions for establishing and main
tdir:ing a logi~ of nonsense as it emerges in every domain, up
datmg the regIster of the possibilities of signification of human 
existence, here, elsewhere and now."257 

let Us Return to the Problem of Writing 

A reader a1read~ f~miliar ,:"ith the books and the independent 
lests of Guattan, Il1 perusl11g the sketches laid out in The An

()cdipus Papers, recently published by Nadeau, will be initial
struck by a paradoxical impression. On the one hand, there 

i:" the spewing, the associative velocity, the whimsical nature of 
articulations, the freedom of the leap, the heterodoxicallan

guage,the col~oquial exampl:s of t.he most elementary quotid
ian form, the msults, alternatmg WIth the denser constructions 
neologisms, the still so remarkable presence of Lacan, the fun~ 
darne~tal formulae, all this matter that drips everywhere, and 
that WIll make up for ~he conceptual center of The Anti-Oedipus 
papers; at the same tLme, when confronted with this logbook, 
this relll~tance to "do the work;' the reader may be surprised 
aod admIre ~ow Deleuze took a chance and took it upon him-

to do thIS t~sk, connecti~g. himself with the general direc-
of Guattanan constructlVIst and cartographic explosivity 

even if the logic of this machination has not been completel~ 
unraveled. We would have to return, here, to Deleuze-s obser
vation written for the occasion of Guattari's death where he 
recommends the reading of his texts: "Felix's work is' waiting to 
be discovered:,Ihat is one of the best ways to keep Felix alive."25& 
NoW, Guattan s aut.onomous books are not directly comparable 
to the notes found 111 The Anti-Oedipus Papers, and the effort of 
hIS frje~ds, notably Danielle Sivad?n, to assist him by providing 
them wIth some sort of contour, gIves us a clear indication that 

257.-};eJix Guattari, Psychoanalysis and Transversality. 01'. cit., p. 135 

258. Gilles Deleuze, "Pour Felix'; in Deux Regimes de Fous, (Paris: Minuit, 2003), 
" "57-8. Pr- -' 
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this is the case. But there seems to be a rare impression that 
falls over each of Guattari's readers to do something similar to 
what Sivadon did to his physical papers, or at least mentally, 
in the manner of Deleuze: that is, to take something from hi·; 
machinations, to extend them and connect them with diffe-fent 
domains - to make them work. To grant them the freedom to 
evolve on their own, reaching out to them for matter's sake, in 
lieu of reducing them to some polemic formulae, even though 
they do not lack formulae of their own, even less so polemIC 
el1jeux, in the most diverse of fields. 

* This chapter was translated with help by Filipe Ferreira and 
generous revision supervision by Andrew Gaffey 
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THE THOUGHT OF THE OUTSIDE, 
THE OUTSIDE OF THOUGHT 

Vve should evoke the name of Maurice Blanchot in order to re
mind ourselves of the barely audible voice that uniquely marked 
the thought of an entire generation - which includes Deleuze, 
}:;oucault and Derrida. Blanchot became a sort incarnation of 
Kafka'a "Josephine the singer" during the postwar French phi
losophy. In Kafka's story, even though the nation of rats greatly 
adrnires the voice of the singer, which they need in order to 
,-orne together, they do not understand what makes it so special 
~'r whether it really is special. In fact, her song resembles a gentle 
hissing or even silence. It is possible, in the last analysis, that her 
,ylorY is the result of this gracious and undecipherable mystery: 
~er+~aps, she has never sung anything at all, but, in her own way, 
in her "insufficiency" (rien de rendement) she has nevertheless 
del ivered people from "the chains of everyday existence:' 

This existence is always paradoxical in Kafka, as Blanchot 
makes clear: "we do not know if we are excluded from it (which 
's why we search vainly in it for something solid to hold onto) 
~r whether we are forever imprisoned in it (and so we turn 
d~sperately outside):'259 There is an invisible and always dis
placed boundary between life and death, between exiting and 
entering, and between an ardent desire for community or the 
distancing of ourselves from it in solitude. Kafka has often de
scribed this solitude as an exile: "Now I am already a citizen in 

:;-::-9.M~ncho\", The Work of Fire, trans. Charlotte Mandell (Stanford: Stanford 

Z:niversitY Press, 1995). , 
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this other world which compares with the usual world jllst as 
the desert compares to the cultivated land:'2w Bllt, says Blan· 
chat, the meaning of this banishment that we would be wrollg 
to characterize as flight is this: this other world inhabiled by 
the author from Prague is not just any old "beyond," not eVen 
another world, but rather the other of all worlds. For the artist 
or the poet, perhaps there are no two worlds, not even a single 
world, but only the outside in its eternal flow. 

Wandering, desert, exile, the outside. How can we conquer 
the loss of ourselves and go to the heart of the anonymous di~· 
persion, indefinite, albeit never negligent? How can we enter 
into a space without place, in a time without begetting, in "the 
proximity of that which flees unity:' in an "experience of tha~ 
which is without harmony and without accord?" At any nHe, 
we are at the opposite end of a metaphorics of proximity, 
shelter, of security, and of harmony - the kind that Heideggel 
established for an entire generation. Underlining this contrast 
with Heidegger, Franyoise Collin has found the right words: in 
Blanchot's case, poetic language "directs us not toward what 
gathers together but rather toward what disperses, not 
what connects but rather toward what disjoins, not tow(ln::l 
work but rather toward the absence of work [ ... J so that 
central point toward which we seem to be pulled as we write 
is nothing but the absence of center, the Jack of origin."2'd Not 
Being, but the Other, the Outside, the Neutral. This passion fori 
of the Outside which runs through the febrile writing of Kafka, 
also runs through the impalpable work of Blanchot and res
onates in Foucault's obsession with the themes of boundaries 
and limits, of alterity and exteriority, or in Deleuze and Guat
tari, in their relation to the outside and to the entire nomadic 
machinery which derives from it. 

260. Franz Kafka, Journal, quoted by Maurice BIanchol, The Space of Literature, trans. 
and with an introduction by Ann Smock (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press. 
1982), p. 68. 

261. Fran~oise Collin, Maurice Blal1chot et la question de I'ecriture (Paris: Gallimard. 
1971). 
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The Passion for/of the Outside 

Deleuze used to say that, as a rule, two thinkers enconnter each 
other at a blind spot. And indeed, Deleuze and Foucault cross 
each other's path at this eccentric point par excellence, which 
is the. thought of the outside. I will try to show how this pas
sion for/of the outside traversed their philosophy as a frenzied 
;Nind, inflecting the relations between thought and its borders, 
whether we call these borders outside, unreason, madness, or 
schizo-flux. For that purpose we must be situated between 
philosoP.hy and madness, reason and unreason, thought and 
the outslde of thought. Allow me to briefly justify the choice 
,,{ this theme of madness and unreason, as we settle into this 
fleW millenniu.m. I think that the interface between philosophy 
and madness m Foucault and Deleuzc could help us rethink 
today'~ status of ~xteriority at a moment in which exteriority is 
the object of a fnghtful overturning; the most immediate COIl

sequence of which is the suffocating impression that the field 
of the. possible has ?een exhausted. Allow me to explain: for a 
long tIme, the promIse of an absolute outside has been linked to 
the domain of madness, to the domain of literature or to that 
of the revolution. This has changed completely. As far as I can 
see, t~e. contemporary claustrophobia - whose consequences 
of pohtl~al and I?sychlC,strangulati~n are not, I suppose, Brazil's 
prero?atlv~ --: IS nothmg b,:-t an mdex, among many others, 

<3 sl~uatlOn m front of wl~lCh we feel entirely disarmed; that 
an mdex of a thought WIthout an outside in a world with

out ex~eriority. Before getting into the details of this hypothesis 
I. mtend to dev~lop, I sh?uld per~aps indicate the parallel 

questIOns t?at m~tlvate my mterventlOn. Indeed, what is left 
today of thIS paSSlOn for/of the outside that our authors have 
explored an~ give!1 us? ~rom the point of view of this inspira
tion or even m spIte of It, how can we rethink the very concept 
of the outside? What about the exteriority of madness? How do 
we eV,aluate w~ether or not the out~ides, to the extent that they 
arc stIll acceSSIble ~o us today, are stlll capable of grounding our 
resistances to the mtolerable, or to incite the creation of new 
possibles? 
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Foucault and Blanchot 

Let us return to the seminal study of Michel Foucault on mad
ness, from which these questions arise. We should first ~)f 
remember Blanchot's brief, yet penetrating and sober commen -
tary concerning this issue: the existence of madness, he said, 
sponds to the historical demand to fence in the outside."! 
is an enigmatic formula, the meaning of which appears only ill 
the light of the secret dialogue linking Blanchot and Foucault, 
through the distance that an excessive admiration imposed. In 
an interview, following the publication of his book in 196 I . 
Foucault spoke of the influences that inspired him: "Above all 
works of literature;' he immediately states, placing Blanchofs 
llame above all the rest.. .. "What interested and guided n1<' was 
a certain form of the presence of madness within literature."'p 
How can we understand this alleged "influence" of Blanc hot on 
the History of Madness? Rather than taking up his novels, we 
must perhaps look to the seductive readings that Blanchot pro
posed of the works ofH6lderlin, Sade, Lautre.am~nt, Nietzsche, 
Artaud - in short, we must look to the entIre lmeage 
in the last pages of Foucault's own book. Indeed, ever since 
first critical essays, and in his very own way, Blanchot 
on issues that many of his contemporaries have taken up 
ter him: the necessary proximity between speech and silence, 
writing and death, work and erosion, li~erature. and demoli
tion, language and the anonymous, poetIc expenence and 
breakdown of the author. According to Le Livre a venir, "what. if, 
first is not the plenitude of being, it is the crack and the fissure, 
the erosion and the tear, intermittence and the gnawing 
tion:'z64 In literature, Blanchot discovers the rarified space from 
which every subject is absent. What speaks within the writer l,~ 
that "he is no longer himself, he is already no one": not the Hlli

versal, but the anonymous, the neutral, the outside. When one 
is releasing herself to that which is incessant and interminable 
in language, "the day is nothing more than the loss of a 
ing place. It is intimacy with the outside, which has no location 

262. Maurice Blanchot, The Infinite Conversatioll, trans. Susan Hanson (Minneapolis; 
University of Minnesota Press, 1992), pp. 196-201. 

263. Michel Foucault, Dits et Berils 1954-1988, vol. 1, 1954-1969, ed. Daniel Defert and 
Fran~ois Ewald (Paris: Gallimard, 1994), p. 168. 

264. Maurice Blanchot, Ie Livre a venir (Paris: Gallimard, 1959), pp. 49-50, 
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and affords .no rest."265 He who inhabits this literary space "be
long( s) to dIspersal [ ... J where the exterior is the intrusioll that 
stifles r ... J where the only space is its vertiginous separation."2G6 
rhis is the w~rk as an experience which ruins all experienc

e'> and places Itself underneath the work, "a region r ... ] where 
nothing is made of being, and in which nothing is accomplished. 
It js the depth of being's unworking (desoeuvrement)."267 It is 
an uncanny <;,xperience that dispossesses the subject of self and 
world, of bemg and presence, of consciousness and truth, of 
unity and totality - experience of limits, experience-limit, as 
Ba taille would have said. 

This whole .thematic spread is present in the original pref
a CC to the HIstory of Madness. 268 In it, Foucault makes 
references to an originary language, "very crude:' in which rea
S(;n and ~1I1reason still speak of each other, through "imperfect 
."fords, wlth~ut .fixed syntax, stammering a bit." Through these 
means, the IU~llts ~f a culture ar~ put to question against all 
riumphant dIalectICS. Beneath history, one finds the absence 

histo~y, a m~rmur of the deep, the void, the vain, nothing
nesS, resIdue, npples. Beneath the work, one finds the absence 

work, below sense, nonsense. Beneath reason, one finds un
reason. In sum, a tr~gic experi~nce is concealed by the birth 

rnadness a~ a socIal fact, object of exclusion, confinement 
and intervention. What can possibly be done for unreason? To 
preserve. unre~son in its .irre~ucible alterity, in its "tragic struc

. to mvestIgate the .bIrth ltSel,f of psychiatric rationality that 
reduced 1m reason to SIlence whIle at the same time turning it 
into madness? 

At any rate, we should keep in mind the first two words 
the original title of the 1961 edition which was later 

.suppressed:- Madness .and C!nreason: The History of Madness 
the .Classlcal Age. ~ettm~ aSI.de th~ lyrical. misunderstandings 

to whIch they gav: nse? thIS bmomlal contmues to intrigue us. 
BJanchot made thIS pomt when he asked whether, in the space 
which opens up between madness and unreason, literature 
and art could gather their own liminal experiences and thus, 

:i6;-M;~';ice Blanchot, The Space of Literature, p. 31. 

266. Jbid. 
267. Maurice Blanchot, The Space of Litemture, 46. 

26~- Michel FOllcault, "Prefa~e" in:Foiil: ,et deraisoll. Histoire de ia folie £ll'dge classique 
(Paris: Plon,196I) I-IX; repnnted m Dlts et Ecritsvol. I, pp. 159-67. 
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"prepare beyond culture, a relation with that which rejects cul
ture: speech of the border, the outside of speech:'269 Foucault re· 
sponded to this, according to the dialogue that my ima~inalion 
reconstructs and imposes, with the example of Bl:Ulchot, He 
explained that, in Blanchot, the erosion of time speaks loudel 
than time's links. The erosion of time speaks of the non-Jiajcl 
tical forgetting, which opens up the anticipation of the radicall;, 
new, the sliding toward a naked exteriority - language as an 
endless whisper that deposes the subjective source of .:mmci· 
ation as much as it deposes the truth of the statement, letting 
the anonymous emerge, free from every center and fatherland, 
capable of echoing the death of God and the death of man alike, 
In the place where "it [~a 1 speaks, man no longer exists." Against 
the humanist dialectics that, from alienation to reconciliation, 
promises man the authentic man, Blanchot expresses the om
line of another original choice emerging in our culture, At any 
rate, if language is not "truth or time, eternity or man, but 
rather the form of the outside always coming undone,"2?O 
we can understand why Foucault is able, echoing Kafka, [0 ad
vance his splendid formula that writing is not of this world -- it 
is its "antimatter:'271 

Literature and Madness 

We are already in the position to put forward a more general 
hypothesis. If Foucault believes so strongly in literature, perhaps 
it is because at this moment along his trajectory he believes in 
its exteriority.And if the language of madness interests him, it i~ 
because what is at stake in the language of madness is again it~ 
exteriority. From this point of view, writing and madness would 
be on the same plane, taking into account their noncirculatory 
character, the uselessness of their function, and the self.·refer
ential aspect which characterizes them.272 But we should 

269. Maurice Blanchot, The Infinite Conversation, p. 290. 

270. Michel Foucault, "The Thought of the Outside" in Michel FOUC<lult; Ethics, 
tivity and Truth: Essential 1'I''lIrks of Poucault vol. I, ed. Paul Rabinow (New York: 
New Press, 1997) p. 168. 

271. Michel Foucault, "A Swimmer Between Two Words: Interview With C. Bonnefoy" 
in Michel Foucault: Ethics, SulJjectivity and Truth p.172. 

272. Michel Foucault, "Madness Only Exists In Society" in Foucault Live: Colll!cted 
Interviews 1961-1984. Michel FOllcalllt, ed. Sylvere Lotringer (New York: Semiotext(eJ, 
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in to account their subversive and transgressive dimension, "the 
absolutely anarchic speech, the speech without institution, the 
deeply marginal speech that traverses and erodes all other dis
(Ourses."273 Literature and madness, therefore, would belong to 
what Blanchot called the part of fire:' namely, that which cul
ture destines for destruction and reduces to cinders, that with 
which it cannot live, and that with which it makes an eternal 
conflagration. 

A.nd yet, in the very moment that Foucault makes explicit 
this site of literature, he asks himself whether the times when 
"w dtillg was enough to express a protest against modern soci
ety" have not already gone by.274 In catching up with the space 
of social circulation and consumption, perhaps writing has 
been, as they used to say at thattime, recuperated by the system, 
in fact vanquished by the bourgeoisie and the capitalist society, 
It is no longer in "the outside," it no longer maintains that exte
riority. Hence the question: in order to cross to the other side, 
in urder to set oneself on fire and be consumed by it, in order to 
enter into a space irreducible to our own and into a space that 
would not be a part of society, shouldn't we do something other 
than literature? If we discover today that we must exit literature 
and abandon it to its "meager historical destiny" Foucault said, 
:it is Blanchot, always he, who taught us. The one who has been 
the most impregnated with literature, but always in a key of 
exteriority, the anti-Hegel of literature, the one who showed us 

works always stay external to us and we to them, obliges us 
to abandon literature at the very moment that literature deserts 
. outside in order to become this inside where we communi

and recognize one another very comfortably. 
The same logic would apply to madness, whose dimension 
exteriority would also be on the path of disappearance. Very 

,.arly on in his trajectory, as early as 1964, Foucault prophe
;ied the imminent effacement of madness in favor of mental 
illness.275 If madness was for man this enigmatic exteriority 
:..---:-
)989) pp. 7-9. 

273. Michel Fouca~lt, "La Folie e~ la societe" in Michel Foucault and Moriaki Watanabe, 
r ISllgaku no Butal (Tokyo: Asaht-Shupansa, 1978); reprinted in Michel Foucault, Dits el 

{3~rit5 vol. 3, 1976-1979 (Paris: Gallimard, 1994) p. 490. 

74. Michel Foucault, "Folie, Iitterature, societe" in Dits et Ecrits vol. 2, 1970-1975 (Pa-
2 . Gallimard, 1994) p. 115. fjs. J 

"5 Michel Foucault, "La Folie, I'absence d'oeuvre" in La 7hble Ronde (Situatio11 de la 
2/ c· '"iatrie) no. 196 (May 1964): pp. 11-21; reprinted in Dits el ferils vol. 1, Pl" 412-20. 
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that he excluded, but in which he also recognized himself, <we! 
which reflected everything that he found abominahle, hut WJ!' 

also integral to his most intimate constitution, his 01 her bu t 
at the same time his Same, now that the future is appro,Kh
ing, madness will be incorporated in the human as its ownmosi 
originary. This is a process to which we gave the naIlH." peri);1p~ 
ironically: the "humanization" of madness. With the help of 
this diabolical dialectics, we will have achieved the un thinkablt:~ 
we will have robbed ourselves of our own exteriority. 

Let us dare raise the burning question: has not Foucault. 
through the case of "literature" and "madness" outlined a more 
general diagnostic of the status of exteriority in our cuitun;'? 
And, if this is the case, is this diagnostic of any use to us to 
day? Michael Hardt and Toni Negri have shown that the world's 
integrated capitalism has assumed the form of Empjre2;"~ in 
order to do this, it had to abolish all exteriority, devouring it, 
most distant frontiers, encompassing not only the totality of 
the planet, but also the enclaves which were until recently in
violate - like the Unconscious or Nature, as Jameson would 
have added. Is it possible then that Foucault's diagnosis, no 
less cruel than precocious, together with its imperial plane· 
tary realization, has the capacity to shed light on our contem .. 
porary claustrophobia? We are now inhabiting a world with
out outside, a capitalism without outside, a thought without 
outside - in view of which our fascination with the 
exteriority of madness, predominant only a few decades ago, 
sounds completely obsolete today. Foucault himself caustically 
criticizes all those "lyric anti-psychiatric discourses" and espe .. 
cially the illusions that madness, delinquency, or crime speal< t.o 
us from the vantage point of an absolute exteriority. "Nothing 
is more interior to our society (says he), nothing is more within 
the effects of its power, than the affliction of a crazy person or 
the violence of a crimina1." In other words, we are always on tht' 
inside. The margin is a myth. The word from beyond is a dream 
that we keep renewing. The "crazies" are in an outside space 
creativity or monstrosity. And nonetheless, they are caught in 

276. Michael Hardt, "La Societe mondiale de controle" in Gilles Deleuzl'. Une Vie Phi 
losophique, cd. Eric AlIicz (Paris: Synthelabo, 1998) 359-75; Michael Hardt and loni 
Negri, Empire, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000). . 
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the network, they are shaped and function within the mecha
nisms ofpower.277 

Now, this radical reversal of perspective in Foucault should 
not surprise us, if we consider his work on prisons, and the new 
probJematization of power that his genealogical inflection has 
elicited. In this sense, it is understandable that he writes "mad
nesS is no less the effect of power than non-madness."27R It is, 
"according to an indefinite spiral, a tactical response to the tac-
ie that invests it," and we should not go so far as to "overvalue 

the asylum and its infamous walls," since it must be understood 
"from the outside;'279 as a pawn in a broader positive strategy 
t hat gave birth to an entire psychology of the psyche. 

Let us stop here and suspend the burning question - if we 
are always inside, what is left of the outside? I will no longer fol
low the detours of this theme throughout the work of Foucault, 
especially from his third theoretical period. Instead, I will only 
foCUS on one, all-too-illuminating example: when, in 1980, he 
evokes the limit experience by means of which the subject tears 
itself from itself, and is led to its own annihilation and dissolu
tion (a theme which was dear to the 1960s), the question is no 
longer for him the experimentation with an outside of culture, 
but rather a personal and theoretical experiment by means of 
which it would be possible to think otherwise. If literature and 
madness no longer send us over to an absolute outside, since all 
is inside, the experience-limit keeps its own value to the extent 
that it is an operation on one's own self. Not a lived experience, 
but the unlivable for the sake of which we must produce our
selves. No more a transgression of a frontier or a prohibition, 
~ven if Bataille's name is invoked once more, but a demolition 
C refabrication of the self. This way, the outside attains an al
together s~rprising sub~ective im.manence. Perhaps a reading of 
Deieuze wlll better eluCldate the lmmanent status of this exteri
ority, which sprung up again in a subject within a world already 
without outslde. 

277':M ichel Foucault, "The Social Extension of the Norm" in Foucault Live, p. 198. 

278. Michel Foucault, "Sorcery and Madness" in Foucault Live, p. 201. 

~ 79. Michel Foucault, ''L'Asile iIIimite," Le NOtlvel Observateur no. 646 (March 28th
!pril 3rd, 1977): pp. 66-67; reprinted in Dils et Ecrits vol. 3, p.273. 
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Deleuze and the Outside 

With Deleuze, we must say it from the beginning, everything 
takes place in a different way right from the start, whether it 
is a question of madness or of the outside. For him, madness 
has never been an object of study as such. And yet it frequentl) 
reappears in the vicinity of thought, as if this vicinily was in
trinsic to it, as if the act of thinking necessarily reache:, t 11 is v()l
canic region where that which madness reveals, in a crude and 
very Oedipalized way, is being realized. What is being realized 
is the dissolution of the subject, of the object, of the Selt~ the 
world and God, in favor of a generalized nomadization Wht'fC 

the psychosocial figure of the schizophrenic is nothing more 
than a caricatural interruption, crystallized and institutional
ized. In fact, nomadism and the relation to the outside are not 
exclusive attributes of the schizo, but they belong to thought 
as such. Deleuze increasingly insists upon this: to think come" 
always from the outside, and is directed toward the outside, be
longs to the outside, is an absolute relation to the outside.'Ui> 
As Zourabichvili remarks, thought is not an innate faculty; It 
is always the effect of an encounter and an encounter is always 
an encounter with the outside, despite the fact that this outside 
is not the reality of the external world, in its empirical config
uration, but rather the heterogeneous forces affecting thought, 
those that force thought to think, those that force thought to
ward that which thought does not yet think, urging thought to 
think otherwise.281 He adds that the forces of the outside are 
not such because they come from the outside, from the exterior, 
but rather because they place thought into a state of exterior
ity, throwing it into a formless field where the heterogeneous 
points of view, corresponding to the heterogeneity of the forces 
at play, enter into a relation with one another. We can easily see 
that, although he inherited it from Blanchot, and accepted 
extended sense that Foucault attributed to it, Deleuze gave 
outside a characterization which is much more clearly Nietzs· 
chean: much less in relation to the being of language as in Fou
cault, and much less in relation to literature as in Blanchot, the 

280. Gilles Deleuze, Fo IJCIl II it, trans. Se,\n Hand (Minneapolis: University of MinnesotH 
Press, 1988). 

281. Franyois Zourabichvili, Deleuze, line philosophie de I'rivellement (Paris: Presses 
Universitaires de France, 1994) p.45. 
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strategic dimension of the outside carried for him a great inter
est .- hence the absolute privilege of force, the "discovery" of 
whIch nevertheless Deleuze generously attributed to Foucault. 
The con~eque-?ces of this perspective are many: (1) the task of 
thought.Is t? lIberate the forces that come from the outside; (2) 
the outs~de ~s always openness.unto a future; (3) the thought of 
the outSIde IS a thought of reSIstance (to a state of affairs); and 
~ 4) the force of the outside is Life.282 The major challenge has 
therefore been present from the very beginning: to seize life as 
a power of the outside. 

Subjectivity and Madness 

Now w.e mus! call forth a second movement of the sequence: 
hoW thIS outSIde, when folded, becomes subjectivity. How is an 
inside created which includes in itself this very outside, with its 
decelerated particles ("these slow beings that we are"), where 
we be~ome masters of our speeds, and to a certain degree mas
terS oj- o~r molecules and o~ th~ir singularit~es? According to 
Deleuze, as long as the outSIde IS folded, an Inside is coexten
sive with it;' as memory, as life, as duration.2R3 We carry with us 
an absolute memory of the outside. This is the outside-in-us. 
an ~.mlin:ited reservoir that nourishes our field of possibles, t; 
whIch SImondon gave the Greek name of apeiron - the Un
lirnited.2X4 Subjectivity is this fold of the outside, the folding of 
nomad forces, the pocket of the apeiron. 

Ifwe now look at the strange diagram that Deleuze outlined 
jl1 f'egar~ to Fo~cault, we ~nd ~etween the subjective fold and 
the outSIde, a kmd of floatmg lme, and above it a half-blocked 
bottleneck that filters and slows down the forces of the outside 
at the. same time that it serves then:: as a passageway. Hence the 
questIOn: h~w c~n we unblock thIS passage to the maximum 
degree pOSSIble 111 order for the Other, the outside, and that 
which IS the farthest to become most intimate to the think
er? Jacques Derrida made use of a suggestive metaphor in this 
cOl1text - thought as a tympan, as a stretched screen ready to 

282-. Gilles DeJeuze, Foucaillt p. 89, 90, 95. 

783. or· cit. p.108. 

;84. Gilbert Simondon, L'lndi;idu.e~ sa g~rzcse phy~ico-biologiqlle (Paris: Presses Univer
,itaires de France, 1964) and LlndlVlduatlO11 psyclllqlle et collective (Paris: Aubier, 1989). 
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balance the pressures between the inside and the outside. T:) 
tympanize philosophy would then mean to make this mem
brane more oblique so that, as we increase its surfac~ of vibra
tion and its permeability to the outside, philosophy can leave 
behind its autism.2R5 To plot the line of the outside otherw,sc 
in order to think otherwise. Inflect this relation to the outside 
in order to remodel subjectivity and at the same time open up 
thought (these two aspects always go together). 

And yet behold, this extreme point to which every thought 
of the outside aspires, is also the point where we become ex 
posed to the risk of discovering that the subjective fold open~~ 
wide, being led astray into madness or being dissolved in death, 
Hence the proximity of thought and madness - thought <t~ 
openness to the outside, madness as prison in the outside, and 
its collapse in an absolute inside. This is what happens when the 
tympan is broken, when all borders between the outside and 
the inside, between surface and depth, are abolished. The togic 
of Sense, as it compares Artaud and Lewis Carroll, is a variation 
on this theme: what happens when the surface is torn, when 
the line of the outside crumbles into a groundless depth and 
the subject is imprisoned in it? Deleuze underlines the impe
rious desire which tempts every thinker: to will the event, not 
only upon the incorporeal surface of sense, but in the mix
ture of bodies, in a kind of "schizophrenic depth." This is the 
major - almost the demented - temptation: to embrace the 
becoming-mad of the stuff of the world. Deleuze is then cor
rect in asking whether it is possible to think without becoming 
insane. How can one aspire to the outside, without being swal
lowed up? How do we separate the ambition of thought from 
the risk which is intrinsic in it? Aren't they necessarily neigh
bars - thought and the collapse of the thinker, the thought of 
the outside and the closure of it within an absolute inside?2~{' 
The boundary between the one and the other is so very thill, 
as Nietzsche and Artaud attest. It is only by a thread that the 
one with the most open relation to the outside is not swept up 
in it as an "exceptional interiority:' according to the beautiful 
expression of Blanchot. 
285, Jacques Derrida, "Tympan" in Margins of Philosophy, trans_ Alan Hass (Chkago~ 
University of Chicago Press, 1982), 

286, All these themes have been developed in a book published in Brazilian: Peter 
Pal Pelbart, Da clausum do fora ao fora do clausura: LOl/cum e Desrazao (Sao Paulo~ 
Brasilense, 1989,2009)_ 
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A few decades ago, Foucault raised the question: what is it 
that condemns to madness those who have once experienced 
unreason? Or, in our own terms: how is the relation to the out
side possible without its collapse in an absolute inside? If, in 
,:;ome moments of its history, our society was able to confine 
access to madness to the outside (forcing poets and artists, if 
not to become mad, at least to imitate madness), in other times 
dnd elsewhere different spaces of "the outside" were capable 
of opening up (shamanistic, prophetic, mystical, and political 
spaces). Nowadays, madness is no longer this privileged voice, 
as Foucault saw it early on, when he underlined how madness 
(having crushed unreason) was in the process of being extin
guished in favor of mental illness. Nevertheless, from a certain 
rime onwards Foucault no longer asks where exteriority would 
have migrated after it deserted the space of the asylum and of 
literature. Perhaps, as we argued, because he considered it abol
ished, But was it really abolished for him? 

The Immanent Outside 

In Deleuze, on the other hand, a more explicitly immanent 
conception renders the outside less dependent upon the sites 
of exteriority which are visible and localized, even if all sorts 

minorities. ar~ present i~ Anti~O.edipus (and how noisily!). 
But Deleuze mSlsts many tImes: It IS not a question of a cult 
of minorities, ?ut rather of the. bec?ming-minority of all and 
each one. In thIS sense, the questIOn IS not to idealize the schizo
phl-enics, but to call for a generalized "schizophrenization." In 
other ~vords) there is ~o praise of mad~ess) but of the pro
cesS WIth respect to whiCh the psychosoCIal fact of madness is 
a sad fixation. The unfortunate thing with madness is that it 
was called upon to be the lone witness to deterritorialization 
a5 a ~niversal process: and therefore caved in under the weight 
of thIS untenable assIgnment. Hence the order to liberate the 
~chizoid movement in every flow, so that this characterization 
~ouId no longer qualify one particular residue alone as a flow 
of J11adnes~. De~euze ar:d Guattari repeat Foucault's prophecy 
about th~ Immment dIsappearance of madness qua outside, 
but turn It complet~ly upside down, giving it an almost jubilant 
seflse! The progreSSIve abolition of the binary frontiers between 
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madness and nonmadness is no longer read as a loss of exkri . 
ority, but rather as a gain of exteriority. The outside is no longl:'r 
snatched up but liberated from its closure in confined or prj,,
ileged spaces. If it is no longer confined, it is because, at last, it 
is able to extend everywhere. Alterity is not beyond the frontier, 
and not necessarily in the defeated margins. It is a virtuality of 
the lines that make us up and of the becomings which result 
from them. 

In this sense, this geography without borders, let's ~ay) this 
fall of the Berlin Wall does not necessarily represent the victor'l 
of a so-called totality - Deleuze and Guattari have tallghl us 
how to laugh at that. This is what Deleuze was saying a propo:. 
of an alleged planetary and unidimensional thought in 1964: 
there is a point in which this nihilism turns back against it
self, with the strangest of results: it renders forces elementary to 
themselves in the brute play of their dimensions. The outside, 
considered as abolished, keeps reappearing as agnostic. This 
what we see clearly in Foucault, at a certain moment, and il 
matters little whether the term "outside" disappears from his 
vocabulary, whereas it subsists in Deleuze: the fact is that a ba·· 
sic conception becomes more and more common between the 
two of them the moment that it looked as if it were branch
ing off definitively. Deleuze himself expressed this much 
Foucault would have been the one to discover the element 
comes from the outside - the force. In other words, with 
work on power, Foucault had given the outside its strategic im
manence. 

I would like to insist on a final encounter between these two 
thinkers, which is just as hidden as the previous one. To the 
extent that Deleuze conceives exteriority as groundless ground 
from within which subjectivity itself emerges, it is obvious thai 
he cannot think of it as abolished; on the contrary, he discovers 
it in the very heart of subjectivity as fold, absolute memory of 
the outside, contraction of the outside, duration and life. It is 
not, therefore, surprising that Deleuze encountered it, as 
most intimate texture of the process of subjectification, pre·· 
cisely during his writings on Foucault's late work, here where 
the reader thinks to be very far away from the thematics of 
outside already presented during the genealogical period along 
with the domains of madness and literature. Deleuze rediscov
ers the "passion forlof the outside" in the later Foucault, when 
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he recognizes the outside to be immanent in subjectivity and in 
the process of subjectification (the account of which was made 
by Foucault) or when he conceives of "thinking otherwise" as 
an invitation to otherwise fold the forces of the outside. To 
tbink otherwise: to be invited to fold otherwise the forces of 
the outside. The invitation to the outside or the passion forlof 
the outside finds here its strategic and political function, when 
it triggers a subjective mutation, that is, a redistribution of af
fects, of what attracts and what repels, according to the beauti
ful analysis that Zourabichvili made of it.287 

I will add one last word about the displacement of the 
houndaries between the desirable and the intolerable. Our two 
authors thought seriously about madness and the possibility of 
dialoguing with it. If Foucault did it by taking it as a complex 
historical object, the genesis of which he read as the reverse and 
the non-necessary condition of our thought, then Deleuze, in 
tUfn, in close relation with Guattari, gave in to the temptation 
of this vicinity in the creation of his own concepts. Perhaps, 
the rhizome is the most extreme expression of it. We could, in 
fact, think of it as an X-raying of the thought of the outside, in 
its most intimate logic, that is, when it is the most turned to
ward the outside. We find in it the opening of a desert, the for
getting mobility, the errant connectivity, the multidirectional 
proliferation, the absence of center, of subject, of object - a 
topology and a chronology which are hallucinatory enough. In 
short, we find not the map of another world, but rather the 
other possible cartography of all worlds - that which precise
I v makes this world become another, delivering us from "the 
~hai ns of everydayness:' as Kafka had wanted it. 

~37~-Fran\ois Zourabichvili, "Deleuze et Je possible (de !'involontarisme en 
" Iitique)" in Gilles J)eleuze, lll/C vie philosnphique, pp. 335-57. 
po 
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IV 



TIME, 
EXPERIENCE, 

DESUBJECTIVATION 



IMAGES OF TIME IN DELEUZE 

Deleuze's major theses on time reappear in a dramatized man
~er in his books on cinema, where they conquer an aesthetic 
operationality that illuminates them as a whole. Take the most 
enigmatic idea that organizes these books, the emancipation of 
;ime. Time is out ofjoint, exclaims Hamlet. Time is off its hing
eS! What does it mean for time to have left its axes, returned to 
. isdf, as pure time? Deleuze alludes to a time freed from the 
~yranny of the present that it had previously bowed down to, 

!1d henceforth, became available to the most eccentric of ad
~eJ1tures. Bruno Schulz says, in another context, that time is a 
di.5orde~·ed element kept in check solely than~s to an ince(~sant 
._ lltivatlOn, a care, a control, a correctIOn of Its excesses. Free 
'--'f this vigilance, it immediately begins to do tricks, run wild, 
o lay irresponsible practical jokes, and indulge in crazy clown
P g."288 Schulz recalls that we carry a supernumerary load that 
H~ither fits on the train of events nor on the two-track time that 
n pparts it. For this precious contraband that he calls Event, 
:~ere are those l~teral tr~cks of time, blind d~~?urs, whe~e.they 

re "suspended III the au, errant, homeless, III a multIhnear 
~treak, no "before" or "after;' neither "simultaneously" nor 
~ oosequently;' the most remote murmur and the furthest fu-
e fe, all communicating at a virginal beginning. Thus, in the 

tUntinuous time of linked presents (Chronos) the time of the 
CO 

.·--------Bruno Schulz, Sanatorium under the Sign of tile Hot;rglass, trans. Celina 
28~. ic\,ska, (New York: Boughton Mifflin, (977), p_ 283. 
\\ll cIl 
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Event (Aeon) is constantly insinuated, in its non-dialccti-:,IL 
impersonal, impassible, incorporeal logic: "the pure reserve," 
pure virtuality that never stops supervening. 

In light of this, Deleuze stresses a cinematographic procedun: 
that consists of unlinking the peaks of present from their vcry 
actuality, subordinating this present to a flow that crosses it ,md 
overflows, in which precisely there is no more past, present, or 
future, wherein they are all rolled up into a "simultaneous, in
explicable" event. In the Event, the peaks of de-actualized prt's
ent coexist, or yet one single event is distributed within distinct 
worlds according to different times, in such a way that what fOJ 

one is past, for another is present, for a third is future - but 
it is the same event (Last Year at Marienbad). Deleuze calls this 
Sidereal time, or a system of relativity, because it includes a pill
ralist cosmology, in which one single event is distributed as in
compatible versions in a pluralityofworlds. Notagod that choos
es the best of possible worlds, but a Process that passes through 
all of them, "simultaneously" affirming them. It is a system 
variation: given an event, not hitting it against a present tbat 
actualizes it, but making it vary in diverse presents that belong. 
to distinct worlds, although in a certain, more generic sense, 
they belong to a single shattered world. Or, given a present 
not exhausting it within itself, but rather finding the event in 
it through which it communicates with other presents in other 
worlds, swimming upstream in the common event in which aU 
are implicated: the Virtual Tangle. 

Suppose there is a gigantic ontological Memory, made up of 
sheets or deposits of the past, types of strata, that communicate 
among themselves in order to be funneled and exert pressure 
on a peak of present. Some of Resnais' characters, for instance, 
go from one stratum to another, stroll between levels, traverse 
ages of the world, transversalize Time, or they constantly re-cre
ate the distances and proximities between the diverse si ngula.r 
points of their lives. Sticking to a comfortable image, time as a 
handkerchief: each time we blow our nose, we slip it into our 
pocket, crumple it in a distinct way, so that two points of 
handkerchief that were previously distant and did not toucb 
(like two distant moments oflife according to a time-line) 
now become contiguous, or they even coincide, or contrarily, 
two points that were next to each other have now irremediably 
been separated. As if time were a big mass of clay, every time it 
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is molded the distances between the points marked within it 
are rearranged. This is a curious topology in which we witness 
an incessant transformation, a modulation that reinvents and 
causes the relationships between the many sheets and their scin
tillating points to vary, each rearrangement creating something 
new, plastic memory, always remade, always to come. Moldable 
mass of time, or better, modulatable, and about which Deleuze 
comes to exclaim, like some kind of Christopher Columbus: 
Land, muddy vital means! When cinema is embroiled in this 
order of virtual coexistence it invents its paradoxical, hypnot
ic, hallucinatory, indecisive sheets. Along this Bergsonian line, 
the memory stops being a faculty inside of man, it is man that 
inhabits the inside of a vast Memory, a World-Memory, a gi
gantic inverted cone, a virtual multiplicity of which we are a 
determined degree of distension or contraction. Even the phi
losopher and the pig, as in a metempsychosis, take up the same 
cone, the same life at distinct levels, jokes Deleuze. 

Time comes to be conceived no longer as a line, but rather 
as a tangle, not like a river, but like land, not flow, but mass, 
not sllccession, rather coexistence, not a circle, but a whirl, not 
[)rder - but conceived as infinite variation. Instead of referring 
to a consciousness of time, it seems befitting to bring it closer 
to hallucination. 

Time and Madness 

Always speaking of time, Deleuze evokes a profligacy: time 
which is de-centered, aberrant, wild, paradoxical, floating, or 
even sunken. It does not seem abusive to consider that time's 
going mad, as Deleuze works with it, communicates directly 
with the temporality of so-called "clinical" madness. Mean
while, a good part of the literature on psychoses is entirely un
armed when facing the multiple temporal figures that prolifer
~te before one's very eyes in the clinic, and that "psychological" 
theories find it difficult to embrace, keeping in mind a tempo
~al norma.ley of which they are habitually prisoners. It is quite 
rare to thmk about the temporality of psychosis in any other 
waY than in a privative mode. Even a phenomenological or ex
·stential approach to psychoses, from Minkowski to Maldiney, 
~:n I3inswanger or Jaspers, despite the undeniable descriptive 
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interest that is presented, in these approaches the confirn1t:'i~ 
multiplicity ends up being referred to a modality of time pre
supposed as an ideal, prioritizing, for example, certain strtlc· 
tures of being-in-the-world, transcendence, anticipation, thf' 
project, out of an originating present, etc. But also within strict
ly psychoanalytic literature, with rare exceptions, the non-un.ity 
of the psychotic temporal experience is subsumed to its failed 
futuration in the form of timeless representations, in such a 
way that there is a chaotic immanence that is refused in the 
name of a significant elsewhere that is precisely not assumed 
by the psychotic. Ultimately, this amounts to an apology tor 
historicizing, whose fulcrum is the I historian, as Piera Aulagni
er would say. Thus, somehow temporality ends up being iden
tified with historicizing. With everything that this perspective 
can present as interesting, or useful, and even as necessary ir: 
the clinic, it has the inconvenience of hindering the reception 
of be comings in psychosis. Deleuze and Guattari's reflection, in 
opposing becomings to history, could help rethink this tempo
ral heterogeneity of psychosis that so defies the time of reason. 
even psychoanalytical reason. 

Deleuze says it clearly: History is a temporal marker of Pow
er.289 People dream about starting or restarting from scratch, 
and also fear where they will arrive, or fall. We always seek 
origin or outcome of a lifetime, as a cartographic addiction, 
but we scorn the middle, which is an anti -memory. That's when 
it hits the highest speed, where the most different times com
municate and cross one another, where there is the movement 
becoming, whirl, as Deleuze says literally.290 And the question to 
be answered is simple: what temporal figure do we create in or
der to think such a turbulent medium, such a virtual multipik 
ity? Anyway, what should not fail to intrigue us is the fact that 
certain phenomena of psychic disturbance expose, more 
any other, pure virtuality as virtuality, precisely detached 
any centered or oriented actualization. The temporal incongru
ences that appear in determined subjective configurations, and 
that have also marked cinema since its inception, touch upon, 
as is seen, a very philosophical issue. 

289. Gilles Deleuze, Superpositions, with Carmelo Bene, (Paris: Minuit, ]980), p. 1071. 

290.1biri, I'p. 95-6. 
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The Philosopher and the Schizophrenic 

But what would it serve to converge Deleuze's times and the 
temporality of madness? Not, in fact, to suggest that Deleuze 
would be in possession of a theory of time that the psycholog
ical domain has had trouble elaborating - a pretension thal 
would come to contradict the same idea that Deleuze has made 
of the relationship between philosophy and non-philosophy, 
since philosophy's role is not to legislate over other domains; 
nor for these other domains to apply philosophical concepts, 
insofar as each discipline constructs its instruments "with its 
own means." 

It would be necessary to start at Deleuze's relationship 
with schizophrenia, or better, the intrinsic relationship that 
l~l1tertains him alld the schizophrenic that inhabits him, this 
schizophrenic, "who lives intensely within the thinker and 
forces him to think," initiating an "event that is too intense;' 
of a distinct nature, however, from "a lived condition that is 
toO hard to bear" that strikes the clinical schizophrenic-entity, 
the psychosocial type.291 What temporal disturbances does this 
produce, that is, th~ schi~ophreni~ on the inside of the philoso
pher? Or. rat~er, whlch kmds of tll1:e en.gend~r this conceptual 
persona m hun? What thought of time IS he Impelled to forge, 
,,,tarting from there, and what "maddened" images of time is he 
tempted to liberate? And, lastly, how does he see his philosophy 
being harassed, from end to end, by these images? 

To say it in the most simple way: several images of time col
lected above from a problematic of madness, although they 
contrast with the gathered images of time in DeIeuze such as 
thOse that we briefly referred to, can go into free play with them, 
rna-de of distance .ar:d proxim~ty: contrasts a~d interferences, 
overlays, transvanatlOns, remISSions, abductIons, and skills. 
The power for investigation that is inferred in this discordant 
accord, as J?uch. i!l the relation. to the times of philosophy with 

own ratIOnalItIes as to the tlmes of madness with its unrea
sonings, should not be underestimated. 

~lcS Deleuze and Felix Guattari, What is Philosophy?, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and 
2~r<1harn Burchell, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), p. 70. 
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Time and Thought 

Cinema revealed to Deleuze some of these conduits of rime 
emanating images that are diverse, evolutionary, circular, spiral. 
declining, broken, saving, fleeting, unlocalized, multi-vectori
al. Time as bifurcation, discrepancy, gushing, oscillation, split, 
modulation, etc. It's plausible to assume that the interest that 
Deleuze dedicated to them comes from a more radical deter
mination than he lets us glimpse, in stressing the ambition of 
cinema to penetrate, apprehend, and reproduce thought itself. 
Thought and time would thus be, immediately, in a relation 
of indissoluble co-be-Ionging. Indeed, what is inferred from 
DeletlZe's writings on time is that the very act of thinking about 
time could not remain foreign to the project of freeing itself 
from a certain idea of time that formatted it, or from the axis 
that bends it. In this sense, Hamlet's enigmatic exclamation 
about time that leaves its axes is coupled with the exigency of 
thought off its axes, that is, of a thought that has finally stopped 
spinning around the Same. 

As well as criticizing the sameness of a so-called dogmat
ic image of thought, Deleuze fustigates a hegemonic image 
time. In asserting a thought without image, so that other images 
may come toward thought, Deleuze also calls for a time with no 
image in order to liberate more or other images of time. The so
called dogmatic image of thought is well known: it is explored 
from Nietzsche and Philosophy to What is Philosophy? But what 
would it be, this image of hegemonic time that is refused by 
Deleuze? In short: it is time as a Circle. This is not exactly 
cular time, but the circle as a profound structure, in which 
is reconciled with itself, in which beginning and end rhyme, 
Holderlin says. What characterizes the circle is its monocenter
ing around the Present, its chained and oriented Movement, 
as well as its underlying totalization. The circle with its center, 
a metaphor of the Same. And even if the Present is situated 
a remote and nostalgic past, or an eschatological future, this 
doesn't stop it from still functioning as an axis that bends 
around which it spins, redesigning the circle which we thought 
we had just escaped. It is there, ultimately, again and again, the 
time of Re-presentation. 

In opposition to time as a Circle, Deleuze proposes 
as Rhizome. No longer rediscovered Identity, but open 
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Multiplicity. The logic of multiplicity was exposed and worked 
on, among other texts, in the description of the rhizome in 
/1 Thousand Plateaus. A rhizome can be entered from any side, 
every point connects with any other, it is made of movable di
rections, without beginning or end, but just a means, through 
which it grows and overflows, without referring to a unity or 
derivation from one, neither subject nor object. What does 
time become, therefore, when it comes to be thought of as pure 
multiplicity or operating within a pure multiplicity? The rhi
zome has no temporal sense or direction (the direction of the 
arrow of time, good sense, the sense of common sense, ranging 
from less differentiated to more differentiated); nor does it re
discover a pri~r total.ity ~hat it would be in charge of, abolishing 
itself, makmg It expllClt m the concept. It possesses no sense or 
direction and is unrelated to any teleology. 

But is this Deleuze's last word with regard to time? For 
this virtual multiplicity is as if it were plowed and stirred at 
every point, along its entire length, no longer by a circle, 
which he refuses, but by what might be called - and the ex
pression is already in Plato's Timaeus - a Circle of the Other. 
A circle whose center is the Other, this other that can never be 
the center precisely because it is always other: a de-centered cir
de. It is the figure that best suits Deleuze's original reading of 
Nietzsche: in the repetWon there returns only the non-Same, 
the Unequal, the Other - Being of Becoming, the Eternal Re
turn of Difference. 
. You can call this Other the Future (the regal repetition is 
that of the future, says Difference and Repetition). But if there 
is il1 Deleuze, as in Heidegger, a privilege of the future, it is not 
dedudble from a problematic of Finitude, but rather from the 
Work, which rejects .its supports,. I;Iabi.t, Memory, and Agent. 
f~or man, the future IS not an antlclpatlOn of his own end, his 
own death, the extreme possibility of his being; nothing pres
ents it as a being-far-death, since it is not from the ipseity that 
it can be thought,. but from a proto-antic flow. If in Deleuze's 
elaboration of thIS future the Open is an important bench
mark, it then refers to the Outside, more than to Being. Let's 
say that the 0l?en for Deleuz~ is cl?ser to Blanchot than it is to 
Heidegger. It IS under the SIgn of an Exteriority, then, that 
thought can gain a determination of future. 
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Time of Creation 

As already mentioned, Deleuze's criticism of a so-called dog
matic image of thought is made on behalf of a thought without 
image. Now, this means that thought, without a prior Model 
of how to think (for example: thinking is to seek the truth\. 
opens up for other adventures (for example: thinking is cre
ating). Everything changes from one to another. De1euze says 
that there are two different planes of immanence, classic and 
modern, that of the will to truth, on the one hand, and that 
creation, on the other. And each is inseparable from a ceriain 
concept of time that fills it. Should we not suppose that a phi 
losophy of difference, like that of Deleuze, has given itself the 
task of filling this modern plane of immanence with a concept 
of time belonging to thought defined as creation, and no longer 
as the will to truth?292/ 

The theorization of Deleuzian time, despite its many obscu·· 
rities, would be to then think of a time in agreement to 
force of the new. If there is a profound fidelity to the Bergsc'· 
nian project, it can only be carried out successfully when, with 
Nietzsche, time is elevated to its ultimate power, making it H> 
turn to ... difference. Only the selective eternal return, affecting 
the new, equaling the Unequal itself, only Time as Difference 
can inaugurate with the Future, discontinuous and disruptive, a 
relation of excess, such as the Work or the Overman, for which 
Zarathustra is not mature enough and yet he announces it. 
future as the unconditioned that the instant affirms - is what 
Nietzsche would have called Untimely, the importance of which 
Deleuze never stops emphasizing. 

If Michel Serres is correct in attributing to philosophy 
function of "inventing the conditions for invention," we must 
add that, in the context which concerns us, this would mean re
inventing the conditions for the invention of other times which 
are not those already consecrated by history. It deals with, 
mately, undoing the solidarity between Time and History, with 
all the ethical, political, and strategic implications of such an 
ambition. In thinking the substantive multiplicities and 
cesses operating within it, driving out the most unusual tem
poralities, in the arc that goes from the Untimely to the 

292. This thesis was developed systematically in Peter Pal Pelbart, 0 tempo tl(;io-recOIIi;i· 
Iiado: 111lagetlS do Tempo em Deleuze, Sao Paulo.l\uminnras, 1998/1010. 
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will Deleuze not have given a voice to those who as he sa . 
13 . " 1'" , ys lJ1 

~t enJam~man ec 10, HIstory does not take into account?" It 
is not, eVldent~y, only the oppressed or minorities, though it 
always deals WIth them as well, but the becoming-minority of 
each a~d everyone: not exactly the people, but the "missin 
people, the people to come. g 
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EXPERIENCE AND 
ABANDON OF THE SELF 

1 n an interview from 1980, Foucault says that his books are for 
him experiences in the full sense of the word, since from them 
he himself came out transformed. An experience, therefore, 
could be defined based on this criterion: it regards a transfor
mation of the subject. A book conceived as an experience is 
:,;o]11ething that transforms the person who writes it and what
ever the writer thinks, before even transforming whatever it ad
d resses. Foucault confesses that the authors who most marked 
hi rn were not great builders of systems, which upon completion . 
their machinery could be applied to the most distinct domains, 
'tS if holding onto a truth, or progressively complementing it, 
t,)'ut those others who actually allowed him to escape from that 
university education, that is, those for whom writing was an ex
perience of self-transformation, such as Nietzsche, Bataille, and 
Blanchot. Not only does his trio often return in the articles and 
books from his first phase, but they also appear in interviews 
~ p until the end of his life. It is difficult not to see some sort of 
riwrnello here. Now, what was it that was so essential that these 
30thors gave Foucault, despite being marginal in what is usually 
oI1derstood as the history of philosophy? Precisely a conception 

f experience conceived as a metamdrphosis, a transformation, 
?n relation to things, with others, with oneself, with the truth. 
~hjs transformation also happened with the objects and themes 
todied by Foucault, such as madness, delinquency, and sexu

:lity. Every book written by Foucault concerning these themes 
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resulted in a profound transformation not only in the relation 
ship that the author and the reader had with the themes dealt 
with, but the books also had a profound effect on the fields theIl1 
selves - whether it be through the contestation of psychiatric 
knowledge or the very definition of madness itself, the enclosure 
ofthe madman or the delinquent, or the investment of sexuali
ty as the revelation of an unavoidable subjective truth. It is c1ea· 
that Foucault's contribution to these diverse areas did not con
sist of reaffirming a progress of knowledge, an accumulation in 
constituted knowledge, but in the problematization of the 
truths produced by knowledge and powers, in their reciprocal 
overlapping, as well as in the subsequent effects resulting in. 
among other things, the production of the subjects impli(3 ted 
therein: the subject of madness, the subject of a sexuality, the 
sick subject, the delinquent subject. But let us return to his'writ
ings and interviews where he defines the notion of experience 
as well as the experience he and his work necessarily go th rough. 
How does the notion of experience evoked by Foucault differ 
from the experience of the phenomenologist? If the experience 
of the phenomenologist, he says, consists of putting a reflexive 
eye on any object of the lived, on everyday life in its transitory 
form, in order to extract significations from it, the experience to 
whkh Foucault refers, contrary to the phenomenologist, deals 
not with reaching an object of the lived, but a point of life that 
is closest to the unlivable. Not the lived life, but the unlivable of 
life. Not the possible experience, but the impossible experience. 
Not the trivial experience, but the one in which Me reaches the 
maximum of intensity, doing away with itself. In short, not the 
everyday experience, but the limit-experience. Phenomenolo
gy tries to apprehend the meaning of the everyday experience 
to re-encounter, through it, the founding subject of this expe
rience and of these meanings, in its transcendental function 
The experience as Foucault understands it, along the lines of 
the above-mentioned authors, on the contrary, does not 
to a founding subject, but debunks the subject and its founda
tion, yanks it from itself, opens it to its dissolution. In short, 
limit-experience is an undertaking of desubjectivation. Hence, 
that which will have been decisive for Foucault in his readings 
of Nietzsche, Bataille, and Blanchot: the experience that 
to its limit, experimentation which in its course separates 
the subject, leaves it behind, and abolishes it. This is also 
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;1JlOWS Foucault to say that his books, however erudite they may 
have been, were always conceived as direct experiences aimed at 
yanking him out of himself, preventing him from continuing to 
be himself. Clearly we have here a necessary perversion of the 
very concept of experience, since it generally is precisely remit
ted to a subject that lives it, passively or actively. But Foucault's 
question goes against the grain of this supposition: "Can't there 
he experiences in the course of which the subject is no longer 
posit~d, in its. constitutive relations, .as wh~t mal~es it ident!cal 
IN ith Itself? MIght there not be expenences 111 whlCh the subject 
might be able to dissociate from itself, sever the relation with 
itself, lose its identity?"293 Thus, by way of these terms like disso
ciation, dissolution, dilution, loss of identity, Foucault contests 
the very status of the subject, be it the psychological subject, the 
subject of knowledge, or the transcendental subject. 

(Jmlpersonal Existence 

In a very prosaic sense, Foucault adds, at a different moment, 
that each oEhis books was born out of a "personal experience;' 
a (( direct experience~' In the case of madness, here is his ob
~ervation: "I have a complex, personal relationship with mad
~ess and with the psychiatric institution." The reader may ask 
what he is referring to exactly, but one need only take a quick 
look at any of his bio~raphies or even at the biographical notes 
puhlished in Dits et Ecrits, and all suspicions of sensationalist 
arnbition are quickly cleared up. These remarks by Foucault 
;,peak of the c~ises that he wen~ t.hrough at the Ecole Normale, 
titS of rage, hIS attempts at sUIClde, even a visit to a psychia
trist,. taken by his ~ather. Fur~hern:ore, his interest in the topic 
was 1l1cessant, as hIS academiC trajectory attests to. Look at his 
paral~el tra!ning in p~ychology, his internsh~p in the psychiatric 
hospItal, hIS translatIOn of Dream and EXIstence and his per-
onal frequenting of Bins wanger because of the translation, not 
~o mention all of his academic positions in which he was the 
chair of psychology or psychopathology, or even his interest in 
psychoanalysis, his ambivalent relationship with Lacan, etc. If 

:;Y3~ Miche.l Foucault, "Interview with Michel Foucault," with Duccio Trombadori, il~ 
1'hc hssmtlll/ WcJrks of FOl/calllt, 1954·1984, VO/llme 3: Power, ed. James D. Faubion, 
(NeW York: New Press, 2001), p. 248. 
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his personal experience, in this trivial sense, was decisive, 
doesn't even remotely mean that he had transposed personal 
experiences to the plane of writing in an autobiographical fom 
- no self-complacency or narcissism - moreover, in none of 
his writings do we find any biographical reference of this order 
Here we have a small paradox, which we could formulate J' 

such: how a book is born from a personal experience, but re 
suIts precisely in the abolition of the same author who lived it, 
as the postulate pointed out above, according to which there an, 
experiences, and experiences of thought or writing, which pre·· 
cisely question the author regarding his identity and even his 
coherence? The whole challenge is in conciliating the fact that a 
book starts from a personal experience, but it doesn't constituk 
the account of this experience, since the book is in itself an ex· 
perience in a sense more radical, that is, a transformation of thr 
self, and not the reproduction of the lived experience "such as it 
occurred" and that would be in the origin ofthis writing, nor it:, 
direct transposition. Now, this dimension is inseparable from 
the fact, obviously, that a book is made for others, and thus, ul
timately, a collective scope, concerning a collective practice, to 
a way of thinking that extrapolates the individual subject, 
addresses itself to an experience of those that read or utilize it 
That is, ultimately, what Foucault calls an experience-book, as 
opposed to a truth-book, or a demonstration-book. As he states: 
'~n experience is something that one has alone, but which can 
be had only to the extent that it escapes pure subjectivity and 
that others can also - J won't say repeat it exactly, but at least 
encounter it - and go through it themselves:'294 

The Experience-Book 

The destiny of The History of Madness has shown itself to 
that of an experience-book - the frequent use made of it 
anti-psychiatrists is due less to the fact that the book was writ 
ten "against" psychiatrists than by the transformation that it 
lead to regarding the historical, theoretical, institutional, 
ical, and even juridical relations - with respect to mad.ness. 
madmen, and the psychiatric institution - that is, its relation 
to the truth of psychiatric discourse. It is "therefore a book 

294. Ibid, p. 245. 
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functions as an experience, for its writer as well as for its reader, 
much more so than as the establishment of a historical truth. 
For one to be able to have this experience by way of the book, 
what it says does need to be true in terms of academic, histor
ically verifiable truth."295 And in fact, Foucault works with his
rorical material that essentially does not differ from that used 
by more classic historians, with demonstrations, proof, allu
sions to writings, references, relations between ideas and facts, 
schemes of intelligibility, types of explanation - in short, he 
~ays nothing original. Nevertheless, what is essential about it re
sides precisely within an "experience" that is worthwhile, based 
of) this material, "an experience of our modernity in sllch a way 
that we might come out of it transformed. Which means that at 
the end of the book we would establish new relationships with 
the subject at issue: the] who wrote the book and those who 
have read it would have a different relationship with madness, 
v"ith its contemporary status, and its history in the modern 
WOrld ."296 

The essential, therefore, is not found in the series of true 
of historically verifiable ascertainments found in a book, but 
rather in the experience that such a book makes possible. Now, 
this experience, as any experience, is neither true nor false, "An 
experience is always a fiction: it's something that one fabricates 
oneself, that doesn't exist before and that won't exist after
ward:'297 Hence one of the possible meanings in jest is of nev
er having written anything besides fiction. It's not about lies, 
fabulations, or untruths, but rather the fabrication of an "ex-

Perience," which, on the other hand, is the polar opposite of 
t "I'd"" h ""'t " " 1" Th'· h <lllY return 0 a Ive , aut entlC, rue, or rea. IS IS W at 

~ book is. It is precisely a production, a creation, a singulari
ty, an event, with its e~fects o~ reality. Foucault cal!le to define 
h ifl1seIf as a pyrotechIllc, that IS, someone who fabncates explo
sives. The intention of his bo~ks, he says, is to bring down walls . 
.Aod when he refers to the Hlstory of Madness, he says in ]975: 
"1 envisaged this book as a kind of truly material wind, and I 
continue to dream about it that way, a kind of wind that shat
ters doors and windows .. ,. My dream is for it to be an explosive 

;,;;!bid, p. 243. 

296 . Ibid, p. 242, 

297 . Ibid, p. 243. 
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as effective as a bomb, and beautiful like fireworks."298 WI;' call 
not deny that it worked on both registers. 

The Fabrication of Experience 

If this could be easily admitted for the experience of writing a 
book, which is, after all, a production, a creation, a construe-
tion, an invented event, how can one place in this fabricating 
key that which set off the book? How can one understand this 
first "experience;' from which the author departs, as a fabrica
tion? Our intuition would say the contrary; lived experience is 
considered to be original, authentic, and natural, whereas ex
perience in a book is considered to be a copy, an imitation, <1 

fabrication. However, Foucault gets rid of this difference by 
subtracting from the lived experience its original character is 
tic. But how - isn't it about the personal circumstances of lite, 
the vicissitudes of singular, and therefore lived, original stories? 
How can one imagine that this is fabricated? But precisely that 
which is personal, if carefully considered, is not at all naturaL 
much less exclusively personal, since the suicide attempts of a 
young homosexual inside an institution of academic excellence, 
where in the 1950s this sexual orientation within the conser· 
vative hegemony of the Communist Party, was still seen as a 
personal aberration, an anomaly or an infirmity, in any case as 
a deviation of conduct. This personal experience is less some
thing that is "natural" or "personal," it is a fruit of historical, 
social, medical, psychological, psychiatric, institutional, and 
discursive fabrication. Moreover, the personal is thus the result 
of a fabrication which is entirely historical. The form of this 
experience of "madness;' in a restricted sense of the word, can 
only be comprehended if it is not reduced to its private aspect, 
but returned to its historicity, which is precisely what the ex· 
perience-book takes upon itself to elucidate, call into question, 
turn over, and explode. The experience, in this case, however 
thoroughly lived and authentic it may seem, cannot be natu
ralized, it must be historicized. That is to say, returned to the 
network of knowledge and power, which elucidates it, and (to 
formulate it in an even more paradoxical manner) that tell the 

298. Michel Foucault "Les confessions de Michel Fo I/ca lilt, " Interview with Roger 
Pol-Droit, Le Point, 1 July 2004. 
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"truth" of this experience. Of course every problem, within this 
.kind of posture, is that of the status of truth inside this fab
rication, this experience, and of the status of truth embedded 
in the book that prolongs this experience. If a book, or even a 
book conceived as an experience, submitted itself to a previ
ously supposed truth to be revealed, everything would be easily 
resolved. However, as Foucault says, an experience-book has a 
difficult relationship with "the truth," since this truth, implicat
ed in an experience-book which does not depend on truth, but 
first and foremost tends to destroy it, is itself problematic.299 

Furthermore, if the book makes use of veridical documents, it 
is not only Lo attain a confirmation of truth through them, but 
above all else an experience "that permits a change, a transfor
mation of the relationship we have with ourselves and with the 
wodd where, up to then, we had seen ourselves as being with
ChIt problems ---' in short, a transformation of the relationship 
we have with our knowledge."30o Therefore we could, or should 
read the History of Madness in this light: as an experience-book, 
v.rhich subverts our relationship with the truth that until then 
seemed to impose itself. Now, we insist, it is not the account of 
a personal experience, it is not a novel, it cannot be frugal with a 
certain regime of scientific, academic, or historical veridiction, 
under the penalty oflosing all effect and effectiveness in the field 
of prevailing knowledge and power, yet if undertaken it is more 
with the intention of destroying truths that rule over this do
main than of submitting to them. That is why Foucault's work 
cannot be bundled into an epistemological tradition which sees 
pfog.ress in the study of science, o~ the progress of a rationality, 
and It can be assumed that the H1story of Madness was written 
precisely in the countercurrent of this tradition, showing (in 
the case of a less, let's say, "hard" science, like psychiatry) to 
what degree the rationality that it flaunted was problematic. It 
is a method that operates from within, digging inside a regime 
of the circulation of knowledge, inside a regime of enuncia
tion, revealing a gearing that problematizes the very thing that 
seemed to constitute the object of analysis and, why not say it, 
::tlso the subject of such an analysis. Is this not what we confirm io the History of Madness? With the support of abundant docu
IT)entation and an entire economy of historical demonstration, 

299. Ibid, p. 84. 

300 . Ibid, p. 244. 
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the object Madness can be viewed as though it were pulverized 
returned to its heteroc1itic "construction," dispossessed of ire 
naturalness and necessity, not of its reality, but of its inevitabil
ity, conceivable therefore not as a given, or a possible, but as 
"impossible;' constructed with elements derived from the most 
heterogeneous juridical, policing, or institutional registers, that 
are also legible through literary or iconographic material. The 
concern consists of restoring the genesis of a social perception 
produced at a determined historical moment, and accompa
nying the effects of segregation, expulsion, confinement, in 
the distance relative to the speeches and medical knowledge 
existing at that very time. Therefore, not only is the object ex
plained by the conditions of its emergence, those being discur
sive, institutional, and archaeological, but also the subject of 
such "competent" discourse which subsequently emerged, the 
subject of knowledge, the subject that has little by little been 
constructed but also delegated to be occupied with madnes~, 
delegated to act upon such madness, occasionally freeing this 
madness from its chains, of treating it, disciplining it, silencing 
it, or making it talk. Thus, in this withdrawal, it is an entire 
gearing that continues to be revealed as having originated a 
specific object and a specific subject (of knowle~ge and ,-!f in
tervention)' that in its presumably natural couphng contll1ues 
to be "unscrewed:' It is what can thus be called a critical history 
of thought, in which the status of a subject and of an object 
should not be taken as given, but on the contrary, should be 
remitted to their historical constitution, to the modes of sub
jectivation and objectification and their reciprocal relationship, 
according to certain rules and games of truth. Refusing, there
fore, not only any specific anthropological universal - man, 
the madman, the delinquent, the subject of a sexuality - but 
equally refusing the exigency to make the analysis withdraw to 
the constituent, presupposed subject and final conditions of the 
entire analysis. And Foucault clarifies: "refusing the philosophi
cal recourse to a constituent subject does not amount to acting 
as if the subject did not exist, making an abstraction of it on 
behalf of a pure objectivity. This refusal has the aim of eliciting 
the processes that are peculiar to an experience in which 
subject and the object "are formed and transformed" in rda
tion to and in terms of one another. The discourses of mental 
illness, delinquency, or sexuality say what the subject is only 
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in a certain, quite particular game of truth; but these games 
<1 re not imposed on the subject from the outside according to 
a necessary causality or structural determination. They open 
up a field of experience in which the subject and the object are 
both constituted only under certain simultaneous conditions, 
but in which they are constantly modified in relation to each 
o,her, and so they modify this field of experience itself'301 When 
referring to his project of a history of sexuality, he insists: "It is a 
matter of analyzing 'sexuality' as a historically singular mode of 
experience in which the subject is objectified for himself and for 
others through certain specific procedures of'government."'302 

Dislodgments 

As is evident from Foucault's later formulations (and here we 
~re already talking about his texts from the] 980s), we still see 
j n his writings this theme of experience, but it continues in a 
Inoch more reformulated manner. It is as if, when thinking 
the modalities of experience, the forms of experience, and the 
6eJds of experience, Foucault increasingly needed to join them 
to the processes of subjectivation and objectification, and their 
reciprocal relationship, within unique games of truth, having 
as a challenge a perpetual re-problematizing, without pres up
posi?g t~at i~ :emain una.lt~red. "What blocks thoup~t is ad
rnittmg Imphcltiy or exphClty a form of problematlZlng, and 
of searching for a solution that could substitute for that which 
is accepted. Now, jf the work of thought has a meaning - dif
ferent from that which consists the reformation of institutions 
and codes - it is to delve back into the roots whereby humans 
problema.tize the~r bel:avior (their sexual activity, their puni
tive practlCes, their attitude toward madness, etc.) The work of 
thought does not consist of denouncing the bad that secret
ly inhabits everything that exists, but rather of portending the 
danger that threatens everything habitual, problematizing ev
erything that is solid."303 One of the most difficult challenges 
:'-0-1. Michel Foucault, "'Foucault' by Maurice Florence;' in Aesthetics, Method alld 
Epistemology, trans. Robert Hurley, (New York: New Press, 1998),1'.462. 

,02. Ibid, p. 463. 

~()3. Hubert Dreyfus and Paul Rabinow, "A propos de la genealogie de I'etbique: un 
cn;:u du travail en cours;' in Michel Foucault. Un pareours pililosophiqllc, (Paris: Galli

af' rei 1983),325-326. Quotation taken from the French due to inconsistencies with the mil ' 
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in this task of incessant problematizing that increasingly oc· 
cupies Foucault consists of getting rid of the humanist idea 01 
a subject considered as origin or destiny. As he notes: "Tht'lt 
are more secrets, more possible freedoms, and more inventions 
in our future than we can imagine in humanism."304 When re· 
marking on Marx's idea that man produces man, he clarifies 
that this can't be understood as though it were up to man W 

rediscover his fundamental essence, a mistake which is pre~
ent in all of humanism centered on the idea of repression and 
alienation, rationality and exploitation, branding the image of 
an ultimately liberated man. In his essay on Blanchot's writing, 
already in 1966, Foucault conceived of language as an incessant 
murmur, which destituted the subjective source of enunciatio\l 
as well as the truth of the enunciated, emphasizing the emer
gence of an anonymous position, free from any center or home 
land, capable of echoing the death of God and of man. "When.' 
'it speaks,' man no longer exists." Much later, Foucault reiterates 
this position: it's not about rediscovering man, even through a 
so-called process of liberation, but "to produce something that 
doesn't exist yet, without being able to know what it will be."'t) 
Furthermore: this production of man by man is at the same 
time "the destruction of what we are as well as the creation 
a completely different thing, a total innovation:' Or more con· 
cretely: "Could it be that the subject, identical to itself, with its 
own historicity, its genesis, continuities, effects of its infancy 
prolonged to the end of its life, etc., would not be the product of 
a certain type of Power that is exercised over us in old juridical 
forms and recent political forms?"306 

As can be noted by this small recurrence, however zigzag
ging it may be, the meaning of the word experience undergoes 
some important inflections. It's as if it acquired, throughout 
Foucault's theoretical career, new variables that were not pre
viously explicit or had not even been initially thought, such as 
processes of subjectivation and objectification, games of truth, 
problematizing, government proceedings, not to mention his 

English version of this interview. 

304. Michel Poucault, Technologies of the Self: A Seminar With Michel Foucault, ed. 
Luther, Guttman, Hutton, (Amherst: University of Mass. Press, 1988), p. 14. 
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own genealogical focus, or the ethical framework within which 
they were being explained. But what most surprises whoever 
is willing to confront the logic of this development will find 
that this note, present at the beginning of Foucault's career, 
about the limit-experience, which seemed like a literary or 
iyrical babbling belonging to the 1960s, afterward dug up by 
snore serious studies in the subsequent period, reappears at 
the end of his career but with an entirely different meaning. 
In an interview with Paul Rabinow in 1983, the year before 
his death, he compares the last move of his career to the first 
moment of his oeuvre in the following terms: "To study forms 
of experience in this way - in their history - is an idea that 
originated with an earlier project, in which I made use of the 
methods of existential analysis in the field of psychiatry and 
in the domain of 'mental illness.' For two reasons, not unre
lated to each other, this project left me unsatisfied: its theo
retical weakness in elaborating the notion of experience, and 
its ambiguous link' with a psychiatric practice which it simul
taneoLlsly ignored and took for granted. One could deal with 
the first problem by referring to a general theory of the human 
being, and treat the second altogether differently by turning, 
as is so often done, to the 'economic and social context'; one 
could choose, by doing so, to accept the resulting dilemma of 
a philosophical anthropology and a social history. But j won
dered whether, rather than playing on this alternative, it would 
not be possible to consider the very historicity of forms of 

• "307 L d 11 h'} b . eXperience. . et us we on t IS e a oratIOn for a moment. 
From the outset, he thus confesses that he had the idea of 
studying ~he que~ti?n of experi~nc~. At first, it meant study
ina expenence wlthll1 the psychiatnc field. In other words he 
ga~e hims~lf the task of st~dying the. experience of madn'ess, 
or mental Illness, or psychlatry. And If we consider the intro
duction to Binswanger's book, Le reve et l' existence, we find a 
poignant portrait of this moment. In this commentary, he 
dosely follows the experience of the dream and that of mad
ness, with all of the phenomenological somersaults, in a com
pletely pr~-Foucauldian de~cription, as a.way ?f saying: where 
the experIence of madness IS taken as a gIven lived-experience, 
that is, autonomous and closed off to itself - without this 

·~oi.Michel FOllcault, "Preface to the History of Sexuality, Vol 11:' in The FOllcalllt 
R{'tlder, ed. Paul Rabinow, (New York: Pantheon Books, 1984), p. 334. 
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lived-experience - this experience having always been related 
to psychiatric practice from which it is inseparable, or to any 
reference to knowledge (much less to prevailing powers), whal 
this experience deals with is a naturalized experience and thus il 
is not historicized, wherein the very notion of experience is nOt 

elaborated, or problematized. This is what made him dissatis
fied, as the writings indicate. He invokes two ways of resolving 
this difficulty. On the one hand, resorting back to a con
ception of experience as a "theory of the human being," 
on the other hand, invoking the "economic or social de
terminations" that marked this experience. Notice the at
ternative. He either invokes an underlying universali
ty, "the human being" (phenomenology, in any case, all 
anthropology), or an exteriority of determination, "economic 
conditions" (Marxism). In any case, in this schism, the two 
paths remain separate. What is preserved is an anthropology, 
a humanism, a universality, or on the other hand, it is sociol 
ogized. It is philosophical anthropology on the one hand, and 
social history on the other. Now, philosophical anthropology is 
that which Foucault's first book, the one on Kant,30B calls int(l 
question, foreshadowing The Order of Things. And the sociOl
ogy of Marxist coinage is that which he rejects, even though 
he has been influenced by it, since, at bottom it leaves the idea 
of man intact, insofar as it presupposes it entirely. When 
about how this double influence, from Phenomenology and 
Marxism, operated in his career like an obstacle, he responds 
that people from his generation, as students, fed off of these 
two forms of analysis: one that referred back to the constituent 
subject, and the other that refers back to the economic in the 
last instance, to the ideology and to the set of superstructures. 

It's where he refers to his exit from this impasse. Instead of 
returning to the constituent subject, let's set up the historic 
plot again. "But this historical contextualization needed to be 
something more than the simple relativization of the phenom
enological subject. I don't believe the problem can be solved by 
historicizing the subject as posited by the phenomenologists, 
fabricating a subject that evolves through the course of history. 
One has to dispense with the constituent subject, to get rid of 
the subject itself, that is to say, to arrive at an analysis that can 

308. Michel Foucault, Introduction to Kant's Anthropology, (Los Angeles: Semiotext(e), 
2008). 
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a·::;count for the constitution of the subject within a historical 
hamework. And this is what I would call genealogy, that is, a 
fo r111 of history that can account for the constitution of knowl
edges, discourses, domains of objects, and so on, without hav
i ng to make reference to a subject that is either transcendental 
in relation to the field of events or runs in its empty sameness 
throughout the course ofhistory."309 

Experimentation 

In some of his supplementary writings, under the pretext of 
allowing himself to express not exactly "what he thinks" but 
rather "what would be possible to think," Foucault goes even 
further. For example, when responding to a question about the 
function of theory as a toolbox, as an instrument, to be used 
even in struggle rather than as a system, he states (in the in
terview entitled "Powers and Strategies") that in writing re
sponses to the written questions, that his manner of writing 
without revising - as an initial outpouring - was not due 
to a faith in the virtues of spontaneity, but rather to allow for 
his response to have a problematic character and let it be vol
untarily uncertain. He adds this exquisite commen1: "What 
1 have said here is not 'what I think,' but often rather what 1 
wonder whether one couldn't think."310 Perhaps what we have 
here is something that could pertain to much of Dits et Ecrits. 
Could these writings be an expression of what Foucault thinks 
of an experiment of that which could be thought, in othe; 
words, at the threshold between the thinkable and the unthink
able? Therefore, it was not an expression of a self, or even the 
formu!ation of a consolidated perspective, but an experiment, 
1 ike Nletzsche, who so often changed perspective in order to 
e){periment, let's say, with the question what is thought capable 
of, so as to paraphrase a well-known author who asked himself 
what the body is capable of? 

When describing his years of education, Foucault insists: 

::0-';: foucault, "Truth and power;' in Power, op. cit., p_ 118. 
110. Michel J:oucault, "Power and strategies" Power/Knowledge: selected imerl'iews and 
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Nietzsche, Blanchot, and Bataillc were the authors who enabled 
me to free myself from the dominant influences in my univer-
sity training in the early fifties - Hegel and phenomellology. 
Doing philosophy in those days, and today as well in fact, mainly 
amounted to doing the history of philosophy - and the history 
of philosophy delimited, on the one hand, by Hegel's theory Dr 
systems and, on the other, by the philosophy of the subject, went 
on in the form of phenomenology and existentialism. Essentially, 
it was Hegel who was the prevailing influence. For France, this 
had been in a sense a recent discovery, following the work of Jean 
Wahl and the teaching of Jean Hyppolite. It was a Hegelianism 
permeated with phenomenology and existentialism, centered ,m 
the theme of the unhappy consciousness. And it was rcally the 
best thing the French university could offer as the broadest pm 
sible mode of understanding the contemporary world, which had 
barely emerged from the tragedy of World War II and the' greal 
upheavals that had preceded it - the Russian revolution, Nnzism, 
and so on. While Hegelianism was presented as the way to achieve 
a rational understanding of the tragic as it was experienced bv the 
generation immediately preceding ours, and still threatening fOf 

our own, it was Sartre, with his philosophy of the subject, who wa~ 
in fashion outside the university. Establishing a meeting point ht,
tween the academic philosophical tradition and phenomenology. 
Maurice Merleau-Ponty extended existential discourse into spe
cific domains, exploring the question of the world's intelligibility_ 
for example, the intelligibility of reality. My own choices ripened 
within that intellectual panorama: on the other hand, I chose not 
to be a historian of philosophy like my professors and, on the oth
er, I decided to look for something completely different from exis
tentialism. I found it in my reading of Bataille and Blanchot and, 
through them, of Nietzsche . What did they represent for me? First, 
an invitation to call into question the category of the subject, irs 
supremacy, its foundational function. Second, the conviction that 
such an operation would be meaningless if it remained limited to 
speculation. Calling the subject in question meant that one would 
have to experience something leading to its actual destruction, its 
decomposition, its explosion, its conversion into something else. 
[ ... J The experience of the war had shown us the urgent need of 
a society radically different from the one in which we were liv
ing, this society that had permitted Nazism, that had lain down in 
front of it, and that had gone over en masse to de Gaulle. A large 
sector of French youth had a reaction of total disgust toward all 
that. We wanted a world and a society that were not only different 
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[ ... J we wanted to be completely other in a completely different 
world. Moreover, the Hegelianism offered to us at the universi
ty, with its model of history's unbroken intelligibility [ ... ][and] 
phenomenology and existentialism, which maintained the prima
cyofthe subject and its fundamental value [ ... were1 not enough to 
satisfy us. Whereas the Nietzschean theme of discontinuity, on the 
other hand, the theme of an Overman who would be completely 
different from man, and, in Bataille, the theme of limit-experiences 
through which the subject escapes from itself, had an essential 
value for us. As far as I was concerned, they afforded a kind of 
way out between Hegelianism and the philosophical identity of 
the subject.311 

Genesis of the Subiect 

I t is worth noting the shift that started in the 1960s. It wen t 
from an ontology of language to a critical ontology of I he pres
ent, in which the dissociation of the subject was due less to a 
1 iterary adventure (where'language appears, man disappears, as 
Foucault said at the time) than referring back to a whole set 
of forces, apt to reinvent the relationship between subject and 
experience. Foucault states: "In a philosophy like that of Sar
tre, the subject gives meaning to the world. That point was not 
called back in question. The subject dispenses significations. 
The question was: can it be said that the subject is the only 
possible, form of exi~tence?"312 I~ was as if at this time Fouca~llt 
asked hnnself, echomg a questIOn that had been put to hlln 
siIlce the beginning of his career, but in a different way, would 
it be possible to dissociate the notion of experience from the 
notion of subject? 

And the fact is that even his research on knowledge, which 
occupied ten years of his work throughout the 19605, was not 
disconnected from this theme. It's as if he's reading it, at the 
el1d of his career, while establishing a difference between con
fUJissance and savoir. While connaissal1ce is a work that allows 
multiplication of cognizable objects, developing their intelligi
bility, comprehending their rationality, but preserving the fix
ity of the subject that investigates, savoir is a process through 

-;'11. Michel Foucault, "Interview with Michel Foucaul~;:--intervicw with Duccio 
:froJ1lbadori, in Power, op_ cit., pp. 246-248. 
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which the subject itself undergoes a modification through thal 
which it knows, or from the work that it carries out in know
ing. Thus, savoir both modifies the subject and constructs the 
object at the same time. It is in this sense that the entire ar,:hac
ological sequence is not only a study about knowledge [sal'oin] , 
but about the emergence of certain objects, sllch as madne~s, 
or death, life, language, and simultaneously the emergence of 
certain subjects such as reason, life, language, production, etc. 
It is not merely the study of a dominion, but of an experiencf 
through which men are constituted as subjects, when engaging 
in the study of these very objects. It's a whole genesis of the 
subject that one may only see sketched out here, to be elabo
rated upon later, more closely, when referring to a set of forces, 
to anonymous strategies, to the field of power, to the forms of 
power, with the production of individuals, linked to their idep
tity, as well as to the forms of subjection, which are, at the S<lmf 

time, modalities of subjectivation. 
And all of this, in a third movement, will acquire a different 

layout, when it is no longer precisely a question of the relation
ship between a subject and an object, nor between subject and 
Power, but between the subject and itself, as ethical agent --- a 
whole new continent opens up here, in this genealogy of the 
subject as subject of ethical actions. 

The final lecture series that Foucault gave before his death 
provides us with a glimpse of this last development, published 
under the title, The Courage of Truth. Here he focuses on par
rhesia as his theme, truth-telling, or speaking-frankly. In this 
series of lectures it's not about asking oneself what truth is for 
the Greeks, or what makes it possible, or what true knowledge 
consists of. It's not a study on the possible formal conditions 
for truth, nor is it a study of epistemology. Rather, it is about 
thinking what implications truth-telling has for that which 
speaks, what transformations are brought about in the rela
tionship with oneself and with others, therefore, what ethical 
mutations can be detected in this practice of truth-telling, or 
the speaking-frankly. Thus, what is at stake here, is a certain 
form of veridiction, which does not only constitute a discursive 
act, but implies a care of the self and a care of others, and there
fore implies a mode of existence, in a manner of conducting 
oneself, a form of life. It's what Foucault calls an Ethopoietic di
mension. Here we see, not so much an intersection between the 
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dimensions of knowledge, of power, of the subject, but in a 
50mewhat shifted way, the intersection between an order of 
veri diction, techniques of governmentality, and practices of 
t he self. Foucault states, in his lecture, that it is what he always 
wanted to do .... Of course, we should be suspicious of this ret
rospective reading, always made to serve his present research. 
But here we cannot fail to see an important shift in relation 
to his previous research, that he himself recognizes, when not
ing how, when becoming interested in the relationship between 
subject and truth, in his first studies, his question was: from 
which practices and discourses did he try to speak the truth 
about the mad subject, or about the delinquent subject? This is 
the case for The History of Madness and Discipline ann Punish. 
Or, "On the basis of what discursive practices was the speak
ing, laboring, and living subject constituted as a possible ob
ject of knowledge (savoir)?"313 (Here we recognize The Order (~f 
'Things.) Up until this point in the lectures, Foucault delineates 
iJ. moment of his career. Afterward, he says, he no longer sought 
discourse in which one could say the truth about the subject, 
but "the discourse of truth which the subject is likely and able 
to speak about himself, which may be, for example] avowal, 
confession, or examination of conscience."314 This brings us to 
the History ofSexuality. And from there, this theme that would 
bring him to a historical analysis of the practices of truth-tell
ing about oneself, in this long sequence in which it is inserted 
into the theme of care for the self, of the practices of the self, of 
the culture of the self. It's the problem of the ethical constitu
tion, or even ethical differentiation, in any case, of the constitu
ti011 of ethical subjects. 

Care of the Soul or Care of life 

Foucault contrasts two of Plato's writings, Alcibiades and 
Laches, even though in both there appears to be this need for 
speaking candidly, for a truth-telling, and for a courage to do 
so. In Alcibiades, since it is necessary to know how to care for 
the self, the question is posed "what is it really within the self 

;'i3:-Michel Foucault, The Courage of Truth, trans_ Graham Burchell~(New Yo~·k~ 
palgrave), p. 3. 
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that needs to be cared for, what is the object of the care? Well, 
it's the soul. And what in the soul? The divine element that in 
it allows one to see the truth." There is therefore the care of 
the self, the soul, divine truth, and thus a whole direction that 
should end up at a metaphysics of the soul, or an ontology iJf 

the self (I). In Laches, indeed, it is necessary to care, to care 
for the youth, and teach them to take care of themselves, but 
what is it that is necessary to take care of, and what is it that is 
necessary to teach them to care for? What is the object of such 
care? Now, it's not the soul, but life, not psyche, but bios, in other 
words, a way of living. Thus the two directions in philosophy, 
philosophy as a metaphysics of the soul, as an ontology of the sell; 
or philosophy as the elaboration of a certain form and modalitv 
of life, life itself as ethical material.3I5 In this contrast there is 
something like a bifurcation, and what is at stake in the second 
modality is the form that is given to life. The emergence oflifc as 
object means that it is necessary to exercise an operation upon 
it, putting it to the test, submitting it to a screening process, to 
a transformation, etc. Therefore, instead of the contemplation 
of the soul, the stylistics of existence emerges, the visible figure 
that humans should give to their lives, with all the risk and the 
courage that it implies. It is not in search of the being of the soul, 
but a style of existence. Foucault insists on how throughout his 
career philosophy would have left this second way on the side 
line, privileging the first, as if the care of the self that has life 
for its object, and the elaboration of a beautiful life, through a 
truth-telling, had been relegated to a second plane in favor of 
a metaphysics of the soul. Foucault's daring, not to mention 
his causticity, allows him to say: "if it is true that the question 
of Being has indeed been what Western philosophy has forgot
ten, and that this forgetting is what made metaphysics possible, 
it may also be that the question of the philosophical life has 
continued to be, I won't say forgotten, but neglected; it has con
stantly appeared as surplus in relation to philosophy, to a phil
osophical practice indexed to the scientific model. The question 
of the philosophical life has constantly appeared like a shadow 
of philosophical practice, and increasingly pointless."316 

Until now we were sailing in somewhat calm waters, wheth
er in the old world or in the philosophical world. Where 

315. Ibid, pp. 126-127. 
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everything gets complicated is when Foucault takes the cxam
p] e of cynicism to show how all of this becomes exacerbated. In 
~Jrder to make it the true life, according to the precepts that the 
cynics profess, in a type of jocose transvaluation of all values, 
life shoul~ be a different life, a radically different life, in total 
r u plur~ WIth eve,ry code, law, institution, habit, including those 
belongmg to phIlosophers. The true life is a different life, and 
should also, in its public, aggressive, even scandalous manifes
tation, transform the world, call for a different world. It is thus 
not the question of another world, according to the Socratic 
model, but that of a different world. Truth-telling, the care of 
the self, the care of others, the different life, the different world. 
There is, hence, a necessary inversion whose logic FOllcault ex
haustively scrutinizes, showing to what point within this sup
Dosed true life an alterity is insinuated, one that throws it back 
toward the world itself. 

In the second to last class of his course, he defines the bifur
cd tion at stake like this: "Metaphysical experience of the world, 
historic-critical experience of life: these are two fundamental 
cores in the genesis of European or Western philosophical cx-

• "31" FIe '1 penenc.e. '. o~cau. t ne~er la~ S to stress that such experie1!ce 
occurs In t~11S hlstonc artlculatlOl1 between a regime of veridic
tion (Savorrs), a. fo~m ~f governn~entality (Powers), a practice 
of the self (~ubJectlvatlo~). Ifyhilosophy is a form of experi
eJ1ce, supposmg .t~at the hlstoncal forms of experience produce 
different modalIties of subjectivation, in relation to itself or in 
rJ1odification of itself, it's up to philosophy to "produce," as a 
way of saying, the subjectivation or desubjectivation that cor
responds to it. It can therefore be asked, if in Foucault a trans
formation of the self is not equivalent, at times, to an abandon 
of ~he self, or, in other terms, if ~ertain modalities of subjecti
vatJOn detected or evoked by h1m would not imply different 
degrees of desubjectivation. 

3l7~315. 
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SUBJECTIVATION AND DESUBJECTIVATION 

A t the beginning of the 1980s, Jacques Derrida traveled to com
J"nunist Czechoslovakia, and after a journey of work-related 
Jl1eetings, he was arrested at the airport under the accusation 
of carrying cocaine. Of course, it was a procedure of political 
svstematic intimidation, at an especially harsh moment of the 
l·~gime. Liberated from jail thanks to direct inter,::ention by 
Mitterrand, in the first class upon returning to the Ecole Nor
male, on the Rue d'Ulm, he told of what he had spoken about 
with his Czech interlocutors, who were in general philosophers 
and intellectuals. They stated that in political resistance to the 
regime, deconstruction didn't help. They had difficulty deal
ing with deconstruction of the subject, at a moment in which 
what they needed, as opposition, was precisely to strengthen 
the subject squashed by repression. Now, we can imagine the 
enormous philosophical detour that Derrida had to take in 01'

der to explain that resistance and deconstruction were not only 
compatible, but were also even coinciding, in a more radical 
sense, since they questioned not only political representation, 
but also the subject that established it. It is unlikely that he con
vinced his interlocutors, seeing as the problem continues to 
thrive, at a moment, for example, in which something like the 
political subject of resistance is sought after. It's true, perhaps 
some intellectuals have given up on looking for the political 
subject, to speak of subjectivity, and perhaps they have even 
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given up on speaking of subjectivity, in order to evoke processes 
of subjectivation. 

Let us take, in contrast, an interview published in the mag
azine Vacarme twenty years later, where the Italian philosopher 
Giorgio Agamben is asked why, in his analyses, he privileges 
the plane of power so much, overlooking the subjects of resis
tance. What is the reason for this insistence on concepts like 
h01110 sneer, bare life, the concentration camp as a biopolitical 
paradigm, the state of exception, to the detriment of the resis
tance, reappropriations, to the gestures of reprisal, which would 
have more pragmatic relevance? Had Agamben forgotten about 
"our" biopolitics (those who resist), in favor of "theirs" (those 
in power)? In privileging major biopolitics, had he not sacri
ficed minor biopolitics? He answers that this difference, which 
used to be clear, has become foggy. Distinct domains, even an·
tithetical, that in other moments could be lived as dichotomies, 
such as bios and zoe, form-of-life and bare life, political body 
and biological body, public and private, have today become so 
mixed up that it's not about claiming one of the poles against 
the other, as if it were possible to retreat behind an already 
overtaken border. The distinction between them is already not 
working. That is why, contrary to what you are charging me 
with, he insists, it is necessary to part from this indistinctioll 01 

spheres: "It's from this uncertain terrain, an opaque zone of in
differentiation, that we should today regain the path of a differ
ent politics, of a different body, of a different speech. I wouldn't 
know of any other pretext under which I would renounce this 
indistinction between public and private, biological body and 
political body, zoe and bios. It is there where I should regain 
my space - there, or in no other place. Only a politics that 
parts from this consciousness could interest me."318 Therefore, 
if the actors of concrete struggles, those that comprise the ex
perience of the state of exception, such as the undocumented, 
AIDS carriers, drug addicts, the unemployed who call for a 
universal salary, barely make an appearance in Agamben's writ
ings, and when they do appear, it is more in the form of objects 
than the form of subjects, it is because he sees a larger problem 
here, precisely that of the subject. Agamben is unable to look 
at them as given subjects, but rather inside a process of both 

318. Giorgio Agamben, Interview with Giorgio Agamben by Stany Grelet and Mathieu 
Potte-Bonneville, (Vacarme 10, Paris, 2000). 
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subjectivation and desubjectivation at the same time. On the 
one hand, he reminds us that the modern State is a machine 
of decodification, which shuffles and dissolves classic identities. 
But, at the same time, it is a machine that juridically recodes 
dissolved identities. Therefore, while it desubjectivizes, it re
Sll bjectivizes. Without citing Deleuze and Guattari, he seems La 
be very close to a recurrent idea in Anti-Oedipus - in other 
words, while capitalism deterritorializes, the State as well as the 
family, psychoanalysis, and the media reterritorialize. But let llS 

stick to Agamben, before opening this plethora of directions. 
"Today, it seems to me that the political terrain is a type of bat
t]c-field where two processes are carried out: both destruction 
of everything that was traditional identity - I say it without 
any nostalgia, evidently - and immediate resubjectivation by 
the State. And not only by the State, but also by the subjects 
themselves. It's what you evoked in your question," he says to 
the interviewer, "the decisive conflict takes place henceforth, 
for each one of the protagonists, including the new subjects of 
which you speak, in the terrain of what I call zoe, biological life. 
And, indeed, there is no other terrain: it's not about, I believe, 
returning to the Classic political' opposition that clearly sepa
rates the private and the public, the political body and the pri
vate body, etc. But this terrain is also that which exposes us to 
bio.Powe<s processes of subjection. There is thus an ambiguity, 
a nsk .. It 1.S what. Fo~cau.1t sh0.wed. The risk is re-identifying, 
iDvest111~ 111to thIS SItuatIOn "':'Ith a new identity, producing a 
neW subject, perhaps, but subjected to the State, and redirect
ing .fro~ e~rly on, in ~pit.e of on~self, this infinite process of 
S1..lb}ectlvatlOn and sUbjectiOn that IS precisely what defines bio
power."319 

It's a strong, categorical, seductive interview. As he does so 
often, Agamben helps us enter a problem with a key that seems 
to open all doors, but suddenly we see that we are locked in. 
Maybe because he is a thinker of the impasse, while Deleuze, 
to stick to a single example, takes the great lesson from Kafka's 
animals - ~hat matte~s is not freedom, but rather finding an 
exit. Indeed, If we conSIder that conflict takes place in the field 
of life laid out as zoe, we have to agree with the consequence 
that Agamben indicates. Further taking into account the tem
poral extension he attributes to bioPower, making it reassemble 
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the Roman juridical figure of homo sacer, killable life, though 
not sacrificeable, without such a death constituting a crime. A 
juridical region, hence, in which the law is suspended - bare 
life. Extrapolating from the historical picture hung up by Fou
cault, as his scope, the shadow of bioPower has been cast upon 
us since Roman antiquity. Thus, all of us today would are still 
and even more subjugated to this condition of bare life inside 
a state of exception. Hence the growing difficulty in thinking 
a resistance that doesn't exactly start from this bare life, life 
reduced to its state of mere actuality, biological banality, be it 
that of the prisoners in Guantanamo, users of mental health 
services, those without documents, on the one hand, or from 
the optimized performance, genetic manipulation, on the 
other - all of which in a slightly abusive manner, perhaps, to
day is called biopolitics. 

But what if we disagree on this point of departure, consid
ering that it seems to stick to the perspective of Power? And if 
we pull ourselves away from this ontological primacy attributed 
to Power, and from the risk of a metaphysical essentialization, 
with its messianic counterpart? If we stopped seeing everything 
in the light of Power, wouldn't we also attain, as Didi-Huher
man has suggested, the minimal images which used to seem 
blurry, or their flashes of counter-Power?320 And if we dare tl) 

affirm that it's not in the field of zoe that this resistance takes 
place, it's not in the zone of bare life, understood as life reduced 
to its state of actuality, of indifference, of deformity, of power
lessness, of biological banality, but rather within the resistance 
that takes place within what Deleuze calls a life, that is, from a 
life conceived as virtuality, difference, invention of forms, and 
impersonal power, the contemporary cartography that conse
quently appears is different. Not catastrophist, but also not ju
bilatory - as if it were necessary to extricate oneself to a single 
time, on the one hand, the claustrophobic demonization, so 
as not to say paranoid, of an omnipresent Power, omniscient, 
omni-invasive, always joined by, in passing, a salvationist temp
tation,32I but also it would be necessary to nuance the eupho
ria coming from the cult of inexhaustible power, maniacal or 

320. Georges Didi-Huberman, Survivance des [ucioles, p. 77. 

321. As Jacques Derrida says, it deals with demystif)ring the apocalyptic tone, which is 
always done on behalf of a clearer, more luminous, and truer vision - "revelation": 
D'lIn ton apocalyptique adopte naguere ell philosophie, (Paris: Galilee, 1983). 
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anxiolytic vitalism. It is important to refuse these two cours
es in order to attain a different plane. One could relaunch a 
hesitating and tactful experiment, departing from vital matter 
that we could call desire, with all its multiple runoffs and in
filtrations, if this word were relieved of all of the virility that 
bioPower has marked it with, just like "fat-dominant health" 
which has seized. 

If we accept taking this step, if we accept making this change 
of plane, the issue of desubjectivation and resubjectivation 
changes shape, and stops being seen merely from the point of 
view of Power itself. That is why Deleuze-Guattari never de
monized capitalistic deterritorialization, or the desubjectiva
dons coming from it, though they never ceased to criticize the 
Oedipal, signifying reterritoriaJizations, the identitarian and 
compensatory resubjectivations. It's as if, from the outset, for 
the schizo figure, for instance, who became a conceptual per
sona, desubjectivation and resubjectivation were not a prob
lem, were not his/her problem. Something else matters, lines of 
perception, blocks of intensity, paths of experimentation. On a 
broader scale, the issue is that collective assemblages of enunci
ation, creative lines of flight, the'minor-becoming of each and 
everyone, but also that of dead times, of exhaustion, of an
ti-production, of the body without organs - none of which 
redirects to the subject, or derives from it - on the contrary, 
they are positive processes of singularization, adjacent to those 
that occasionally produce collective subjectivations, temporary 
individuations, incorporeal universes, existential territories, 
even autopoietic self-references. They don't depend on, or re
flect that to which they are opposed, or that from which they 
flee, the State, Oedipus, the Signifier, Capital, or the general 
equivalent. Therefore, from Deleuze and Guattari's point of 
"iew, this telescoping between a desubjectivation and a subject
ed resubjectivation is a false problem, since in the middle, in the 
emptiness or in this remnant that Agamben sees and where he 
deposits his hope or his messianism, from the very beginning 
vcleuze and Guattari see something different - neither a rem
nant nor an emptiness, but a type of excess - and] would be 
very prudent with this word, so as to not take it as a saturated 
plenitude, but rather as a complex virtuality .... 

But let's return to Agamben's commentary. Addressing 
the "care of the self;' Foucault would have at the same time 
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defended the right to "release oneself." A care of the self equiv
alent to a detachment of the self is a paradox that Nietzsche has 
already taken to the extreme. Thus Agamben's question follow
ing Foucault's footsteps: what would a practice of the self be 
that didn't correspond to a process of subjectivation, but found 
its only "identity" in a detachment of the self? "Is it necessary, a, 
a way of saying, to sustain oneself at the same time in this dOll 

ble movement, desubjectivation and subjectivation. Evidenth, 
it is a difficult terrain to sustain. It truly deals with identifying 
this zone, this no man's land that would be between a process 
of subjectivation and a contrary process of desubjectivation, 
between an identity and a non-identity." Both in the exampi.c 
of the AIDS carriers and the prisoners of Auschwitz, we would 
be facing a "subjectivity that would be the subject of its own 
desubjectivation." What would have interested the author at 
the end of the book entitled Remnants of Auschwitz is precise
ly the remnants, what remains between a subjectivatioll and ~l 
desubjectivation, a word and a muteness, this non-substantial 
space, this interval- it is as if here we had touched upon a nev, 
structure of subjectivity, not so much a principle, but a practice, 
that should worry about not relapsing into a resubjectivation 
that would be at the same time a subjection - the big risk. Ti.l 
be a subject, thus, at most to the extent of a strategic or tactical 
necessity, a useful principle inall domains where a practice of 
the self touches a zone of nori-knowledge or desubjectivation_ 
where a subject watches his own collapse or skims over his own 
desubjectivation. It's what a minor biopolitics would consist 01, 
concludes Agamben. 

None of this is without interest to us. As we said, Deleuze 
formulated a similar problem in the late 1960s, when he called 
for the domain of the impersonal, of the event, of pre-individ
ual singularities as the only "subjective" line possible, not to say 
a-subjective, without there being any drama here; nor justifying 
before any egological or political tribunal, since upon this lay 
a new dimension of politics itself, he deserted the traditional 
frameworks of historical subjectivity. For example, a becoming, 
what is it? Desubjectivation, certainly, insofar as it drags given 
individuals out of their constituted identity, besides disman
tling boundaries between human and non-human spheres, ani
mal, vegetable, mineral, mythical, or divine. But from these im
perceptible becomings are born larval subjects, multiple selves, 
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different subjectivations .... So, when Deleuze says, years later, 
that there is only one universal in politics, the minor-becoming 
of each and everyone is a call for a simultaneous desubjetiva
tion and occasional subjectivations, an approach already quite 
distant from identity, subjection, SUbjugation, not to mention 
\ he subject, or the subject of history, according to a dialectic 
of recognition and identity. As the introduction to Difference 
and Repetitioll says, in 1968: ''A Cogito for a dissolved self. We 
be}ieve in a world in which individuations are impersonal, and 
singularities are pre-individual: the splendor of the pronoun 
, "'32' C h f h . I one. . 0 erence ate lmpersona Event or of crowned 
anarchy. Desubjectivation as a political-strategic, or agonistic 
procedure. 

Life Capable of Conducts 

Let's go back to Foucault. We can't ignore that the moment at 
which tbe theme of the care of the self appears in his work, in 
parallel emerges the thematization of governmentality, ofliber
alism, and of the tran~formation of the individual into an entre
preneur of the self. It is not by chance that in this context Power 
is thought of as action upon action, conduct upon conduct, in 
which the government is defined as "a set of actions upon pos
sible actions" ("Subject and Power"). Power has as a tradeoff, 
or as a condition of possibility, the freedom of subjects. The 
government c,?nceived as "str~cturing the field of eventual ac
tion of others supposes a subject that corresponds to it, is cor
related to it, or resists it. And indeed there is a turning, above all 
from The governmel1t of the living, toward a problematic of the 
subject. For it becomes clear that the conditions needed for the 
government .to. functi.on is the co~struct~on o~ a relationship to 
the self, and It IS preCIsely from thIS relatlOnshlp that obedience 
is possible. It is the government's relationship to itself that is 
the :n~ans by w~~lich the gov~rnJ?ent can. operate. But contrary 
to sJlmlar practICes from antlqmty descnbed by Foucault, as in 
Stoicism, where the technique of the self sought a dominion 
of the self, Christianity aims for humility, obedience, mortifi
cation, detachment, in short, a destruction of the form of the 

};Gi~les I?ele~ze, Difference all~ Repetition, trans. Paul Patton, (New York: 
Columbia Umversity Press, 1994), XXi. 
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self. There is a contrast between the dominion of the stoic: self 
and the destruction of the Christian self, just like there is a dis
tance between this destruction of the ego's vanity in Christiani
ty and modern hermeneutics, which aims for the identity of thE' 
subject. In any case, this knot between life, the self, and Power 
does not only characterize primitive Christianity, but also thr 
modern Western State, to the extent that it has integrated pro
cedures of pastoral Power. Thus, it is about a form of Power 
that cannot do away with knowing "what happens in people's 
heads, nor quit exploiting their souls, forcing them to reveai 
their most intimate secrets." In other words, as Foucault says. 
"it is a form of Power that transforms individuals into subjeci~( 
and favors "everything that connects the individual to him, );. 
herself and thus guarantees submission to others;" When the 
figure of the subject appears in Foucault's later work, it's not like 
a deviation from the biopolitical analysis, but is the culmina
tion of the analysis of bioPower, this Power over life that paSM~' 
through the subject, since this is the way through which POWff 

monopolized life. 
If the subject was previously thought of as an effect 01 the 

procedures of subjection, as the inverse of a process of sut-.iec
tion, as in a disciplinary society, this thesis is no longer sufficient 
for it does not precisely explain "how" this mechanism creates 
subjects. Muriel Combes makes the instigating hypothesis that 
it is precisely to explain how subjecting operates that later on 
Foucault resorts to the techniques of the self, which, associated 
to the techniques of domination, would allow for undertaking 
"a genealogy of the subject in Western civilization," instead of 
relying on a "philosophy of the subject:'323 These techniques of 
the self are defined as those that "permit individuals to effect, 
by their own means, a certain number of operations on their 
own bodies, their own souls, their own thoughts, their own 
conduct, and this in a manner so as to transform themselves."''" 

If the techniques of the self seem to still obey the soul/body 
division, Combes notes that this division is not operational, 
if properly considered, as in the examples given by Foucault, 
since there are reversibilities. In any case, it's only out of these 

323. Michel Foucault, "Sexuality and solitude" in Ethics: subjectivity and trlltiJ, ('(L P. 
Rabinow, (New York: New Press, 1997), 175-184. apud Muriel Combes, La vie il1separee: 
vie et slIjet all temps de la biopolitiqlle, (Paris: Dittmar, 2011). 

324.lbid, p. 177. 
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fechniques of the self that one can understand how a Power 
even if disciplinary, produces subjects, naming that which th~ 
disciplines invest in, the body, desire, and thO~lghts. Thus, for 
Combes, in the end, there is neither soul nor body (despite the 
divisio?s ~n operation at every moment of history), but rath
er subjective conducts. If the techniques of domination aren't 
enough to account for the genealogy of the Western subject, it 
is because this link was missing, the techniques of the self, the 
way subjects are constituted, for it is this level, after all, that 
allows us to th~nk the relationship between power and life, even 
and above allm the context of bioPower. To SCly it in a differ
ent manner: if in the analysis of the disciplines one could still 
consider the psychological subject as a type of effect of mate
rial incidence of Power upon bodies, the analysis of bioPowcr 
requires,. in its. relationship with life, the techniques of the self, 
the relatlOllshlP of the self, mediation of the subject. It's bc
caus~ - a.nd here I am closely following Muriel Combes -life, 
preCl~ely, .IS ~o longer j~st the b~dy, a life is not jus~ biological, 
even If It Isn t about saymg that It IS also soul, or spIrit, or sub
jective. Life upon which the techniques of the self are focused is 
aJ:'ove all.a lif~ cap~~le?f conducts, a life susceptible to adopting 
dIverse dIrectIOns. Life capable of conducts, here is a curious 
definition to think the object that bioPower focuses on: "When 
J was studying asylums, prisons, and so on, I perhaps insist
ed too much on the techniques of domination. What we call 
'discipline' is something really important in this kind of insti
tution; but it is only one aspect of the art of governing people 
in our societies."32fi Therefore, the techniques of the self are not 
spe~ific.aIly techniqu~s of domination, nor do they proceed by 
Stlb~ectlDn. They a~e III the passage between a modality of sub
iecllOn to a modalIty of self-control, in the context of govern
·~l1entality. 327 

325. Muriel Combes, La 1'ie inseparee, p. 52. 

326. Michell'oucault, "Sexuality ar1d solitude" in Ethics, p. I 77. 

327. ~one of this excuses us f:o~ considering this theoretical set in light of the in
j\J!lC~IO~S of contempo:ar~ capitalIsm, s.uch a~ Lazzarato did by postulating an "autho
rita nan governmentahty 111 a context 111 wInch the sovereign/disciplinary exercise is 
conjugated within a "security" society, in which the capitalistic axiomatic, in times of 
crisis, should be reassured by a State capitalism already distant from the pure neolibe
ralis[1l that Foucault analyzed in his last courses, and for which he had precisely created 
the !lotion of govern mentality. Cf. Lazzarato, 0 governo do liomem elldividado, to be 
released by n-I publications. 
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Subjectivation thus appears as a modality of exercis
ing Power over life, to the extent that it summons a w(,r1., 
upon itself, this self understood not as a specific substanti\\'. 
personological, or universal instance, situated behind the, IIi, 
ject, or as an immutable nucleus, but as a relational potentialili .. 
a zone of the constitution of subjectivity. The government bei ll~. 
a Power that is exercised over "individual or collective suhjects 
that have in front of themselves a field of possibility where' sev
eral conducts, several reactions, and diverse modes of beha\'ior 
can take place;' as Combes says, Power's zone of c011sistency 
should be conceived more on the side of the subject consid-
ered as a field of possibility, a field of action for a multitude ()f 
conducts to invent than the side of "bare life." If Agamben had 
bothered to bring to the surface the difference between bare life 
and form oflife, bare life should be conceived as a limit, a criti .. 
cal point, for a Power that is exercised as action over action "fllr 
life over that which a bioPower focuses is an informed life, a lift 
capable of many conducts, and for this reason, always cap~lbll' 
of insubmission."328 

From this we can extract diverse consequences. If w( 

don't start from bare life, in order to think bioPower, but 
rather from life capable of conducts, then a different hori 
zon opens up. Even in the concentration camp, but also in 
the most brutal contexts of our contemporaneity, or in the 
most delicate, like in those populations to which were n~
ferred in the interview with Agamben, or in Deligny's work 
with those with autism, or in the psychotics of our da\'
-hospitals, it's never about bare and raw biological1ife, or veg
etative life, but about gestures, manners, modes, variations, re
sistances, as minuscule and unapparent as they may seem. 

328. Muriel Combes, La vie inseparee, p. 52. 
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AFTERWORD 



Various lines have been conjugated throughout this book. The 
relations between power and desubjectivation, ways of existence 
and erratic lines, crises and creation, life and exhaustion, among 
others. None of this can be thought of, today, without avoiding the 
contemporary biopolitical context and, more radically, the prob
lematic of nihilism. 

One may be surprised that a "European" problem, if not also 
to say a "Russian" one, such as nihilism, would worry us today in 
the "tropics," if such geophilosophy still preserves any meaning in 
such a globalized context. What is the interest in addressing this 
theme to such a hazy or depressing degree - is it not just a fad 
from the 19th century, which is already resolved? Now, what Ni
etzsche called "the most sinister of guests" doesn't seem minimally 
prone to dispense with its hosts, though having taken inaudible 
torms, and at times unrecognizable ones, that continually ask 
for new descriptions from one day to the next, as wen as com
plements, and precisions. Thus, the almost redundant addendum 
that we dare include here, as an explanatory note in regard to the 
subtitle: that is, to call contemporary nihilism biopolitical- is our 
way of "updating it:' In fact, over the past several years these two 
lines of research that have interested me, biopolitics and nihilism, 
have repeatedly been drawn toward one another, interweaving, re
verberating, and referring to each other reciprocally. It was there
fore necessary to further investigate this association. 

The urgency of this task is due to increasing pusillanimity, in 
which a biopolitical abasemel1t al1d mOl1itoring of life obtund the 
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variability of perspectives, of modes of existence and resistance tha~ 
this context could provoke. There is a biopolitical stranglehold 
that demands gaps, as small as they might be, in order to re;lcti
vate our political imagination, be it theoretical, affective, bo(lih. 
territorial, or existential. Some of them were discussed in pre\"ioL1: 
books, but time has shown that they would reclaim a conceptual 
amplification and new deviations.329 

It's obvious that today precise forms of control, monitorint'-, 
expropriation, and intensification of "life:' individual and collec
tive, mental and corporal, bio-psychological and biophysical, SeX

ual and behavioral, are everywhere, which at times has bestowed 
upon Nietzsche's interpretation of nihilism aggravated inflectiolls 
and an unprecedented concreteness: for example, the negation of 
life operated as "production" of life, the negation of health br<ln
dished as "production" of health, the narcissistic reterritorializJ
tion or self-entrepreneurship comprehended as care of the self, R\ 

stick with jllst a few restricted examples. As if the change from 
repressive logic to the productive logic embedded in the exerciSe of 
power, in the way Foucault pointed out, has been unleashed. Btl: 

this process has its opposite. If in its strict sense, nihilism refen 
to the historical-philosophical decline of a metaphysical matrix of 
the denial of life, Nietzsche Claims that the same symptoms can be 
traced back to the "vital energies that are growing and cracking J 

shell." What are such vital energies in our biopolitical context? AnJ 
how do we map them? The active destruction of ruling values and, 
above all, the means of the production of values, today, cannot 
form the economy of the biopolitical analysis. Since biopolitics, 
as Foucault defined it, is the management and control of the lite 
of populations in a broad sense, compatible with what Deleu:rt 
called "control society;' having as its lower limit the biologizinf; 
abasement of existence (bare life). Conversely, however, power and 
multitudinous expansivity (affective, subjective, collective) affirm~, 
itself as biopower. As such, it implies in the dissolution of certain 
forms of dominion - for example, the growing prevalence of the 
immaterial work, in replacement of the Fordist model, leads to a 
recomposition of class and new lines of conflict. 

Both nihilism and biopolitics obey the logic of a Moebim 
strip, in a reversibility that is intrinsic to them - under certain 
conditions, they reveal their opposites. As if in both cases it~_el:e 
329. Peter Pal Pelbart. A vertigem por lim fio: Polfticas da subjetividade colltcmporilne(l, 
(Sao Paulo: Iluminuras, 2000), or Vida Capital: Erzsaios de biopo/{tica, (Sao Pnulo: 
I1uminuras, 2003). 
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necessary to go to the limit of the process in order to turn it onto 
its back, or in other words, to reveal the force of the other side 
(outside) that frol? the beg5nni~g was there, virtually, exerting 
pre.ssure. If the lOgIC of both IS assllnilated to such a point, it won't 
be Just by a structural homology. It is because biopolitics does not 
fail to ?e a soc!o?!stor!cal, psycho-political, affective-subjective 
concretIOn of mhIlIsm Itself, understood as an escalation of the 
denial of life, that, however, carries, in its reverse, an affirmative 
element. 

It was necessary to sustain the points where both Moebius 
strips, in a manner of speaking, cross one another and communi
cate. This implies assuming the equivocal and non-deterministic 
character in ~o~h cases, without letting it be engulfed either by 
somber and Slmster colors that some interpretations of nihilism 
favor, or, on the contrary, by the effusively utopian tone that some 
interpretations of biopolitics instigate. Such a tension merely ex
presses the fact that one faces a complex entanglement of multiple 
fields of forces, traversed by concrete struggles on various scales 
with all the reversibilities thus implicated. ' 

For it is necessary to recognize the dangers of every approach 
that touches a~ abusive totalization, in which one imagines a closed 
System, of whIch would befit some kind of "leaving" - with all the 
pow~rlessness and'paralys~s tha.t this i~ea implies. Or a History in 
relatIon to that whICh one Imagmes an overcoming," which would 
postpone. this great "tur~ing". As David Lapoujade rightly noted, 
3 s~stem IS never closed m ~eleuze and Guattari, it Hees by way of 
3111ts ends, and the whole tIme the system itself tries to contain 
"repel, subdue this heterogeneity that undermines it from within ,; 
In this sense, "!t is. not about overcoming or reverting whatever it 
is, but of turnmg It over [ ... J walking on the other side [ J the 
outside."330 ' ... 

To this extent it was necessary to resort to figures such as disas
ter, exhau~tion, and chaosmosis, capable of revealing the points of 
a-foundation where there appear, paradoxically, and at the same 
ti01.e~ the counte~-mo:~ments ~to nihilism and of nihilism, to bio
p?l~t~cs and ofb~opohtlCs). It IS therefore impossible to speak of 
:nIhIhsm today WIthout plunging into this complex and composed 
ste~, where t~lere app~ars - without any such psychologism - a 
bodIly, material, affectIve, aesthetic, psychopolitical, micropolitical, 

;;0. David Lapolljade, "Delellze: politica e informa<;ao," in Cadernos de sl1hjetividade 
11 J 0, Sao Paulo. (2010). • 
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and biopolitical dimension, which through certain derangements 
or collapses reveals the heteroclitic components that ask for oth
er assemblages, by way of a different "element" - a different )~:,. 
These are the inflexion points that insinuate, at times impercepti
bly, the counterblows that are eagerly awaited, but also in a Sl'C< 

tacular fashion, public explosions that denounce the means of tIl!;: 
production of sense and value that have decayed. To formulak 
it more precisely, we would say that it is not about producing an 
amalgamation of nihilism and biopolitics, but about experiment
ing with the biopolitical dimension of nihilism, and the nihilistil~ 
dimension of biopolitics, and the reverse of both. Only then em 
that which is depleted and that which is insinuated be revealed, 
through an outside force. 

Considering this, what can be done in order to addrc5S thE 
theme of "nihilism" refusing its substantivation or reification, as
suming its infinite elusiveness? There is no response, but rather 
local tactics. One of the challenges, in any case, consists of refming 
at each step a "nihilistic" reading of nihilism - with which we 
distance ourselves from the many available approaches, however 
consecrated they may be, which refer to the "history of Being." (\r 

to an anthropocentric dialectic based on notions of alienation, n: 
appropriation, and authenticity. Both the auratic and the human
ist solutions "solve" what escapes us, the lines of drift having been 
preferable to us - even when it does not "solve" anything. When 
recognizing the modesty of Deleuze's philosophical endeavor fac
ing the question "what do you propose?", Lapoujade maintains 
with acuity that we still haven't grieved for "philosophy as State 
apparatus:>33I 

As such, our suspicion regarding excessively totalizing readings 
remains, whether in the historical arc that returns to antiquity, 
or in the extensive range that encompasses all planetary space, 
sometimes resulting in a tonality of a priori aversion to contem
porary complexity - which is already, let's say in passing, part 
of the symptom to be thought. As Deleuze says in a reference to 
Kostas Axelos' analysis that tried to conjugate Heidegger, Marx, 
and Heraclitus in order to think the "planetary" era: precisely 
when everything seems flat, when the earth has become smooth, 
and all the powers are determined by the code of technique, af
ter all, it is in this apparently unidimensional state that nihilism 
has "the most bizarre effect: it returns the elementary forces to 

331. David Lapoujade,"Deleuze: politica e informa~ao." 
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themselves in the raw play of all its dimensions, liberating the l//1-

thought nihil in a counter-power which is 111ultidimensional play. Of 
the most unfortunate souls, it will no longer be said that they are 
alienated or tortured by the powers, but rather that they are shak-

b th c "332 I' I' . r . en y e lorccs. t s t 11S Irreverence lacmg a grave tone, solemn 
and lapidary that allows for the game to begin again ("it plays, 
without players"), avoiding the nihilistic captures - in short, free
ing the thought of nihilism from the risk of turning into the ni
hilism of thought. Such a capacity of turning from the other side, 
of shaking the dusty consensus, of finding the counter-powers, the 
counter-attacks, the new stratagems, and also the new disorders 
that the supposed totalized order hid, already brings a different af
fective tonality whose effect should not be underestimated. Echo
ing Nietzsche, Deleuze insists that at times what matters more than 
the distinction between the true or the false, is the distinction be
tween the heavy and the light, the deep and the aerial. Referring to 
a song by Charles Koechlin, for example, that renounces classical 
affirmations and romantic raptures, Deleuze notes at what point it 
becomes particularly apt to say "a particular disarray, a particular 
disequilibrium, even a particular indifference," and, besides that, 
"a strange joy almost like happiness."333 

A book published recently by Georges Didi-Hubennan 
adopts a sim~lar direction, unquiet with the predominance of 
an ~pocaly~tlC t~ne that prevents us from seeing precisely that 
whIch surVIVes, 111 a strange paradox where the discourse of 
den~uncement, as lucid and "luminous" as it may be, helps to 
speCIfically obfuscate the existences that survive, with its dis
crete luminosity. Didi-Huberman states with reason: "It is one 
thir:g to cal~ the ma~~ine ~otalitarian, ~t is another to hastily 
attnbute to It a defi11ltlve VICtory and WIthout partitions. Is the 
world re~lly at ~uch a totally en~laved point as they dreamed 
it - prOjected It, programmed It, and want to impose upon 
us - o';!r.current ,'Perfidious c.ounselors?' Postulating this is pre
cisely glVlng credIt to that WhICh the machine wants to make us 
believe. It'? seeing n,othi~g b~t the nigh:?r th~ obfusc~ting light 
of the proJectors. It s actmg like losers: It s bemg convll1ced that 
the machine accomplished its job without remnants or resis
tance. It's not seeing if not the whole. It's furthermore not seeing 

;32. Gilles Delellze, "Fisslire and Local Fires;' in Desert Isla/Ids. org. David Lapolljade, 
cNewYork: Semiotext(e),2004), 160. 

33 3. J/Jid, p. 158. 
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space - were it interstitial, intermittent, nomadic, improbably 
situated - from the openings, the possibles, the flashes, the de
spite every things:' Or still, taking up his beautiful image of th(' 
fireflies and the threshold of their visibility, he adds: "In order 
to know about the fireflies, it is necessary to see them in the 
present of their survival: it is necessary to see them dance in the 
heart of night, even though this night were swept up by some 
ferocious projectors. [ ... J Thus as there is a minor literature -
as Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari showed with regard to Kaf
ka - there would be a minor light with the same philosophic:1] 
characteristics."334 

Everything indicates that there is rcally a problem of "light" 
in thought. How not to submit to the "searchlight" of reason? 
Bergson said that light is in the world, not in the spirit that 
contemplates ... It is possible that a regime of obscene lumi
nosity, like what currently predominates, has unprecedented 
effects of obfuscation of the "bioluminescences" - white ni
hilism! Hence our more reserved mention of micropoliticaJ 
experiments (of the order of "fireflies") that ma~e for cont~us
ing testimonies, such as the chapter on the Uemzz theatncal 
group, where "minor" modes of existence are approached and, 

k S . h' cc bl' I t'" th ht 31<; to spea as ounau, t elr esta IS lmen IS oug .'-
We can now return to the question that doesn't want to keep 

quiet. After all, fr~m what are we so exhauste~ nowa?ays? h's 
necessary to imagme a cartography of exhaustlOn, as If It were 
a type of molecular symptomatology, as N!etzs~he a~temep~
ed with nihilism, though from a mostly hlstonc-phllosophl
cal perspective, but also a "psychological" one. Now, following 
Deleuze's trail, shouldn't we rethink exhaustion, nowadays, ac
cording to Beckettian categories? Perhaps this would allow us 
to face with less jolts the states of suspension, of bankruptcy, 
of Musil-esque mist, even of dissipation, whether individual 
or collective, and glimpse at the stirring up of words and con
sumption of images, vital stratagems, in dissociable from the 
forces and humor that they express. 

For my part, for whom all these authors, thoughts, winds 
and events constitute incessant sources of inspiration, I'm left 
334. Georges Didi-Huberman, Survivance des lucioles, p. 44. 

335. Etienne Souriau, Les differents modes d'existence, (Paris: Puf, 2009), presented by 
Bruno Latour and Isabelle Stengers, who clarify: "To Souriau, all beings must be estah
lished, both the soul and the body, the work of art and the scientific existent, electron 
or virus." 

with the impr~ssion that they are also a clue, though a fleeting 
one, of a shift 111 progress. By whom? Of what? In which direc
tion~ We don't know. It is a collective cartography, unfinished, 
mOVIng, from the inside out of nihilism - "cartographies of 
exhaustion" should be understood also in the genitive: exhaus
tion itself is the cartographer, as a manner of speaking. It's not 
about, therefore, knowing "who speaks," or "from what place 
one speaks;' perhaps not even "of what" is spoken, but like 
Guattari suggested, "what speaks through us?" 
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